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ABSTRACT
MEDIATING OPERA FOR AMERICA:
MAGAZINE BIOGRAPHIES, OPERA SINGERS AND NATIONAL IDENTITY

Marsha Siefert
Larry Gross, Supervisor

How can singers in an art form imported from Europe become stars in a culture
like America where so-called “high art” in general and opera in particular are not
natural candidates for popular stardom? This dissertation argues that magazines,
as mainstream media, have played an important role over time in representing
opera singers as viable celebrities for national attention and as contributors to
American cultural achievement.
Using Bourdieu’s theory, I argue that opera represents an international
cultural field in which the United States was historically a periphery. America
participated by importing singers and later by establishing an institution similar to
national operas in European capitals—the Metropolitan Opera of New York City.
Given that no American operas or composers are represented in the canon, I
expected that performers at the Met would represent America’s contribution to
opera as a cultural field.
A systematic selection of the first magazine article representing over 130
singers, half of whom were American, was analyzed for its reproduction of the
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cultural field. Biographical and story elements were identified to explain how the
opera singer could be presented as a viable American celebrity.
The analysis offers the following results. Eighty-five percent of the articles
incorporate the Metropolitan Opera and a majority feature performances of
standard repertoire. All exceptions are American singers. The stereotypes of
opera singers as fat and effeminate are mediated through asserting the
Americanness of slim women and heterosexual cues. Black American singers
are portrayed with far more qualifications for legitimacy than white singers and
their race is most often the stated occasion for the magazine story. An analysis
of over 20 magazine cover stories for opera superstars yields a pattern of
mediation that glamorizes the all-American girl as the American contribution to
opera as a cultural field. The alternation of this discourse with the periodic rise of
non-American superstar tenors is related to both media developments and
closure of master narratives about the eventual international triumph of the
American opera soprano.
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Preface

This work was conceived long ago, before cultural studies had given legitimacy
to questions about opera as a genre. It enters a discursive world in which “high
culture” always appears in quotation marks and in which opera's excesses
provide easy and ample space for caricature and critique in contemporary
debates over cultural value. To have come to love opera, as I do, does not
diminish my understanding of its anachronistic elements and irrelevance for most
people; in fact, part of the impetus behind this study was to take those questions
head-on—why is there a Luciano Pavarotti? Thus I answer the question of how
opera singers could become celebrities for America in the broadest
interdisciplinary terms, calling upon cultural history, musicology, the sociology of
culture, American history, narrative analysis, and communications theory.
The acknowledgments for this work bear a special burden. Because it
was conceived and executed primarily during full-time professional employment,
the study was realized on nights and weekends and sustained by my friends’
good will. I thank in particular Suzann Weekly, Tobia Worth, Robin Dorfman,
Janice Balkan, and Joe Pote. Others in the field of communication offered me an
encouraging word at a critical time and I thank Bob Avery, Joe Cappella, Rod
Hart, Kathleen Jamieson, Tamar Katriel, Richard Morris, Graham Murdock, and
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Barbie Zelizer. I also benefited from a three-month summer dissertation
fellowship from theAnnenberg School for Communication.
The completion of this work reflects the suggestions of others. Joe Turow
and Carolyn Marvin asked questions of an earlier draft that I have tried to
answer. Sue Curry Jansen has been an inspiring colleague in person and
cyberspace. The manuscript would not exist in this form without the skill of
Janice Fisher, who helped negotiate the transatlantic production. I am indebted
to Larry Gross, who understood my interest in the topic and read this final draft
with care and knowledge.
In Budapest I owe a special thanks to the graduate students at the Central
European University, Budapest, for their intelligence and generously expressed
appreciation. I would also like to acknowledge a stipend from the CEU, which
enabled me to devote the sustained three months required for completion. Most
of all, I thank Al Rieber whose unswerving belief in my abilities and the rightness
of my quest has sustained me to the finale.
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Introduction: SuperStar, Cover Story: Pavarotti and America

Pavarotti is one of those magnetic performers. . . who not only
please the cognoscenti but also wow the masses
The man in
the street, who may care little about opera, knows Pavarotti as that
bearded guy with the boyish grin and the funny accent on the TV
commercial for American Express cards.1
For the last two decades Luciano Pavarotti has been "Opera's Golden Tenor," as
Time magazine's 1979 cover proclaims him, and "Prince of Tenors," as a
Newsweek cover story dubbed him three years earlier.2 Are these two
newsmagazine cover stories, along with the media presence and publicity
surrounding subsequent Pavarotti megaconcerts and best-selling videos into the
millenium, a singular phenomenon? More generally, the research question that
this dissertation aims to answer is how can singers in an art form imported from
Europe become stars in a culture like America where so-called “high art” in
general and opera in particular are not natural candidates for popular stardom?
And what does this phenomenon represent in the larger U.S. debate over
cultural values?
The answer to this question draws upon the long history of the importation
of opera and opera singers to America since 1825. In particular it recognizes the
important role that national circulation, non-music magazines have played in
presenting and representing opera singers as viable celebrities for national
attention and as contributors to American cultural achievement. The magazines
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are not those that necessarily “please the cognoscenti” but those like the
newsmagazines quoted above that celebrate already proven stars. With longer
lead times and different functions than local newspaper reviews, magazines can
digest, select and amplify musical judgments for a national audience. They
provide “insider” information about the stars to outsiders, present the successful
in the star-making process that has already taken place, and justify that success
in terms amenable to the conventions of celebrity. Over the long history of opera
in America, both the magazines and opera have changed of course. But, as this
dissertation will argue, the patterns of selecting and representing opera singers
can illustrate both the changes and continuities of representing the stars of a
European art in an American context.
In this study I do not pre-select the magazines, but rather select
published stories on opera singers, thereby letting the magazine topical agenda
emerge. Using Reader’s Guide in a conservative, two-step selection yielded
over 130 opera singers who had been profiled in American magazines.3 Even in
the context of the rise of popular singers and rock singers and now pop singer,
opera singers have continued to receive star profiles in Time and Newsweek up
until today. Since 1926 there have been over 25 cover stories on opera singers.
All but two feature a singer who has already debuted at the Metropolitan Opera
of New York. Three-quarters of the covers feature female singers and two-thirds
of all the singers featured in articles are female. Half the featured singers is
European and half American; the ratio decreases dramatically with the cover
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stories, as Americans begin to take center stage on opera covers after World
War II. One-quarter of all featured American opera singers is black. These
preliminary statistics suggest that the survival of the opera singer as publicized
star offers a site at which several types of questions about nationality, race, and
gender can be raised. In fact, the vernacular assignment of opera to the
category of “European art,” or “high culture," as will be explained, make the
questions of representation of interest to the history of scholarly debate over
American cultural categories.
The focus on the period from 1926 for primary investigation adds several
elements of competing interest to these “prima donnas” as celebrities.
Obviously, opera singers represent an older form of celebrity in concurrent
competition from film stars and represent an older form of singing in concurrent
competition from microphone singers on radio and later popular music. Live
performances of opera co-exist with multiple forms of media reproduction,
including past singers among their competitors. Further, as will be explained, the
prevailing stereotypes of fat bodies and screeching voices that attach in popular
parody to opera singers disadvantage them in the celebrity sweepstakes with
Hollywood and Broadway. Thus, the fact that the opera singer in live
performance survives as a candidate for national celebrity throughout the
twentieth century is not a taken-for-granted fact. In this context I argue that a
great deal of cultural work must be done in order to present the opera singer as a
viable celebrity. The magazine stories offer evidence of the type of biographical
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and success story elements that can be analyzed within American cultural
patterns of media story telling.
Two general answers to this survival are offered, one structural and the
other cultural. As will be detailed in the first several chapters, the evolution of
opera as an art form in Europe intersects the emergence of the nation state,
urbanization and the growth of the middle class, which shapes cultural
institutions including opera and their social, economic and political power. From
the early nineteenth century, America is a recipient and gradually participates in
the evolution of these institutions, which are well in place by the 1920s. The
institutions represent a complex field that is legitimated and reproduced through
live performance. The structural reproduction of works and performers is
expected to be represented in the magazine stories and aid the survival of opera.
Representation is an important concept here. In doing an analysis of
magazine articles, the expectation is that the texts will to some large extent
reproduce the legitimated structure of opera—that is, magazine articles will
select those opera singers like Pavarotti above who "please the cognoscenti."
Additionally, however, for the American audience, the singer will also represent
the necessary cultural attributes to qualify that singer for stardom. A key portion
of the analysis then will address what those cultural attributes are, how they are
embedded in stories about the opera singer and how they may also function to
influence the national cultural practices of opera.
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Thus Pavarotti can be seen as being historically situated in a much larger
field of opera singers represented in twentieth-century American magazines. It
matters that the magazines under consideration are American and that Pavarotti
is not. In fact, what he sings is not American and is not even sung in English;
what he sings is not new and is not even from or about the twentieth-century;
what he sings is located in high-priced buildings and is distributed on littlewatched television stations. As Time says, Pavarotti is a "bearded guy with the
funny accent" and the "man in the street.. .cares little about opera."4 Therefore,
we may ask more profoundly the simple question, what can these magazine
stories tell us about what Pavarotti and opera singers in general may represent
in American culture?
In the remainder of this introduction, I will summarize the theoretical
argumentation and generally describe the methods and materials of the analysis.
Finally I will refer back to a larger excerpt from the Time magazine cover story on
Pavarotti to preview the systematic analysis of the magazine narratives that
constitute part of the cultural discourse on opera singers in American culture.

THEORETICAL CONTEXT
Not all opera stars both please the cognoscenti and wow the masses. In fact,
here I argue that the opera star must first please the cognoscenti before he or
she is a candidate to wow the masses. To explain the order and difference, I will
draw upon three strands of theoretical work: the history and production of
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culture, the role of media in the production of culture, and the role of news in the
celebrity process.

The Production o f Culture and Cultural History

As theorists of culture from sociology to anthropology to cultural studies have
argued, cultural goods are the result of a complex process with material and
sociopolitical dimensions. In characterizing the “production” of opera stars for
American culture, then, I start from Pierre Bourdieu's theoretical construct of the
“cultural field." This concept is useful to the present study for several reasons.
Viewing opera as a cultural field that has developed overtime explains the way
in which particular operas and composers come to be legitimated and ranked in
the value hierarchy, that is how the existing canon of operas and composers
developed within institutional structures.
Opera as a cultural field occupies a transnational space in which America
was historically a periphery throughout the nineteenth century. America’s
participation in the cultural field emerged through both the import of opera
singers and the establishment of an institution similar to the national operas in
the capital of Europe—the Metropolitan Opera of New York City. Along with the
development of cultural capital, New York also developed as the
communications capital, emerging by the early twentieth century as the center
for publishing and later broadcasting. Media access, along with its symbolic and
transportation links with Europe, enabled the Metropolitan Opera to survive and
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maintain itself as the center of opera as a cultural field in America and to
gradually proclaim its international position.
Opera, like the fields of literature and art that Bourdieu describes,
represent a cultural field that is relatively autonomous, a field which is highly
circumscribed in terms of its production processes. He thus differentiates the
production, circulation and reception of what in the vernacular are known as the
fine arts from mass-produced forms in terms of their social and political
economy. As will be described in chapter 2, this relative autonomy has
developed over time in congruence with the institutions responsible for its
production, dissemination and evaluation. Evaluation, or “criticism," is integral to
the production and maintenance of a cultural field and has its own institutional
relations. As will be described in chapter 4, the publications that carry the formal
reviews are distinct from those that disseminate the results of these evaluations
into the marketplace, not only to cultivate potential audiences but also to
reinforce the prestige value of the judgments and opera as a cultural field. Thus,
I expected that the non-music magazines that grew up and reinvented
themselves through new genres over the twentieth century would play an
important role in disseminating, reproducing, and legitimating opera and opera
singers for a larger audience in America.
Unlike the fields of art and literature discussed by Bourdieu, opera is
realized and only phenomenologically exists through performance. Its
dissemination through the media, whether recording, radio broadcasting or
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television broadcasting, would be considered within the cultural field a
dissemination, gaining its legitimacy from the “original” or authentic live
performance. It would therefore be a contested area for whose performance
was disseminated by whom. As works were canonized and composers
deceased, performers gained in their role as mediators of a historic form. Given
that no American operas and no American composers were represented in the
canon, I expected that performers would carry the burden of representing
America and America’s contribution to opera as a cultural field throughout the
twentieth century.
The legitimated structure of opera as a cultural field also provides the
shared understanding of the highly ritualized career trajectory for opera singers
to become opera stars. This trajectory provides the most likely moments (debut,
taking on a consecrated operatic role, arrival at the Metropolitan Opera) for a star
to be "bom” in the non-music media. Those moments, I argue, from “live
performance” of opera will be the most likely occasion for opera singers to be
profiled in American non-music magazines.5
With Bourdieu, I agree that an essential part of the “work” of a cultural
field is to position the object (work, creator, and performer) within a hierarchy of
others. Therefore, I expect that the process of evaluating the opera singer,
which is critical to the emergence of the cultural field, will take the form of
positioning a given opera star in relation to the field of opera stars having its own
structure or positioninas. This positioning would take place among the music
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critics deemed to have a position within the field. However, cues to this
positioning should be visible linguistically in the articles in American magazines
and amenable to systematic analysis. It is within these terms that the notion of
the cognoscenti becomes functionally explained as representing the “critical”
judgment of opera as a cultural field. Even the "foreign" term—cognoscenti—
signals that special characterization. If, as Time suggests, they must be
pleased, then evidence of the opera star's legitimation within opera as a cultural
field is expected to be evident each time the opera star is presented discursively
in a published context. Concretely, I expect that the institutions and critical
evaluations that occur within the cultural field, e.g., the Metropolitan Opera or
stated “critical" approval, will be evidenced in American magazine stories
presenting the opera singer as star.
This theoretical language in essence describes what in the vernacular is
known as “the star system.” Pavarotti's Newsweek title as "Prince of Tenors”
suggests how he is positioned and presented at the top of the hierarchy.6 These
theoretical postulates will be more thoroughly explored, critiqued, and qualified
with regard to opera stars in chapter 1.
The United States presents a particular historical and sociological context
in which opera would be situated somewhat differently than in France, where his
data originate, as Bourdieu would readily agree.7 Chapter 2 will situate opera in
America within the larger transnational context in which opera emerged as a
cultural field. By telling the American story with opera rather than America
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forming the boundaries of the question, I intend to show how the international
dimension continues to inform the emergence of cultural hierarchy in opera in
nineteenth-century America as described by Lawrence Levine and others.8 I
also intend to demonstrate how the “national” emerges in particularly significant
and iong-iasting ways through the process of the institutionalization of opera as
part of building cultural capital(s).
A defining feature of performance in the twentieth century is new—that is
the mass media. While mass media are represented in Bourdieu’s mapping of a
cultural field as a separate form of large-scale production, I will explain in chapter
3 how the media are also used to disseminate and reproduce opera as a cultural
field, with very interesting results for both opera and opera singers. For the
twentieth-century, the media presents an important boundary area that is
negotiated in important and diverse ways, including both defending and
embracing opera as a cultural field.

Media and Cultural Production
The cultural field is about pleasing the cognoscenti. What about the “man in the
street"? Why is he necessary to Pavarotti—and Time? The "man in the street"
is unlikely to learn about Pavarotti in Opera News or unlikely to stay tuned should
he hear a snatch of the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcast. He is
more likely to pay attention if Pavarotti is first brought to his attention in another,
more frequently encountered venue. Therefore, if opera in America is a
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relatively autonomous cultural field, with its own subsystems of production,
legitimation, reproduction and dissemination, to what extent is knowledge of that
system available to those not attending to it, that is, the man in the street. The
relative autonomy of opera as a cultural field does not mean that there is no
need of cultivating audiences, i would argue that, in the U.S. in particular, with a
market-dominated culture and less direct government subsidy for the arts than in
Europe, these boundaries are relatively more fluid and the need for positioning
the arts in the marketplace even more considered.9 As will be argued below,
attendant status was a major part of opera's market value and, even with recent
changes in U.S. arts consumption patterns, status continues to be an important
genre attribute.
Media dissemination and reproduction also offer a mode for acquiring,
maintaining, or extending both educational and cultural capital, especially if the
media disseminates the cultural field in a way that both preserves it in its "pure”
or legitimated form and also extends its educational aspects. Therefore, in
chapter 3 1will look at the media as disseminators of opera as a cultural field. I
will include the broadcasts or records that were produced within the cultural field
of opera—the Texaco Metropolitan Opera broadcasts and Columbia and RCA
Victor recordings with Metropolitan Opera stars—as well as those attempts to
create independent dissemination. While these items theoretically might be
available to all, in practice these materials are unlikely to be encountered by or
attended to by the man in the street. However, other media might offer those
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works and persons already judged hierarchically at the top as legitimate
representations outside the restricted field, that is Pavarotti packaged for the
"man in the street."
But are periodicals like Newsweek truly for “the man in the street?” Of the
many researchers who have analyzed such periodicals, most would argue that
they are not addressed to this mythical "man in the street." From a
communications point of view, these magazines are not "objective” sources, but
represent particular manifestations of projected markets and readers. Therefore,
in chapter 4 1elaborate the argument that in the United States, quality and
newsmagazines function as a vehicle for providing continuing information about
the cultural "news” in a national context for readers that may be defined as
upwardly mobile, definitely not "in the street.” The "man in the street” represents
a particular type of formula for "audience-making” in the American context that is
explored in chapter 3 and chapter 4.
Let me be clear. Although I will explicate this restricted system of
production for opera stars I am not studying the system of cultural production for
opera per se. That would require investigations into the various institutions in the
art worlds as described by Howard Becker10 that produce opera and could be
more easily done for an individual opera star like Pavarotti.11 Here I am studying
how opera stars, as exemplars of a system of cultural production, are selected
and represented discursively in non-music national magazines and how those
articles reproduce the structure of the cultural field. Therefore, for example, I
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expect that articles about opera stars will mention "critical accolades,"
"professional achievements," "mentors and teachers," and music institutions like
the Metropolitan Opera to affirm that a particular opera star has been legitimated
within opera as a cultural field. They will also offer the necessary personal and
biographical details to make the opera singers amenable to American celebrity.
Of course, these magazines themselves may change in their hierarchical
position over time, as they are part of an historical process. That will be taken
account and will be treated in depth in chapter 4. Whatever their hierarchical
position, what remains important is that these magazines essentially retain their
format over the century. They retain a large circulation, in the many millions.
They continue to publish an American edition, even if they also distribute
internationally. They are not devoted to the arts or culture but rather present
themselves as magazines publishing news and features “of significance.” Thus
the presentation of opera stars within a magazine that is not wholly devoted to
the "culture," in the vernacular use of the term, itself requires a selection process
amidst an agenda from competing sources of subjects and celebrities.

Celebrity and the Media
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But we still must deal with “the man in the street.” Why and how would the
"bearded guy the funny accent” be a celebrity, a cover story, a superstar?
Obviously, people make news and celebrities may be tautologically defined as
people who make news or whom news makes celebrities. Wherever one enters
the process and however one wants to argue its genesis, few would deny the
symbiosis of the relationship between celebrity and publicity.
Celebrity, as a mass-produced phenomenon, has primarily been studied
using the model of the Hollywood star as its center.12 However, opera singers
differ in several ways from film stars, even though both may partake of similar
roots in the historical cultivation of celebrity. As Braud/s work on The Frenzy of
Renown shows,13 the intentional cultivation of celebrity, in this case defined as
being famous, dates back to hero tales of Alexander the Great. Opera singers
as famous and "celebrated" preceded film stars as being objects of both news
and gossip, in print. But as will be suggested in this study, much cultural work
has had to be done from Bamum's showcasing of Jenny Lind to the Pavarotti
phenomenon to make foreign singers of foreign music into candidates for
American celebrity.
The vehicle for representing opera singers in the US press is a variant of
the success story, of making it in America, with the particular elements of popular
biography that blends the older icon of artist as hero with more modem attributes
of popular success. As will be explained more fully in chapter 4, magazine
stories of opera singers fit into this genre that has been a staple of press and
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magazine coverage of individuals since the entry of the interview in the mid1850s. The elements of this story—-from hard work to the big break—are familiar
and recognizable; the personal attributes of the celebrity-in-the-making derive
from the dramatis personae that populate the available cultural repertoire of
characters) that can cross fictional lines.
As Gerbner14 has argued about television, media stories tell how things
work, how things are, and how things are valued. They present a relatively
coherent world of common images and messages. In essence, these magazine
articles use the story format as a way to present someone like Pavarotti, that
"bearded guy with the funny accent," in a format that is familiar to readers and
thereby affirms his right to celebrity. And they also embody coherent messages
about how things are valued, both opera and opera stars. The celebrity tales,
embedded in the magazine articles reporting on live performances of opera by
living opera singers are the mode of representation whereby a star produced in a
relatively autonomous field may be presented outside the field as worthy of
media attention.
These stories about the making of celebrity have been culturally available
even by the early twentieth century. Gamson, in his study of Claims to Fame,
documents how stories about the "behind the scenes" machinations of celebrity
are part of American media coverage.15 The two stories—celebrity as a natural
phenomenon of greatness and celebrity as artificially created—co-existed, but
with some tension as the media may take an ironic stance concerning their own
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role at creating celebrities. In magazine stories about opera singers, then, we
might expect to find tensions if and when the "celebrity text includes the story of
its own production."16 However, I will argue that in the opera singer stories, the
celebrity>as-commodity story will be relatively uncommon in these magazines.
One of the ways in which opera works as a cultural field is that the evaluation
process ought to take place within the field, made by legitimated music critics.
Thus the representations outside the field ought to reinforce the legitimacy of
those judgments through selecting successes as deserving celebrity. Any
"undeserved" success ought to be clearly marked as a "transgression, of the
autonomous field of opera. The transgression is not, cannot be of total
manufacture since an opera singer must have an identifiable skill. An opera star
must be able to sing opera and cannot just be.17 Therefore, I expect that the
stories told in conjunction with opera singers being given attention will, by
providing evidence of their legitimation in the autonomous field of opera, blunt
any potential criticism of their undeservedness.
Importantly, as Gamson suggests, these celebrity stories embody and
update "the early American paradox of egalitarian distinction.”18 In its purest
form, he suggests, the story is that a star—a gifted individual—would not rise,
even with a lucky break, unless she had what it took, usually talent plus hard
work. This fame meritocracy works well as an explanation of Hollywood and
television stars, and works well to explain the celebrity formula included in the
opera singer stories. But we are still left with the problem that, in contrast to
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Hollywood stars, presenting "fat, foreign, screeching singers" as American
celebrities requires a great deal of cultural work. Or. in other words, to be
presented as an American celebrity I will argue, qualities must be selectively
represented in published opera singer biographies that implicitly answer or speak
to the unacceptable parts of the opera stereotype for American celebrity. Hard
work but good luck, stories of the “big break," the triumph over personal tragedy
story, the ordinary man with the extraordinary gift—such elements are familiar
and recognizable in the celebrity tale. Analyzing how these elements are used,
patterned and recombined in various ways begins to demonstrate how the
"foreign" opera singer can be recontextualized as a candidate for the
"meritocratic hierarchy.19
Therefore, this study is not just about opera stars. Theoretically, it is an
analysis of the system of representation of the opera star system in non-music
national magazines. Functionally, the opera star stories represent the type of
cultural work that has to be carried on through the media to make opera stars
"accessible" and acceptable as American celebrities in the news media. After
all, Pavarotti has also represented American Express.

HOW TO STUDY OPERA SINGERS IN AMERICAN MAGAZINES
Choosing a way in which to study this phenomenon in the current theoretical
environment must be a self-conscious and defended decision. In the poststructuralist, post-modernist environment, any attempt to study "texts" must cope
with a history of intense argumentation about what a "text" is and what a "text"
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can represent. In the 1970s, empirical methodologies for studying text such as
content analysis retained their epistemological roots in the Enlightenment
tradition of approaching "objective knowledge." But as various criticisms of the
possibility of objective knowledge made their way into communications and,
indeed, into the whole of social science, the positions ranged from "text is all
there is” to "the text can represent nothing beyond itself and each analysis is
indeed another produced text.”
The idea that text can "stand for" something larger than itself, that is, that
it "represents” a category or even a genre ("news") or that a sample of such texts
could be used to draw a generalization also came under dispute at the
theoretical level. To what "reality” did these texts refer? To what extent did the
circumstances of the text's production contribute to the form and meaning of that
text and would that text necessarily be interpreted similarly by persons who
themselves were classified in some larger category like gender or race? Thus, in
terms of our study, to use texts to claim that Pavarotti represents more than
himself requires multiple strategies of investigation that complement and
reinforce each other to support the interpretations that I will suggest.20
First, as is offered by Bourdieu's concept of a cultural field, a reference to
the relatively stable genre provides a structural context within which to interpret
both the content and formula of the text and the text itself. In other words, the
extent to which a story about Pavarotti refers to the existing structure of opera
institutions—performance, training, evaluative—one can use that structure as an
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interpretative framework. As will be demonstrated in chapters 2 and 3, the opera
world in America has represented a remarkably stable institutional environment
for the time of investigation, the twentieth century.
Second, if in fact the cultural field of opera is operating in a relatively
autonomous fashion as Bourdieu suggests, then various structural elements
deriving from institutions within that field ought to relate to or in Bourdieu’s terms
reproduce each other. Concretely speaking, if the list of opera stars generated
through a sampling strategy for magazines are also essentially reproduced in
other reference sources (handbooks, encyclopedias, histories, recording lists
etc.), then some type of cross-checked, intertextual reliability will be generated.
In concrete terms, I begin with a sampling strategy for selecting opera stars
through a standard reference work not on music, i.e., Current Biography. I then
match this list with those who receive magazine coverage in another non-music
reference book, Readers Guide to Periodical Literature. If this process
generates the same lists as the Metropolitan Opera Encyclopedia or a book on
Musicians since 1900, then the intertextual appearance of Pavarotti and others
suggest aspects of a cultural field at work.
Third, having generated materials in a specified and systematic strategy
that can be theoretically and materially defended as representing existing
institutions, the question of textual interpretation of these selected materials must
still be answered. As has been shown in the debate over audience
interpretations of text (including television programs and other non-print
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materials), certain patterns of interpretation can be generalized as being
somewhat more likely on the basis of various social variables like gender, race,
SES, educational level, regional location, etc. While recognizing individuals'
potential for creating idiosyncratic meanings, the reasoning about interpretation
comes from practices in everyday life—e.g., one tends to learn through
socialization and experience those cognitive ‘‘schema" that can be called upon
to interpret new texts.
By positing a variety of interpretations of the texts about opera stars in
non-music national magazines over time, then, I am making a case for a viable
interpretation that has consistency across elements under investigation. No
interpretation is all-encompassing but I would argue that some interpretations are
privileged over others at certain times and in certain situations or arguments. A
persuasive case for patterns of interpretation can be made by drawing upon
theoretical support and methodological rigor. Because I am arguing from a
structural point of view, what I offer is not audience interpretation but the political
economy of cultural production as revealed in patterned references and
consistent argumentation.
To show that a particular interpretation has been used politically, e.g.,
opera s hierarchical status position in the arts, suggests that some interpretations
are incorporated into larger cultural arguments. It is these documented uses of
particular interpretations that provide the significance to such an investigation, as
will be discussed below.
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Therefore, in this study my first task is to present persuasive evidence that
opera is a relatively autonomous cultural field. In practice this will mean that I
will demonstrate the role of the Metropolitan Opera as the central institution for
producing opera stars for American consumption and textual profile. But
second, I will demonstrate that this field has elements of stability and elements of
change. Like any structural analysis, there are elements that contribute to the
stability of the institution and ways in which those elements interact with other
systems, institutions, and contextual elements in which change may occur.21
To demonstrate this, I will provide a textual analysis of the news stories
that form the corpus of stories generated by the selection process. As will be
explained below, the analysis will be elaborated along several basic sociological
dimensions like gender, race, ethnicity and nationality, which have been shown
to be relevant to patterned interpretations. This method will be more thoroughly
explicated in chapter 5, where the study is described, but here it is important to
note two facets of the data presentation.
First, by using the corpus approach to the news stories, I am assuming
that the same opera star story, or elements of that story, can function differently
in different interpretations. So, for example, Pavarotti's story may play a part in a
gendered interpretation of these texts and also be included in an analysis of the
creation of opera superstars. Here, of course, what I am suggesting is that the
polysemic nature of texts, that is their ability to yield more than one
interpretation, can also be used at a structural level to explain how the same
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texts can fit into different cultural patterns.22 Therefore, the systematic selection
of the corpus of opera star stories becomes important to demonstrating larger
cultural patterns while deriving strength from their capability of providing
information on multiple cultural narratives.
Second, I will offer extended examples of opera star stories to head each
chapter. While a strict social science analysis might use solely a systematic,
quantitative summary of active elements in the corpus of stories, the use of
multiple forms of analysis suggests that the language of the stones and the
ordering of the elements are also instructive. Since the material may be seen as
somehow "selectively” quoted to support my own position, it is useful to see the
complexity of even the short opera articles so that the multiple interpretations will
be more convincing. Of course, I will select the most illustrative examples to
prove my points. But it is important to recognize that if, as I argue, these are
cultural narratives that exhibit patterns available to a wide part of the audience,
then even a single element of the story can refer to the whole pattern. Therefore,
the analysis may return again and again to key articles in which the
contradictions of nationality, gender, or race are more compactly illustrated. This
will be discussed more completely also in chapter 5.
Finally, the themes of the individual analyses will be expressed using the
same type of binary tension that characterized the highbrow/lowbrow categories
so important to the hierarchical positioning of opera. These binary tensions, very
familiar from research on issues of race and gender and deriving in part from
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bipolar analyses stretching back to Levi-Strauss and Nietzsche, are useful as
conceptual devices because they posit that the relationship among the elements
is in fact the object of discussion. These binary tensions also help to introduce
the idea of why and how change might occur.
As traditionally defined, these binary oppositions are culturally established
and their progressive mediation through various cultural narratives help to both
conceptualize a way to encompass the oppositions or contradictions and also a
way to signal incremental change within the cultural story. Encompassing these
tensions within narratives like magazine stories about opera singers can provide
a seemingly coherent explanation overcoming apparent contradictions in a
cultural explanation. Therefore, telling a story about Pavarotti that can be
inclusive of the "the guy with the funny accent” as a star for the man on the
street in America can somehow mediate a potential tension between famous
non-Americans in an American environment.

Plan o f the Chapters

To illustrate more fully how I intend to explore the patterns of representation of
opera stars in U.S. magazines and explain what these stories might mean, I
return to a fuller quotation from the opening cover story on Pavarotti.
At 6 ft. and nearly 300 lbs., "Big P,” as Soprano Joan Sutherland
calls [Luciano Pavarotti], is more than life-size, as is everything
about him—his clarion high Cs, his fees of $8,000 per night for an
opera and $20,000 for a recital, his Rabelaisian zest for food and
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fun. 'He is not primo tenore.' says San Francisco Opera General
Director Kurt Herbert Adler. 'He is primissimo tenore'
Pavarotti is one of those magnetic performers, like Nureyev in
dance and Olivier in theater, who not only please the cognoscenti
but also wow the masses. His LPs reach well beyond the normal
opera market, making him the bestselling classical vocalist on
records today. At any given time over the past 18 months, at least
four albums featuring him have been on the charts. The man in the
street, who may care little about opera, knows Pavarotti as that
bearded guy with the boyish grin and the funny accent on the TV
commercial for American Express cards. Millions have seen
Pavarotti's live performances on public television: the 1978 solo
recital from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera, for instance.23
Why Pavarotti? According to Time magazine, Pavarotti is already a
superstar, as shown by his "periodic jousts with Johnny Carson” and his reach
through media on LPs, public television, and concert broadcasts. In fact, four of
his albums have "been on the charts." What is the role of what might be
considered the mass media industries in documenting the selection of opera
superstars? Is Pavarotti, like Caruso, unusual in his "popular appeal,” as Levine
suggests?24 In this study I will argue that the "media performances" documented
for Pavarotti and any other opera superstar must come after he or she has been
legitimated within the autonomous cultural field, in this case a live opera
performance. Therefore, not only will a media performance not be the occasion
for news coverage but a media performance will not even be the occasion for a
cover story, even if and especially if the performer has appeared in other mass
media. A live performance (see chapter 2) will be necessary as the news event,
as a demonstration that the opera singer is legitimately representing the
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autonomous cultural field. For the Time story on Pavarotti, the stated musical
success was a San Francisco Opera production of La Gioconda.
The hierarchy within the canon of opera stars will, I argue, be reproduced
within the magazine articles under analysis. The membership in the canon of
legitimate opera stars will be reproduced in two ways—both in the discourse
within magazine articles about opera singers and, at a systemic level, in the pool
of opera singers profiled in the magazine articles. For example, Pavarotti was
first profiled in a national magazine seven years before his 1979 cover story, in
his first critical American success in the Metropolitan Opera's 1972 production of
La Fille de Regiment.25 The pantheon of stars that represent the canon, their
hierarchical legitimation, evaluation and reproduction in subsequent articles is
the subject of chapter 5.
But, as we have argued, how is the potential tension between the nature
of these opera singers resolved in the narrative of the story itself? At the
simplest level, they are represented in magazines just like other celebrities, with
the requisite attributes and stories. However, there are several attributes of the
opera star that might, on the other hand, disqualify the opera singer for American
celebrity, the second part of the magazine article formula. Unlike stars of film or
even sports which fall within the mass media industries, the problem is not even
limited to the fact that opera stars sing opera, not the most relevant of art forms
for the "man in the street.” As we have remarked, the linguistic, performative,
and economic aspects of live opera performance in fact may exclude or
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discourage widespread knowledge. These are not the only discouraging
aspects. Other physical attributes connected with singing opera stereotypically
counter the very images of male and female that might render opera singers
more easily as mainstream American celebrities. Opera singers, both male and
female, are often "more than life-size." Pavarotti is the "Big P” while large ladies
in winged helmets with unpronounceable names inhabit the prima donna role in
popular parody.
On the other hand, opera star's "foreignness"26 allows latitude in
demeanor and behavior exactly because he or she has been legitimated as a
star in an autonomous cultural field like opera. Not unlike foreign film stars who
appeared in American movies, accented men, from Valentino to Barishnikov, are
forgiven for wearing tights or turbans, and foreign women from Garbo to Gabor
were allowed certain gender ambiguities or accentuations that stretched the
middle-class American ideal.27 Thus, Pavarotti can be gently described as
dieting coupled with his "typical Italian male" habits of kissing the ladies.
Portraying opera singers, especially along the line of gender demarcations, in
national magazine profiles is complex cultural business in America. The
contradictions inherent in the physicality, sexuality, and gender of opera singers
as presented by national magazine profiles are the subject of chapter 6 entitled
"Diva/Divo."
Importantly, using contemporary parlance, there is an "other” in the
American opera world—the African American opera singer. The profiles of what
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the national magazines successively labeled Negro—black—African-American
opera singers place each new singer within a narrative of racial progress in
America. Closer analysis of black opera singers in news stories documents
complex negotiations and codings within this published discourse. Although
black singers had performed operatic works in concert before the American Civii
War, any appearance in a dramatized opera raised the culturally troubling
question of interracial casting. The compromises, when enacted, tended to be
either all-black casts or consignment to black roles (Aida and Amonroso, Porgy
and Bess). The national magazine articles describing African-American singers
who entered the American pantheon of opera stars are culturally "risky
business"28 and the subject of chapter 7.
The thesis of this chapter is twofold: first, that the uneasy relations
between blackface and white music as demonstrated in the magazine articles
are negotiated very slowly, through acceptable roles. Part of this negotiation is
the stringent application of hierarchically approved achievement for success
within the field of opera and the expected textual representation of and emphasis
on those achievements. Second, gender is a complicating factor, as black
women are eventually incorporated into the opera pantheon but a black male
has yet to break through that barrier. Third, external sociopolitical pressures in
the discourse on race relations intersected news values, which brought
magazine attention to African American singers.
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As the superlative tenor primissimo implies, there is usually only one
reigning superstar in opera at a time. Interestingly, as shall be seen, men and
women can both achieve this top spot in America, though usually not at the
same time. They are compared to each other in dynastic succession literally as
kings and queens of opera. Potential challengers to the throne can make "news"
and extend the superstar news narrative. For example, Time characterizes
Placido Domingo as Pavarotti's "closest rival” and Newsweeks 1982 cover story
poses Domingo as the "King of the Opera.”29 When women also attain this
position, the opera world has a term for it—prima donna assoluta. Like Pavarotti,
a successful singer can and often does reign for almost a generation, his
successor the subject of an active search. But why should an opera selecting the
primissimo tenore or prima donna assoluta be of cover story relevance in
America? Chapter 8 explicates the superstar narrative through its national
magazine covers stories. In the process I suggest that, even as trajectories are
used within the stories to explain the achievement of stardom, the dynastic
succession of assoluta opera singers—both women and men—is best explained
by overarching master narrative frames that exemplify rules of morality, success,
and American virtues.

SIGNIFICANCE OF OPERA SINGERS IN AMERICA: A CULTURAL
QUESTION
Talking about opera amid the pressing problems and questions of the time might
easily be dismissed as mere elite fragments in our postmodern cultural pastiche
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or survivals of an earlier age. More simply, one might ask, why having superstar
opera singers in America even matters. Certainly the "so what?" question about
opera in America is writ large. A simple and not untrue response might be that,
because of its longevity of already 400 years, opera can provide a set of data
against which to analyze large-scale cultural dynamics in an international setting.
Pavarotti is certainly an international celebrity, attained through singing opera.
Too, in spite of sustained scholarly and popular assault on the irrelevance
of opera for the modern world, its survival not only in “cultural ghettos” but also in
status identifications and group icons merits a study of its value transformation.
Certainly those status identifications attend the well-honed popular culture
stereotypes of opera and opera stars and are witnessed by Pavarotti's ads for
Blackgama mink and Domingo's for Rolex watches. They also signified for
1980s Hollywood cultural mobility, whether Julia Roberts' Pretty Woman
empathy for Violetta in La Traviata or Cher’s being Moonstruck by La Boheme.
And in the 1990s, Tom Hanks' portrayal of interpretative listening to Maria Callas
won him an Oscar. Opera lives also in popular culture, not always entirely in the
negative.
But these surface manifestations do not account for the complex
environment of contradictions that must be rationalized to preserve opera’s
valuation discursively, not to mention the large amount of economic and social
capital that is expended to respond to the repeated fiscal crises faced by opera's
performing institutions. There are several other signs that opera superstars, as
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representatives to the celebrity pantheon, have played a role like Pavarotti's that
is larger than life. The continued prominence of opera stars in the annual awards
for American cultural achievement at the Kennedy Center, their performance at
White House inaugurals and galas, and most importantly, their starring role in
private and government funding drives for public television. Opera star
appearances have often been used as a legitimating performance factor for
other hierarchical achievements, like political spectacle (inaugurals), so-called
"public media" like public television, and national award ceremonies like the
Kennedy Center honors. In the "culture wars” that have been documented in
publications of the late 1980s and early 1990s,30 "high culture" has been lauded
by conservative critics31 and in pleas for "cultural literacy" even as others have
championed "innovative” contributions from outside the canon.32 In such a
political environment, where arts foundations like the National Endowment for the
Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities are under fire for funding
experimental arts, politicians and policy makers can retreat to legitimated art as a
safer, political location. In this way Pavarotti's legitimation for the cognoscenti
allows him to be used to raise money for the "Quality" of public television through
endless repetitions of "The Three Tenors" concert on fund drives. The valuation
may not be for "the man in the street” but that too is part of the s*ory.
I would like to advance a bolder reason for the significance of this study.
If, defined as high culture, opera stars can function in the arena of cultural
politics as "representative” of legitimated and hence "valued" symbolic goods,
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then how can we interpret these "master narratives” within a political frame? I
would propose here that these opera star narratives (as well as the stories about
ballet dancers, modem artists, "legitimate" theatre actors, etc.) in national
circulation quality and news magazines "represent" a part of a larger discourse
about the nature of American culture. At first glance this assertion may seem
merely academic—American culture is what is produced by, in or for the United
States. But the fact remains that, for most of the twentieth century, what has
been labeled "culture" in the vernacular and in the educational canon has been
those products and performers that in their original form were imported from
Europe. U.S. purveyors of opera developed the institutional structure to
disseminate and reproduce legitimated cultural performances imported from
Europe. Producing American "home-grown” performers for these European
products was considered a greater challenge. It is this challenge which we will
see represented in the texts of the magazine articles about opera singers.
At the level of narrative, this representation can work as suggested by
Michael Billig's concept of "banal nationalism."33 In established nations of the
West, which have "confidence in their own continuity,” he suggests, "nationhood
provides a continual background for their political discourses, for cultural
products, and even for the structuring of newspapers. In so many little ways, the
citizenry are daily reminded of their national place in a world of nations."34 He
suggests, based on a study of the discourse of one day of ten British
newspapers, that it is the seemingly "banal" and "routinely familiar habits of
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language" that "will be continually acting as reminders of nationhood.”35 Thus, in
all the opera star narratives, reminders of "nationhood" from American sopranos
to "funny guys with Italian accents" function as "flags" of "banal nationalism" in
the discourse about what and who represents American culture and the political
implications thereof. As Billig suggests, a systematic study of the
representations of "nationhood" in the media over time would help to show that
banal nationalism, if it exists, is neither unusual, nor confined to politics, and
should be continually available upon a closer look.36 In its last section that is
what this study proposes to do, namely understand how “American” is
manifested in narratives about an international star system.
To illustrate, let me take perhaps an obvious example from outside the
opera world, the even more hierarchically restricted field of classical piano
performance, to make the point. On May 19,1958, Time featured on its cover
Van Clibum, "The Texan Who Conquered Russia." The story, which ran over 7
pages, told the story of his winning the Tchaikovsky piano competition in Moscow
as "an all-American virtuoso," with the expectation of a New York City welcome
home with a ticker-tape parade. There is little doubt that, following upon the
Soviet Union's successful launch of the Sputnik satellite, the Americans may
have desired a triumph—and an American hero. "A Van mops up his one-Texan
conquest of the Soviet Union this week, the Russian have to look back a century
for a comparable triumph." In fact, as Time quotes the reviews, the "Texas
longhair” received "thunderous applause such as had not been heard in Russia
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for over a century."37 But Van Clibum's role in the larger cultural competition is
clear:
Van's victory dramatically underscored that there is more first-rate
native instrumental talent in the U.S. than in the whole of Europe.
Moreover, the talent is younger. In Clibum's generation there are
at least nine pianists of equal native ability.38
American youth, "first-rate"-ness, "native" talent and ability, are all put
forward to trounce the "whole of Europe." Quantity is part of the claim, as
individual photos of "the nine pianists of equal ability” are arrayed through the
article. This sentiment is not just 1958. Any cursory reading of US media
coverage of the Olympics and the contemporary critiques by Europeans or the
debate over American culture in Europe will reveal the same "banal nationalism”
in coverage as this chauvinistic statement. International competition—whether in
armies, influence, or ability—is expressed across the cultural spectrum. Singling
out a European art form where Europeans are presumably "more equal” exhibits
a type of cultural competition that has political import in both domestic and
international debates over cultural products. Changes in this debate, both within
the field of opera and as pressured from without, will be a subject of the final
chapter and conclusions.
Therefore, in this study, I want to take seriously the selection,
presentation, and appropriation of opera stars as a particular form of both
persuasion and evaluation. The magazine writers are writing for those who are
unlikely to see the opera productions—at least live—and are unlikely to know the
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opera singers. The articles on opera singers not only represent who is selected
for celebrity but a dialogue on why opera singers matter, what they represent,
and what celebrity means. As suggested in the opening of this chapter, certain
characteristics of opera make it a "hard sell." And I would like to add another.
Opera is essentially, in its "pure" high culture form, a non-American, imported art.
It is not accidental that the other two stars with whom Pavarotti is
compared are also "imported." Olivier in theatre and Nureyev in ballet are also
"foreign" superstars in imported art forms. Significantly, like Pavarotti they are
also European. On the one hand, their "foreignness" is natural and germane to
the fact that they are performing in an imported art form. The "foreign" opera
singers are from the same countries as are the operas—Italy, Germany, and to a
lesser extent France and Russia—and therefore, their national heritage can be
presented as further qualification of their ability. On the other hand, to the extent
that the imported art form is also "foreign" they are less amenable to a more
general American celebrity position.
Therein lies another contradiction. To be amenable, understandable, and
at least symbolically relevant to a broader American public, opera singers must
be made useful for the demands of a "democratic art," with an American gloss
and American achievement. At the same time, they have to remain pure,
unsullied symbols of imported culture to affirm American cultural import in the
presumed European dominance in the area of culture. The two performers cited
in the Pavarotti cover story in comparative terms were both able to establish an
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artistic domicile in the U.S. press while remaining identified with their training
source.39 Another way to achieve this rapprochement is for American opera
singers to receive critical success in Europe. A third way emerges in the articles
under study. An American opera singer who can exhibit (or very dramatically
overturn) the traits of the American success story and have a critical success in a
major operatic performance can turn the latter into an attribute of a successful
American in the international arena. As will be seen, the idea of "Americanness" and "democratic accessibility” are discursively attached to opera as early
as 1935. The American nationality of opera stars is made more explicit following
World War II. Whatever the mode, the American/European tension plays in the
published discourse on opera stars and speaks to an area of international
cultural contest in which the American relation to European achievement played
out.
In this study this question will be approached through the national
magazine profiles of opera singers. In effect, this study uses American—nonAmerican nationality as a dependent variable. To pose nationality—specifically
American nationality—as an important factor in the discourse on opera stars may
at first seem odd. What has been called the "grand narrative of U.S.
nationalism" seems most logically played out in political and economic arenas,
internationally through foreign policy, cold war weaponry, and global economy
and internally through national rituals like elections.40 But, George Will's (cited in
Bolton, Culture Wars, 1992, op. cit.) assertion that Lynn Cheney as head of the
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National Endowment of the Humanities (NEH) might be in a similar position to
her husband, the Secretary of Defense, suggests at least a popular analog.41 In
scholarship, other examples of the use of culture as national narrative have been
cited for American film, especially in the relation between Eastern European
Jews and blacks up through the 1960s.42 And the use of culture in the projection
of American identity during the Cold War has begun to take on new attention.43
Thus, particularly in the years of the twentieth-century before very specific
questions concerning race, gender and American identity are brought to the
public discourse in the 1960s, various recipes for keeping the melting pot a
discursively successful analog could conceivably involve imported art forms and
“local" talent.
In the magazine articles, then, I expect non-American nationality or
experience to appear as validation of some aspect of operatic achievement and
American nationality, under certain conditions, to prove American competence
and influence upon this imported cultural form. Internationally, it is a tension
between American and European. But, as will also be shown, a narrative of
increasing "American-ness" of operatic achievement is complicated by the
factors of race and gender. It is also embedded in the uncomfortable history of
the question about what is American music?

OPERA AND THE QUESTION OF MUSICAL AMERICANISM
Imported opera and concert music has always been part of the answer to the
question of "what is American music?” It was in fact so much viewed as the goal
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that even the titles of popular histories in the first half of the century emphasized
the imported variety. David Ewen, a prolific author of “popularized” histories of
music (and music editor for Current Biography for many years) entitled his best
selling work Music Comes to America.44 The theme even through the 1980s of
most popular histories is “progressive,” that is, the “gradual civilization of
America” through European music.45 The role that such music was to play was
left in no doubt, as Irving Sablosky characterized the "broadening-elevating”
thrust of American musical culture.46
Another approach is to meld the many American “musics” into a national
narrative, as is exemplified in the 1955 edition of Gilbert Chase's American
Music. Subsequent histories have represented the plurality and diversity (read
marketplace metaphor) but the "serious” composers tend to get the lion's share
of individual attention. For example, H. Wiley Hitchcock’s Music in the United
States: A Historical Introduction47 uses the distinction between the “cultivated”
and vernacular” traditions, emphasizing “serious’ American music which can
compete with the “great composers” [of Europe]. Jazz has gradually been
integrated into the narrative history (just as it has lost its place as a prominent
form of American popular music).48
Even less obvious and more recent examples use categories of “musics”
-a term originated by ethnomusicology49—which do not quite avoid the
hierarchical ranking. Wilfrid Mellers, for example, in his 1987 book on Music in a
Newfound Land uses the categorization—art music, popular music, folk music.
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This categorization has a long history, particularly in European and by extension
American musicology,50 but the relative ranking is revealed by the space devoted
to each category and the implied qualitative evaluation.
This categorization is not only evocative of Levine’s highbrow/lowbrow
discussion but also reminiscent of earlier debates on cultural distinction most
notably formulated by Dwight MacDonald.51 Even popular music critics from the
Anglo-American tradition like Simon Frith have used the tripartite division, though
with no deference to “art music." Most college level texts on music history have,
over time, accommodated without changing the core approach. Whether the
long-used, many-editioned A History of Western Music by Donald J. Grout or the
newer A History of European Music: The Art Music Tradition o f Western Culture
by David G. Hughes,52 American music is on the periphery of the core. Or, as
Donald J. Grout reports in A Short History o f Opera, American opera is a
"tributary" on the mainstream.
Equally important for this study is the attempt to reconsider the question of
American music without excluding the "art” music tradition. The 1980s saw a
new generation of music scholars tackling the question the issue of the American
contribution to "art music” in historical context. All three tell the story from the
compositional standpoint and the titles tell a great deal of the story. A History of
Musical Americanism by Barbara A. Zuck, An American Music: The Search for
an American Musical Identity by Barbara Tischler, and Musical Nationalism:
American Composers’ Search for Identity by Alan Howard Levy all formulate this
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search for American musical identity within the cultural field of “serious music.”
In this study I am offering a different narrative that borders the cultural field by
showing “musical Americanism” as it develops in the discourse on opera singers
in non-music magazines.
By adopting this approach, I do not pose a full answer, which of course is
much more intimately concerned with the rise of popular genres and youth
culture in particular, not to mention the participation of mass media in de facto
definitions of “popular.” Too, Levine's “surprise” at his discovery of opera in
“democratic guise” as explained in his 1986 book spawned several musicological
excursions into documenting 19th century “democratic" practice. These histories
are excellent, illuminating and culturally rooted. Equally, though, I would argue
that this “discovery” by a non-music scholar of this anecdotal material in the late
1980s also is part of an emergence of a change in cultural hierarchy. In this
discourse the celebration of the “popular" as in “culture” begins to affirm itself as
the “American viewpoint, especially in contradistinction to the now identified
“European” canon. The question of “musical Americanism” is one that intersects
the issue of cultural hierarchy and opera as an international cultural field. Here I
approach the cultural field with opera stars as symbolic goods, expecting a
postwar narrative that reveals American triumphs on the European battlefield.
We therefore return to our original question: how does a man with a beard
and a funny accent who sings nineteenth-century Italian opera become known to
the "man in the street” in America. This study attempts to explore that question.
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This dissertation argues that, rather than interpreting periodic bouts of Caruso
fever, Callas mania, or Pavarottiana as exceptional moments in an otherwise
pop culture-dominated discourse on musical culture, these phenomena are
culminations of an ongoing published discourse that embodies a twentiethcentury tension about who represents American cultural values.
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1 “Opera’s Golden Tenor.” Time, September 24,1979, p. 60.
2 “Prince of Tenors." Newsweek, March 15,1976.
3 A few opera stars, in addition to those under study here, have been
profiled in national magazines. However, as will be explained in chapter 4, a
two-step method of selection was taken to ensure not only that the opera star
was covered by national media but also that the particular star was deemed
worthy of a Current Biography.
4 The syntactic use of Time or Newsweek as the author of a text is
throughout this work a semantic convenience in explication. Personifying Time
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through the 1980s of printing unsigned articles.
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10 See Howard Becker, Art Worlds (Berkeley, CA: University of California
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Guide to Methods in Media and Cultural Analysis (London: Edward Arnold,
1999). The appeal of this text is that it combines both media analysis and
cultural analysis while recognizing the strengths of particular methods for
particular questions. Other methodological texts will be used throughout.
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21 See for example Mary Douglas, How Institutions Think (Syracuse, NY:
Syracuse University Press, 1986).
22 As critics of Bourdieu have readily observed (see for example John
Fiske, “The Cultural Economy of Fandom,” in Lisa A. Lewis (ed.) The Adoring
Audience: Fan Culture and Popular Media (New York: Routledge, 1992), his
seemingly singular positioning of cultural products, audiences, and periodicals
(and by extension opera singers) underestimates the variety of sociological
identities that may organize a person's relation to cultural products or indeed the
variety of ways in which qualities can be situated vis-d-vis a subject's (singer’s)
identity.
23 Time, September 24,1979, p. 60.
24 Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow, op. cit., p. 102.
25 “King of the C." Time, Jan. 31,1972.
26 I use "foreignness" rather than ethnicity for explicit reasons. Rather
than the idea of ethnicity as evidenced by recent scholarship on hyphenated
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Werner Sollors, Beyond Ethnicity: Consent and Descent in American Culture
(New York, 1986).
27 The literature on the portrayal of sexuality and the role of the foreigner
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Chapter 1: Opera, Opera Singers and the Cultural Field:
A Structural Approach
Dressing Room 10 on the 40th Street side of the Metropolitan
Opera House is the most unprepossessing chamber. All but
airless, it has a decor which is garishly drab and furniture which is
barely serviceable___
Yet over the years, this dismal room with its many mirrors
has been the silent witness to scenes of hope, triumph, and
despair. Here the great singers of the world, the soon-to-be great,
and the not-quite great wait before their debuts, trembling in every
nerve, straining toward the moment when they can sweep on stage
to the triumph that sometimes comes, and more often does not. . .
. Through Room 10 this year have paraded that trio of great
European divas: The Italian Renata Tebaldi, Victoria de los
Angeles of Spain, and Birgit Nilsson, who was bom and trained in
Sweden. Joining them, for the first time at the metropolitan, came
two Americans of equal rank, Eileen Farrell and Leontyne Price.1
The opening paragraphs of Newsweek!s 1961 cover story make clear the
symbolic role of Dressing Room 10, and by extension the Metropolitan Opera
House, in “What Makes a Prima Donna?” Even already established "great
European divas" must wait in this "unprepossessing chamber"—in America the
“great," “the soon-to-be-great, and the not-quite great” singers of the world all
must tremble and strain and sweep toward potential triumph from the same
room. All are equal before the trial by live performance debut. But there is more
here than the intentional description of Dressing Room 10 as the liminal location
for the prima donna's rite of passage2 in America. This brief quotation illustrates
the conventional mode of identifying opera stars—by nationality—and it uses
those nationalities hierarchically: “Joining them, for the first time at the
Metropolitan, came two Americans of equal rank.” A cover story about prima
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donna success at the hierarchically supreme location in America begins to reveal
the way in which opera stars intersect opera as what Bourdieu calls “the cultural
field.” The goal of this chapter is to begin to develop the theoretical framework
and analytical categories in which the magazine stories on opera and opera
singers can be interpreted.

MODELS OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION
In choosing Bourdieu's work on The cultural field” to inform this analysis, I do so
mindful of its complexity and critique. Were my interest only to demonstrate the
model of cultural production for opera as art and institution and its representation
in magazine stories, I would have chosen the clear sociology of Howard S.
Becker. His book Art Worlds describes what used to be called the Tine arts"—
literature, painting, music, etc.—as collective endeavors and nicely elaborates
the role of institutions, critics and publications, distributors (galleries, theaters),
educational institutions, and promoters in the creative process of work and artist.
In this way he tries to demystify the Romantic concept of the "lone artist” as the
sole creator of any piece of art. In his scheme of the networks of cooperating
persons who produce art, opera3 is located at the maximal end of his spectrum.”4
However, as Schudson and Mukerji among others have criticized, Becker
does not address the relation between aesthetic and social hierarchy or how
those hierarchies enter into the production process.5 In effect, the questions of
taste and the questions of "what is art,” both of which have social, economic and
political dimensions, are neglected by Becker. Even combined with other
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sociological studies of taste, such as Herbert Gans' High Culture and Popular
Culture,6 we are still left with an analytical chasm whereby the cultural
hierarchies are described without being effectively theorized. Too, most studies
of taste written before the mid-1980s concluded by reaffirming the cultural
hierarchy that Gans' title affirms.7
The studies within the production of culture tradition, effective as they are
in describing organizational and structural factors, see the press in primarily
functional terms. Press reviews and publicity function as gatekeepers, or in the
case of media products like popular music recordings, as filters for over
production of industrial products.8 In this study I want to view the press, and the
media in general, in a more complex way. By introducing the non-music national
circulation magazine as the location of investigation, I am introducing in effect a
cultural product produced outside the “art world" proper. Non-music magazines
would not necessarily have the same, or might have additional, requirements for
selecting the "art” or "artists” they represent. In addition, the projected audience
may or may not, as the cover story on Pavarotti expressed, know or care about
opera.
In his complex theory of The Field o f Cultural Production,9 Bourdieu offers
several useful concepts for analyzing the representation of opera and opera
stars in the press, outside its functions in advertising and reviewing for a local
audience. In descriptive sociology, including the sociology of opera by Rosanne
Martorella10 and later institutional analyses by Paul DiMaggio, the "mass media"
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and criticism are a factor in organizational production of the “arts." DiMaggio in
particular, in his work on the institutionalization of “high culture," establishes the
critical role of institutions in establishing cultural hierarchy.11 But, as a
communications analyst, I want to elaborate a more complicated set of relations
served by the media, beyond either the press as critic or the mass media as
"competitors" to the "arts."12 I am interested in the issues of dissemination,
reproduction, and representation of the art world—through the press—outside
the functions of immediate critique or marketing. Bourdieu’s recognition that the
cultural field must be disseminated and reproduced in order to maintain its
hierarchical position as "art” is relevant here.
Bourdieu is interested in the problem of "distinction,” that is how the
production of art and artists, or opera and opera singers, fits into a larger
structure, including the institutions of production, dissemination, and
reproduction, of a cultural field. He is interested not only in how the category of
"art” is maintained by also how, within that category or cultural field, the valuation
of works, artists (e.g., opera singers) and institutions are hierarchically
distributed. Harking back to the Newsweek example, I want to use his theory
first, to describe how "the great, the near-great and the not-so-great” are
determined within the cultural field of opera. And, second, I want to explore what
it means for opera that the hierarchy of "greats” is represented outside that
restricted field, e.g., in Newsweek.
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Bourdieu’s approach to the cultural field is structural or, as the editor of nis
book on The Field o f Cultural Production states, a “radical contextualization."13
Taking a structural approach invokes a danger of seeming static or determinist
rather than dynamic. Bourdieu has defended himself against this charge14 and
has also, in repeated refinements of his work on the cultural field, tried to
account for some of the other weaknesses of the relation of structure and
agency inherent in these larger schemes.15 In part he increasingly makes his
systemic description more and more complex to cover various contingencies and
counter criticism aimed earlier at structural—functionalism and “structuralism”
itself. Rather, Bourdieu is not unlike Giddens, Mosco, Murdock or Gamham
who utilize the structural aspects of political economy to talk about media.16
Whatever the ultimate persuasive power of using a structural approach to
explain why media are likely to reproduce existing power relations, an
understanding of structural factors is essential to avoiding the trap of analyzing
media texts as only texts. Here I am sympathetic to Oscar Gandy’s explication in
Communication and Race: A Structural Perspective in which he uses an
understanding of “the media system" to underpin his analysis of “reflection and
representation," “reproduction and change," in “the social construction of race.”17
The selection of a theory that considers both agency and structure is one way to
look at the role of power in evaluation and reproduction of “what makes a prima
donna?"
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Given that my goal is to analyze magazine texts from an almost hundred
year period, a structural approach also can generate the type of categories of
analysis that can discriminate larger patterns. Amidst the many critiques of
Bourdieu are many individual examples of historically or socially situated
problems that his theory fails to explain.18 Indeed, I agree that the devil is in the
details and that Bourdieu’s emphasis on class as a defining variable has limited
value in many national contexts, as I will discuss. Here, though, I would argue
that his type of structural analysis of a cultural field is at a level whereby larger
categories could be used for a longitudinal analysis of texts to address the type
of larger level continuities and changes for which a structural analysis is best
suited.
Here is where the organizational studies of media systems also have
value. Turow posits a valuable organizational systems approach to American
mass media, which has the advantages of Becker’s clarity of description of “art
worlds" for “media worlds” while emphasizing power relations. He sees media
industries “as systems—that is, organizational forces that interact continually to
accumulate and exert influence over production.”19 By viewing magazines, as
well as the media industries of the twentieth-century like recording, film, radio
and television, as products of a media system, I intend to show how media
norms and practices intersect the “cultural field” not only through content but also
in structural terms. As will be argued in chapter 3, the media both are an “agent”
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that operates within the cultural field and also represent a set of systems that in
themselves have an interdependent power role in the celebrity process.
While the range of analysts might differ as to the power of the system or
potential for innovation, I believe that all these analysts would agree with
Becker’s assessment of art worlds: they are “powerful, their systems slow to
change, and the exceptions few, difficult, and remarkable.”20 In my analysis of
media representations, then, I will pay special attention not just to the
reproduction of the system but those exceptions that may tell us both about the
rules for maintaining the status quo and also about locations of innovation. In
particular then, if I expect that, as would be argued about the cultural field of
opera, it has institutionally solidified in the years prior to this study, then I would
want to emphasize the exceptions, as they would be very important indeed.
Using structural categories for analyzing the presence of the cultural field in
media texts, then, would also highlight the exceptions.
Bourdieu also reaffirms the role of power and the stakes involved as in
the struggles and competitions related to the cultural field. Innovation or change
can occur both from competition within the system and pressures external to the
system. Most media scholars, however, are talking about essentially industrial
systems, that is the mass media. Bourdieu’s theory, by specifying the dichotomy
of the restricted/non-restricted cultural fields, allows us to talk about the
relationship between non-mass-produced though organizationally complex “art
worlds” and the industrially organized “media worlds.” This dichotomy is not
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absolute—in fact, as I will argue below, the border area is a prime location for
examining the internal and external influences. His approach also allows us to
talk structurally about hierarchical competition within the cultural field as well as
conceptualize the hierarchical structure of external pressures on that field. Such
an approach therefore allows us to position competitors vis-d-vis the cultural field
and hence their relative power. I will argue that the magazines I have selected
for analysis, that is those non-music magazines with a national circulation (see
chapter 4), are a site at which to observe the representation of the cultural field
of opera. Further, their hierarchical structural position vis-a-vis the cultural field
of opera is critical to their role in its reproduction, dissemination and
representation, issues with which Bourdieu is intimately concerned.
As already hinted, Bourdieu’s large oeuvre has been critically examined in
social theory and in communications scholarship. In fact, Bourdieu's work has
generated its own set of applications, interpretations, and critiques, which will be
incorporated in the discussion below.21 Communications scholars first attended
to Bourdieu’s work with the translation and publication of two chapters of his
major work Distinction in a 1980 issue of Media, Culture and Society.22 The 1984
publication of the book brought forth a number of critiques, especially concerning
the concept of “cultural capital.”23 However, unlike this study, Distinction
reported on a survey, operationalizing “cultural capital” to measure taste, among
over 1000 respondents in Paris and its environs during the 1960s. Bourdieu’s
consequent attempt to map the responses to those measures on grids by class
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was thought to be limited, especially for application in the U.S., by its spatial and
temporal location24 and by its lack of attention to ethnicity, race and class as
critical factors in consumption and reception.25 I agree that Bourdieu’s attempt to
create a close, class-based homology between the structural system of cultural
production and reception/consumption is problematic, as have been all attempts
to link content and effect. Despite his Herculean efforts, there are still large and
troubling implications of rigidity. But his insistence that art is a symbolic good
and that meanings are embedded in the production process are essential to
investigating the representation of a cultural field like opera.
If Bourdieu has something to offer the analysis of art and media
representations in America, then opera in particular is a very good test case.26
As I will describe in the next chapter, its origin as a European art and the time at
which the United States entered into the “emergence" of the cultural field places
it at a similar location to many of Bourdieu’s French examples. Also, as
explained in the introduction, the fact that Europeans still play a large role in its
perpetuation and performance even today in the United States provides an
important reason to take European-based theories into account. Finally, to the
extent that a European-based theory, which seems on the surface to contradict
so many held beliefs about American culture and the market has any value, it
might be in those areas in which European imports play a part. Bourdieu’s
model allows a corrective to the primacy of economic factors and market-based
theories in understanding cultural production in the United States by recognizing
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the sociopolitical intersections with the cultural field. These factors are
imperative to understanding opera as a cultural field in America.
In this chapter I will first lay out the theoretical tenets of the concept of a
cultural field in order to introduce important terms and distinctions that will be
carried through the analysis. Because the language of Bourdieu is complex, in
part because it is translated, in part because Bourdieu asserts the need for
complex language in order to represent his ideas, I will unpack it before applying
it to the subject of opera stars. As with any systemic description, the order of
explication depends upon at which place one enters the theory.
In describing the structure and dynamics of a cultural field, I will
emphasize how a cultural field emerges, how change might occur within a
cultural field, and how the field operates to preserve the status quo. The
dynamism of the field is located in the activities of cooperation and competition,
which Bourdieu calls “struggles.” Given the type of disjunctures between opera
and America, as suggested in the discussion of Pavarotti, it will be argued that a
great deal of cultural work is required to preserve and perpetuate the cultural
field and to contain or circumscribe the type of change that may be externally
pressured. The media perform some of that “cultural work." Examples from the
field of opera, and opera stars in particular, will be used to illustrating the
structure and dynamics of a cultural field.
Following the exposition of the cultural field, opera and opera stars will be
addressed directly to explain how they can be considered within a cultural field
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and why this structural approach can reveal important elements about
representing the vernacular understanding of "the star system" for opera.

THE CONCEPT OF “CULTURAL FIELD”
According to Bourdieu, a cultural field27 consists of "a set of systems of
interrelated agents and institutions functionally defined by their role in the
division of labor for the production, reproduction and diffusion of symbolic
goods."28 Each of these definitional elements requires explanation.

Sets of Systems o f Relations
Bourdieu emphasizes sets of systems of interrelations because he does not
want his concept of field to be reduced to merely a sum or simple aggregate of
isolated works, agents and institutions. In this he states he specifically differs
from Becker’s formulation.29 While agreeing that the field includes the range of
“coordinating” networks, he conceives of a cultural field as both a field of
positions and a field of position-takings.30 More simply stated, a cultural field
requires an understanding of both the constituting agents or institutions and the
systems of those agents and institutions that define the field's specific structure
at a given moment in time. Thus, for example, the structure of positions for an
opera star—for example, starring roles—and the “star system” for producing a
star intersect at a given moment in time: e.g., Maria Callas plays Tosca at La
Scala in 1955. By this formulation, Bourdieu aims to account for the fact that a
given work or agent, such as an opera or opera star, may be evaluated
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differently over time. All these positions and position takings (e.g., structure and
agency) are therefore historically as well as structurally situated.
Further, by specifying a structural position, Bourdieu emphasizes that
qualities are allotted to the agents and institutions by that position. Agents and
institutions cannot be defined independently of their position within the field and
these positional properties cannot be assimilated as intrinsic properties of an
agent or institution. Bourdieu does not want to privilege seemingly "objective"
constructions of a field "that lead one to ignore the symbolic struggles [in the
field] where what is at stake is the very representations of the social world and, in
particular, the hierarchy within each of the fields and among the different
fields."31 It is the representations of the hierarchy within the field of opera and
the symbolic struggle that takes place at the site of opera through its agents—
singers—that this dissertation attempts to describe.

Symbolic Goods
Cultural fields produce symbolic goods. Symbolic goods are a "two-faced reality,
a commodity and a symbolic object”32 one cannot be reduced solely to the
other.33 Additionally, works of art are symbolic goods only if they are known and
recognized as such, thereby including not only the direct producers of the work
but also the producers of the meaning and value of the work—critics,
impresarios, scholars, etc. He includes here the production of any type of
discourse about the work as part of the production of meaning and value.34
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The contemporary system for the cultural production of symbolic goods is
described as an opposition between two types of fields. The "field of restricted
production” is a system of producing cultural goods objectively destined for a
public of producers of cultural goods,35 and the "field of large-scale cultural
production" specifically organized to produce cultural goods destined for non
producers of cultural goods, "the public at large."36
Fields of large-scale cultural production are what we usually call mass
production and are subject to the marketplace laws of competition. Thus
marketplace criteria like sales or broadcasting ratings are important in the
evaluation of symbolic goods that are mass-produced. Success is defined
commercially. In contrast, fields of restricted production comprise those cultural
fields that have historically been called "art” and have different characteristics of
production and evaluation. Fields of restricted production, or cultural fields, tend
to develop their own criteria for production and evaluation and are defined by
their relative autonomy in structure and function. Both Becker and Bourdieu
would include the critic and the producing institution within the network of this
field. Opera in twentieth century America, I will argue, qualifies as a field of
restricted production. Its relative autonomy in the production and especially the
evaluation of its symbolic goods—including most importantly opera stars—is of
central importance to understanding its operation and structure as a system and
its discursive representation.
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Autonomous Fields
The relative autonomy of the field of restricted production has both
methodological and theoretical implications. Methodologically, the autonomy of
a restricted field authorizes, according to Bourdieu, a "methodological
autonominization operated by the structural method when it treats the.. .field as
a system which is governed by its own laws.” Thus, the field's autonomy allows
the researcher to "search for the specific logic of relations established within this
system and which constitute it as such.”37 Recalling that the autonomy of a
field—and its internal differentiation—is the result of a historical process.36
Bourdieu reiterates the importance of specifying the historical and social
conditions under which it was established as a means of dispelling illusions bom
of familiarity with the system and for establishing the limits of any study of a
given field. Methodologically, then, in considering opera as a relatively
autonomous cultural field, this dissertation will specify those historical and social
conditions of its emergence into a cultural field in chapter 2.
The adjective “relative" as applied to autonomy indicates that, of course,
no field is totally autonomous. The degree of autonomy of a field of restricted
production "can be measured by its power to define its own criteria for the
production and evaluation of its product.”39 This degree of autonomy has several
theoretical implications. First, the more autonomous the field, the more external
determinations—such as economics, social class, or politics—of both the product
and its evaluation must be adapted to fit within the field. Second, the more
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autonomous the field, the more the internal demarcations within the field must
appear irreducible to external determinants like economics, class, or politics. In
other words, the positive evaluation of an opera singer, his or her “triumph," must
appear to be uninfluenced by external pressures in that evaluation. Finally,
implied in Bourdieu's notion of "restricted” field of production, is that the this field
must be defended by the cultural producers to ensure that it remains “restricted."
Thus I will discuss below the concept of symbolic boundaries.
Central to what happens within a field of restricted production as it moves
toward a stronger degree of autonomy is, then, that sets of agents and
institutions within that field are increasingly devoted to its internal structure,
demarcation, and defense. The role of the critic is on such important role. In
one of his first explications of the cultural field, Bourdieu presents a long-range
historical example of the development of the "artist” as an independent producer
and the "critic." He sees this relative independence of the critic as a way of
adapting what had been external influences—patronage, church censors, and
the like—as part of the internal demarcation of the field.40 As he later explains,
once positioned within an autonomous field, then, critics may spend more time
providing interpretation for the producers of symbolic goods rather than for the
public. Critics may develop principles of differentiation that increasingly specify a
determinate type of practice regarding the symbolic goods. Critics may also
discredit other attempts to introduce external factors—such as financial success
or political ideology—into the evaluation of the symbolic goods.41 This definition
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of the role of the critic has immediate resonance in considering the
representation of opera stars and their success in the press. Institutions—such
as educational institutions that train potential entrants and cultural institutions
which produce or conserve symbolic goods—also take on "functional roles"
within the autonomous field, as will be discussed below.
Because producers and critics, and in fact all of the sets of relations
among agents and institutions, are operating for each other, the field may
develop its own "almost reflexive" history.42 This history may be taught within
related institutions for education as well as disseminated and reproduced as part
of the cultural field. Therefore, any agent or institution wishing entry into this field
is likely to have to know this "reflexive history” and refer to it directly or indirectly
in its own production or dissemination of symbolic goods.43 As this dissertation
will demonstrate, this reflexive history has a methodological benefit: the rules
which govern the field44 should be retrievable or capable of being reconstructed
through a structural examination of a cultural field in historical as well as
synchronic terms. Additionally, a "reflexive history” of opera and opera stars
ought to be retrievable as each new entry is "initiated" into that history. As
suggested by the Newsweek excerpt above, a cover story that purports to
represent "What Makes a Prima Donna" is quite likely to recapitulate the relevant
"reflexive history” to answer that particular question.
The existence of a relatively autonomous field containing the processes of
both production and critique is part of the struggle for a hierarchically superior
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position within the field. One of the most important forms of competition is for the
cultural legitimacy of agents and institutions, as well as of symbolic goods.
Lawrence Levine's description of the growing "sacralization" of opera in the latter
part of nineteenth-century America45 is a partial account of the rise of experts
and institutions that certify the cultural legitimacy of particular operatic works,
stars, and audience responses. DiMaggio's account46 of the growth of the
Metropolitan Opera as a high culture institution and its competition with
Hammerstein's Manhattan Opera Company in early twentieth-century New York
illustrates the competition among institutions for hierarchical superiority in
asserting the cultural legitimacy of opera. These accounts will be explicated
more fully in the chapters to come.

LEGITIMATION IN AUTONOMOUS FIELDS
As is implied by the two previous examples, the discussion of a cultural field
takes on more specificity when agents like producers and critics, and institutions
that house them, are historically and geographically situated. This dissertation
will be concerned with the interrelations of stars and critics in the world of opera,
as well as with the interrelations among institutions that are involved in the
production of opera and opera stars. But the primary goal, as stated, is to see
how these interrelations are represented in the published discourse about them
outside the field of opera—the national circulation, non-music magazine press.
In fact, it is argued that a location close to but still outside the autonomous field
is the best site to see the whole set of interrelations.
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In understanding how the cooperation and competition for legitimacy
works within the cultural field, the notion of legitimacy needs to be examined
carefully. It is a concept that is used to assess membership in a cultural field as
well as to bestow meaning and value to symbolic goods like cultural works
(operas) and stars as well as to agents and institutions.
The concept of cultural legitimacy includes the rules governing entrance
into the field as well as the rules for positioning the entrant—whether a work,
agent, or institution—within the field. It is unlikely that legitimacy would be
granted an "illegal” entrant but obeying the rules is not a sufficient condition for
entrance or legitimacy. Take the case of opera as an example. A newly
composed opera might or might not be accepted for production by an already
legitimated opera house, might or might not be accepted by an already
legitimated singer as a legitimate vehicle, and might or might not be reviewed by
an already legitimated critic. The same type of formulation could be made for a
hopeful entrant into the opera world. For example, a female singer might or
might not be selected to perform in an already legitimated opera house, might or
might not be given an already legitimated operatic work, and might or might not
be reviewed by an already legitimated critic.
In each case, the agents and institutions of production and selection are
themselves subject to the process of legitimation or consecration by others
already legitimated in the cultural field. External influences, such as the cost of
producing the work or the salary required for the performer or the political
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ideology of either, may have some impact as "sanctions” on most institutions of
production and selection, like opera houses or newspapers. However, the
relations between those agents and institutions within the cultural field and those
who are wholly or partially external to the field, such as newspaper editors or
opera house stockholders, must, according to Bourdieu, "pass through the
mediating structure of the field."47 This notion of the “mediating structure of the
field” is quite important because of its power vis-d-vis external pressures. For
example, within autonomous cultural fields, the cause of "art" may be used to
justify financial overruns or radical politics. Conversely, although economic
success or political ideology does not preclude legitimation of a cultural product,
it can never, in appearance at least, be completely identified with the competition
for commercial success. Stated more simply, then, it is unlikely that, whatever
the financial realities, for a cultural field like opera making money can be the only
or main reason stated and still retain the quality of legitimacy for an opera house
or opera star.
This independent legitimation of a cultural product—be it a musical score
or performance, composer or star—within the cultural field has several
consequences. First, according to Bourdieu, the public meaning of the work
originates in this circulation and consumption of the work dominated by the
relations between the agents and institutions implicated in the process. These
relations, e.g., between the composer and the opera singer or the opera singer
and the critic or the opera singer and the opera house, are "revealed as the
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ensemble of relations attendant o n .. .[the work or product] becoming a "public
object."48
Second, the independent legitimation of a cultural product appears to
have the public as both prize and in appearance at least arbitrator. But in fact,
according to Bourdieu, the artist and the critic may—to the extent that he or she
is part of or considers him or herself part of the cultural field—in fact exclude the
public, showing instead a "solidarity between the artist and the critic or
journalist." In effect, in an extreme case, the cultural product may, through its
circulation and consumption and indeed its legitimation, be expected to create its
own public that would therefore preserve the "essence” of the culturally
legitimated product.49 If, in fact, the product or the cultural field, for that matter,
makes no reference to external demands, it tends to nullify the conditions for its
acceptance outside the field and may have only the producers as public.50 While
there are many examples of musical works that are written primarily for other
musicians, for a performance art like opera, as will be explained in the following
chapter, the relation to the public as audience is more complicated. But
Bourdieu's observation is appropriate insofar as the "ideal member of the
audience” is often specified (and even cultivated by) the opera institutions.
Obviously, there are intermediate stages between this extreme form of
non-public "art” and cultural products of the "field of large-scale production" in
which the expectations of the public—a purchasing public—are intended to be
maximized. In fact, Bourdieu feels that the degree of autonomy of a field can be
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determined by the ”gulf" between "the hierarchy of producers dependent on
'public success'.. .and the hierarchy dependent upon recognition within the peer
competitor group." I would add that this "g u lf is an important location for the
type of national circulation non-music magazine to bridge or ‘‘mediate.” On the
other hand, however, the interference of the "general public” may be seen to
threaten the cultural field's monopoly upon cultural legitimation and therefore too
much "public” success may be suspect.51 Recalling Pavarotti from the
introduction, this type of discourse has surrounded his subsequent “public”
success as one of the “three tenors." This type of suspicion will play a role in the
subsequent analysis of “success” and opera stars.
Finally, within a cultural field there are established relations among
legitimated agents and institutions that, because of their circularity, tend to be
predictive and also constitutive of the field. Although Bourdieu does not express
this idea in quite these terms, his example of the relations between an author,
the publisher, the critic, and the reader suggests the role that perceptions of
established relationships play in the dynamics of the field. Take the following
example. An opera singer who has been chosen to sing at the Metropolitan
Opera in New York, a legitimated institution in the opera world since the early
twentieth century, will be selected in a way comparable to other singers who
have sung there. Being selected legitimates her for a particular public, for other
singers, for critics, for potential record producers, etc. all of whom have
established or are trying to establish relations with the Metropolitan Opera.
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Being selected will also have those meanings for her. Therefore, being chosen
to sing at the Metropolitan Opera has a "collective” public meaning that is
constituted in and through the whole network of relationships between all the
agents and institutions in the cultural field.

Hierarchies and Legitimation
As implied in the above example, all agents and institutions of legitimation are
not created equal. The position that each agent or institution occupies within the
field, even though they are functionally interdependent, has a relative functional
weight or authority which determines the force and reach of their power to
legitimate cultural works, cultural performances, cultural opinions, or whatever
cultural products they manufacture. Depending upon their position and authority
in the hierarchy of agents or institutions, individual agents or institutions may
exercise or claim to exercise power to impose their cultural norms upon a larger
or smaller area of a cultural field.52
Various agents and institutions compete for authority in this hierarchy, of
course, and hierarchies exist among the agents and institutions in all sets of
relations. In opera, for example, the Metropolitan Opera might claim the highest
authority for cultural legitimating an opera star in America. Yet in the international
set of relations the Metropolitan Opera might compete with or sometimes
cooperate with other nationally legitimated hierarchical leaders, such as La Scala
in Milan, Covent Garden in London, or the Vienna State Opera in particular
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genres of operatic works or stardom. In the set of institutional relations within the
United States, the San Francisco Opera, the Chicago Opera, and the New York
City Opera may compete with each other or with the Metropolitan Opera for
particular types of operatic legitimacy, e.g., as legitimator of new works or upand-coming stars.53
Agents within these institutions, such as the conductor or another star,
may also exert some legitimating power, depending upon their hierarchical
status, for a new operatic work or up-and-coming star. And of course in the
process of legitimation, the works and stars will also be given a functional
position within their set of relations, i.e. the repertoire of legitimated works and
stars, which is also hierarchical.
Among cultural fields, Bourdieu asserts, certain fields claim universality by
virtue of their historically established legitimacy, institutionally consecrated
through education. What have historically been called "the fine arts"—music,
painting, sculpture, literature, theater—are those that he posits claim
universality.54 It is these arts that Bourdieu assigns to the "fields of restricted
production” or "autonomous fields."
These notions of legitimation and hierarchy raise several important issues
for this dissertation, which treats the "star system” as a structured set of relations
within the cultural field of opera. First, the historical process of the sets of
relations among agents and institutions competing for cultural legitimacy can be
used to describe the historical development of opera in America, which solidified
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during the early part of the twentieth century. It will be argued that this relative
stability allows us to specify the constituent components of the cultural field,
which can be used for analyzing the representation of the structure of the "opera
star system" in twentieth-century America.
Second, given that opera functions as a relatively autonomous field, we
can talk about various institutions for production and evaluation of opera in terms
of their relative hierarchical position and their relative power to bestow legitimacy
on works, stars, and performances. We also can talk about the opera stars in
particular as a hierarchical set of relations and how they relate to each other
historically and contemporaneously by their relative positions.
Third, as has been discussed in literary terms about the formation of
canons through an institutional process, so too can a canon of consecrated or
sanctified works, to use Bourdieu's term,55 be expected to be part of the system
and to help structure it. The role of stars as both agents and sanctified cultural
goods will be discussed below.
Fourth, recognizing that the process of legitimation is historical, this
dissertation will be alert to indications of a relative change in hierarchical status
of given agents or institutions over the time period of the study. Although
opera—as a whole—is relatively stable as an autonomous cultural field during
most of this period, the analysis will show both that the stability was not
unchallenged, either by internal competition or by external pressures. It is these
challenges, or as Becker remarked the "exceptions, few, difficult and
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remarkable,” that will allow us to see the system at its most revealed and most
completely represented.
Finally, Bourdieu's often interchangeable use of the terms legitimation and
consecration suggests the powerful implications of the symbolic value of cultural
goods produced by autonomous fields. The "sacred" vocabulary signals what is
for Bourdieu and for this analysis an important symbolic value of consecrated
culture: legitimation as "sacralization." This analogy56 offers a type of vocabulary
often used to justify the "restrictedness” of the cultural field. Since the public is
"assailed" by numerous "conflicting, schismatic, or heretical" messages,
especially by the mass media, which are not a part of this consecrated culture,
agents and institutions devoted to the production and perpetuation of this culture
and the creation of a public for it are obliged
to establish and define systematically the sphere of orthodox
culture and the sphere of heretical culture while simultaneously
defending consecrated culture against the continual challenge
offered by the mere existence of new creators (or by deliberate
provocation on their part) who can arouse in the public.. .new
demands and rebellious doubts, is invested with a function very
similar to that of the Church which, according to Max Weber, must
"establish and systematically define the new victorious doctrine or
defend the old one against prophetic attacks, lay down what has
and what has not sacred value and make it penetrate the faith of
the laity."57
This equation of a "consecrated cultural field" with the Church, and
legitimation with consecration, suggests the depth, extent, and power of the
orthodoxy, complexity, and hierarchy of internal differentiations, rituals, and
codes that operate in the autonomous cultural field. Levine's notion of
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"sacralization" as applied to opera at the turn of the twentieth century, then,
takes strength from Bourdieu's characterization of a consecrated cultural field.
Thus far we have concentrated on the production and legitimation of
symbolic goods in a relatively autonomous cultural field. However, as hinted by
the above quotation and recalled by the definition of a cultural field, not only
must symbolic goods be produced and legitimated; they must also be diffused
and reproduced.58 Critically, diffusion is necessary not only for the symbolic
goods but also for the reproduction of producers and consumers of these goods.
It is to these agents and institutions that we now turn. For in this dissertation, it
is not only the cultural production of opera singers, as a consecrated symbolic
good that is of import, but how, where and when the star system of opera singers
is diffused and reproduced, and how it is represented.

Systems of Reproduction end Diffusion
Like the agents and institutions of production and legitimation, agents and
institutions of diffusion and reproduction are subject to the forces of legitimation,
authority, and hierarchy of position vis-d-vis the cultural field. In fact, these
institutions are all part of the same system and some institutions may have more
than one function within the system. For example, the critic for the music journal
may both participate in legitimating a particular work or star while at the same
time being an agent of diffusion. Even those agents and institutions that are not
wholly within the field, it will be recalled, are mediated by the field in their
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interrelations with it.59 Thus, agents and institutions of diffusion and
reproduction—such as the critic and the press or the voice teacher and the
music conservatory—must cope with the autonomy of the field and have a
functional position vis-d-vis that field even if they are subject to other sanctions
like economic imperatives.
They also derive their legitimacy from their relations to the field. Thus, a
music journal depends on its perceived hierarchical position vis-a-vis other music
journals and the opera world for its relative legitimacy in reporting upon it. A
music conservatory depends upon a continued source of students based upon
its perceived hierarchical position both vis-d-vis other teaching institutions and
the opera world for its relative legitimacy and survival. Educational institutions,
which are heavily emphasized by Bourdieu as reproducers and consecrators of
an autonomous field, would of necessity have to maintain their hierarchical
position vis-a-vis the field by successfully reproducing the system of relations
and instructing potential entrants how the system works.
To function effectively, then, agents and institutions will also demonstrate
awareness of the logic of the set of relations within the field, along with external
relations outside the field. These relations extend, then, even to the media,
which in fact may be primarily responsible for diffusing information about the
autonomous cultural field. The extent to which agents and institutions outside
the autonomous field (i.e., members of the non-restricted field of production)
acknowledge the hierarchical set of legitimized relations will therefore reflect their
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authority to represent the autonomous cultural field. Therefore, non-music
national magazines, the so-called “quality magazines” in the American context,
would gain in their own authority to the extent that they represent the hierarchical
relations within opera as a cultural field. These magazines, as close to but not
inside the field of opera, are the same that Levine uses to assess the increasing
sacralization of opera in the late 19th century and that form the basis of the
sample articles for this dissertation.
"Pure” cultural products of the consecrated field demand of the receiver
a specifically aesthetic disposition toward and knowledge of their tacit reference
to the history and code of previous works.60 Technical models and aesthetic
theory can reassure those "initiates” into the field's reflexive history of both its
cultural legitimacy and their position within the field. Therefore, in "quality"
magazine representations of the reflexive history of opera and opera singers,
one would expect to find frequent reference to technical appraisals of opera
singing and the reflexive history of consecrated operatic works and "star roles.”
These works and roles should further be hierarchically organized according to
aesthetic criteria of both composition and required skill in performance.
Therefore, it would be expected that for opera stars, for example, only certain
roles that have been legitimated and hierarchically approved as "difficult" and
"starring" would be legitimate vehicles for climbing the hierarchical ladder of
success. From the above description of the properties and functioning of a
cultural field, opera as a genre of "legitimate" music could be hypothesized as a
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field of restricted cultural production, manifesting the qualities of a relatively
autonomous field.
Within Bourdieu's classification, as expressed in his graph positioning
genres and works in Distinction, opera takes a secondary position to
instrumental classical music. This ranking is consistent with musicology in the
“European" "art” music traditions, as a legacy of the Romantic era and has been
reproduced through university musicology through most of the twentieth century.
Musicologists who do analyze opera tend to approach it from its compositional
standpoint (as music text), as oeuvre (by composer), or as intellectual history
(e.g., Renaissance opera). Opera as drama has received perhaps more
attention, notably in a duly influential and re-issued book of that name61 and
among literature scholars.62 But Theodor Adorno's harsh pronouncements
against opera and against expressive music in general echoed in tenured halls.63
Until recently, press critics and biographers have paid the primary published
attention to opera singers and performances, as will be discussed in chapter 4.
The genre distinction between opera and “classical music” is still maintained in
classical record catalogs, the “opera weekend slot” on classical music radio, and
in performance institutions. Thus, when I speak of opera as a relatively
autonomous field, for the most part it is distinct from “classical" or “art” music in
general.
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OPERA AS A CULTURAL FIELD: HOW AUTONOMOUS?
Thus far I have talked about the relative autonomy of the cultural field in its
theoretical formulation, with examples of how opera could be described in this
theoretical frame. However, there are three necessary qualifications that must
be made to understand opera as a cultural field, beyond those relations of
dissemination and reproduction described above. These are the necessary
relations with the field of non-restricted or mass production, relations with the
field of “power," (i.e., economics and politics), and relations in the larger social
space.

Opera and Performance: A Boundary Area
Describing opera as a cultural field presents an important challenge. In his
elaboration of the theory of the field of cultural production, Bourdieu has used
the fields of literature and art in which discrete items—books, paintings,
sculptures—are “produced.” His most developed analysis uses Flaubert’s
Sentimental Education as a starting point for describing The Rules o f Art and
details three stages in the Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field.64 His
choice of a post-romantic nineteenth-century example allows for the
“emergence” of the field to be discussed, especially with regard to the rise of the
novel in France.65 He talks convincingly about the hierarchy of publishers and
critics in France, both contemporaneously and subsequently.
Taking Flaubert’s novel as example has at least three advantages vis-dvis opera. First, in Becker’s spectrum of cooperating networks a “work” of
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literature is located at the opposite end from opera. The “author” or the “artist”
can, in the field of literature, create the work alone. Second, while the
dissemination of “the novel” through publication represents a complex cultural
field, the production of the first item can then be multiplied “industrially.” Opera
is realized through performance. As I will discuss in chapter 2, the “score” (or
musical text) essentially is inaccessible for reasons of skill to most of the
prospective audience. The importance of the mechanical and then electronic
means of recording to opera as a cultural field are immense, but only arrive in
the twentieth century. They are described in chapter 3 and complicate opera as
a cultural field. To anticipate, they are not “mute” duplicators but bring values
and norms of their own, linking opera with the marketplace for mass or largescale production.
Finally, beginning from a known work or “creator” is an attractive way for
organizing the analysis.66 Elaboration of structural aspects of the cultural field in
the abstract is, as stated in the previous chapter, more linguistically challenging,
which is why the later explication of Bourdieu’s theory in book form includes
visual figures. I too have first explored the “rules" of value in the cultural field of
opera through not a work but an opera star—Pavarotti.67 I will refer to this study
at various points later in the explication as an exemplar, along with the other
prima donnas already introduced.
In terms of the networks of cooperation, then, in addition to the “work"
(opera), the institution (“opera company”) and author (“composer” plus
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“librettist"), we must add the performer (singer) as a key "agent” in opera. Other
“agents” in Bourdieu’s terms are important to the cultural field, but henceforth I
will use the nomenclature of opera to stand for the analytical particulars. In sum,
opera as a cultural field has not only the expected hierarchies of composer,
work, and institution, plus the hierarchies of critics and their publications, but also
the hierarchies of performance. The mass media may be viewed, then, not only
as a separate system for producing large-scale symbolic goods like soap operas
or Hollywood blockbusters but also as a boundary area where the audiovisual
dissemination and reproduction must be defended, negotiated, and evaluated.

Opera as a Cultural Field and the Field of Power
Bourdieu describes a cultural field as being contained within a field of power. To
call a field relatively autonomous means, as Bourdieu says unusually clearly, that
“it is also relatively dependent, notably with respect to the economic field and the
political field,” or “the field of power.”68 What this means, simply, is that the
autonomy of the cultural field to determine its own hierarchy of prestige and
value is conditioned with respect to the laws of the market.69 Opera is
particularly dependent upon the market to supply the capital necessary for its
production and the cultivation of a paying audience. The degree of autonomy
varies over time and space and affects the structure of the field. Thus, to take a
simply example: within opera as a cultural field, an opera house, a critic or a
scholar may use hierarchical principles to evaluate a particular opera or opera
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singer. Their ability to enforce that evaluation depends upon the degree to which
they are independent of economic and political forces. So, if an opera like Tosca
is judged by critics as “a shabby little shocker,”70 as inferior to others in the
hierarchy, but is popular with audiences necessary to the survival of the opera
house, the opera may be regularly produced. However, the “struggle” over its
value may be reproduced and disseminated in discursive form in an audience
program or though the educational system.
Thus, what is at stake in the struggle between the cultural field and the
field of power is the boundary of the field, e.g., what is inside and what is not.71
Continuing with the example of Tosca, the continuing discourse over the critical
evaluation of the opera, the composer Puccini, the fame of stars of Tosca like
Maria Callas, and the opera houses which produce it exhibits a struggle over
boundaries.
The boundary is another important concept, important to both the theory
and this study.72 A boundary must be considered more like a frontier area, with
continued struggles, rather than as an unfixable marker. These frontiers are
“extremely permeable."73 Bourdieu’s use of the term is in sympathy with his
anthropological beginnings,74 and is consonant with in Mary Douglas’s work.
The notion of “purity"75 with reference to the cultural field, works or agents within
it, is a condition that might be described as “total autonomy” of the work of art,
that is its hierarchical valuation is determined totally within the cultural field.
Therefore, to continue with Tosca, if we consider Tosca to be located in that
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border area, then the struggle over its performance demonstrates the relative
autonomy of the field in a given place and time. In fact, its very popularity may
devalue its consecration as a work of art.
The most disputed frontier, according to Bourdieu, is the one that
separates the field of cultural production and the field of power. The nature of
this boundary changes over time and place, e.g., Tosca may be less contested in
Italy or if performed in a lesser theater or as it uages.n In its original performance,
it also exhibits the influence of politics, as the censors were able to enforce
various changes in the libretto as to the relative villainy of the police chief. While
the market may seem a more potent force today, the political enters no less
powerfully in the form of government subsidy or non-profit foundations, tax
status, etc. As we will see in the next chapters describing the structure of the
field of opera, its dependency upon audience for economic capital is also linked
to the need for political capital in attracting funds and maintaining its hierarchical
status as “high culture."
Finally, the nature of the audience itself exhibits this struggle over
boundaries and the "purity" of opera. "The hierarchy by degree of real or
supposed dependence on audience, success, or the economy itself overlaps
with another one, which reflects the degree of specific consecration of the
audience, i.e., its ‘cultural’ quality."76 As Bourdieu demonstrates through his
graphic models of the literary field, theatre as performance is the most audiencedependent of the genres in the literary field. Thus, he can posit a distinction
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between the so-called “cultured audience” and what he calls the bourgeois
audience. Even though most English and American music historians tend to use
the less-implicated but often ill-defined term “middle class,” the distinction still
holds, especially when viewed in terms of production and critique of “pure
performances” of opera. The “cultured audience" as the knowledgeable
audience, appreciative of the hierarchical standards supported by critics, is the
one that Levine describes as the projected readers of the nineteenth-century
“quality” magazines.77
I will argue in the chapters to come that the discourse on characterizing
the audience for opera will continue to portray this distinction in quality
magazines throughout the twentieth century and this study. Its presence in the
review signals the live performance as well as the “public reaction.” The “man in
the street” that doesn't know opera but loves Pavarotti will become a stock
character in the reviews. In fact, because of opera’s economic dependence of
opera on a larger audience than can be “pure" from the cultural field standpoint,
this audience will be granted large discursive power in non-music magazines.
This premise about the way that media industries participate in the
construction of audiences has been called “audiencemaking” in a book by the
same name. Ettema and Whitney offer in their introduction the way in which an
“institutionally effective audience” may be hypothesized as having value within
the producer's marketing perspective.78 For reasons within the “field of power,”
which for this study is the socioeconomic and political elites, there is both the
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requisite “live audience” and, by extension, the presumed magazine readership.
By continually replaying the formula—a “star” will be recognized by both the
connoisseurs and the public—the projected response of the latter presumably
extends to the magazine readership, record-buying public, and media consumers
at large. It also satisfies a particular need for the American values, which brings
up the final context.

Opera as a Cultural Field and the “Social Space"
Anna Moffo, the Philadelphia-bom soprano whose initial startling
success in Italy (Newsweek April 6,1959) is now being duplicated
at home, considers the different standards around the world a
special challenge. In the U.S., for example, she believes that a
singer “must show that she has learned from other mediums—
theater, television, movies, etc. She must create a sense of ‘magic’
to eradicate any sense of anachronism on the operatic stage.” In
Italy, Miss Moffo adds, “they are mostly interested in the voice and
the sensual pleasure that the voice can give." In Vienna, on the
other hand, Miss Moffo concluded, ‘style is practically everything.
Style also means not to emerge, not to stand out in any particular
way, but on the contrary t be part of a well organized whole.”79

As Bourdieu explains, the social space surrounding the “field of power” is
a “national space” in parentheses.80 And so, as the above quotation from the
Newsweek cover story suggests, even the opera singers themselves perceive
national differences in what I will argue in the next chapter is an international
cultural field of opera. The national dimension is important not only anecdotally.
It also has the type of sociopolitical and economic implications that make the
representations of opera stars of interest, even in the American context of
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profitable mass media industries. The national interest for the U.S., however, is
invested by other cited prima donnas with more than the media influence. The
American prima donnas cite the necessity for prima donnas to embody moral
values: Eleanor Steber, cover girl, says that “the public today won’t tolerate the
‘hands-off-policy’ that used to hold. You can't be snooty." Even more tellingly,
Leontyne Price is credited with the "acute observation” that "the American
concert system gears the American artist to the part of being a nice person." In
other words, "What makes an American prima donna” is not being one.81
As will be argued throughout the rest of the study, the American "social
space” carries with it a requirement for the opera star to be a "nice person,” to
embody moral values. Contra Ms. Steber, analysis of the magazine narratives is
expected to show that at no time is a "hands-off policy" tolerated, whether for
men or women. Snootiness, immorality, will be punished expressly because of
what the American celebrity in a "foreign” art must embody. In fact, these
requirements, which also coincide with details of celebrity tales, will constitute a
particularly American contribution to the international cultural field of opera.

A TEST OF OPERA AS A RELATIVELY AUTONOMOUS CULTURAL FIELD
In sum, from this theoretical exposition I would expect there to be particular types
of representations of opera to be found in non-music national magazines. First,
I expect any singer who is selected for magazine coverage to be singing in a
consecrated work in a hierarchically approved role. I expect to find other
representations of consecrated achievement, such as legitimated teachers,
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mentors, or educational institutions. I expect a particular performance to be
reviewed, as representing the ritualized act of consecration through evidence of
critical evaluation..
Just as past prima donnas are alluded to in the Newsweek cover story, I
expect that any article of any length will contain a representation of reflexive
history of the position within the field. In the cover story it is the prima donna; it
could also be the positioning of the star in the reflexive history of roles, voice
parts, ethnicity or nationality, or even career pattern. The use of “debuts” in the
cover story offers such an example, as does the positioning of Americans vis-dvis Europeans. I also expect the national dimension to take on extra value in
American non-music magazines.
With Ms. Moffo, I intend to present the relation between opera and the
media in a separate chapter because of its importance to the cultural field in the
twentieth century. However, in light of this theoretical exposition, I expect few if
any media performances to appear in the first, or legitimating article for each
opera star. Any exception to this rule would necessarily, according to this
exposition, be American and would be qualified in a particular way. It is these
exceptions which are of immense interest, especially as they might signal
change within the positions or positionings within the cultural field and would
represent border areas in which important struggles over genre, entrance, or
legitimation might take place.
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Further, I expect that as a corpus, these magazine articles will illustrate
the positions and positionings within the cultural field of opera as it emerges in
the nineteenth century. The structure is not only textually represented but
presumably retrievable from the long-term patterns in the selection of the opera
singers for magazine attention. The reproduction of the field should be visible in
patterns of these positionings, from recurring starring roles to national
trajectories of Italian tenors. The top of each hierarchy, the “most difficult” role
and the most “difficult” opera, will be shown in the emergence of opera as an
international cultural field in the next chapter. But as the cover story suggests,
the (again foreign) term, prima donna signals the hierarchical term with all the
contradictions explained by the American singers.
The method for selecting the singers who “make it” hierarchically and
legitimately will not retrieve those singers who are eliminated from the
hierarchical field at the “local,” that is critical level. As will be explained in the
next chapter, the role of the critic emerges in tandem with the cultural field and
those critics located “within” the legitimating boundary are likely to do their work
before a singer is selected for attention in a national, non-music magazine.
Thus, at various stages in the career trajectory, negative critical attention can
deny or delay entrance at the next hierarchical step. Such individuals are
unlikely to rise in the hierarchy of press attention and therefore will primarily be
invisible in the study of non-music national magazines.
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Even legitimated stars may experience sanctions for transgression of the
field in which they were legitimated. Opera singers who “cross over” the border
area of the genre too early or too far or at a time of threat to the field may be
sanctioned institutionally or discursively. Such sanctions may be noted as
cautionary tales in representations of the field. As relatively independent agents,
legitimated opera singers may attempt to “cross over” and which succeed and
which don’t help define the acceptable boundary regions at particular historically
situated moments. Transgressions of legitimated stars may be the type of
exceptions that draw attention to the power of the field—and, as we will argue,
may also make news.
Transgressions of the cultural field may also become visible in this
analysis if opera singers attempt to enter the field from outside its boundaries
rather than through the accepted hierarchy of genre and performance venues.
Usually this type of transgression means that they will be sanctioned both
institutionally and discursively for insufficient legitimation for entrance. These
types of transgressions might occur if a singer attempt to enter opera too early or
with insufficient hierarchical experience from a “lesser” genre like musical
comedy. Or, in some cases, sanctions may appear in the press if a singer
attempts to enter the field from a hierarchically separate genre like radio, film or
television without sufficient “live performances” or “paid dues." This type of
sanction could appear discursively; it can also be investigated by example
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through a few known cases of attempted entrance, such as by Jeannette
MacDonald, Mario Lanza, or more recently, Andrea Bocelli.
The field may also be invoked as an excuse to erect barriers to those
deemed less desirable by virtue of political/economic status as ideal candidates.
Race, ethnicity, and sexual activity are also historically likely to test the strength
of the boundaries of the field, especially in particular national contexts. Changes
in the “field of power," such as the Civil Rights movement, or large-scale
economic trends, like the Depression or war, are expected to show in struggles
over the boundaries of opera as a cultural field. In particular, given my interest in
the twentieth-century ramifications of the mass media, I want to be alert
especially for the areas in which the media may actually challenge the
boundaries of the cultural field. Certainly, as would be expected from the
exposition, too visible attention to the economic/political aspects over the
"artistic” demands of the field might encourage sanctions. For example, the
three tenors phenomenon has attracted critical sanctions because the market is
showing. In sum, as stated throughout this exposition, the structural method is
used not only to verify structural power but also to identify the exceptions that
illustrate the fluid, permeable and negotiable boundaries of the field.
The above discussion has provided a reading and synthesis of the various
pieces that comprise Bourdieu's work on the cultural field. It has also illustrated
the theory by showing how opera could be conceptualized as an example of a
relatively autonomous field of cultural production. Finally, it has suggested how
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opera stars could be conceptualized similar to works and authors
(artists/composers) as products that are legitimated, disseminated, reproduced
within and, as I will argue, represented as belonging to a cultural field.
By taking almost a century of primary sources, I hope to be able to
illustrate both the structure and dynamism of opera as a cultural field. By
choosing the twentieth-century American context, I intend to exemplify, enlarge,
and critique Bourdieu’s model, especially as it intersects the media
dissemination, reproduction, and representation. Certainly a study of American
opera singers in twentieth century America presents a plethora of change in
external relations of gender, race, and ethnicity that will also allow us to
accommodate the critiques of others to see the limits of the theory.
In the next chapter I will concretize the theory by describing the
development of opera as an international cultural field through the stages of the
development of hierarchies of works and performance sites. In this analysis I will
develop the conditions that contribute to the emergence of cultural hierarchy, the
national variations, and the boundary areas where "struggles” over definition and
entrance still take place. And I will bring home the history of opera as a cultural
field to the New York City, U.S.A. As Eileen Farrell explains,

The nearest I ever came to thinking of myself as a prima donna is
now that I’m at the Met. It’s a feeling you get. It's a grandeur you
get, just by being there and singing on that stage. You get so
wrapped up in what you’re doing. At my first 'Gioconda' I was
taking a bow and I suddenly said to myself: 'Oh my God, you're at
the Metropolitan.'82
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Chapter 2: Opera as a Cultural Field: Europe, America and
the Nation
A Grecian blonde once made tall trouble and men have
never forgotten. Long before Christ they knew her as the fairest of
all women, the one the Trojan Paris stole, for whom the Greeks
fought ten long years.... Last week and for the first time, still proud,
still beautiful, she came to the Metropolitan Opera House,
Manhattan—this time the Helen of Composer Richard Strauss,
given new being by Singer Maria Jeritza....
But like the first Helen, Jeritza dominated.... Metropolitan
patrons were enthusiastic, applauded her pictures, her singing.
Critics were inclined to be testy. Strauss had disappointed...Yet no
amount of grumbling could dim the glamor of a Strauss premiere....
Maria Jeritza’s story is like an early German fairy tale. It
begins in the Moravian town of Brunn with a bright-haired child
playing games of make-believe.... [At 16] with just enough money
to last her three days she started for Vienna. [After apprenticeship
at the Volksoper and after pleasing Emperor Franz Joseph at the
Imperial Opera,] she became the Great Jeritza to a gay-music
loving Vienna. Her fame grew with her repertoire. A beautiful prima
donna has always seemed a phenomenon. Here was one
magnificently built, with sea-blue eyes and golden hair. The public
raved. Composers made their music for her. She created Strauss’
Ariadne, later the Empress in Die Frau ohne Schatten. She was his
Salome, his Octavian...[at last] his Helen.1
As suggested by this magisterial opening of a Time 1928 cover story, an
opera prima donna—especially if golden-haired and magnificently built—was
also good for a news story. The classical comparison, along with the fairy tale
life, will be part of the master narrative for opera singers in America, begun long
before Maria Jeritza reached Manhattan. But for the cultural field of opera, these
paragraphs contain the key elements of its dynamic within the field—approbation
by royalty, introduction through a new work and well-established composer, and
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arrival from Europe. As a legitimated opera star, Maria Jeritza combines the
professional and the personal—“her fame grew with her repertoire." She
originated new heroines, climbing the operatic ladder, and became "Great."
In this chapter, as I discuss opera as a cultural field, I will return to
Madame Jeritza as both the legitimated European opera singer and the valued
Metropolitan Opera star. The very occasion of this story’s "news value," which
brings to life not only a new opera through a premiere but a living composer as
well, portrays the dynamism of opera as a cultural field. This chapter will provide
a necessarily synthesized analysis of the emergence opera as a cultural field
from its European beginnings, using Bourdieu's three stages of a cultural field as
developed in the last chapter.
The goals of this chapter are first to deal directly with the idea of "cultural
hierarchy” in America, as has been promised, by placing it in its international
context, along with the national implications. Second, using Bourdieu's
categories, I will talk about the border areas of opera as a cultural field as
historically and geographically situated along, with modes of innovation and
defense. Finally, as I establish the parameters of opera as a cultural field in
America, I intend to demonstrate the type of concrete empirical categories that I
would expect to see mentioned in non-music national circulation magazines as
representing the legitimated cultural field of opera.
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OPERA AS A TRANSNATIONAL CULTURAL FIELD
Opera as a “Symbolic Good"
Opera was “invented" in 1600. The use of this word is no post-modern
affectation, as opera was literally originated as a humanist doctrine among
Florentine literati, the “camerata,” as a way of recapturing the glories of classical
Greek drama through sung speech. Its invention is dated from the performance
of Peri’s Euridice, not incidentally because it was the first published opera, with
verse play (libretto) and a figured bass.2 Claudio Monteverdi marked the first
influential period of opera development with his Orfeo of 1607, which established
the opera as a commission for court event, celebrating a Medici wedding at
Padua, and “ended the Renaissance” in 1647 with his The Coronation o f
Poppea.3 Royally sponsored operas were performed in palaces or gardens,
usually commissioned for an occasion. The court remained a dominant form of
patronage as long or wherever royalty were synonymous with heads of cities,
principalities or states, for money was both no object and the object—pageantry
equals power.
But although opera was an intellectual product intentionally created as
“elite culture,” opera s celebration of the social was also appealing to the
mercantile wealth in Venice, where public opera houses were open by 1637.
These theatres were literally social constructions; boxes rose in tiers from floor to
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gallery and were purchased by member of the nobility. Set up as small parlors,
boxes allowed their holders to serve refreshments, have conversations, and
otherwise conduct the business of state and courtship in a social setting. But the
theatres were public in that tickets to the gallery and the pit could be purchased
for one-night attendance and those unable to purchase tickets could listen
outside the stage door. In Venetian legend no opera could succeed without the
approval of the gondoliers.
I describe these two forms of patronage at length because, although the
Venetian public houses collapsed with its fortunes as a trading city, their built
social metaphor served as the model for the opera houses in major European
and later American capitals in the nineteenth century. Interestingly, in these
years, courts and public theatres shared composers, libretti, singers and even
operas, with the public theatres often a proving ground for aspiring composers
and singers.
Opera was also always a transnational culture industry.4 Through efforts
of professional impresarios who organized both opera seasons and traveling
performance troupes of singers and accompanists, Italy took the lead in opera
from its inception by the Florentine camerata in the 1590s through the beginning
of the nineteenth century. As John Rosselli aptly titles his book, opera in Italy
was an “industry” from Cimarosa to Verdi (and beyond)5 and was, to use
contemporary language, actively marketed, promoted and distributed wide and
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far across the cities and courts of Europe. Italian poets and composers took up
residence in the courts of Vienna and Paris along with the smaller German cities
and principalities. Presenting Italian opera at court became a sign not only of
prestige but also of aspiring membership to “Europe," an eighteenth-century
concept related to the notion of “civilization" and culture.6
Several communications factors aided the diffusion of the Italian export.
Tourism, especially to Venice and other Italian cities, spread the reputation of
and desire for Italian opera to such far-flung places as London and St.
Petersburg, and Italian touring companies followed the trade routes through
Europe to satisfy that desire. Italy’s export of moveable musical type and
eventually the techniques of engraving helped to standardize various regional
musical notation systems, which allowed the musical scores to be transnationally
intelligible. Although the musical scores for many operas composed before 1900
were not actually printed, Italy’s role as a major center of music printing
established Italian as the language of performance directions used to the present
in “European art music.”
The “language of music” and notation has a much broader implication in
defining the shape of the cultural field. Whereas the post-Renaissance
developments, hastened by the onset of Romantic ideals as described below,
increasingly stressed the development of vernacular languages and the
emergence of literary versions of regional dialects (“literary” language), music as
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a tonal system developed across national cultures. The trajectory of harmonic
development was shared; traveling performers brought with them innovative
compositional techniques, shared by composers and audience alike. Notational
systems became standardized, by traveling performers and later by printing.7
This shared harmonic language meant that the developing national borders of
emerging nation states did not bar the dissemination of musical innovation or
performance.
These first two centuries of opera, with just a few exceptions, have not
however been represented in the frequently performed repertoire.8 The cultural
field of opera, as it is known today, began its “emergence” into autonomy late in
the 18th and the beginning of the nineteenth century.9 As is implied in the
description of Bourdieu's theory, the cultural field that he constructs is integrally
related with some kind of market-based, potentially competitive sociopolitical
context, i.e., the “market” for symbolic goods. Analyzed at the European level,
which is also at this time a social construct, one could observe certain conditions
of the cultural field emerging in the competition for opera composers and
librettists among the royal courts or in the competitions between various of the
singers for hierarchical reputations. However, it is with the development of press
criticism and a broader-based middle-class audience that the symbolic
competition emerges within both a market-based foundation and national or
aspiring national contexts.
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The Emergence of the Merket for Opere as a Symbolic Good
The Romantic ideal, variously described and debated,10 marks the beginning of
the musical world as experienced in the concert halls and opera houses of the
twentieth century. Several factors are of relevance for this study. First, music
takes a central place in the international discourse on the role and function of art.
In inaugurating the Romantic ideal, Jean Jacques Rousseau, as chief
musicologist of the Encyclopedic, engaged the then-reigning French composer
Jean Philippe Rameau in a publication war during the 1780s. He argued that
French music had become lifeless, stale and provincial whereas the Italian
composers aimed to please rather than elevate the audience; instead of “overelaborate counterpoints and harmonies that ought to be relegated to the cloister
as their last resting-place,” Italians celebrated melody—and by extension,
“singing.”11 He had gained authority for his attacks, as well as his Encyclopedie
post, by the success of his own French-language Italian opera, Le Devin du
village. I comment at length because, for this study, it is important to affirm that
within operatic practice the “cultured—popular” tensions were always part of
compositional practice as well as the discourse. The “Italian style” itself had
grown from borrowings and distinctions between opera seria and opera buffa and
the necessity for opera to be both art and social entertainment continued in its
development.12
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Music was placed at the top of the Romantic artistic hierarchy by
Rousseau and later especially by German Romantics as "pure” art, notably
through the influence of Schopenhauer. Even poetry, the "highest art" in France
and England, aspired to the state of music, the "unheard melodies” of Keats.
This privileging of "pure” music and poetry over opera had two consequences of
note here. First, these hierarchical assertions helped to set the hierarchy of
artistic genres that were reinforced throughout the nineteenth century.
Instrumental music, in particular the symphony, emerged as a "higher” genre in
its purity, as "absolute" music, as enlarged upon in discussions by composers’
manifestos and criticism, climaxing in the influential writings of Richard Wagner.13
The elevation of poetry also ranked the "art song,” as based on the top-ranked
poets in a given language, at the top of the vocal hierarchy. These relative
"positionings" still show up in the many stereotypes of singers, especially opera
singers, as compared to either instrumentalists or vocal recitalists.
Another important consequence of the Romantic ideal for opera was the
emergence of the discourse on national identity: opera "in the vernacular” takes
on an important role in staged declarations. Thus all operas commissioned by
the Paris Opera in the 19mcentury, even by non-Frenchmen, are performed in
French, e.g., Rossini’s Guillame Tell, Verdi’s Don Carlo and others, such as
Wagner’s TannhaQser, were performed in French translation. Italian opera
remains a dominant form but it is now reinterpreted as Italian, not as "opera.”
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The spirit of the 1848 revolutions emerge in heroic operas of national awakening
in Hungary, Bohemia, and Croatia (all part of the Hapsburg empire), and Russia
and Poland offer their own historical operas, though most remained non
exportable.14 Most influential in this tradition was the rise of German opera, in
both Austria and German-speaking areas. As will be discussed below, the
movements of national unification in both Germany (through 1878) and Italy
(through 1870) were at the heart of the creation of today’s standard repertoire,
where language remains important to the “purity” of the performance.
Most important to this study is the new middle-class audience for the arts.
Most social histories of music address at length the new middle-class audience
that became necessary to financing the cultural production of any sort of music
performance. Social and cultural historians often differ from musicologists in
assessing what the new audience meant for music or for society, as would be
expected even in terms of their relative positioning vis-ei-vis the developing
cultural field of opera. Most social historians tend to view the expanding
audience positively whereas, as we shall see, musicologists to the present tend
to view the development as a “lowering” of taste. Continental critics with Marxist
approaches are much more likely to use variations of the category bourgeoisie
whereas in general English and American musicologists and social historians
tend to use the label “middle-class,” with hierarchical positionings. Whatever the
approach, all would agree that this new audience is intimately interrelated to the
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new alignments in opera and the “music industry” as a whole. For this study, the
audience is important as a “discursive construct,” for whom the range of
“cooperating networks” to use Becker's phrase became increasingly important.
The nineteenth century also marks the emergence of what we could
consider the modem modes of press criticism. Many critics, like Hector Berlioz,
Robert Schumann, and later Wagner, were composers first, aiming to influence
the public taste in their direction as well as aid their fellow composers in
solidifying the new “romantic” trends. They wrote criticism to survive and the
newspapers and journals for which they wrote were numerous with varying life
cycles as well as varying audiences.15 Importantly to this study, non-musician
professional critics like Eduard Hanslick (the Bismarck of musical criticism,
according to Verdi) also came to prominence in this century. It is important to
note that these critics were the first of what could be considered modem
newspaper critics, as will be discussed in the next chapter. Hanslick, for
example, was not a musician though he had a general education and held his
professional sway through the Viennese Neue Freie Presse for the several
decades of the Brahms—Wagner debates. Britain too had its dominant critics in
H.F. Chorley, the self-taught, indefatigable traveler and mid-century critic for the
Athenaeum and J. W. Davison who was the Times critic between 1846-1879,
along with being the editor of the Musical World. The emergence of recognized
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non-musician music critics in these capital cities is one of the most important
nineteenth-century contributions to the emergence of opera as a cultural field.16
Techniques of publicity and audience cultivation were also well developed,
as were modes of dominating the contemporary performance hierarchy,
techniques not so dissimilar to the Andrew Lloyd Weber phenomenon of today.
Meyerbeer again offers an example. A hundred years after his popularity, a critic
from well within the cultural field can describe his music as a style “concocted
from German heaviness, Italian vulgarity and French frivolity, that is to say the
worst of the three countries.” But his popularity and domination of the Paris
Opera for thirty years and his relative popularity in England and even America is
instructive. Meyerbeer was a master of publicity and public relations, using every
communications means at his disposal, from the telegraph and press
conferences to employing a personal press-cutting service and permanent
secretary. The secretary’s job was to both monitor gossip and note whose
support he might purchase in ensuring the public success of his next opera.
Besides cultivating patrons, he also had a well-known private detective service
and was able to use effectively plant rumors and press leaks well in advance.
While Meyerbeer was criticized by musician-critics like Berlioz and Schumann for
“pandering" his talent, his “fashion” sense fit the “crazes” of the time, including
the roller skaters ballet in Le Prophdte which was written for Pauline Viardot.17
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Less often remarked is the important concurrent growth of music historical
research in the universities, especially in the German-speaking cities. Both
English and American musicology derived their impetus, training, and often their
participants from German cities both through immigration and exiles as well as to
the print circulation of music scholarship.18 Too, the music business that
developed in America owed much to the large numbers of German immigrants
like the Schirmer music publishers, who brought the engraved plates for classical
sheet music with them on the boat in the days before attempted copyright
enforcement. The publication of “collections” and non-performed music was a
necessary condition for musicological formal analysis, and hence a different but
related critical voice. The growth of musicology and music criticism can, in
Bourdieu's terms, be seen as the beginning of the construction of the cultural
field, necessary “agents” in the move of opera toward autonomy as a cultural
field.
But opera differed from instrumental music, which already was beginning
to solidify in terms of repertoire in some places early in the nineteenth century. In
musical research frequently cited by cultural theorists,19William Weber argues in
Music and the Middle Class: The Social Structure of Concert Life in London,
Pahs, and Vienna, 1830-1848?° that a pantheon of composers and “classics”
evolved in symphonic and instrumental music practice, hence “classical” music.
He places the developments of “classics" in London even earlier.21 He attributes
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this development in part to the availability of printed sheet music as well as the
development of a critical press, along with a centralized bureaucratic state. It is
also particular to the English appropriation of continental music practice as will be
discussed below.
The situation for opera must be qualified in a number of ways. First, in
many European capitals, opera still ranked far above instrumental music
dominated by Austrian and German composers. Even in the Austrian capital,
opera had an imperial role, as the Time article on Jeritza implies. Second, while
the hierarchy of performance sites was understood by composers, performers,
and audiences, most European capitals had more than one, maybe as many as
three or four theatres in which opera was performed and new works premiered.
Not unlike the case of new media in the twentieth century where the existence of
a channel required content to fill it,22 the numerous theatres created “seasons” of
repertoire plus premieres. It is very important, as we will discuss below with
reference to the London scene, to be clear about the relationship between
“creation of classics" or canon-formation and the function of an available,
dependable repertoire necessary to the sustenance of “art worlds” as fiscally
viable performance venues.
Third, as opera remained the focus of European aristocratic taste
throughout the nineteenth century, “the pressure to drop old works for new ones
could not be resisted.”23 In turn, in spite of the rise of the middle-class audience,
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operas still depended on the aristocratic interest in order to finance opera's
expensive productions—as well as to set the social tone. Opera houses could be
constructed to maintain social distinction without prohibiting larger publics. As
we will see, the hierarchy was important to the opera house as a symbol in the
“field of power," to use Bourdieu’s phrase, in city-building and nation-buiiding. in
most European capitals, over the century, the range of performance sites
simultaneously “reproduced and disseminated” the hierarchy of operas, with
interesting parallels for the “influence of the popular” in the cultural field.
Finally, as a transnational music industry, composers, performers, and
works circulated throughout Europe as part of their efforts to make a living from
commissions. The hierarchy of performance sites was also based on their ability
to pay; hence the efforts to storm the Opera, so to speak. As suggested above,
most composers were forced to write for the journalistic press, to teach or to
travel from place to place to gain enough money in performance fees,
commissions and later copyright fees to survive. Although full scores of operas
were rarely published until after 1900, music publishers were still a powerful
source of income for composers. They might put money into an opera on the
chance that, by buying the rights, they would be able to publish all the “hits,”
piano transcriptions, arrangements, etc. for amateur and educational use. For
example, Beethoven s relations with his publishers and public as an active
composer/performer have been detailed at length as the prototype for music as
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an independent profession.24 Detailed studies of Meyerbeer's and Verdi’s
relations with their publishers begin to define the role of these ‘‘agents'' of
dissemination in opera as a fiscally viable cultural field.25
A final key development for this study to the emergence of opera as a
cultural field is the emergence of the “virtuoso.”25 That Romantic figure
instrumentalized in Paganini and Liszt27 had its counterpart in the rise of the
prima donna. The fundament of the “artist as hero" mythology, intentionally
countered by Becker’s notion of cooperating networks, is key to this study of
opera singers as opera stars and, I will argue in further chapters, remains part of
the expectations of the identification of “a star.” Although castrati had been
international opera stars long before the emergence of this Romantic musical
figure, model for contemporary stardom arise out of the mid-nineteenth century
expansion of the numbers of performers for the enlarging public audience for
musical performance.20 Hierarchies of success in bankability intersected the
hierarchies of “critical" success as represented by press criticism. Singers were
dependent upon being first identified as potentially profitable as well as artistically
acceptable in obtaining a contract through either composer or opera house. The
circulation of value in the international musical press created some of the
“fashions” for prima donna dominance, such as the craze for Pauline Viardot's
sister Maria Malibran throughout Europe in the early nineteenth-century to the
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Jenny Lind frenzy of mid-century to Adelina Patti’s 30-year reign at century’s end.
All these stars toured in America.
A complementary notion of the Romantic artist that was extended to the
performer was that of the gift of latent,” and the almost mythological significance
attributed to the genealogy and trajectory of the “genius.” As wiii be described in
a later chapter, this important linkage of “person” and “art” came along with
expected developmental stages and experiences. These came to be reproduced
in the “birth of an opera star” as suggested by the childhood predilection of Maria
Jeritza at age 12 in the Time magazine cover story that frames this chapter.
Thus in many ways the organizational or institutional hierarchy intersected
what was still an unstable and uncertain profession, dependent upon the skills of
the impresarios to negotiate “star appearances” and the “circulation of value”
through reporting and representing the star system in the press. The following
quotation from English musicologist, Edward J. Dent in The Rise of Romantic
Opera, is written from well inside the cultural field in the mid-1970s. Its frankness
sums up the critical response to the effect of the middle-class audience on opera
and the importance of the singer
Opera became Romantic, one might say, because audiences
wanted to hear trivial music sung by first-rate singers. That has
always been the desire of audiences, and it is the desire of popular
audiences to this day. Romanticism in opera is marked by the
gradual infiltration of all kinds of popular, I might say of trivial, music
into serious opera; or rather, I should say that the mixture of comic
opera with all kinds of heterogeneous elements became serious
again, and led to a revival of serious opera, for the curious reason
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that audiences, even cultivated audiences, are inclined to take all
music seriously, [...] provided that this music is presented to their
ear with a sufficient intensity and amplitude of physical sound.29

Here can be read the “infiltration of the popular” necessary for—even
“cultivated"—audience response, the emphasis on “serious opera” over comic
opera as the top hierarchical position, and the desire for “first-rate singers." It is
this type of “critical voice" which on the one hand participates in the evaluation of
the “great" and the “less great” but which on the other accedes to the necessity of
an audience. The relationship between the discursive representations of the
“audience" and the “popular," especially with relation to “first-rate” singing, is
expected to be one of the “struggles" noted by Bourdieu in the border area of the
cultural field of opera.

OPERA AS A CULTURAL FIELD:
STAGE 2, GENRE DIFFERENTIATION
With the decline of direct court financing of opera at the end of the 18th century,
the growing middle class in modem European capitals used opera as a chance
to buy their own culture and display their own social achievement. Not unlike the
mercantile theatres of Venice centuries earlier, many European capitals
embraced opera as a symbol of “civilization.” What is important to our discussion,
however, is that each of the major European capitals and, as we shall see,
America as well, began erecting opera theatres as visible monuments to their
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urban and aspirations for international prestige. While often the location had
been the site of opera performances prior to the nineteenth century, this century
saw the institutionalization of opera as part of city planning and literal and
figurative state building.30 The buildings helped to establish more enforceable
boundaries at literally at the stage door for works, performers and publics.
I will intentionally focus on the role of the institutions as purveyors of
power in a cultural field and the way in which the tensions in boundary areas
were handled. Intentionally, the descriptions will emphasize the “popular” and
the “new," which will be critical to the interpretation of the development of opera
in America, below. These descriptions will come to life in another relevant piece
of the Maria Jeritza Time cover story:
In the school, in the choir at the church, no child sang more
lustily than Maria Jeritza. Someday she would be a great singer,
she felt quite sure....Her operatic debut was at 16, in Olmutz....
She was Elsa,31 a very wistful Elsa trying hard to be a great
singer...She served five months’ apprenticeship at OlmOtz but
Olmutz would never do for a great singer... .With just enough
money to last he three days she started for Vienna, asked for an
audition.
At the Volksoper Jeritza had her most rigorous training,
learned stage technique and many roles. While there she took a
holiday at Ischl where the Imperial family spent its summers. The
Emperor Franz Josef liked the opera, liked especially Die
Fledermaus of Johann Strauss. He went one night when Jeritza
was Rosalinda, sat attentive in his box, tapped his foot to the
music, clapped loudly when she sang the Czardas. Three times
Jeritza curtsied deep and began again...The performance went
on....Right triumphed over wrong....The old Emperor beckoned an
attendant: “Why have the always old, fat singers at the Hofoper?...”
Soon Jeritza went to the Imperial Opera.32
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In Time-ese, Maria Jeritza climbs the performance site hierarchy with a
little help from the Emperor. And, Time implies, the old Emperor had a lot in
common with the American audience in Manhattan: they both like their stars
young and slim. Royal approval, in the American scene, is equated with the
audience while the composer with the cognoscenti (“critics carped”). Strauss and
the Emperor who liked operetta, cognoscenti and the man in the street—this
formula continues to be the celebrity profile as well as financial necessity.
Jeritza's move from OlmOtz opera to the Vienna Volksoper (people's
opera) to the Hofoper (or Court Opera, changed in 1918 to Vienna State Opera)
is suggestive of the hierarchy of performance venues. But the fact that the
Volksoper and the Hofoper exist in the same city also suggests the type of
distinction that operatic works and opera houses had reached by the end of the
nineteenth century, to “house” literally the genre distinctions described by
Bourdieu. A brief resume of these houses and the way they handled the
“infiltration of the popular” will help set the stage for the connection between them
and the Metropolitan Opera of New York that Jeritza embodies.
The Vienna Opera in its current, imperial housing was opened in 1869 as
part of the grand construction of the Vienna Ringstrasse, which literally and
figuratively tore down walls of the old city. Already in 1810, when the Kamtnertor
Theatre was given over to opera, the court had leased the opera administration
to professional management and had opened its door to the rising middle
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classes.33 The new Opera House seated about 2,200, with three separate
entrances for the Emperor, the Archdukes, and the rest of the audience, with the
social construction of boxes to standing room following hierarchical principles.
Architecturally speaking, all saw the same production while maintaining the social
stratification; reproduction with distinction to use Bourdieu’s terms. As Hanak
described the processes of embourgeoisement in Vienna, the Ring was a border
area, which embraced the capitalists and the professional middle classes, but
excluded the mass base.34
As implied by the hierarchical ladder in Time’s cover story on Maria
Jeritza, the Volksoper was the location for “light” opera, or operetta. The
Volksoper was founded in 1898 specifically as a “people's opera” with low prices,
presenting operetta and vernacular German-language translations, in a less
fashionable part of town. It continued the tradition of presenting operetta begun in
the 1870s by the Theatre an den Wien. Operetta is part of Time’s “gay-loving
Vienna” before World War I, a popular German-language play contemporary plot
filled with “gay” and sentimental tunes, especially for the middle classes. Die
Fledermaus, the operetta that Time says was the toe-tapping source of the
Emperor’s pleasure, was premiered in 1874 in Vienna. As is often the case, it
was not an immediate success. It had to triumph in Berlin, Hamburg and even
Paris before returning to favor in Vienna. And, it too rose in the hierarchy of
operatic works by receiving a performance at the Hof Opera in 1894—a first and
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perhaps a last for the Vienna Opera.35 And a similar hierarchical rise would not
be unexpected in other cities, including America, as the conversational tone of
Time implies. These tensions—between “serious” opera and “light” opera,
between the singers who sing it, and the occasional rapprochement between
them over a work or a star—are expected to be part of the opera narrative in the
American magazines for the “rising middle classes,” as in the Jeritza story.
Similar built distinctions in opera genres obtained in other European
capitals, particularly Paris, which following the restoration of the Bourbon
monarchs, and especially during the Second Empire, was a European magnet for
all the arts. Opera was performed at several houses, each with its own social
and intellectual ambiance. As would be expected, the Paris Opera was at the top
of the hierarchy, a theatre of the aristocracy and nouveau riche, the source of the
term “grand opera.” The Palais Gamier was completed between 1863 and 1874.
The Op6ra-Comique, as its name implies, performed lighter fare for the
bourgeoisie. As in Vienna, its prime product was operetta, its leading exponent
Jacques Offenbach and by the 1850s was the most conspicuous “symbolic good”
of the emerging middle classes. It was more ironic than the sentimental
Viennese operetta36 and in its first 1858 exemplar, OfFenbach parodied both the
classical legend of Orpheus and Gluck’s opera seria. Though critics were
outraged at the irreverent treatment of two classics, the operetta triumphed for
the popular by the “infiltration of the popular,” with the street tunes of the cancan
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and the galop.37 In La Belle H6ldne (1864) he parodied Meyerbeer’s grand opera
from below and across Paris. But he too longed to ascend the ladder and his last
attempt was a full-scale opera was based on German fantasy tales of E.T.A.
Hoffmann. Posthumously, the opera scaled from the Op6ra Comique to part of
the “serious" repertoire.
The Theatre Italien gave a season of Italian opera in Italian, while the
Theatre Lyrique, formed in 1851 as a successor to other theatres occasionally
performing opera in the vernacular, was created for the “working man and
woman and hard-up artist.”38 The impetus behind the theatre was the “closed
door” of the Paris Opera and Op6ra-Comique to the unperformed, hopeful to
ascend the ladder as well as opening the doors closed by cost and language to
the broader public. Of course, the elite of Paris society could not be excluded if it
were to succeed for the benefit of new composers and librettists, so the theatre
architecture solved the problem: behind the second and third tiers of boxes, two
large amphitheaters were placed for the “inferior” audience. As T.J. Walsh
describes the mode of performance, the words foreshadow the type of
description made of opera performed in America in these years: “[N]ot all of
these productions were presented as the composers had intended or would have
wished. But performed they were in whatever manner, and perhaps the real
import of the theatre's function is best understood when one remembers that they
were all performed in the vernacular.”39
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By the time of this study, the Paris Opera has diminished in its direct
participation in the operatic hierarchy. In 1915 the Paris Opera adopted a “fierce
chauvinism” which some use to account for its decline in influence and poor
showing on the international scene at least through the 1970s.40 But its
importance to this study is that during the nineteenth century, it provided a model
of how operatic hierarchies were formed and how opera was built into emerging
national consciousness.
Three other performance capitals that remain relevant to the international
hierarchy today share some characteristics with Vienna and Paris and also offer
important insights for the American developments. As the birthplace of opera,
Italian cities of any size have had their opera houses and several—La Fenice in
Venice, Rome Opera, Naples, Genoa, Turin—have been important sources of
commissions and premieres. In part of course this had to do with the various
political formations—and capital cities—that existed on the peninsula until Italy’s
unification in 1870. In Milan a century earlier, La Scala had been constructed at
the behest of Maria Theresa, then both Austrian Empress and Duchess of
Milan.41 By the early decades of the nineteenth century, as Kimbell remarks,
Milan’s role as the bureaucratic administrative center for the Hapsburg
contributed to the flourishing of both commercial and artistic life, making it the
center of Italian Romanticism. Although Milan lacked an ancient university and
could not match the inherited prestige of the art from Florence and Rome, “its
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principal opera house, La Scala, had, in the opinion of most competent judges,
ousted the San Carlo in Naples as the premier theatre in the peninsula.”42 The
Hapsburg influence may have been salutary but the Key was the growing wealth
of the commercial classes as we have seen elsewhere, and their willingness to
support the productions. Because of the still dominant place of Italian opera in
the operatic repertoire, La Scala remains one of the top in the hierarchy of
contemporary international performance sites.
The relevant difference from Paris and Vienna is that since opera was an
indigenous form in Italy, even if derived originally “from above,” competition
between popular and “elite” elements of music has been a factor in genre
development since the 17mcentury. Too, the role of Verdi's 23 operas spanning
the risorgimento proved socially and politically integrating at a larger, national
level. As such, in the nineteenth century separate opera houses for serious and
light opera were unnecessary. Additionally, their performance abroad (including
the U.S.) and Verdi's willingness to write opera for other capitals (Paris, various
Italian cities, and the opening of the Suez Canal) meant that his repertoire was
being performed internationally at a critical moment in canon formation. Because
of his centrality and the centrality of “Italian opera” to the international repertoire
today, I expect starring roles in his operas, in particular Rigoletto, La Traviata,
Aida, II Trovatore, and Don Carlos among others to remain key vehicles for opera
singers to press attention as stars.
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Throughout the German speaking cities and principalities, opera houses
continued to signal regional power, even through the nation-building taken on by
Bismarck. The Deutsche Oper in Berlin had begun in a similar pattern. Frederick
the Great began working toward building an opera house almost immediately
upon his succession in 1740, with Italian singers and French dancers, but a
German architect.43 It opened its doors to German opera and the German public
in 1801 u After being destroyed by fire in 1843, it was restored as built for the
Prussian capital. But as far as I could determine, strong regional identities,
wartime defeats and division, and its location in what became “East Berlin”
countered a clear hierarchical determination among German opera houses at
least until now. The key development in the latter part of the century was
Richard Wagner’s establishment of the Festival at Bayreuth in 1876 and its
specially constructed opera theatre.45 Although many of his innovations, like the
orchestra placed in a sunken (and covered) pit and a darkened house, took root
elsewhere, less frequently mentioned is the construction of his audience seating
which eliminated the “box” structure and replaced it with a double proscenium. (If
you made it to the shrine, that was the “distinction.”) Bayreuth is mentioned here
because of the complex role that Wagnerian performances play in the history of
opera in America.46 But, theoretically, it is also an example par excellence of
opera and “sacralization,” the role of a constructed performance site, and opera
as a symbol of national identity:47
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Wagner without Bayreuth would have been like a country
without a capital, a religion without a Church. Had the
Festspielhaus not been erected, the link between the operas and
the German psyche would have remained platonic, harmlessly
confined to such endeavours as Wagner societies, lectures and
newsletters. But once consummated in a physical centre and site
of a recurring celebratory Festival, the enterprise was inevitably
drawn into the ideological vicissitudes of the young country."4®
The eventual equation of Wagner=Bayreuth=fascism49 suggests that, as
will be shown in later chapters, any post-Wortd War II Wagner performance that
gains attention in a non-music magazine will be one of the noted exceptions.
Finally, the last and in some ways most comparable opera capital is
London. As one of the first mercantile cities in the industrialized west of Europe,
London was early in its cultivation of Italian opera. The “opera war” between
George Frederick Handel and Porpora has been popularized through the 1994
film biography of castrato opera star Farinelli which, though fictional in several
respects, captures the mood of Baroque opera like The Age of Innocence
captures the spirit of opera in tum-of-the-century New York City. London s
practice of “importing" its music and musicians following the Elizabethan age of
Purcell tended to make it a destination for continental opera composers and
performers at the same time as this practice was periodically attacked during
times of anti-continental feeling. Like the opera houses in other European
capitals, the Royal Opera House (or Covent Garden) was built in 1858 at the site
of an earlier public theatre dating from 1732. Its architect was the son of the
architect for the Houses of Parliament and the style was a similar Greek Revival
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front and it was officially named “The Royal Italian Opera House" until 1892.
Again in continental flavor, the inaugural opera was Meyerbeer, this time Les
Hugenots, but sung in Italian.
Three aspects of London operatic life are relevant to this study. First, as
implied above, the relative wealth of the opera house and London's position as a
cosmopolitan center made it a likely model for American cultural emulation. Not
only was it an embarkation point for the New World for European opera troupes;
in 1877 one of its impresarios, Col. James Henry Mapleson, brought not only a
touring company but took out a lease on the New York City Academy of Music.
For the next quarter century, Mapleson’s stars in the Royal Italian Opera
Company were an important part of the New York City opera scene.50 He was
also the impresario who sponsored the transatlantic domination of Adelina Patti,
the "Queen of Song,” for the last quarter of the century.
Second, the practice of operatic parody and "light opera" in English was
also well established. The Beggar's Opera of 1728, essentially a play with
"songs," is often cited for its intentional satire on Italian operatic conventions and
as a centerpiece in a three-decade publishing war over Italian opera and the
castrato hero. Despite the wit and intelligence inveighed against it by Swift and
Pope, Addison and Steele, Italian opera continued in performance and
popularity.51 But this contested heritage of the "imported art” would echo in
English-language discourse across the centuries and oceans.
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The Beggar’s Opera is also is cited as a prime ancestor for the English
ballad-opera, a form that was also carried to the U.S. by English settlers. The
nineteenth-century phenomenon that followed the Offenbach craze was the
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas written during the 1870s and 1880s. Eventually
the Sadler's Wells Opera was created for light" opera, and in 1968 moved into
the London Coliseum. Only in 1974 was it renamed the “English National
Opera.” But, as in continental practice, it was not England’s success in Gilbert
and Sullivan that prompted the Royal Opera to drop “Italian”; rather it was Gustav
Mahler conducing Wagner’s Ring in German.52
Finally, this century coincided with British empire-building, so as in the
past opera followed the trade routes. Thus most opera singers who came to
America had first “succeeded” in London; in fact, the reigning diva of Covent
Garden between 1855 and 1888, was also the reigning discursive diva in
American magazines through only two visits; her hierarchical position was then
assumed by an Australian diva through 1926. Major imperial events were
commemorated by operas, from the opening of the Suez Canal to Queen
Elizabeth's coronation in 1952 and countries with British relations and English
communities were still likely to be influenced by London cultural practice.53
In sum, then, this synthetic description of the emergence of genre
differentiation within a cultural field of opera has stressed several points of
importance to the understanding of the American circumstances. First, the
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discourse on the “popular” and its relation to the “audience” is part of the cultural
field from its nineteenth-century practice. In Bourdieu’s terms, this boundary
area is an area of struggle, a meeting place where the field of power must of
necessity intersect the cultural field of opera. One discursive solution evolves
through the practice of criticism—that is, genre differentiation through description.
Another material solution, that is, embodying genre distinction in monumental
structures like opera houses, is also practiced. These distinctions are
hierarchically recognized through economic, political and social patterns—ticket
prices, hierarchically tiered boxes, and political censorship/approval of operatic
works.
Stars have been key to the border areas—as suggested by the Time
cover story on Maria Jeritza, stars are capable of ascending operatic hierarchies,
of legitimating performance sites and works, and of negotiating the boundary
area between critical and popular success. As will be echoed again and again,
Maria Jeritza attracts “people who don't much care for grand opera. They hear
her and go again and again.” This discursive rapprochement is necessary for
opera’s survival as a cultural field, while it may also account for its lesser
hierarchical position in artistic hierarchies in general, as documented in
Bourdieu’s mapping in Distinction.
In terms of the operatic repertoire, the concurrent development of “more
popular works” in the vernacular language is one of importance to the emergence
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of the cultural field as well. In general, the distinction between opera buffa and
opera seria, or serious and comic, is not enforced at the opera house as long as
the operas are in Italian; thus so-called comic operas like Mozart’s The Marriage
of Figaro, Rossini’s The Barber of Seville, or Verdi’s Falstaff.54 The se rio u scomic dimension is primarily enforced for opera in the vernacular, of whichever
other capital city. These then should be the general contours of the operatic
works in which I would expect an opera singer to be able to become a star and
hence noted by a non-music magazine in America. Again, any exceptions to this
rule will be of note.
Finally, as I will argue below, these are the contours of the field in which
America participates in shaping, from the arrival of the Garcia family to sing
Italian opera in New York in 1825. I will argue that New York, and its relation to
imported opera, can be seen in a similar pattern, of establishing a cultural capital
for America, and the Metropolitan Opera as falling within a similar time frame.
But first, it is important to establish one more set of operatic hierarchies—
those of voice, role and repertoire in order to set the stage for understanding how
the opera singers can enter and become “stars’’ in opera as a cultural field. It is
through “first rate singing" that the “infiltration of the popular” can be best
understood for the twentieth century.
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OPERA AS A CULTURAL FIELD: STAGE 3, EMERGENCE AND
CONSECRATION OF OPERA HIERARCHIES
Hierarchy of Voice, Role, and Repertoire
All known cultures, past and present, have some form of organized, vocally
produced sound that is differentiated from speech in language, action, and place
of performance. Some range of set of organized sounds is usually preferred,
may even be called "beautiful,” in various times and places. Singing styles vary
from culture to culture,55 epoch to epoch, and growing up in a culture or epoch
allows one to leam which styles are preferred by whom, which styles are
"beautiful," and who can make those sounds.
In what has come to be called today Western European art music, the
hierarchy of desirable sounds was based on extremes of pitch, tempo, duration,
and dynamics. Exciting vocal performances were those that pushed the limits,
with higher, faster, longer, and louder the most thrilling and desirable. The extent
to which high voices were culturally valued is dramatically illustrated by the
young men in the Renaissance and Baroque eras who sacrificed rather more
than their youth to retain their high voices.56 These castrati achieved great
stardom in opera’s first two centuries, even as gradually women were admitted to
the stage to play gendered roles, as will be discussed more fully in chapter 6.
Although first accompaniments to the "voice," musical instruments, a type
of music producing technology, came to have an affect upon what voices were
desirable. The introduction of metal into instrument making, from the iron frame
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for the piano to instruments made wholly of brass, along with other technological
refinements, allowed instruments to also sound higher, faster, longer, and
particularly louder.57 As opera composers added more instruments to
accompany the singing, to push the sonic extremes,58 so the voices were
expected to compete in virtuosity and sound. Balance between man-made
sound and the "voice" had to be achieved naturally. In Italian opera, the
solutions were compositional, as orchestral writing for the most part stayed within
the realm of accompaniment. However, be/ canto (literally "beautiful singing”)
which dominated the first half of the nineteenth century, echoed the flying fingers
of instrumental technique.59 In France, the solutions were numerical, as greater
forces of singers were brought in for the stage spectacle that was the "grand
opera” of Auber and Meyerbeer. And in Germany, with the advent of Wagner's
music drama, even putting the orchestra into the "pit" and turning down the lights
on the audience could aid sufficiently the "voice" hitherto reserved for opera in
being heard over the heavy orchestration. But for all these distinctions, the
hierarchies of vocal skill remained in the throats of "high” culture.
This vocal emphasis had several implications for the development of the
hierarchies of operatic works. First, heroes and heroines were, almost without
exception, assigned the highest voice parts, that is soprano and tenor. As such,
and because of the greater flexibility of higher voices in terms of vocal
production, the singing with the most display value for vocal skill was also written
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for these high-voiced roles. Too, the relation of voice part and role meant that
romantic relations took place between sopranos and tenors, with altos and
basses playing mothers and fathers, witches and priests. The important
addendum to these basic expectations solidified by the nineteenth century, is the
“sexual" and “dangerous" female and the powerful male. Carmen and Deiiiah,
Eboli and Amneris,60 were dangerous to the soprano heroines. The baritone,
every once in a while, was able to play a brother, a friend, or a rival, while basses
could rule a kingdom or Hell. The light and dark symbolism of good and its
contrast was not lost vocally or discursively.
The other important exceptions to these practices were related to either
the available singers or cultural values. For example, the Slavic bass, who is
important to Orthodox Christian male choirs, had a starring role in the most
famous and frequently performed Russian opera, Boris Godunov. Too, the
requirement for a range of voice parts to fill out the drama meant that sometimes
an available singer, whatever the part, might have the type of vocal qualities that
inspired a composer to write a specific part. Thus, for example, just as Richard
Strauss wrote The Egyptian Helen for Maria Jeritza in 1928, Meyerbeer selected
Pauline Viardot for whom to write Le Prophdte in 1849, and both Mozart and
Verdi’s marriages to sopranos had compositional effects. Richard Wagner, who
had derided the earlier Italian and French conventions, wrote strenuously about
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the requirements of a new voice type—the heldentenor—and specially selected
and trained singers to meet his requirements, but retained the heroism of the top.
These conventions are important for this study because the relation of
voice and star suggests that opera stardom, especially as represented non-music
American magazines, should feature sopranos and tenors. Any exception to this
“rule,” to repeat, should be remarkable and signify a location in which to examine
a potential for change, innovation or struggle. And, given the historical context
related thus far, I would expect this exception to have a national implication.

Hierarchies o f Singers
As suggested above, singers were key to performance success. Though the
Church prohibition against female singing constrained the star-making machinery
to males, the castrati described above cultivated the benefits of celebrity, both
financial and personal license. Through international travelers who wrote of their
experiences, the reputations of singers crossed national boundaries faster than
they could and helped them achieve international star status as has been
recently portrayed in the dramatization of the life Farinelli. Italian opera
demanded Italian singers (or singers who could sing in Italian) and Italian singers
have carried a special “aura” to the present day, as the cover story on Pavarotti
suggests.
Most all musicians were mobile during these years, but singers tended to
have a different pattern than instrumental performers and composers.
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Composers took on concurrently a variety of music-related tasks, from
conducting or performing their own works, journalism, (or in later days teaching
at a music conservatory or university). Singers concentrated on performing,
continually learning new roles and new works, turning to teaching usually later in
their career when the voice through aging or over-use no longer served. Their
employment pattern was also different. An instrumental performer would tour
through various cities, often sponsored by the instrument maker (in the case of
the piano). Opera was based on a “season." Given the costs involved, not to
mention the number of “cooperating networks," in mounting an operatic
performance, managers of large opera houses needed either bankable stars or
reliable operas by proven composers, preferably both. Singers were usually
engaged for a season, and most often, with the help of their own impresarios,
were part of a “package" offered to an opera house with a stated repertoire,
sometimes even a troupe or soprano and tenor. Then, like Broadway today,
operas ran for as many performances as could be sold. Singers also brought
their own costumes, made contracts from year to year, and would have to
arrange a season well in advance. Again, to use Pauline Viardot as an example,
even after a relative success in Paris at the Theatre Italien, she had to spend
years negotiating seasons in London (1841-43), St. Petersburg (1843-46), Berlin
(1847-48) before returning to Paris. As of 1825, the United States was also a
destination for touring opera singers.
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Singers’ training in these formative years was, as was still the case late
into the twentieth century, primarily through studying with a teacher outside an
institution, usually a retired opera singer. Pauline Viardot’s family perfectly
exemplifies these qualities. Her father, Manuel Garcia, was himself a
respectable Spanish tenor, who became known for his teaching abilities in the
early 19th century. In 1825 he organized his family as an opera troupe to visit the
United States, the event from which most all histories of opera in the United
States are dated. As was also often the pattern, they were first a “success" in
London before embarking for America. His oldest daughter Maria through
marriage became Maria Malibran in the U.S. and was billed as the star, while his
son and wife also performed the then-rage of England and the continent—
Rossini's Barber of Seville. His youngest daughter Pauline married her manager,
performed through the 1860s, and then taught till her death; his son Manuel
became a renowned voice teacher for the good part of a century in London. This
lineage is important not only because many singers trace their technique—and
legitimacy—to this “educational reproduction” but also because it established the
pattern for most musicians—the hierarchy of training is related to the hierarchy of
singing stars. Therefore, in this study I would expect that, in non-music
magazines, the mention of a “teacher” would most likely call upon a teaching
hierarchy where the teacher herself was a star.
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Equally, in a pattern also repeated during these years, a singer could be
“discovered" and therefore put forward by an already consecrated musician. As
already described, composers often wrote operas specifically for singers, either
because they were already stars and available or because they heard them
elsewhere and wanted to write for them. As orchestral conductors emerged
during this period into their own hierarchy of stardom, they too could “discover”
talents and select singers as soloists for opera or other vocal works, still being
written under commission. Finally, opera house managers themselves might
under certain conditions become “known” well enough in the hierarchy that they
could also function as talent “scouts" on behalf of their institution. Just as
operatic institutions took on bureaucratic management during this period, so too
did impresarios increasingly attempt to establish their own hierarchy of stars—
through both negotiating contracts with opera houses as well as sponsoring
individual concerts—as both necessity and for earnings. The requirement for
earning money outside the relatively short operatic seasons brought both
impresarios and singers to seek independent solo engagements like recitals,
thereby reinforcing the hierarchy of stars as related to but not solely dependent
upon the hierarchy of operatic performing sites. In fact, a measure of success
that could be interpreted as celebrity is the relative autonomy of the opera singer
to negotiate vis-a-vis the hierarchy of performance sites. Throughout this study I
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will reinforce the ways in which the “transnational star system” for opera works
vis-d-vis operatic works.
It was into this transnational setting that the United States must be
understood as a participant in the emergence of opera as a cultural field. As
cued throughout this exposition and as will be elaborated below, from the
European point of view, America was included as a destination for the circulation
of opera—through stars, new opera scores (both legally and illegally) and
musical “gossip." The opera house too is essentially a nineteenth-century idea,
widely spread, of demonstrating participation in the international cultural field of
opera. It has strong connections to national identity—hence its location in the
center of capital cities, its incorporation into the massive city planning efforts of
the latter half of the nineteenth-century, and its continuation into peripheries
affected by European influence.61 Thus it is not surprising that the idea of an
opera house—a Metropolitan Opera in a capital city—would appeal to America
as well.
Equally important to this study, I have tried to argue that the published
mechanisms for evaluation and the techniques of publicity for both work and
opera singer arose in conjunction with the cultural field and are in fact central to
it. Within opera, techniques for critique and publicity were available and used in
building the transnational star system; it remains then to establish how it was
enlarged, adapted, and/or changed in the twentieth century. As will be shown in
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the next chapter, the addition of the electronic media to the already established
press is critical. They are important not just to the dissemination and
reproduction of opera but also in the way in which they transform it.
Further, given that the practices of elaborating the hierarchies of operatic
works, opera stars and opera performance sites developed during this
nineteenth-century period, then these are the hierarchies that ought to emerge in
the type of reflexive histories such as would emerge in national magazine
representations of opera. To restate, even within the province of the twentiethcentury media described in chapter 3 and the related celebrity and news
conventions in chapter 4, would expect that these operatic hierarchies to be
reproduced. I would expect that, within national magazine stories on opera
singers, the hierarchy of singers would be represented reflexively with exceptions
of most interest to ongoing skirmishes and even pitched battles in the border
areas of the established but still dynamic cultural field of opera. I will return to
the Time magazine story on Maria Jeritza to introduce the way in which
America—and the Metropolitan Opera—fit into this picture.

OPERA IN AMERICA AS A CULTURAL FIELD

As early as 1914 there was talk of Jeritza's coming to the U.S. Otto Kahn
had heard her in Europe. So had Mr. Gatti. But then came the War. Vienna
stayed German and the Metropolitan Opera went Italian....Not until the fall of
1921 did she come to the Metropolitan....With her singing and her acting she
was a sensation....Critics carp at vocal imperfections, occasional explosive
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performances, but in the final reckoning they pale like small talk before the fact
that operatic puppets are given life, that people who had hitherto small patience
with “grand” opera go to Jeritza, pay top prices, listen and watch intently and go
again.62
With this quotation from the Time magazine cover story on Maria Jeritza,
we have now added a new factor in the hierarchies involved in the legitimation
and hierarchical positions along with the “position-taking” of Maria Jeritza in this
structure. First, in terms the hierarchy of operatic career preparation, i.e. training
and education, Jeritza was introduced by an already legitimated musician, in this
case Richard Strauss. For less well-established opera singers, especially as the
twentieth-century wears on, a legitimated teacher or possibly study at a
legitimated musical conservatory might also serve this purpose. A late
development in the post-war era was the “contest," which will attract more
attention in later chapters.63
Second, in the hierarchy of previous performances, the “rise” of Jeritza
was through both performance sites, i.e., from provincial to urban center opera
house and then through hierarchically ranked opera houses in the center, a
ranking that located genre hierarchy of operetta and opera with their relative
Viennese sites. Too, the “reflexive history” of Jeritza’s rise is recounted clearly in
the story, leaving no doubt as to her legitimacy as a star. The concurrence of a
new opera premiere, legitimated composer, legitimated star and hierarchically
top performance site reinforces the event at this historically situated moment.
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Importantly, as introduced by this paragraph, there is added the relation of
Europe and America, music and money, which are to characterize the “American
variant” within the transnational cultural field. Time assumes that the readers will
all know Mr. Gatti and Otto Kahn. Both “heard Jeritza in Europe.” Mr. Gatti is
Giulio Gatti-Cazzati, the musical director of the Metropolitan Opera hired from La
Scala, Milan, who “ruled” between 1908 and 1935. Otto Kahn is the wealthy New
York banker who chaired the Metropolitan Opera board from 1908 through 1931,
a few years before his death. He was the visible “patron” of the opera, owning 84
percent of the opera stock64 even though anti-Semitism had barred his
purchasing of a box until 1917. In America, the symbol of finance that is of equal
weight in the selection of stars marks a particularly public role that is part of the
discourse within the cultural field of opera in America.
Finally, here again we find the same pattern as with the cover story on
Pavarotti. As would be expected, there is a division between the critics and the
public, the cognoscenti and the “man in the street.” But what is important is not
that the critics are invoked as “critical,” for that is their role within the cultural field.
But the superior judgment of the “people who had hitherto small patience with
“grand” opera” is what brings the “puppets to life.” In the celebrity story offered
by non-music magazines, the “people go to Jeritza, pay top prices, listen and
watch intently and go again.” This assertion, whether in 1928 or 1986, is part of
the discursive audience that is both necessary to the celebrity tale and what it
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takes for American approval of a foreign art like opera. Like the seventeenthcentury Venetian gondoliers or the twentieth-century Caruso supporters in the
gallery, the discursive audience for opera must be “democratic." In the remainder
of this chapter, then, I will briefly review how opera in America is incorporated
into the transnational cultural field of opera in light of this discussion.

Opera and Cultural Capital(a) in the United States
Opera in America fits into both the cultural field and, using Bourdieu's notion of
“the field of power,” into the transnational efforts at using opera not only as
cultural capital but to make national capitals. The case of the United States is
quite interesting in this regard and has, I would argue, impact to the present day.
Unlike in Europe, in America capital building in the urban sense was split into
two. The newly constructed national capital in Washington, DC, concentrated on
commemorating the political founding myth of the nation. Unlike other national
capitals, however, Washington DC did not include a “national” theatre or other
cultural building in the city plan with the exception of the Library of Congress,
itself a telling name.65 In part this may be because the national capital was
constructed at a “new site,” not in an established city.
The enormous efforts to establish Italian opera in New York City during
the early nineteenth century, the establishment of the Academy of Music in 1854,
and the 1883 foundation for the Metropolitan Opera House—all can be viewed as
part of an effort in establishing New York City as a cultural capital on both a
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national and international level. As Irving Kolodin states in the opening
paragraphs of The Story o f the Metropolitan Opera:
The Metropolitan is oddly American...in outliving the
circumstances that brought it into being—indeed, the whole mental
atmosphere that determined its location, size, and structure. Like
the national Capitol in Washington (once a central point of a
concentrated federation), it is a relic of another day's thinking, no
longer suitable for the purpose it serves, and vastly more costly to
maintain for that reasons.

In fact, Thomas Bender has suggested that it was New York City’s loss of
the bid for the national capital encouraged its efforts to promote itself as such a
cultural center. The object was not to create but rather to organize and build an
infrastructure upon which cultural progress could rest.67
As Ahlquist explains, “the relationship between economic growth and
cultural flowering was more explicit [in New York City] than in the nation as a
whole.’’ In promoting itself as a cultural center, New Yorkers began “to articulate
the notion of cultural itself,” extending the rhetoric of social and moral
improvement to embrace the idea.68 This relationship between economic growth
and culture was perhaps best symbolized by the grand celebration for opening of
the Erie Canal69and the visit of the Garcia troupe, whose European influence we
have already discussed, in 1825. The history of opera between 1825 and 1883
displays the same sort of spectacle uniting the sublime and the ridiculous, as the
Parisian Opera houses. Again is portrayed the “infiltration of the popular,” the
pulled-together performances, the well-publicized tours of European stars, the
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publicity for the novel. Meyerbeer in Paris would not be so profoundly surprised
to find the first performance of Le Prophdte on the American stage on November
25,1853, to be complete with military bands, 200 auxiliaries, and his roller
skating ballet performed under "the electric light."70 Europe too had its
"spectacles” and "displays”—what was different was that opera as a cultural field
in Europe also had the full complement of attending agents—music
conservatories, musical dynasties, royally supported institutions—that offered
stability to the field earlier in the century. The music "academies” established in
the 1850s were much later than in Europe and were "education” in name only,
lacking instruction (or reproductive) element. So able and interested Americans,
whether composer or singer, went to or longed for European study.
Of course, as would be expected, there were—and continue to be—
competition with New York City in its bid for cultural capital. Both Boston and
Philadelphia had the type of historic connection with the founding myth of the
U.S.—the American Revolution and the U.S. Constitution—plus universities,
active press, and national aspirations. And they too engaged in cultural
construction, as OiMaggio’s often-cited articles on the history of the Boston
Symphony and the history of the Philadelphia Academies of Music and Art
Museum would support. Philadelphia even participates in the opera house wars
of New York in the early 1900s, with its connection to Oscar Hammerstein's
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aspiring opera house chain. They remain auxiliary sites, especially for
symphonic music, but did not attain the top hierarchical position in opera.
As befits the large geographical expanse of the U.S., other cities staked
their claims as regional cultural capitals. Hence the early role of New Orleans,
with its French opera house, in the first decades of the nineteenth century as
their colonial capital. Chicago also asserted itself architecturally and culturally
with its Grand Auditorium for opera in 1889. San Francisco too established itself
as a cultural capital on the West Coast, though its opera performance was
interrupted for several decades. In fact, in the U.S., the opera house in fact
became a generic name for whatever might constitute a cultural community
center in U.S. westward expansion, the symbol of “civilization.” The Central City
Opera House, for example, was opened in 1878 funded through a public
subscription campaign, “a monument worth of its Rocky Mountain setting.”71
Small towns from Elmira to Wilmington, Oldham to Cheyenne, Newston, Kansas
to Traer, Iowa, built “opera houses” in this spirit.72 However, by the end of the
century, the Metropolitan Opera in New York “fixed itself as the model, for
Americans, of what an opera company should be,"73 a fixture in its location as a
cultural capital.
New York was concurrently developing as both the larger capital for
“entertainment” as well as the emerging mass communications industries. New
York promoted the famous hotels, the famous restaurants and the national image
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for “steppin’ out.” New York was home to “legitimate" theatre to vaudeville, from
the early recording companies to the early film companies prior to the Hollywood
exodus. Importantly for this study, the “mass press” and the book trade had
begun developing in New York from the1930s and 1940s. New York publishers
had national aspirations, from Sunday supplements to the publication of
serialized novels in book form. Following the Civil War, many of these book
publishers established magazines, like Harpers and Scribners in which
discussions of culture christened the Gilded Age audience as “the cultured
generation." As Levine's use of these magazines shows, these magazines play a
discursive role in encouraging the elevation of taste. “Culture,” as Trachtenberg
remarks, is “a privileged domain of refinement, aesthetic sensibility, and higher
learning,” and can offer a democratizing influence, accessible to all those willing
to raise themselves to the status of an American.”74 But here I want to
emphasize that the magazines represent more than just a source of information;
their function in the “cultural discussion" also lends to their own legitimacy and
their perception of “quality” by the “cultured generation.” The pursuit of print
circulation, as Michael Schudson has aptly characterized it, divides either into the
low-priced mass press (cheap to the many) and the higher priced quality press.75
Both were and are economic strategies for survival; both are not without political
implications, and both are involved in nation building. In cultural terms, the
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“quality” magazines were useful in nation-building vis-d-vis the “international”
measures of national achievement in the cultural field.

Cultural Capital(s) and American Music
Of course, New Yorkers recognized the value of opera for the other type of
“cultural capital” as well. The conventional tale of the founding of the
Metropolitan Opera stems from Mrs. Vanderbilt's pique at being refused the
opportunity to purchase a box at the Academy of Music, the new rich confronting
the old elites. New York was the city where the newly wealthy bankers and
industrialists were arrayed along Park Avenue and opera extended this
opportunity for display. Like other similar institutions in the nineteenth century,
opera houses represent the efforts of a status group, an “urban elite,” to define
an exclusive and prestigious culture that they could control.76 Integrated into the
commercial and communication empires of the time, they also sought to impose
on the general public a respect for and deference to the culture they were
claiming as exclusively their own.
The current discussion does not dismiss these critiques. Their potency in
part accounts for the interest generated by Lawrence Levine’s “empirical
history”77 about a seemingly more “democratic” opera in nineteenth-century
America across scholarly disciplines, and even a Newsweek review. Much of the
story, prior to the establishment of the “Met” in 1883, can be read back through
the “democracy” lens, as has been done by several music and social historians.78
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Here, though, what I suggest is that amidst all these admittedly less republican
manifestations, the “idea” of Italian opera has broader connotations than a
stereotyped aping of European elites. When viewed in the transnational context,
it represents American participation in a transnational way of making national
symbols. Viewing the U.S. as a Developing Country,79 one could argue that the
political myths generated stronger distinctions from European models than did
cultural symbols—the West derived some of its defining quality as American from
its contrast with the East, more tied to its oceanic neighbors. But urban “cultural
capitals" east of New York, including Chicago and San Francisco, chose
nineteenth-century constructions of culture.
At the time, as is in fact evidenced by the quality press discussions of
“culture” recounted by Levine, there was something to debate. So-called
“popular forms” still were struggling to gain enough respectability to open their
doors to women and families, as shown in Robert Snyder’s account of vaudeville
and Erenberg’s account of “Steppin’ Out."80 In an era when the notion of
“indigenous” was still conflicted—is it German singing societies, Shakespeare or
translations of Dumas, Negro spirituals or bawdy English ballads—it is not so
very surprising that a legitimated European form was chosen in building (a)
cultural capital. The ongoing and underlying discourse about what is American
culture was superficially answered by institutionalizing the imported culture
already available for three generations. But, as this study will recount, the
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underlying discourse about American cultural achievement in the international
context continues to underpin the development of opera as a cultural field in
America.
There are three remaining points concerning opera as a cultural field in
America that are important to this interpretation and the study. First is the latter
part of the “long nineteenth-century” in which America is a major participant in the
solidification of the “symbolic goods," namely the operatic repertoire and what
that means for American operas. Second is the "infiltration of the popular” as it
affected opera performance and genre in America in terms of the field of power.
Finally, I sum up the already and independent existence of the opera star system
as played out in America

Hierarchies o f Opera In America
As implied by the above discussion, the argument here is that the evolution of the
opera repertoire was occurring in an international context with the United States
as an enthusiastic and fiscally important participant, from the 1850s. The Time
magazine cover story on Maria Jeritza confirms that role in 1928 for the Strauss
premiere, even though this particular opera did not remain in the active
international repertoire. The complicated history of American participation in the
formation of the “canon” can be illustrated best by the relationship between
America and Giacomo Puccini.81 Puccini, as the then most famous European
opera composer, had been invited to the Metropolitan Opera during 1907 for a
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festival in his honor, as part of the Met’s opera wars with Oscar Hammerstein's
Manhattan Opera Company. During his visit he saw American playwright David
Belasco's The Girt o f the Golden West. Given that he had already used a
Belasco play, Madame Butterfly, for an earlier opera when he knew even less
English, he determined to set this second play as an opera. Gatti-Casazza
arranged for its world premiere, as La Fanciulla del West, to be at the Met in
1910, as an American opera, with Toscanini conducting, Italian Enrico Caruso as
the hero, Czech singer Emmy Destinn as the heroine, the hierarchically top the
Met had to offer.82 American reporters liked Puccini because he “used no
temperamental or foreign gestures,” and “even his hair is cut."83 As Dijkes nicely
explains, the disappointment that eventually came to be associated with the
opera by the public was in part that it was not enough "Puccini” in memorable
melodic arias, but critical response voiced a “nationalist suspicion" that it was
another European caricature of America. W.J. Henderson asked whether it was
American and answered that only Belasco was American. Others were
confronted with the shock, not felt in more “orientalized” settings, that Caruso and
Destinn just did not “look” and “act” and sing American.84 In essence, while
participating in the legitimation of operatic repertoire as part of the transnational
cultural field, the shock of the incongruities of opera as a genre came “home”
when the subject was “home.”
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The public’s response to the lack of melody in La Fanciulla can also be
extended to explain the solidification of the core opera repertoire soon after these
years. In part, the solidification of opera, as well as the “museum" quality of most
classical music, can be attributed to what is usually referred to as the "modernist"
break in musical language. This "break” refers to the departure from tonality for
much of serious music composition after 1920,85 and in Bourdieu’s terms would
be a development toward further autonomy of the cultural field. Serial or atonal
music presented a challenge to composers—to write in the idiom of public
performance or to extend musical experimentation. Those opera composers like
Richard Strauss and Puccini who had established their reputation before World
War I would regularly premiere operas until their deaths. However, their most
popular and often-performed operas, Der Rosenkavalier and Boheme, Madame
Butterfly, and Tosca, were their early ones. Those very few later operas that
have been performed after their premiere, such as operas by Benjamin Britten,
Alban Berg, and Igor Stravinsky, tend to be carefully positioned in a subscription
series or specially subsidized. Essentially the core repertoire ends with the death
of Puccini—and Caruso. The "modernist” break also gave rise to a broader split
between "opera” as serious or "grand” and the writing of "light” opera retaining
tonal harmonies. Importantly for this study, this tradition fed into the rise of the
Broadway musical as will be described more fully below.
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Complaints about the canon come primarily from within opera as a cultural
field. Critics' complaints about the “museum repertoire” were already recorded
early in the century. A very early and often reprinted work, again by Edward J.
Dent on the revival of interest in Mozart’s operas, calls their re-emergence into
the "museum repertoire” a result of revivals and “academically trained musicians”
at the turn of the century.86 Complaints also arose from composers seeking
performances and critics who complain about the “low taste” or “marketing” of
lesser work. For example, the complaint cited by Newsweek in 1947 above
about the museum of opera was from an opera composer, Deems Taylor, who
had had two operas premiered at the Metropolitan Opera during the 1930s. As I
will discuss in the next chapter, however, there is a point to the museum analogy,
which is reinforced by twentieth-century developments in sound recording. The
possibility of literally purchasing a museum repertoire, rather than necessarily
enlarging it, also may in effect reinforce it by preparing and packaging the
performances. Although, as I will argue in the next chapter, an opera singer must
become a star before receiving a contract for a solo sound recording, part of
cultivating a public is that they come to see what they have already heard, seen,
or know.
In light of my earlier argument, it is important to reinforce that this canon of
operatic works is international. Even in post-World War II Europe, the repertoire
is ranked almost exactly the same as the U.S. opera houses, even covering a
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shorter time period. Statistics for the Met between 1883 and 1989 show the top
positions going to the ABCs, that is Aida, Boheme, and Carmen. Statistics kept
for post-war performances at Covent Garden in London and the Vienna State
Opera through the mid-1980s show a similar trend. Covent Garden literally tops
with the ABCs while in Vienna, the ABCs are in 4th through 6mplace.87 Post
war Vienna adopted Mozart as a specialty, with the Italian opera The Marriage of
Figaro as the most frequently performed. After the war Covent Garden also
began presenting opera in English88 and, according to most reference books,
entered into the International repertoire” the operatic work of Benjamin Britten,
with his Peter Grimes in 1975 89 The exceptions noted in Vienna and London are
important in this respect, for the only likely operatic works to penetrate the
international repertoire come from a national composer.
Thus the fact that there are no American operas performed with any
regularity in the United States requires explanation. Regularity is the key word,
for, according to one upbeat popular writer on American musical theatre, operas
by over 150 composers have actually been performed, if one counts not only
opera houses, but also Broadway and university workshops90 where most
American operas are bom—or perhaps stillborn. The Metropolitan Opera
participated, with its first opera composed by an American performed in 1910, the
same year as the Puccini premiere, but with much less fanfare. In the years
before World War II, several American composers, including Deems Taylor,
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Walter Damrosch, Louis Gruenberg, and Gian Carlo Menotti received premieres,
usually with their choice of American singers. The numbers decreased with the
establishment of the New York City Opera in 1944, as will be discussed below.
However, the Metropolitan Opera still commissioned operas from American
composers on celebrated occasions—such as from Samuel Barber for the
opening of the new Metropolitan Opera House at Lincoln Center in 1967 or from
Philip Glass for the Columbian quincentennial in 1992. Although they may be
recorded at the time of their premiere and therefore may live on in opera histories
or specialized record collections, none of these operas have become part of the
performed repertoire and most have been dropped after a few performances.91
The major exception is George Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess, composed in 1935
as opera but originally presented and revived as musical theatre, that is with
dialogue and musical “numbers." It scaled the opera hierarchy to a Met premier
in its original fully orchestrated version only in 1985. La Scala Encyclopedia
deems it the best American opera, and it is the one performed frequently in
Europe. This major “exception" will have import for this study at several levels,
which will be explored in chapter 7. I expect it to appear frequently as a starring
vehicle for American opera singers represented in non-music magazines. Also,
in spite of the “failure” of any other American opera to enter a regular performing
position in the hierarchy, I do expect that an American opera might be an
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occasion for non-music magazine story on an opera singer, especially prior to the
advent of New York City Opera.

America, Open end the "Popular"
A vernacular tradition of American musical theater developed during the same
years as in Europe, but along with Italian opera the imported operetta held sway
for the “genteel" audience. Offenbach’s operettas were popular for two decades
after the Civil War; in fact Offenbach himself was lured to the Philadelphia
Centential for $1000 and 30 concerts.92 From the 1870s, German and Austrian
operetta enjoyed success in English translation until the war and the Pinafore
fever held from its premiere in 1878 for about a decade.93 The operetta was
carried on in the vernacular by the first generation of European 6migr6s,
including Rudolf Friml, Victor Herbert and Sigmund Romberg, with the “up-fromthe-music-haH" variety anchored by George M. Cohan.94 However, operetta, or
“opera for the people,” did not receive its “second home” until Mayor LaGuardia
of New York launched his New York City Opera in 1944, including low-priced
productions of Carmen, Tosca, and Martha. Obviously, the rise of Broadway in
the next generation, where the operettas and musicals of Irving Berlin, Cole
Porter, Noel Coward, and George Gershwin held sway, may have obviated a
pressing need for “democratizing opera," as compared to Europe. But the fact
that New York City Opera was established at all is of interest, then.
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The New York City Opera is considered an "American" com panyfeaturing American singers, contemporary repertory, and ensemble singing.95 In
their first 40 years they performed 66 American operas. But they too must
perform their share of the standard imported repertoire to sell subscriptions. In
fact, Sigmund Romberg's The Student Prince was its most performed work at the
New York City Opera in the first 40 years and operettas take 6 of the top ten
places for the most-performed works.96
There is some argumentation, both in music histories and more popular
works on the American musical theater, that American musicals, or at least some
of them, ought to be included as American opera. Those against, of course, point
out all the differences in terms of singing style, emphasis on dialogue, location of
performance, etc. Those in favor argue that musicals, including Showboat, West
Side Story, and Sweeney Todd, not to mention earlier operettas by Rudolf Friml,
Sigmund Romberg, and Victor Herbert represent a vernacular opera form. The
New York City Opera has performed many of these operettas, giving some
credence to those who argue that if it is performed in the opera house, it is opera.
These too are the musical works that are most often performed by American
opera singers, at least on record. In recent years some American musicals have
been given more attention, especially as their longevity and frequent European
performance has come to legitimize them as representing an American
vernacular tradition. Although they remain in the boundary area of opera as a
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cultural field, the recent sign of their historical “improvement” in status is the
issuing of a definitive recorded history of the American musical by decade. The
producer of the CD series is the Metropolitan Opera.

Transnational Star System and America
With the establishment of the Metropolitan came its policy of “star opera." By this
I do not mean that this was a new idea; indeed, the star system in America
initiated by the 1825 visit of the Garcia troupe, preceded both the period of
institution building and the emergence of the cultural field, just as it did in Europe.
Rather it was the Metropolitan Opera boxholders' desire for opera stars, as “the
best that money could buy,” that linked the star system with an institution. As an
American model of an opera hours, so too did the Metropolitan’s star-based
opera emerge strongly into the American version of the cultural field.
During most of the nineteenth century, musical “stars" attracted both more
attention and more critical attention to the “quality of the performance.” They
provided variety, a way to attract repeat audiences, “reputed” excellence. For
theatre managers, musical stars also provided evidence of soliciting the “best”
talent for the “best” clientele. Notably, and in echo of comments about European
performances, “stars were to close the rift between quality and commercial
motivation by making quality sell.”97 This rift did not disappear with the
Metropolitan Opera’s policy; rather it was intensified and required greater cultural
work to bridge. Hence the discursive formula of stars like Pavarotti being
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recognized by “the cognoscenti and the man in the street” is expected to be an
underlying theme of magazine narratives about opera singers. As the cover
story on Jeritza proclaims, “people who had hitherto small patience with “grand”
opera go to Jeritza, pay top prices, listen and watch intently and go again.”
And indeed the link between top prices and stars, the star's role in linking
quality and commercial motivation, is maintained in opera as a cultural field in
America, even after various waves of “democratization” described in the next
chapter. European conductors, managers, and stars were lured to the
Metropolitan Opera with lucrative performing contracts. The status value of
imported opera stars was worth the high salaries. Reputations made abroad
were still the strongest selling points. The Americans were well aware of their
pecuniary value to the European performers. A caricature printed in Puck news
on the day the Metropolitan Opera's premiere in 1883 shows at the left named
drawing of all the singers boarding the gangplank of a ship with the sign, “to
Europe.” They are all holding money bags marked with a dollar sign and a
caption, “Foreign artists, rich with American gold, return home to Europe.”98
The value of “foreign artists” in polyglot New York was enhanced by the
early 1890s policy of the Metropolitan Opera, after its seven seasons of Germanlanguage singing, that all operas would be performed in the language of
composition.99 Singers, including Americans who made the adjustments, could
make international careers but the language policy removed potential obstacles
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to importing European singers who at the time were more prestigious. The
singers’ "natural” relation to the opera and the language helped not only to
legitimate their talent but also performance "authenticity," a key selling point.
Americans might leam to sing foreign repertoire in a foreign language, but the
imprimatur of study abroad or a foreign success was a truism of the successful
career trajectory that I expect would be repeated in the non-music magazine
stories of the twentieth-century. As will be recalled from the previous chapter,
Newsweek proclaimed on its cover when in 1961 two Americans joined the
European divas "with equal rank."

A TEST OF OPERA AS A CULTURAL FIELD AS REPRESENTED IN
AMERICAN MAGAZINES
In sum, then what does this analysis of opera as a transnational cultural field
explain about how opera singers will appear in American magazine articles.
First, I expect that the majority of non-music magazine articles will feature a live
performance by an opera singer at the hierarchically top performance site, the
Metropolitan Opera of New York City. The only international sites that might
appear would be La Scala, the Vienna Opera, or possibly Bayreuth, as explained
above. In these cases, given the national expectations, I would expect any
singers that are presented as "stars” abroad to be American.
I expect that the roles in which opera singers appear will be predominantly
from the canon of Italian opera, especially Verdi and Puccini. Further, I expect
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soprano and tenor roles that are considered “star-making” in the hierarchy to
dominate among the selected singers. Other substreams, as exemplified in the
history above, would be a stream of Wagnerian singers in politically conducive
times plus Carmen, as the only star-making role for mezzo-sopranos. The only
possible exceptions to these hierarchically approved roles would be either, as
with Maria Jeritza’s cover story, a new opera by a hierarchically approved
composer or an American opera with American singers. Any American opera
providing a “star-making" role would be an exception of note and signal a
boundary area in the cultural field.
I would also expect a predominance of “live performances,” with evidence
of hierarchical approval. This could take the form of quoted critics,
acknowledged mentors or teachers in the singers' hierarchy, or selection by
hierarchically approved musicians, e.g., Gati Cazzaza for Jeritza. Any
exceptions would be American. I would also expect that, as with the pattern in
nineteenth-century American opera singers, European experience of Americans
would be highlighted.
I would expect that, in longer articles, the reflexive history of the field of
opera stars would be presented, at least in part. To use Bourdieu's terms, opera
stars would be “positioned” within the “positionings” available in the system of
existing relations, such as roles, voice parts, ethnic or racial heritage, career
patterns, etc.
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As will be explained in the following chapters, by sampling opera singers
who, by definition, will have “made it," I do not expect to locate many examples of
those who “don’t make it” in non-music magazines. Regulating entrance of
singers (or other agents) into opera as a cultural field is one of its key activities,
which is fulfilled prior to an appearance in a non-music magazine. The type of
border activity that may appear in these magazines, however, is if a singer
attempts to enter the field from another medium, for example, popular music,
radio, film or television. I expect very, very few of these examples—I expect any
exceptions to be American. Further, I expect that they will somehow be
“punished" or otherwise shown in evidence as having somehow “transgressed”
the boundaries without fulfilling the requirements of opera as a cultural field.
Such “transgressions” could appear, especially if they fulfill “news values,” as will
be explained in chapter 4.
Finally, as will emerge over the course of this study, I expect that the
sampling of opera singers who “make it” into non-music national magazines will
still represent the transnational nature of opera as a cultural field. As this history
has indicated, the national prestige that accrues to a “national" performance
institution depends upon its participation in the transnational field. Thus, not only
would I expect about half of the opera stars in American magazines to be nonAmerican, but I would also expect that American-ness to be called attention to,
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justified, or otherwise explained—as with the "two Americans of equal rank” in
“What Makes a Prima Donna?"
Before turning to the magazines, however, it is necessary to add one
further dimension to opera as a cultural field—that is its intersection with the
history of media in the next chapter.
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Endnotes for Chapter 2

1 “Maria Jeritza: Egyptian Helen," Time, November 28,1928, p. 41.
2 A figured bass is the indication of a bass line, played by some type of
continuo instrument (keyboard, string) with the "figure” as a type of shorthand
indicating expected harmonization.
3 The origins of opera have received extensive attention in the music
literature, including Robert Donington’s The Rise of Opera (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1982) and Ruth Katz. Divining the Powers of Music: Aesthetic
Theory and the Origins of Opera (New York: Pendragon, 1986). Monteverdi has
taken a place in cultural studies through attention by two cross-over
musicologists, Susan McClary, “Constructions of Gender in Monteverdi’s
Dramatic Music," in Feminine Endings: Music, Gender and Sexuality
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1991, pp. 35-52) and Gary
Tomlinson s Monteverdi and the End o f the Renaissance (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1987).
4 I use the term “transnational” because during its early centuries most of
its performance locations were not in “nation states,” but rather in the patchwork
of cities, principalities, and imperial territories that comprised the patchwork of
Europe before World War I. As will be seen, cities turn out to be key
sociopolitical formations in the history of opera.
5 John Rosselli, The Opera Industry in Italy from Cimarosa to Verdi: The
Role of the Impresario (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984).
6 See Larry Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of Civilization on
the Mind of the Enlightenment (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1994).
7 See D.W. Krummel and Stanley Sadie (eds.) Music Printing and
Publishing (New York: W.W. Norton, 1990) and Hugo Cole, Sound and Signs:
Aspects o f Musical Notation (London: Oxford University Press, 1974).
8 This summary of opera’s first two hundred years derives from a number
of specialized monographs and a few standard social histories of music: Henry
Raynor, A Social History of Music; Music and Society Since 1815 (New York:
Taplinger, 1978 [1972,19761), Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization
(New York: Norton, 1946), Donald J. Grout, A Short History of Opera (second
ed.) (New York, 1965), Stanley Sadie (ed.) History o f Opera (London: Macmillan,
1990), and Hamish F. G. Swanson, In Defense of Opera (London: Penguin,
1978).
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9 How to interpret these years of Italian opera in Europe within Bourdieu’s
theory of the field of cultural production is a large question beyond the scope of
this study. However, when relevant I will comment on the way in which these
past works are used in later eras as a legitimate way to expand “entrance” as
new works are increasingly rejected.
10 Discussion of Romanticism has a distinguished lineage, from the oftenassigned Classic, Romantic and Modem by Jacques Barzun (London: Seeker
and Warburg, 1962) with other critical commentaries by predecessors to British
cultural studies like Frank Kermode, George Steiner, Northrop Frye, and Rene
Wellek. Best known to communications scholars would be Raymond Williams’s
Culture and Society, 1780-1950 (New York: Harper and Row, 1958).
11 Bourdieu also locates the genesis of contemporary cultural fields
similarly accelerating with the industrial revolution and Romantic reaction in the
19th century. At this time the system of cultural production was accompanied by
a system of differentiation "generated by the diversity of the publics at which the
different categories of producers aim their products" (“The Market for Symbolic
Goods,” p. 16).
12 Maurice Cranston, The Romantic Movement (London: Blackwell’s,
1994), pp. 1-11.
13 Carolyn Abate, “Opera as Symphony, a Wagnerian Myth,” In Carolyn
Abbate and Roger Parker (eds.) Analyzing Opera: Verdi and Wagner (Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 1989), p. 103.
14 For a comprehensive survey, see Donald J. Grout, A Short History of
Opera, chapter 25, “Nationalism and Opera” (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1965).
15 For Paris, see, for example, Katharine Ellis, Music Criticism in
Nineteenth-Century France:"La Revue et Gazette musicale de Paris," 1834-1880
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
16 In addition to the many reissues of the musical criticism of the
“composer-critics,” useful surveys include Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western
Civilization, op. cit., pp. 979-985, and Max Graf, Two Hundred Years of
Composers and Critics (New York: Philosophical Library, 1945).
17 Meyerbeer’s publicity machine is described vividly in Fitzlyon, op. cit.,
pp. 233-244.
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18 Already early in the twentieth century Edward J. Dent was complaining
about German influence in understanding English practice (see Mozart's Operas:
A Critical Study (2nd ed.), London: Oxford University Press, 1975 [1913]), p. 5,
as do later musicologists complain about English “backwardness” and neglect of
their own resident composers like Handel. See Winton Dean and John Merrill
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Chapter 3: Opera and the Media: Diaaeminating and
Reproducing Opera Singers in America
Ten years ago, the Met listed 39 American-born singers in its roster
of 86. This year, although more foreigners have joined the
company since the war’s end, half the singers are American....
The Metropolitan did its part as much by necessity as by inclination.
As a company in the business to make itself the greatest opera
house in the world, it naturally had little desire to make its stage a
proving ground for newcomers. Ideally, there should be small
organizations to provide this kind of opportunity for native singers,
but they are too few and too far between. To stay in business
during the war the Met had. therefore, to develop its own talent.
Two principal factors influenced the result: the man on the street
who became a box office bulwark and the material at hand.
The new audience liked its opera, but it demanded, in a day of
better Broadway musicals and a culture-conscious Hollywood,
credibility with its arias. The material at hand, on the whole, was
young, pretty or handsome—and correspondingly light-voiced.
Hence the Met began to produce opera more as musical theater....
There were many critics who complained that these were not
the voices which had made opera a musical rampart. But there
were just as many who said that the change would keep the Met
from becoming what Deems Taylor had once tagged it: T he
Metropolitan Museum of Opera." The final test, in a non-state
supported institution, is, of course, the box office.1
In describing this "New Kind of Opera," Newsweeks 1947 cover states
“Opera: A New Era for Americans." It is important to this study to recognize this
linkage of what America is contributing to opera—as a cultural field. It is a "new
kind," bom of necessity in Newsweeks terms, because of World War II. This
cover story text contains several elements that will illuminate the discussion
below of twentieth-century opera performance in the age of electronic
reproduction.
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First, the text calls into relief the border area between opera and "musical
theatre,” which was established in the last chapter as a genre differentiation that
emerged in the development of opera as a cultural field. The justifications for the
Met’s action are given patriotic and democratic grounds. The description of this
“new kind of opera” does not, it should be emphasized, at all decrease the Met's
position in the opera hierarchy, as exemplified by stating the "ideal role” of small
organizations in this legitimation function. Rather, it limits it to pragmatic patriotic
reasons and to "production” of opera. Opera production is the most negotiable
border area of opera performance because it was the least specified by the
composers in creating the "pure” text. Too, the commentator, Deems Taylor, had
an interest in opera repertoire, as the Met had premiered two of his operas in the
1930s. The Newsweek quote conflates the issues of repertoire and
performance, for the "museum” quality was much more likely to be attributed to
the legitimated roles.
The text justifies its selection "light-voiced heroines" as stars (over the
"serious” soprano roles noted previously) on the grounds that they were what
was "on hand." The equation of the American contribution to opera with
appearance—"young, pretty, handsome”—is one that fits the type of "cultural
work” required in the magazines’ discursive grooming of opera singers as
American stars. As was illustrated by the texts on Maria Jeritza in chapter 2,
"sexuality" and attractive appearance had not been considered national
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monopolies. Rather, the joining of virtue to necessity enabled opera singers to
join the American war victory. The ending of the text reinforces this
interpretation. Newsweek attributes the singers' success to the "American
heritage of ambition and resourcefulness." The article concludes with a nod to
merit, saying that the Met cannot let nationality be a guide, because it wants the
best. "But what happened during the war to American singers is bound to affect
what will be called 'best all over the world." These sentiments reflect what Tom
Engelhart has labeled “victory culture,” that sense in the aftermath of World War
II victory brought a new engagement with and contribution to Europe that was still
not wholly secure.2
More careful examination of the statistics cited as the lead suggests that in
fact the numbers are not all that different. In 1936. there were still 39 of 86
Americans on the Met roster; half would be 43, or just four more than in 1936.
This general half-and-half distribution of Americans and “foreigners” also what
would be expected, given the Met's interest in maintaining “the best all over the
world" and its place in the international cultural field of opera.
Most importantly, the so-called change in opera production is attributed to
the “audience.” As has been discussed, the categorization of the audience
continues to be a discursive point related to both market considerations and the
“democratic” assessment that the ubiquitous “man in the street” would “know
quality" when he heard it. This audience is credited with its “demands” because
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of both genre crossing but also the newest popular medium—film. In 1947, what
“culture-conscious” Hollywood might be is a part of the story of this chapter.
Certainly the quality of “credibility” for arias speaks to the appearance
requirements engendered by the rise of the Hollywood star as the celebrity
prototype. This theme will also re-emerge in other chapters.
Finally, as we would again expect, “critics” are invoked as the
dichotomous audience members, those “inside the field” who “carp” and
“complain." I would argue that, in light of opera as a cultural field, the critic is a
necessary component of the equation for the discursive audience. Audience
surveys of the socioeconomic qualities of the audiences for most of the arts, as
will be cited below, document that the audience is usually of higher education, if
not income as well. Thus the “man in the street” who continues to attend opera
discursively serves a more rhetorical and political function. As will be seen in the
discussion of opera and the media below, the media connections have been
used figuratively and economically to extend the audience, justifying a place for
opera in a cultural democracy. The challenge is to maintain a status position in
the hierarchy while being accessible to all. Media provides one answer which will
be discussed in this chapter.
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MEDIA WORLDS: DISSEMINATING AND REPRODUCING OPERA
SINGERS AND THE CULTURAL FIELD IN AMERICA
In recounting and analyzing the history of media as it relates to opera, opera
singers and the cultural field, I will be playing upon several themes. In particular I
am interested in documenting how, to use Bourdieu's terms, the borders of the
cultural field are “mediated." Obviously, media are obvious candidates. The role
however, is more defined and more variegated. First, as will be discussed more
fully in the next chapter, the “critics” invoked by Newsweek are part of the cultural
field, even as they mediate it for potential audience members. Second, the
notion of mediation in Bourdieu's terms relates to border areas, while large-scale
production media, such as Hollywood films and television, are wholly within
another paradigm. So the ideal role of media with reference to opera as cultural
field would be its exact reproduction and dissemination, with mediation reduced
to the role of facilitator or loudspeaker, with minimal media contribution. Evidence
of the strength of the cultural field, then, might be garnered from noting the
intersections between the Metropolitan Opera and media for its reproduction and
dissemination. The ideal, from the theoretical view, would be its own media.
Other compromises with large-scale media enterprises will depend in part upon
shared conceptions of opera as a cultural field.
Thus, part of the story told here will be the Met's own media. By
internalizing or otherwise controlling production, the Metropolitan Opera can
police its own boundary in terms of legitimation of repertoire, stars, and
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production values, like language and authentic scores. Thus I will attend to the
Met's legitimation of its dissemination and reproduction, in terms of authorized
tours, authorized publications, authorized recordings, authorized media
appearances, and authorized merchandise. One can also look how those
legitimated agents and works of both institution, in this case the Metropolitan
Opera, and cultural field, in this case ‘‘opera" and "opera singers” operate at its
boundaries. The ideal, from the Met's point of view, would be also to retain its
power of legitimation of both operas and opera stars. Thus it would retain that
power through live performance as necessary condition for reproduction and
dissemination through media.
But of course the media organizations have their own agendas, own
values, and own demands. As has been argued for the relationship of
government and media in terms of media influence,3 the media have both an
insider and outsider role. As outsider, they have their own set of values and
internal needs that propel their decision-making, as will be discussed in the next
chapter. However, as political economists argue, they also play a part as insider,
in that various types of cooperative arrangements need to be made in order for
media to produce their product. Thus, in this chapter I will describe the types of
rapprochement that are achieved between the Met and the major media
organizations, such as the recording and broadcasting companies.
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Opera had a particular value to these media In their developmental phase.
Opera's legitimation as “art" had a value to introduction of each new medium of
communication. So, for example, I would argue that opera and opera singers
played a critical role in the legitimation of sound recording, radio, film, television,
cable television, and CD sound recording, even though their proportional
representation in time or sales was minimal. Also, importantly, the New York
location for both opera and the new media enabled “agents" of both to cooperate
on a personal level and, for a large part of the century, share socioeconomic and
cultural values. Equally important, each new medium represented an opportunity
for the field of opera, again personified by the Metropolitan Opera and its stars, to
ally with the new medium in representing and disseminating their legitimate
version of “opera." The history of the interaction of opera and media in terms of
representation serves both, especially in the formative years.
Of course, a full history of opera and media would entail a range of media
uses, appropriations, parodies, and references to opera that goes beyond the
scope of this study. Here I am interested particularly in the type of media
performances in which the cultural field of opera would intersect the larger media
arena. The discursive justification for these alliances can be traced to a cultural
argument that can be traced to development of cultural hierarchy in America in
the nineteenth century.
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Versions of this discursive argument about the "democratic" uses of high
culture have surfaced under different rubrics at different times in American
culture. The genteel musical practices and repertoire espoused by "quality
magazines” in the late nineteenth century are described by both Musselman and
Lawrence Levine as combining democratic access with social mobility.4 The
Chatauqua movement to spread culture through locally organized groups and
“educational" publications is described by Alan Trachtenberg.5 The twentiethcentury music appreciation movement is described in depth by Joseph Horowitz.6
All center on the advantages of "cultural uplift.” In many ways the thrust of music
education as practiced in both schooling and professional institutions has been to
provide top-down cultural transmission and instruction of values.7
More familiar to communications scholars are the versions of the debate
over the middlebrow, a term coined by Virginia Woolf in 1942. "Carping and
complaining critics” decried abridgments, like Reader's Digest and its musical
equivalent, "musical highlights.”8 They also attacked other repackagings such as
Book of the Month Club. The most vociferous examples emerged in the "mass
society” debate of the 1950s and 1960s over television. What is important here
is that however vicious the "carps and complaints," disseminating and
reproducing opera could be used by various parties in the debate, depending
upon the form of reproduction. Obviously, the critics would prefer the "pure form”
of the cultural field while media organizations might prefer maximizing both
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product and audience through repackaging existing “pure products" like opera
arias as hit singles.
This too is a border area, between opera and media. Attacked by critics
within the cultural field, it is defended by a cadre of experts who assess its
quality, its appeal, and format and who "raising the level of culture in general," as
Seldes would say.8 Joan Shelley Rubin nicely describes The Making of MiddleBrow Culture and its role in the dialectic between cultural hierarchy and
democracy, between authenticity and consumerism.10 As this retelling of opera
and media history will show, the Metropolitan Opera and other media
entrepreneurs make use of this border area to enter the "field.” And as will be
detailed for the latter part of the century, even with the emergence of more
powerful arguments for popular culture and cultural diversity, the older claims for
"high culture” as cultural uplift survive uneasily in NEH formulae and public
television funding drives. Here too our Newsweek cover story plays a role. By
carrying on the formula of "critics" and "the man in the street” from Jeritza to
Pavarotti, they too locate themselves as players within this larger cultural tension,
as Russell Lynes argued in his original 1949 essay.11
Finally, it is not inappropriate to begin this chapter on opera and media
with a cover story entitled "A New Era for Americans.” Indeed, the development
of media technology is a story that has a starring role for the United States.
Unlike their entry into the formation of opera as a cultural field, they are not late
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but leading. World events include rather than exclude. And the potential for
using media technology in the cultural arena fits in with the American faith in its
redemptive powers.12 Technology can offer a solution to the undemocratic
dissemination of opera by making it accessible to all while preserving the quality
attributions of the cultural field. Its influence is first felt in the advent of
mechanical reproduction—the gramophone.

RECORDING AND OPERA SINGERS
Voice, Media Technology and Opera Stars
"Voice" links live performance with recorded performance, the human interface
with sound recording technology. Thus, the various recording and reproducing
technologies of the twentieth century entered upon an already complicated
history of the desired "voice," as described in the previous chapter, and added
their own constraints and advantages.13 The advent of the recording studio, the
microphone, tape, stereo, digital recording, had profound effects upon which
voices were preferred, which voices were selected for frequent recordings, and
later broadcasts. They also had impact, therefore, on which legitimated opera
singers might become stars and how they were talked about and presented.
The first "ideal” voice of the media age was that of Enrico Caruso.
Caruso's voice, in its timbre, range, and method of tone production, was ideally
suited for and demonstrated the potential of sound recording.14 There is
evidence that, in fact, the Victor Company adjusted its recording technology to
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enhance its pitch and "piercing" quality.15 Sopranos recorded less well in the
higher registers because of the range accessible to the acoustic recording hom,
though of course sopranos did make numbers of records. Nonetheless, it could
be argued that the recording technology not only that favored tenors, but favored
the tenor who symbolized its golden age. His style of singing was considered to
bring a new level of emotional expression to opera singing, a new "realism” and
passion, which also suited the recording medium and influenced singing style.16
For Caruso's lifetime the technological characteristics and constraints of
acoustic sound recording favored the "voice” used by stage singers and
speakers, most notably the vibrato of the opera star. The 3-minute constraints on
gramophone records and phonograph cylinders meant that full operas and
symphonies were simply not feasible so gave pre-eminence to the aria or song.
The essential failure of instrumental music to record well meant that vocal art and
singers dominated. Not unlike gilded age America, the first era of recorded
music provided a musical and technological format that encouraged record
collectors to privately construct the whimsy and variety of earlier "live
performances.” And the range of singers was hospitable to opera stars.
The recording industry reinforced Metropolitan Opera and the star system
for a number of reasons. First, the anticipation of the uses of recording in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century by the inventors of the phonograph and the
gramophone each cited recording the voice of the reigning prima donna Adelina
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Patti as an anticipated use of their sound.17 The success of the 1904 recordings
of Italian opera tenor Enrico Caruso was instrumental to the eventual triumph of
the gramophone disc over Edison’s cylinder player, which located the opera
singer as a “natural" choice for sound recordings.
Second, both major U.S. recording companies, Victor and Edison (and for
a while Columbia), intentionally recruited, recorded, and advertised opera singers
as Metropolitan Opera stars. While there was no direct contract between the
Metropolitan Opera and any record company, the Metropolitan Opera did have
exclusive contracts with its singers, with a clause that they needed written
permission to make recordings. The Met received a portion of any recording fees
earned by the singer. These clauses plus the overwhelming amount of Victor
advertising reinforced both institutions.
Third, the hierarchy of singers and institutions was reinforced by the price
structure of individual records, with the Victor Red Seal opera records much
higher in price, but advertised as “well worth the investment.” Even within the
realm of opera singers, records were hierarchically priced, not unlike “tickets" to
live performance.
Fourth, the publicity techniques pioneered by the Victor Company,
coupled with the abilities of Enrico Caruso’s own press agent, public relations
entrepreneur Edward Bemays, reinforced each other and set the tone for the
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intimate relation between record companies and opera singers—the “Met” sold
records.
Finally, Victor Talking Machine Company was active in constructing the
“discursive” audience for opera as “the man in the street." Through all its
advertising, including "Opera at Home" in lights over Broadway, the Victor
Company reinforced the notion of the exact reproduction—e.g., fidelity—of
legitimated opera singers and its reigning star, Enrico Caruso, as their most
important "artist."18 Further, they extended the nineteenth-century discourse on
“culture" by offering educational supplementary materials, from the annual Victor
Book of the Opera beginning in 1912, educational programs for schools, and the
concept of the Victor Library of Records.
In terms of the hierarchy of operatic works, this period of “acoustic
recording" also was important to solidifying the core opera repertoire. The
concept of repertoire, which was as previously discussed necessary to being
able to support opera seasons and aided in the circulation of opera singers
internationally, was reinforced by having actual sound recordings available.
Even thought the constraints of acoustic recording meant that recorded opera
was distributed in four-minute arias, it also meant that arias could be advertised
and distributed ahead of or reinforcing the live performance and the star. The
famous arias were recorded by more than one artist and yet were hierarchically
ranked by different prices. The aggressive marketing of these records reinforced
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not only a canon of works but also a set of preferred reproducible recordings that
were referred to by singer. Thus one didn't buy opera records, one bought
Caruso records or Melba records. Once established in principle, there was little
reason to change the opera star focus.
These barriers and interdependencies have particular potency for opera.
Prior to the technologies of reproduction, performances were by definition "live."
Even if a prescriptive text of a performance—a musical score or dramatic script—
could be circulated in print, its realization had to occur "in person." Therefore,
the idea of an "original" work and its surrounding "aura” as highlighted for the
reproduction of visual art19 is celebrated by the sound reproductive technologies
in claiming the "liveness" of the original performance. "Liveness,” that is, "live
(recorded) performance," "live broadcast," and "live telecast" became a mark of
distinction for nascent media companies. It also retained the "purity” of the
legitimated form of opera performance while in effect opening the stage door to
anyone who could pay. Access was not only commercially democratic—that is, a
standard record price—but was also disseminated through auxiliary materials like
The Victor Book of Opera and educational programs. Therefore, if the
performance, even in reproduction, was "live” from an authentic source,
hierarchically preferably the Met, then both conditions for the autonomous
production and legitimated but accessible reproduction were satisfied. And, as
we shall see, "live" performances continued to be an important element of each
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media industries even after each developed technological techniques and new
forms expanding, enhancing, and superseding "live" cultural practice.
Star performers' centrality to "live” cultural practice was heightened by
new studio techniques and commercial repackagings. As musical performances
became capable of preservation, interpretations became comparable. Memory,
both public and private, no longer rested upon linguistic descriptions of what an
aria should or did sound like. Interpretations could be measured not only against
each other but also against printed texts and against ostensibly "objective"
measures like tempo, pitch, and accuracy. Whether cited or not, these
recordings could be used by the press critic to make comparisons between a live
performance and a recorded one, a repeated aria as a cognitive base against
which "live" might be measured. As the body of recorded performances
multiplied, opera star performances could become feats by which new entrants
were judged. Mistakes, once ephemeral now had aural as well as textual
referents and recording became the way to "own" a role and one’s "voice." It is
not accidental that the first history of the phonograph, published in the early
1950s, concentrated on the 'progress' made in recording classical music.20
During this period the international branches of the major record
companies, namely the Gramophone Co. in England and Deutsche
Grammaphon in Germany, plus the Edison and Columbia subsidiaries also hired
European singers to contribute to the recorded repertoire. By sharing pressings,
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the international star system for live performance was reinforced by the 4-minute
arias of European singers. Importantly, during this period of national
consolidation for the Met and the U.S. companies, the European branches had
already recorded complete operas before World War I.21 Thus the age of radio
begins with an ideal vocal range and an international cast to which radio brings a
new selection process.

OPERA SINGERS IN THE AGE OF RADIO REPRODUCTION
Miss [Rise] Stevens, like most of the other new prima donnas, does
not live on what she makes at the Metropolitan alone. A top
$1,000-a-performance salary—which none of these new stars
gets—will not support any diva in the style to which she likes to
become accustomed. Hence, most of them turn to concerts, radio,
and movies. Thus, Miss Steberis new home on Long Island was
bought with money from a summer Coca-Cola air show. Much of
the money they make also goes into clothes, for they sensibly
realize that the American public expects them to dress the part of
stars. But nearly all of them live privately, far less extravagantly
than their predecessors.22

Elsewhere, Newsweek affirms that radio helped support not only Rise Stevens
but also Miss Steber and Miss Kirsten, portrayed on the cover. This notion that
media performances were necessary to help make money for the “important” job
of performing at the Metropolitan Opera, both in preparation for and in addition
to, states the view from within the cultural field of the hierarchy of performance
sites when media are included. But the radio age brings a new set of audio cues
for opera as a cultural field.
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The media in the years between 1927 and 1950 might be characterized
through the technological transformation in the sonic world brought about by the
adaptation of the microphone. The microphone was to have major impact upon
opera singers—and the types of audiences in the future—though at first these
developments seemed literally an amplification of their potential role as stars.
Electronic amplification of the voice had been a necessary part of
telephone technology since its invention. The weak microphone with a narrow
frequency range for the telephone was enhanced by increasing the volume
without loss of clarity through the use of electric amplification. In the process of
experimenting with radio broadcasting, on a large scale in the early 1920s, the
broadcasting microphone was also discovered to enhance previously
unrecordable voices. Thus the rise of the “crooners” like Rudy Vallee and later
Bing Crosby opened “the dissemination and reproduction” of voices to an entire
new range of singers and singing styles. The rise of “microphone singers”23 was
to have far-reaching effects on opera singers as the herald of a new singing
style.24 More immediate effects could be discerned in the new hierarchy of
“desirable voices.”
Technologically speaking, radio had an impact counter to prevailing
compositional and performing rewards for opera singers. In live performance the
starring roles are assigned to the "highest" voiced singers. This had worked
wonderfully for the tenors, like Caruso. But given that the radio microphone
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picked up the middle of the tonal range as measured by pitch, not by high-voices
for each gender, this meant that middle-range voices actually recorded better
than the operatic high voices. They also emerged as more “natural” in the voice
environment of announcers and radio drama. The increased role of “diction” over
technique and "hearing the words” made possible by microphone pick-ups meant
that the less florid singing and repertoire available to middle and low voices was
now more competitive in volume as well. Importantly for the serious soprano
roles, bel canto vibrato was less appealing over the airwaves. Increasingly, pop
music's celebration of chest voice and "little girl” voices through the microphone
meant that lighter sopranos (soubrettes) who had only a few standard roles in
which to gain recognition had more in common with their radio sisters. Hence
the possibility for our “American opera singers” cited in the above cover story to
“make money” singing on radio. As also implied in the citation above, baritones
and basses also became potential radio singers.25
While the microphone had this dramatic impact upon the hierarchy of
desirable voices and the portent of more dramatic breaks to come, another effect
had perceived positive influence on the dissemination and reproduction of
opera—that is, the development of electronic recording. Faced with the threat
posed by radio to their monopoly on the sonic home environment, recording
executives turned to a new concept created by J.P. Maxfiekj at Western Electric
that would allow recording engineers to have the same flexibility as broadcasting
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engineers—electrical recording with the use of a microphone. The new modes of
electrical recording and subsequent longer-playing records—"78s"—along with
the penetration of radio sets into the home had several effects on "the voice" and
"the stars. With the advent of electrical recording, the stated impetus for classical
music was to do what could not be done with acoustic recording—record
orchestras. But before that project could begin in earnest on the new 78 rpm
records, the 1929 stock market crash and subsequent Depression brought
almost all recording to a halt. The high price of "red seal” records became too
high (and Victor never lowered that price). Radio was "free" to the radio set
owner and therefore took over the sonic environment of the parlor. Electronic
recording did eventually aid the recording companies long enough to be a
valuable purchase by the radio corporations. The two notable purchases that
continue to play a role in opera reproduction dissemination are the purchase of
the Victor Company by the Recording Corporation of America—RCA-Victor—and
the purchase of Columbia Records by Columbia Broadcasting Service—CBS.
As is to be expected, the Metropolitan Opera continued to supply the singers for
the new opera recordings. In fact, the Newsweek cover story that frames this
chapter includes a footnote that "negotiations were reported under way for a fiveyear contract between the Met and Columbia records, calling for two full-length
operas a year."26 Newsweek credits this arrangement in keeping with the
Metropolitan s position as the current leading opera house in the world, a clear
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statement of the hierarchical partnership in opera as a cultural field. To
understand this relationship, and its import for opera as a cultural field, it is
important to return to the beginnings of the Met’s most powerful po sitio nparticipating directly in its own dissemination and reproduction.

Dlaaeminatlng and Reproducing Open from the Met: The Metropolitan
Opera Guild and the Met Broadeaata

During the first generations of the Metropolitan Opera, the rich had continued to
support their habit through annual “box rents" at "the yellow brick brewery." By
1920, however, exclusive patronage by the rich was no longer possible, in some
part due to U.S. economic reforms like the graduated income tax. Therefore the
funding base had to be spread and the control of the WASP social elite was
weakened,27 as witnessed by the eventual acceptance of Otto Kahn as boxholder
in 1917. Not surprisingly, the Depression underscored the always-precarious
financial situation, which occasions shortened seasons, drastic price reductions
and the creation of the Metropolitan Opera Guild in 1935. This development has
three implications for understanding the relations of opera and media. First, its
proposal by Mrs. August Belmont signaled the expansion of women's roles from
the social elite to the political elite of the opera28 Emerging as Eleanor Robson
Belmont, she initiated Guild membership not only as a way to earn money but
also as an "auxiliary” organization that depended upon the reach through an
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essentially female network. One could become a member of the Metropolitan
Opera Guild for as little as $5; within one year of its founding, Guild chapters
were set up throughout the major cities of the U.S. The head of each group,
usually female, received materials with which to prepare the others for the
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, to be described below. Of the women who
became prominent in the management and growth of the Guild, Mary Ellis Peltz
became the editor of their newsletter in 1936, which quickly became Opera News
and incorporated much of the educational material. As will be observed, the
organizational strategy has much in common with the book clubs and self-study
groups for literature.29
A key partner with Mrs. Belmont was Lucrezia Bori, a Met opera star by all
accounts beloved by all, who became their spokeswoman and liaison with the
“stars.” She guided a second important outcome of the Guild: to create links
between the opera stars and the potential audience. Interviews with “the stars”
were very quickly incorporated into both Opera News30 and the ever-important
intermission features of the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, discussed below.
Additionally, higher-priced categories of Guild membership entitled the member
to rehearsal visits and “closer association with glamorous artists.”31 These
events were called “At Homes,”32 meaning that they took place at the
Metropolitan Opera House and reinforced the personal metaphor of the Met
“family.” Thus Guild membership reproduced the hierarchy of ticket prices, with
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higher prices paying for both proximity and exclusivity. Money literally moved
one closer to the “stars.”
Yet, as Eleanor Robson Belmont underlined in her autobiography, her
plan for the Metropolitan Opera Guild meant that “Democratization of the opera
had beoun."33 The idea of offering membership on a sliding scale, with
hierarchically available privileges to interested subscribers, fit into the climate of
the times. And Mrs. Belmont was renowned for instituting many of the other
marketing techniques of the time, from raffling a free trip to opening night at the
Met to coupons and points for purchasing records. What matters for this study is
that, along with the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, the Guild membership which
had grown to 20,000 by the end of the decade supported the claims made by the
Metropolitan Opera to be both a national institution and a democratic one. These
claims were incorporated into the publicity for the opera and picked up by press
and advertisers alike. For example, the concept of “democracy” was used to
characterize the new director of the Met in 1935, former Metropolitan Opera star
Edward Johnson, who received a Time cover story early in 1936. Mrs. Belmont’s
initial offering of subscriptions was buttressed by a group of 200 “national”
honorary sponsors, including President Franklin D. Roosevelt and nine
governors. As the new director of the guild, widow of the brief director of the
Metropolitan Opera Herbert Witherspoon, proclaimed, “The Met had for so many
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years been a citadel for the few. Now we could begin to look on it as a national
institution."34
The most long-lived and influential Met arrangement for the "dissemination
and reproduction" of its legitimated and hierarchically "leading position” as top
opera house had begun before the Guild. This was the 1931 inauguration of the
"live broadcasts” of Metropolitan Opera on Saturday afternoons. The story of the
broadcasts again illustrates the legitimating interests and bargaining power that
the Metropolitan Opera earned in maintaining the borders of opera as a cultural
field. The story is elegantly and affectionately told from the Met archives of
correspondence by Paul Jackson’s Saturday Afternoons at the Old Met.35 I will
retell it here using the theoretical language of this study, especially as it is a very
slim distance between what he calls the Met’s hegemony and the theoretical
construction of the cultural field.
The Met had been involved in experimenting with opera on radio long
before its first official broadcast in 1931. In the 1910s, Lee de Forest not only
spoke of the advantages of recording opera for the multitudes; he actually
demonstrated with several live broadcasts from the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera, including one by Caruso of course.36 Other opera experiments from
Chicago dated as early as 1927 and included 30 opera broadcasts specially
prepared for the radio audience by the NBC Grand Opera Company. In a
response that affirms legitimating power, the Metropolitan Opera declared it
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“wasn't opera."37 Not until an engineered demonstration of how broadcast sound
could be technologically adjusted did Gatti agree that broadcasting would not
seriously distort the excellence of his singers.
The advantage of live broadcasting was that the live broadcast preserved
the purity of the live performance and the legitimation by its attending audience.
Admittedly, it was opera minus the theatre, but the performance retained its
authenticity —the original language, full opera (without cuts), and the "great”
singers and conductors. The new "audience at home” whatever their
preparation, manners, or dress, did not threaten the hegemony of the Met as a
guardian of the definition of opera. In fact, the descriptions of the audience for
radio broadcasts were quite inventive. One quantitative estimate suggested an
equal to three hundred sold-out performances.38 Other creative copywriters used
anecdotal evidence and "letters” to opera news by truck drivers and factory
workers to display in Opera News evidence of "the man in the street” who liked
opera. The evidence that most impressed the management was the response of
the radio audience to appeals for contributions to "save the Metropolitan." Not
surprisingly for this study, the first appeal in February 1933 and subsequent
requests were personal requests by the opera stars themselves. One third of the
$300,000 was contributed by the radio audience.39
Importantly, the requirement for "live” meant that the "live" intermissions,
taken by audience members at the bar, could be filled by “educational"
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comments about the opera and additional opera features sanctified by the opera
field, like the quiz and—importantly, interviews with singers. These features and
the “broadcast program" included in Opera News, fit into the era’s interest in
education as exemplified by the book clubs and “subscription” societies for
records. Ubiquitous composer, Musical America editor, book author Deems
Taylor monitored the first broadcasts but he was soon replaced by the long-lived
“friend" of the radio audience, announcer Milton Cross.
The contract negotiations between NBC and the Met contained several
important features to guarantee the Met's control over its dissemination and
reproduction. Financially, the contract specified that the Met chose the
broadcasts, and had the right of approval on any commercial sponsor that NBC
might find. Presciently, it forbade NBC any reproduction rights, whether by
rebroadcast, sound recording, or television. Finally, “to safeguard the Met’s
hegemony,” NBC “agrees not to advertise that it has an exclusive license to
broadcast Metropolitan Opera Company artist or performances." Perhaps having
learned from the Victor Company experience, which was purchased by NBC in
1929, the Met did not allow its exclusivity and hierarchical position to directly
serve the institutional “reproducer.”
The final clause, which has additional import for the opera singers in this
study, is that it addressed the considerable control that the Metropolitan Opera
had over the activities of its contracted singers. Dating from the original
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arrangements for the Metropolitan Opera company, the Met had to approve all its
singers’ concert and symphonic appearances and also received a commission.
NBC offered $30,000 for the exclusive right to negotiate with Metropolitan
“artists" to sing in up to four broadcasts per year, with the singer signing a waiver
indicating that the Met still had a right to enforce all other broadcast and extraMetropolitan appearances. This purchased franchise opened the way for
Metropolitan opera singers to appear as themselves on NBC radio programs.
Their increasing audibility on radio did stimulate ticket sales, especially on
Metropolitan Opera tours, but also aided the singers' individual reputations,
gaining them both celebrity and opportunities for individual engagements in
concerts outside the season.
Thus the biggest coup was the acquisition of Texaco as the sponsor of the
Saturday afternoon broadcasts in1940, continuing to this day. This deal was
attractive not only to the sponsor and to the radio network, but also to the
Metropolitan Opera which benefited financially. Buoyed by the success of the
Met broadcasts, in 1939 the Metropolitan Opera Guild initiated the Metropolitan
Auditions of the Air, which brought potential singing stars to national attention—
and potential impresario ears. Two aspiring singers per year were awarded
Metropolitan Opera contracts during the radio era. As stated in the 1947
Newsweek cover story, “Miss Steber, [Leonard] Warren, and [Robert] Merrill,
along with Margaret Harshaw.. .are shining examples of what the Metropolitan
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Auditions of the Air did for American singers, for they, and a number of others in
the company are audition winners."40
All these efforts illustrate how the Metropolitan Opera continued to actively
define itself as the "best opera house in the wortd.” The Met was able to retain
legitimation in live performance as well as control over reproduction and diffusion
of its operas and its stars. As Dijkes says, "it was radio that made the
Metropolitan Opera into a national institution."41 These activities of the
Metropolitan also indicate how, through negotiations over the border areas where
opera stars might cross, they nonetheless created conditions for the continuation
of an international star system and a certain degree of independence for the
singers. Appearing on the Saturday broadcast for the "national" audience also
attract other radio and live concert appearances.
And opera singers took advantage of these opportunities. During the early
days of commercial radio, networks had been instrumental finding sponsors for
the new radio programs which, according to the careful wording of Sanjek,
sponsors thought that people wanted to hear.42 Automobiles and cigarettes,
insurance companies and tire companies joined the "soap" companies in
sponsoring "grand opera"—at least in star doses. Among the programs featuring
opera singers regularly were the long-running "Voice of Firestone” and "Bell
Telephone Hour.” Cigarette manufacturers in particular used opera singers not
only for their sponsored television programs—Atwater Kent" and "Chesterfield
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Presents"—but also were featured in magazine ads affirming that their cigarettes
did not harm their throats. Ford, Packard, and General Motors also sponsored
variety shows featuring opera singers, as did Kelloggs and Palmolive.
Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, the "Prudential Family Hour" was a special
preserve of opera singers as opera singers were good "family" entertainment.
Even "Your Hit Parade" was hosted for a time by an opera singer. Opera
singers also won polls in some of these years as "favorite radio singer.” All who
sang opera on radio were identified as Metropolitan Opera stars.
Media historians will recognize some similarities of this type of institutional
control from histories of the Hollywood studio system for star relations. These
similarities are not accidental. One would expect that media industries would
leam from each other and be ready to support the types of intertextual activities
required of the growing professions of public relations and advertising. Like the
Hollywood studios, which also controlled the means of distribution for their
films—i.e., the theater chains—successful institutional survival was recognized to
benefit from vertical integration. As we will see, the Metropolitan Opera as a
non-media—and non-profit—institution was able to hold on to dissemination and
reproduction of its product for a considerably longer time than the Hollywood
studios.
This relationship is an important theoretical elaboration of the border area
between "relatively autonomous fields” like opera and the "large-scale fields of
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mass production” like radio and film in this era. Additionally, as would be
anticipated by the Newsweek excerpt, the marriage of radio and opera,
particularly through the star guest appearances, did open up the border area of
voice and performance style otherwise solidified in the area of live performance
of ‘'serious" opera.
Finally, the theme of “democracy at the opera," articulated during this
period by the Metropolitan Opera Guild, fell on not unreceptive ears within the
media establishments. Many reasons can be given for this receptivity. The first
generation of media moguls, from film studio heads to radio and television
company owners, were from Eastern Europe, mostly Jewish, and, according to
many commentators, eager to Americanize their products.43 Opera (and
symphonic music) being part of their own indigenous culture was therefore not
something to be dismissed but something amenable to Americanization.
Combined with the first generation of musical theatre and film composers, a
majority of whom came from or studied in Europe, the sonic environment was
hospitable to American versions of this so-called "high culture,” including opera.
The large influx of exiles from Hitler’s Europe during the 1930s continued this
trend. As we shall see, David Samoff was a critical and long-standing influence
in the use of “his” mass media for “high culture programming,”44 with his most
famous effort the creation of the NBC Symphony Orchestra with Arturo Toscanini
as conductor.45 As an interesting portent, and reminiscent of his 1927 Opera
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Company, in this case he created his own orchestra rather than relying upon one
of the legitimated symphonies available. He also initiated NBC's "Music
Appreciation Hour," a weekly daytime radio series for students that claimed to
reach 7 million by 1937.46
Another reason that legitimated opera is present on the airwaves and
maintains its presence in the recording catalog is that its hierarchical prestige is
still considered by the New York critical establishment as a legitimating force, not
uncongenial to the increased access for “mass media.” Like magazine
anticipations of the potential of sound recording for opera, some early critical
hopes for radio also included "serious music.” Douglas closes her social history
of early broadcasting by talking about how critics in 1922 posed "good music" on
radio as an answer to their anxieties about public musical tastes, explicitly
including opera. Radio could provide "the perfect instrument for delivering high
culture to the masses" and "could produce a new mid-culture that combined the
content of high culture with the techniques of commercialized entertainment." Of
course, she recognizes that this published magazine discourse revealed an
intense desire "to have this technology affirm and extend the cultural tastes and
norms of the upper tiers of the middle class." Her closing quotation confirms the
role of opera: "The man who directs a broadcasting station must combine the
astuteness of P.T. Bamum and the good taste of a Gatti Cassaza." Gatti
Cassaza was of course the Italian director of the Metropolitan Opera.47
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This “distinctly elitist tone” continued into the "battle for the airwaves" after
the passage of the Radio Law of 1927, when network commercial broadcasting
was criticized for its lack of cultural, educational and public affairs programming.40
In part this tone might also be attributed to the stated fears about the growing
influence of jazz in the public discourse,49 a not inconsiderable factor. Early radio
research published in the 1940s by university researchers, especially at
Columbia University in New York City, also measures the “Radio Symphony
audience” with an evaluation that its size and growth was essentially a good
thing.50 The dissenting voice here is Theodor Adomo. Although known as a
Frankfurt School media critic, through his co-authored work on The Dialectic of
Enlightenment of 1935, he is also the musicologist who champions serial music
and derides opera. His critique of the illusions of mass culture, the
“vulgarization” by the market even in promulgating “higher forms,” will be echoed
in later mass culture debates.51 However, whatever the debates in scholarly
circles, RCA's national advertising of the time exhibits no qualms. “A Diamond
Horseshoe in Every Farmhouse," proclaims a 1940s ad for the “Blue” Network of
NBC. The ad, which features a drawing of a stage on the left embracing a
“remote” farmhouse on the right, explains in a three-paragraph text “How Radio
helped save for ajj America the great tradition of Metropolitan Opera.”52
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Sound Film and Dlsaamlnadng and Raproduclng Opera Slngara
The coming of sound to film, signaled by The Jazz Singer in 1927, opened new
opportunities for the musical film. The lack of sound prior to 1927 does not mean
that opera did not intersect the film industry. The fame of opera stars can be no
better demonstrated than by the fact that both Enrico Caruso and Geraldine
Farrar, the stars of the early decades of the twentieth century, were asked and
did make several silent movies. Geraldine Farrar played roles that were both
operatic as well as from opera. Producer Jesse Lasky had liked her performance
as Butterfly and so asked Cecil B. DeMille to direct the 1915 silent film version of
Carmen.53 During these years, Adolph Zukor’s strongest ally in building the
movie studio that was to become Paramount was the Metropolitan Opera’s
supporter Otto Kahn, whose firm issued the $10 million worth of preferred stock
in Famous Players-Lasky that Sklar says helped Zukor reach the top between
1919 and 1921.54
Sound films featuring opera stars must be viewed within the whole range
of musical movies that emerged during this era. As all histories of movie
musicals affirm, the movie musical was a dominant form through the early
1960s.55 The sound technology for movie musicals involved a separate
recording of the soundtrack, with the actors and actresses lip-synching for the
visual filming. This visual—sound separation had several implications for the
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history of singing, recording and reproduction,96 but what is important for this
study is the fact that for musicals also there was still a “live” referent—Broadway.
Therefore, given that Broadway shows were not then “miked,” all singers
recruited from live stage performance, whether opera or musical, still used the
same technique of vocal production to project their voices. Thus while many
movie musicals featured crooning of Fred Astaire and Bing Crosby, others
represented the Broadway belting of Ethel Merman or Al Jolson. Opera singers’
style at this time was still within the range of regularly heard singing.
Essentially, the films in which an opera star was likely to appear fall
broadly into the genre of “show musical” or “backstage musical.”57 Whether a
biographical dramatization (biopic)98 or fiction, in movies most opera singers
portrayed—opera singers. Such a plot allowed for opera singing to occur
“naturally” in telling the story of a singer it also gave opportunity for the singer to
sing more “popular” tunes during the rising career trajectory, not unlike the opera
singers singing on radio to “make money," as Newsweek affirms. Too, the
insertion of opera arias into the story telling again turns opera into songs,
marketable by record and playable on radio. Finally, this version of opera
performance, like guest starring on radio or solo recitals, allows for the star to
emerge from the work, the voice from the opera cast, the singer firom the role.
In anticipation of the coming chapters, it is useful to review the prototype
story of “an opera singer’s rise to stardom” as that is the formula that contains the
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components of the archetype celebrity tale, expected to dominate the
newsmagazine coverage of stars. The prototype is the 1934 film One Night o f
Love, starring Grace Moore who had debuted at the Met in 1928. Her first film, A
Ladies Morals, in which she not coincidentally portrayed the mid-nineteenth
century celebrity diva Jenny Lind, was not a success. However, Columbia took
another chance on One Night of Love, the story of a struggling American opera
singer in Italy whose love story is interspersed with scenes from the standard
operatic repertoire—La Boheme and Carmen plus Madame Butterfly. The blond
soprano is contrasted to a nasty dark-haired diva who has succumbed to the
handsome, driven Italian voice teacher with whom Grace falls in love, rather an
above-ground "Phantom of the Opera" in psychological plotting. Among these
recurrent narrative themes is also the singing contest, which begins the movie
with the title song. She lost: but determines to go to Italy anyway to become an
opera star. Another of the songs in the movie, "Chiribirbin," became a popular
hit, another hope of both management and star. The public success of the movie
was echoed in her Academy Award nomination for Best Actress.
The success of the film spawned imitators. RKO signed Metropolitan
Opera singer Lily Pons for a similar formula in two movies, including I Dream Too
Much. Again occasioning a "natural circumstance" for Pons to sing, she stars as
a young French girl who achieves operatic fame only to jeopardize her marriage
with a struggling young American composer. Recognizing the requirements of
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male patriarchy to full womanhood and the higher value of marriage over
success, she rescues Fonda's grand opera score by turning it into the popular
musical of the title. She relinquishes her operatic starring role for motherhood as
the picture ends. What is important about both these films in the archetypal story
of the innocent young woman who desires to become a star is that throughout
they must remain “moral," that is of sexual virtue. That virtue allows them to
appear in revealing opera costumes, like Pons' bare midriff in her performance of
the “Bell Song," without sanction. If, however, as in the Pons scenario, the plot
does not end at achieving stardom, but continues, then female virtue must be
again proved. Most interesting for opera as a cultural field in America, Lily Pons
the French girl recognizes that for an American opera composer to succeed, he
must make it a “musical." Interestingly, the latter film by Pons was not as
successful at the box office59 as were Grace Moore’s, despite the title song by
Jerome Kern and the leading man played by Henry Fonda. Nonetheless, these
films offer useful archetypes for later analysis of magazine representations of
female singers.
Other formula films include more direct references to opera as a cultural
field. In addition to the biopic on Marjone Lawrence, the Metropolitan Opera star
who was felled by polio mid-career, there are the obvious opera house
references to Carnegie Hall and Metropolitan (1935). Sol Hurok, the impresario
whose name was used to sell his stars,60 sponsored his own biopic that featured
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guest performances by the opera stars he managed, called appropriately For
Thee I Sing. The biopic that captured the essence of opera as a cultural field in
America while providing the test for its star was The Great Caruso (1951), a film
that will assume theoretical proportions in a later chapter. All but the last
featured Metropolitan Opera singers as stars. Other films of European-style
operettas featured singers with operatic voices, in particular Jeannette
MacDonald, but none were “invited" to sing at the Met after film appearance.61
Overall, then, in the years of radio and musical film, opera singers had an
audible presence. In theoretical terms, the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts were
a key factor in disseminating and reproducing both the Met as the premiere
opera institution and Met opera singers as the stars. The relationship between
the Met as the premier institution in the cultural field and RCA, the owner of the
distribution networks for recording and radio, reinforced the named identification
of the Metropolitan Opera. As large-scale producers of mass media, the RCA
media arms of Victor and NBC operated their opera reproductions at the
boundary area of the cultural field, with both institutions benefiting. RCA had its
lucrative mass media products across the genre divide while being able to claim
the high ground with opera. Significantly, the technological innovations of the
microphone voice reinforced the genre differentiation leading to the cover stars
cited above as “light-voiced,” like musical comedy. This too was a border area,
but misleading in terms of long-term impact on opera as a cultural field. The
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equation of “light-voiced" with American girts, the stated "American contribution"
to opera will be superseded the moment that a "grand opera” singer of American
birth is available. Meanwhile, the Met retains its role as prime national legitimator
in the international field of opera stars. Therefore, in terms of this study, I would
expect that in non-music magazines an opera singer would first appear, that is
enter opera as a cultural field, in a starring role at the Metropolitan Opera. I
would expect that radio or film appearances prior to or in excess of Met
legitimation would in fact be a transgression that would be noted in these
magazines. In sum, I would expect that media appearances would follow from
rather than provide the occasion for magazine coverage and that any possible
exception would have to be American.

OPERA SINGERS IN THE AGE OF TELEVISION REPRODUCTION
A number of relatively concurrent technological innovations, while building upon
the radio legacy, had direct impact upon the presence of opera stars in the
national media. As Baughman argues in The Republic o f Mass Culture, the
coming of television over about a decade created a realignment of all the
"existing media.” His argument that the coming of television had more impact on
the relations among media industries than measurable media effects is one that
holds also for the relation of media and opera. Given the theoretical premises of
opera as a cultural field, with mass media as separate and essentially different,
one would expect opera to be relatively insulated from television with its new
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visual emphases. What is effected, however, are the existing relations for
opera's dissemination and reproduction. Further, these relations intersect post
World War II culture in unexpected ways.
Opera and die Recording Industry

Although superficially having little to do with the coming of television, the major
technological innovation having to do with opera happened concurrently and
again came from the field of sound recording from the engineering department of
Columbia Records, a subsidiary of Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS). In
June 1948, Columbia Records introduced the LP or long-playing record, which
played for 23 minutes, as compared to 4 minutes per side, and offered rights to
the LP process to all other record companies. RCA-Victor resisted, offering
"45s," those small records with the big holes. In the ensuing "war of the speeds,”
the technological divide mirrored genre distinctions, with the "45s” eventually
dominating the popular market, ideal for the quick production of "hit songs” for
radio's "top 40" and juke box sales.62 But given "longer play” was the form of
choice for "legitimate” full-length opera—even on multiple records, the LP
became the obvious choice for opera and classical music in general. Coupled
with new developments in magnetic tape recording, which allowed for "higher
fidelity” sound, post-recording editing of "takes," and relatively cheap initial
recordings, the sound recording business also attracted new entrants. For
"classical music,” entrepreneurs armed with a tape recorder could record less
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famous singers or new repertoire for the competition: more than 10,000 new
recordings of classical music were put on sale between 1950 and 1954. The
technology especially aided European record companies, with important
implications below.
Related developments were to have implications for the dissemination and
reproduction of opera as a legitimate field. First, the new record entrepreneurs
offered “Concert Hall Records” and “Musical Masterpieces" through mail-order
book clubs, to be joined in the early 1950s by Book-of-the-Month Club's Music
Appreciation Records. Priced for subscribers, the ads defined their audience as
those “who enjoy good music but who are aware, too often, that they do not listen
to it with complete understanding and appreciation." By 1955 these clubs
accounted for 35 percent of the total dollar volume of all US classical LPs and
their selling power gave BOMC the possibility of negotiating with the
hierarchically top performers. To forestall, Columbia began its own record club in
1955 and in 1958 RCA-Victor joined forces with BOMC—the premium,
Toscanini's NBC Orchestra recordings of the Beethoven Symphonies. For
opera, the decisive moment in the next year was Decca's coupling of new
“stereo” recording of Wagner’s Das Rheingold, the first opera in the Ring, the last
recording of the Met's greatest star from the 1930s, Kristen Flagstad.
By the late 1950s, the major U.S. record companies had taken back the
general U.S. market, but significantly European record companies like Phillips,
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Deutsche Grammaphon, and a newly independent EMI (separated from its RCAVictor relationship) began to compete heavily in the classical music repertoire.63
By the 1970s, BOMC was licensing complete opera recordings from London
(Decca) and EMI recordings for its opera series. One of the reasons was that, as
earlier, BOMC's marketing clout was based on being able to get the “hottest"
opera stars. Pavarotti had recorded all of his first operas on the London label.
For opera, then, the re-emergence of the international recording market
reinforced the opera star system as “international," enabled European star’s
voices to cross the Atlantic ahead of them, and eventually led to undermining the
Met's ability to control the recording activity of its stars. Of course, it also led the
Met to engage European opera stars for its live performances.
Nonetheless, the relationship forged between the Metropolitan Opera,
NBC/RCA continued to be a powerful force in the Met's arsenal. Not only were
Metropolitan Opera stars still the most sought after for American singers, but the
Met broadcasts were a strong selling point for operas, casts, and their
recordings. Columbia's ambitious opera series, cited above in Newsweek,
collapsed for this very reason after ten complete operas. RCA-Victor had most
Met singers tied up in contracts and therefore were able to issue the “ideal cast
recordings” that radio listeners had become accustomed to for “ears-only” opera.
To try to save the Columbia agreement, new Metropolitan Opera manager Rudolf
Bing in 1951 tried to reach an entente cordiale whereby Victor and Columbia
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would pool resources, but Victor, out in front, declined.84 In efFect this left RCAVictor as the prime opera recording company to compete with the European
resurgence and reinforced their dominance in “reproducing the Met.”
As finances permitted, RCA-Victor re-recorded whole operas with new
Metropolitan Opera singers. By the end of the 1950s, the costs of recording in
New York were so high that they took Met stars abroad to make the recordings
under more favorable conditions, branding each record set “Selected by the
Metropolitan Opera."65 New forms of packaging record sets with “liner notes”
continued the tradition of “education,” with libretto translations, stories of the
operas and of course glamorous photos and bios of the stars. Such recordings
were natural products to advertise through Opera News and reinforced the Met
broadcasts. The Metropolitan Opera Guild also was not far behind the
recognition of book club techniques. In the 1970s for membership it was able to
offer exclusive recordings of famous Metropolitan Opera broadcasts as
premiums as well as continue its contests and other merchandizing techniques.
RCA assumed all manufacturing costs and were assumed by RCA and the
musicians' unions and soloists contributed all performances without cost.66
Eventually the Met created their own record series, composed of their
copyrighted performances, “Great Voices at the Met.” Given the continuing Met
broadcasts, Metropolitan Opera tours, and heavy record company advertising,
the Met still had the power to influence the hierarchy of “what is opera” by
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commanding higher prices for its stars and higher selling prices for recordings of
its stars, with the RCA/NBC reinforcement.
A related marketing practice, frowned upon by critics from inside the cultural
field, including record historian Gelatt, was the issuing of accompanying
“highlights” albums, such as RCA Victor's “Listener's Digest.“ These albums
offered truncated versions of classical pieces that would be “inexpensive,
friendly, short and easy-to-enjoy," and Columbia's offered “Opera for Orchestra.”
While this “greatest hits” approach to opera was not so different from early
recording practice when records were limited to 4-minute arias, the “highlight”
album was considered too close to “easy” listening rather than a cultured
appreciation of opera—Gatti's comment, it’s not opera. Nonetheless, highlight
albums sold well, created royalty wealth, and resembled the best-selling albums
of the 1950s and 1960s, the Broadway cast album and film soundtracks.67 Some
attempts to fashion "cross-over” albums for American opera stars singing the
highlights of American musicals in English were spurred by the thought of profits
as well as the 1949 major Broadway success of the Metropolitan Opera bass,
Ezio Pinza, as the original Emile De Beque in South Pacific. There were
numerous offerings in these years, some with legitimated Metropolitan stars who
had become famous on radio, others that paired a Metropolitan Opera star with a
known singing star of movie musicals. But both critical opinion and public
purchase of these albums were extremely disappointing. Poor sales suggested
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that the divide between the opera voice and the musical voice had deepened
through the decades of Broadway and movie musicals despite the proclamation
of Newsweek that opera was produced more like “musical comedy." It also had
the effect of solidifying the borders between opera as a cultural field and hitherto
somewhat contiguous genres by making opera star crossovers an exception
rather than a possibility and reinforcing the trajectory of opera singers’ careers—
potentially “up" through the musical but not “across.”
The increasing vocal chasm between the operatic singers and the
Broadway/Hollywood voices was small, however, compared to the new style of
microphone singers that had replaced the crooners of radio, now including Frank
Sinatra. In popular music the change was signaled by a new baritone with hips
and rhythm—Elvis Presley. In his records and especially his filmed
performances Presley challenged not just the radio and movie baritones but
male, adult culture. As received histories tell it, he symbolizes the beginnings of
rock and roll for mass culture.68 But he also symbolizes a split of popular culture
and rock culture that opera stars can not technically, vocally, or technologically
cross. Opera singers on radio return to Saturday afternoons at the Met and radio
readjusted its entire programming universe to musically reflect the cultivation of
new, niche audiences. In sum, then, the familiar pattern in media industry
innovation and retrenchment affects the sonic field of opera reproduction and
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dissemination through increasing genre differentiation. Opera as opera is
reinforced by its new emergence on television.

Opera and Opera Singers on Television
Initially television carried with it the momentum, formats, and industry moguls of
the radio era. Just as radio drew upon the range of performing arts (music in
particular) in setting its precedents and early film drew upon theatrical performers
and genres so did television draw upon all these "live forms" as well as upon
broadcasting formats. "Variety shows," "hosted shows," and "soap operas" were
carried into the early decade of television, as were scripted plays. Sponsors
once again took an important role in preserving what most would see as "high
culture" in this new medium, and new dialogue of cultural enlightenment. Thus
the "Voice of Firestone" and "The Bell Telephone Hour'1continued from radio to
present opera stars to the television viewing audience through the 1950s and
early 1960s.
The voracious appetite of the television networks, the production demands
for weekly series, and the rapidity with which the post-war population adopted
television affected not only other media but also the mechanisms of stardom.
The advantage of repetition and star-hosted series from radio combined with the
visual images of film to place emphasis on comely stars that played "American"
into the home. Thus, referring back to the Newsweek cover story, what emerged
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as important were not just the light-voiced” Americans but the “pretty and
handsome” singer. This development accentuated what had already occurred in
film: most opera singers could appear most successfully supported by the
costumes and sets of opera as a cultural field or by the imprimatur of power, the
Met. This was another reason that the television variety shows proved most
hospitable to showcasing opera singers as stars.
Another of the carryovers from radio was the continuity of leadership
philosophy. Once again opera and opera stars were asked to play a small but
legitimating role in the new medium. As the debate over the uses and meaning
of television played out in the "quality” national magazines up through 1953, the
possibility of democratic access to opera again was used for moral uplift and
editorial sagacity.69 With the visual images being the "new" element of television,
opera became more "interesting” for high culture telecast than symphony music
not only because the novelty had worn off but also because narrative storytelling
was more suited to the television medium. But television also exacerbated the
disadvantages of the opera singer in visual reproduction. Television refined a
limited mimetic acting style, already in place in the movie close-up, to render
large-scale theatrical gestures irrelevant and to further attend to faces and
bodies. Vocal aficionados insist that "acting" can be done with the voice,70but
the big phrase is overshadowed by the large face on the small screen.
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Nonetheless, all three networks began experimentation with opera—the
Metropolitan Opera—in earnest. Already on March 10,1940, NBC had
broadcast a Metropolitan Opera Gala concert of scenes from Pagliacci to a select
audience of 2000. After the war, the media impresarios—the broadcasting
networks—engaged in their own form of opera wars, recalling the lighted cigars
of Strakosh and Hammerstein from the early days of the century. ABC telecast
the first opera in its entirety—Ofe//o—from the Met on opening night, November
11,1948 to New York City; for Der Rosenkavalier on November 21,1949, the
hookup added Philadelphia, Baltimore, Detroit, Washington, and Chicago. And
the Don Carlo of November 6,1950 reached 9 stations and a potential audience
of 4 million. But despite Texaco's sponsorship, these opening nights did not
become a tradition. CBS broadcast two studio productions, Carmen and La
Traviata, in English with Metropolitan Opera star Lawrence Tibbett as host and
performer, in 1950. And the first experiment with simulcasting a live Metropolitan
Opera performance was tried as early as 1952, when a December 11th
performance of Carmen was shown in closed-circuit viewing at a movie theatre.
Each network carried on with televised opera programming in some way.
ABC radio and television broadcast “The Voice of Firestone" mentioned above,
which remained committed to featuring opera singers with its own orchestra and
chorus. ABC had also taken over the radio broadcast for the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts and the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air" when NBC had been
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forced to divest itself of its “blue network," which became ABC. Its sponsorship
included not only the broadcast but also the system of auditions set up in each of
the states that led to the nationally broadcast competition.71
The more immediate operatic success was at NBC, engineered by David
Samoff, his son Robert, and his leading executive, Sam Chotzinoff. Samoff saw
no limitations to his "music box," not even the limitations of the original box itself,
and thrust opera to the forefront of his new television plans with the NBC Opera
Theater. This series, which lasted from 1952 through the 1963-64 season,
includes many premiers of American operas, including Leonard Bernstein’s
Trouble in Tahiti and the often repeated Christmas opera commissioned by NBC
from Gian Carlo Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors, first broadcast on
December 24,1951.72 They also offered American premiers of "foreign operas”
like Benjamin Britten's Billy Budd (1952) and Sergei Prokofiev’s War and Peace
(1957).73 These productions were regularly reviewed in the press.
Perhaps the best way too sum up the professed philosophy is to report the
stated views of NBC Board Chairman, Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr. In 1956 he
recounts that NBC policy since 1952 is "enlightenment through exposure,” with
NBC Opera Theatre as the "touchstone of the whole enlightenment effort.”74 The
vocabulary and language is unmistakable from the earlier eras. He cites the
growth of the program to 72 stations, and the fact that Americans are spending
more money on classical music than on professional baseball.75 He confronts
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the critics: “Your intellectual may smile at these efforts, just as he smiled at the
efforts of radio. He may not recognize that mass communications are created by
and for all the people and that they must appeal to all the people.” This
statement of cultural democracy carries with it faith in the “untutored" to grow in
the range and value of their tastes." "Smiling intellectuals" certainly do continue
the debate, exhibiting more skepticism than perhaps the networks had hoped.
As Robert Lewis Shayon's Saturday Review 1954 article title suggests, "It's
Opera, But Is It Grand?"76
With all the emphasis on excellence and "pioneering" broadcasts, this
does not mean there are no concessions to the "massness” of the media. "Mr.
Chotzinoff...seeks out artists who not only sing well, but look and act their parts
as well; and he insists on the very best production and camera work. All this has
direct bearing on the enlightenment effort which requires all that is best in the
techniques of showmanship." Thus, NBC Opera Theatre used young singers and
did not hesitate to use lip-synching if it aided the visual.77 Importantly, and in
contrast to the Met, all operas were performed in English. This philosophy
reinforces the Newsweek pre-television predictions and offers again the
discursive formula for the broader audience.
Unlike the early relationship with the Met, NBC Opera Theatre operated as
an independent "theatre.” The model was similar to the NBC Symphony under
Toscanini for radio, a new institution, paralleling the Met but incorporating the
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specific needs for television broadcasting. As a “theatre" NBC Opera Theatre
needs to be distinguished from the genre-specific secondary theatres for
“popularized” opera. New York had already initiated the New York City Opera in
the late 1940s, which fulfilled this function as described in the last chapter. It is
important therefore to see the NBC Opera Theatre not as a “lesser” theatre but a
competitor in the boundary area of the cultural field. The title of theatre is taken
seriously: In her series on Great Opera Houses for Opera News, Quaintance
Eaton includes on Feb. 8,1964, “NBC TV."78
The technical failure of simulcasting in the early days of television
constrained direct Met dissemination and reproduction except via the radio
broadcasts. So it will not be surprising that they will also be in the forefront of
participation in continuing experiments with “live" broadcasting. From the point of
view of this study, the NBC Opera Theater would be the television program most
likely to be located in the “border area” of the cultural field. Although for financial
and televisual reasons, NBC Opera Theater was not a star vehicle, its position as
a “theatre” with performances as opera is the only possible media location for a
“newsworthy” singer. Again, however, I would expect that the “singer” would be
American and that his or her “news value” would be obvious.79
CBS was experimenting with television at the same time as it was losing
out to Victor in attempting to record complete operas without Met support; in
stepped the Ford Foundation. Ford supplied the funds for its Sunday afternoon
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television series Omnibus, a program that would develop shows for what came to
be known as the Sunday afternoon cultural ghetto. A Metropolitan cast
performed a 65-minute production of Die Fledermaus on February 1,1953,
followed three weeks later by La Boheme and offered a few other abridged works
in the 1950s, including the American opera, The Ballad o f Baby Doe.60 As stated
by its chairman, J. L. Van Volkenburg, the CBS philosophy was to “Provide
Serious Musical Programs through Integration." By this he recognizes that
“music-lovers" are a minority and so by “integration" he means to bring the
performances of world famous artists and orchestras into the format of their more
popular programs. Aside from the obvious political resonance of the language in
1956, he applies this philosophy to various programs. In addition to “Omnibus,”
he includes the home visits with musicians and opera singers on “Person to
Person" and the then-scheduled appearance, “A Toast to the Met,” on the “Ed
Sullivan Show.” Notably, this formula depends on star power; perhaps the most
telling comment that public interest in operatic music was stimulated by the most
popular game show, “The $64,000 Question.”01 The most lasting contribution
was the Ford Foundation’s involvement with the “Omnibus” version of “cultural
television.” They were to emerge a decade later in partnership with the New York
City television experiments with cultural television, leading to NET and PBS.
For media historians, it is clear that opera on commercial television was a
form that would not survive new industry developments. These included the
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move to having Hollywood studios produce new television formats on tape, both
minimizing the “variety” format that sponsored star appearances and, importantly,
shifting at least a portion of television production away from New York City, home
of the Met. The most popular CBS messiah of serious music in the 1950s and
1960s, Leonard Bernstein, used the “integration" approach, with sports and
popular metaphors used to explain “serious music.” Bernstein devoted one
program to “What Makes Opera Grand” on one of the first seasons of “Omnibus,”
telecast on March 2 3 ,1958.82 In sum, according to Horowitz, Bernstein offered
53 televised Young People's Concerts, 21 programs for “Omnibus," “Ford
Presents,” and “Lincoln Presents,” along with six televised Norton lectures at
Harvard.83 Also in Feb. 1,1958 on “What is American Music," Bernstein offers
an explanation not dissimilar to the other Musical Americanists who suggests that
America’s “youth” compared to Europe, coupled with its lack of a common folk
music, means “We’re still a Baby.” Both his music and his rhetoric attempted to
overcome the Atlantic divide through youth, celebrate musical comedy to which
he contributes West Side Story, and operetta, to which he contributed Candida,
along with his opera premiered on NBC. Bernstein during this period84
represented the American border area of genre and performer, both of which
disappeared from the new mixes of commercial television in the mid-sixties. The
border area of the cultural field of opera was reclaimed by new developments—
via the National Endowment for the Arts in 1965 and Public Television—back to
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the reproduction and dissemination of opera as a cultural field of “live
performance” with the Metropolitan Opera as primary partner.

Public Television, the Metropollten Open, end the Sten
The history of public television, and its relation to the “cultural wasteland” of
commercial broadcasting, has been part of the discourse since before the
founding of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting in 1967. The Ford
Foundation, which had sponsored “Omnibus” in the 1950s, was a large sponsor
of National Educational Television, fore-runner of public television.85 What
matters here is that, although the debate may take place in Washington, the
scene for producing “educational television” shifts back to New York City,
especially through its local station WNET. It is also not coincidental to the
discussion of New York as a cultural capital. As Powell and Friedkin note,
WNET, as the largest station in the public television system, “has a strong
commitment to the station’s flagship role as a major national production
center...and an obligation to set system-wide policy by example."86
NBC Opera Theatre was reorganized as NET Opera Theatre, which
carried on until the coming of public television, complete with the same music
and production directors.87 By the time that PBS is established as a working
network, the Metropolitan Opera is back in business, so to speak, as a potential
player in “reproducing and disseminating” its own performances through Live
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from the M et But again, the early experiments with live broadcast of opera did
take place in New York City, but across the Lincoln Center Plaza at the New York
City Opera. After a successful broadcast of Beverly Sills in Le Coq D'Or in 1971
Hall in shades of green,” but this broadcast was sponsored by a local cable
television operator, Teleprompter, hoping to gain a foothold in the New York City
market.88 Further experimentation resulted in Live from Lincoln Center in 1976.
The first broadcast was with the New York Philharmonic, followed by an
American opera that had made Beverty Sills’ reputation twenty years earlier,
Douglas Moore’s The Ballad o f Baby Doe. Subtitles in English were added
entirely with electronics by late 1976. In between CBS had broadcast Rudolf
Bing’s retirement gala from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera in 1972, but
stage-managed a triumphant return with the March 17,1977, broadcast of La
Boheme
The reason for this “turning point" is consonant with the ingredients that
have been discussed regarding “live" opera success. Texaco, the sponsor,
participated in heavy publicity, including publicity for its star, Luciano Pavarotti.
As will be recalled from the introduction, Pavarotti had already appeared on the
cover of Newsweek as the “prince of tenors" and was eminently publicizable. The
opera was also amenable to television, with its intimate scenes and familiar arias.
Also, in addition to their star power, both singers according to the director of the
opera, “act with their eyes,” making close-ups while singing more attractive. Not
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to be left out, Opera News took its familiar intermission position, advertising free
copies; 35,000 were requested. The estimated 4 million viewers was the second
largest audience in public television's history.90 In its first decade, Live from the
Met had broadcast 15 complete operas with ads appearing in newspapers and
magazines, including TV Guide. The broadcasting of Wagner's The Ring was
another television event with similar treatment. In subsequent years, the tenor
balance between Pavarotti and Domingo was maintained on television as well as
in life at the Met. As will be shown in the next chapter, these televised
appearances do have an effect on opera stardom: not through making an opera
singer a star because obviously the singer had to have made it to the Met before
being given a live television broadcast. But the television appearances did
create a new scope for the range of celebrity, beyond the media audience and to
the discursive audience once again.
A few additional remarks are appropriate. First, while the series Great
Performances has included an occasional opera broadcast not from the Met,
these are few indeed and usually involve a Metropolitan Opera star lending their
sheen to a new production. Such was Washington DC’s televised version of
Goya, starring Placido Domingo. Live from Lincoln Center did not abandon New
York City Opera, but most centered around the New York "star,” Beverly Sills.
Her drawing power also propelled four In Performance from Wolf Trap. As will be
explored throughout this study, Beverly Sills has an iconic role not dissimilar to
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Pavarotti’s in the dissemination and reproduction of opera as a cultural field. By
1971 she had already made the covers of both newsmagazines.
The titles of the public television series reflect the language of earlier in
the century. Like Masterpiece Theatre, Great Performances signals the
hierarchy in “serious music.” The sponsors too reflect century-old U.S.
connections between economic and cultural capital. Mobil and Exxon join
Texaco in sponsoring “high culture” on public television. As Eric Bamouw notes,
these corporations are looking for non-controversial, high-quality shows that are
“safely splendid.”91 It is significant that “performance” and “live” are part of these
titles, as it again signifies the legitimation of the cultural field, with the media not
interfering but only disseminating the “real thing.” All the commentators on
recording cited here, from David Hamilton to Brian Rose, reiterate the key aspect
of “live" broadcasting as countering the suspicions of studio tampering in both
albums and delayed broadcasts. Finally, including the institutions in the series
titles, “the Met” and “Lincoln Center” reinforces both WNET and New York as the
cultural capital.
Live opera performance has increased across the U.S. during this same
period, as may sociologists of the arts have asserted. The contributions made by
the National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities and other foundations have
expanded the landscape of “live performance.” Thus in 1989 Blau found an "even
distribution” of opera companies around the United States when measured on a
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per capita basis.92 In a major summative article from 1991, DiMaggio
synthesizes several strains of research to reinforce the notion that most arts
funders support a policy of cultural pluralism or cultural diversity.93 But at the
same time to make safe investments, not dissimilar to the trend at public
television, these same foundations tend to nurture “safe" arts “organizations"
which in turn depend on "safe” repertoire. "Safe” can often, even in the 1990s,
mean legitimate—Bourdieu’s consecrated or Levine’s "sacralized” art. Thus the
actual distribution of money in absolute terms may not be so pluralistic. Thus,
already in 1971, Faye Levine notes that the $61 million was given to just over
2000 individuals and organizations on the average of $30,000 per grant. At the
same time, the Metropolitan Opera received $1 million dollars and the New York
City Ballet $900,000.94 In 1989 Edward Arian complains of the same practice.95
Thus the reproduction and dissemination of opera as a cultural field, especially
through institutions, may reflect the location of the cultural capital and "safer”
philosophies, at least at hierarchically top levels of both live performance and
mediated performance institution. As Jensen's discussion of the 1988 report of
the National Endowment for the Humanities suggests, the positive contributions
of television come in the form of high culture, including "opera and ballet,” in
adaptations that can be "instructive, informative, enriching" for the "poor and
uneducated."96 My point here is not to argue about the admittedly important
refinements of both history and policy that are offered by these excellent scholars
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of cultural production. Rather, I intend to acknowledge that the tensions between
cultural pluralism and legitimated opera hierarchies that have appeared in
magazine discourse since the nineteenth century continue to emerge in both
practice and market. What I hope to contribute in tracing the non-music
magazine representations of opera stars over this century is to indicate how this
tension is articulated in an increased attention to American achievement even
while maintaining a hierarchical status for the international nature of opera as a
cultural field.
In this ongoing discourse, Pavarotti as opera star emerges in media and
public discourse as the symbolic resolution of the unresolved tension. Like
Caruso, he has come to stand for a communications medium—public television.
In their fund-raising efforts PBS announces that "On March 15,1977, more
people viewed the telecast of Puccini's La Boheme than all of those who had
seen the opera in a theater since its first performance in 1896.” They reinforce
the formulation for the “man in the street” for "Live from the Met" brings "opera to
those who might have never experienced it." Succeeded by the "Three Tenors”
concerts and videos, that formulation for fundraising and legitimation, whatever
its tiredness, is still heard in 1999 and still dependent upon star power for its
energy.
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77»e Mat and tha Challanga oftha Naw Tachnologlaa
The 1980s inaugurated a new series of technological innovations that have once
again unsettled the rapprochement gained by the linkage of PBS and the Met.
The growth of cable television, the rise (and sometimes the fall) of “arts"
networks can be best symbolized by the eventual linking of the “arts” channel
with the term “entertainment," to form A&E. The disappointment experienced
with other "high culture" channels, like Bravo and multiplied public television
channels on one cable network, has kept opera in a niche position. Recycled
videos of opera performances, especially those that are more cheaply supplied
from European houses because of different copyright regulations, have diluted
the Met dominance on either cable or rental videos. However, opera videos have
reinforced the opera house as the site for the reproduction and dissemination of
opera. Opera videos begin to replace films of opera in the mid-1980s, about the
time of Rosi’s Carmen and Zeffirelli’s Otello (1986). According to Jeremy
Tambling, opera on video indicates "a move toward celebrating traditional opera
through video culture, playing on the importance of certain privileged sites."97
Again, the opera houses mentioned in chapter 2—the Met, La Scala, Covent
Garden, Bayreuth—are major sites. For a variety of reasons a majority of videos
feature aspects like audience response, conductor/orchestra/audience, and
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scenes of the inside of the opera house that reinforce the opera house even if not
relayed directly as a live performance.
Opera performances have been among those selected for other new
technologies. When it became clear that digital recording technology would be
the one to oust the LP, dominant record companies reissued classical repertoire
in abundance. As of 1988, the CD became a mass medium.98 As a technical
matter, the tapes could be re-mastered, and the copyright issues were already in
hand for those performances. So in the initial stages, CDs were the duplication
of “favorite’’ records in a new format. New recordings, because of increased
costs, are much rarer and dependent upon the star value of the cast: yet another
Tosca requires a new Tosca. Recording may be, if anything, more star-studded
than during the days of expanding repertoire. It also increased the value of
inventory for all the recording companies, including the European and later East
European re-issues.99
Video discs of opera performances and now DVD and CD-Rom also have
initially targeted opera as a potentially lucrative consumer market still connected
with status rather than quantity. Among the first CD-computer combos issued in
iggo100 were the expected duo, Shakespeare and opera. Warner New Media
released a three CD set of Mozart’s The Magic Flute which contains not only the
143 minutes of the opera but also 7000 computer screens full of “Audio Notes."
The hour of commentary includes “educational examples” and comparative
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recording excerpts. Two qualities echo the previous new media uses: first, even
the promotion stresses that opera lovers can just listen and ignore the
information while those with less knowledge can “learn a thing or two.” Second,
the “educational value” for the consumer is reinforced by the choice of narrator
Roger Englander, who produced The New York Philharmonic Young People s
Concert with Leonard Bernstein.101 Of course, this is only a first in a series, to be
followed by Bach, Beethoven and Brahms. Although CD-roms enjoyed several
years of high expectations as consumer products, especially with the Encarta
Encyclopedia bundled with personal computers, much of their predicted
popularity was overtaken by internet growth. But it is not surprising that the
definitive and ultimate opera CD-rom of Wagner’s Ring was produced in 1998—
by the Metropolitan Opera.
The internet too has its niche for opera and opera stars. Of course both
Lincoln Center and Opera News were among the first to have websites, not to
mention home pages for most of the superstars of opera. Judging by anecdotal
evidence from the opera chat rooms and discussion lists, opera singers and
performances remain the center of fan culture as well. It has also become the
marketplace for pirated Met broadcast recordings which, at various times, have
been vigorously pursued and prosecuted by the Metropolitan Opera.102
New technology has also finally solved the Metropolitan Opera's “principled"
stand against opera supertitles, English translations projected over the stage
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during "live” performance. They had been adopted by the New York City Opera
as early as 1983 and resisted by the Met, though of course as subtitles they were
part of the “broadcast” re-production. In the range of opinions reproduced in the
May 1990 issue of Opera News, the conflation of the “live” opera audience and
“broadcast audience” is for once explicitly challenged. All of the commentators
specifically praise the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts because, to paraphrase in
theoretical language, radio (and by implication the television live broadcasts) did
not substantially change the performance, thereby disseminating and
reproducing performance as required by opera as a cultural field. Supertitles
disrupt the production, ruining the purity of “aesthetic” intent and pandering to
the marketers. As Francis Rizzo, artistic consultant to W olf Trap Foundation for
the Performance Arts, remarks: Triumphantly they report between 80 and 90
percent audience approval. Nobody talks about the 10 to 20 percent who didn't
approve, and those are the very people for whom opera was intended—the ideal
audience, who by nature and by their own efforts are best equipped to
"understand" and "appreciate."103 Under threat, the “cultured audience” can not
be sacrificed. The outcome at the Met has been an “American” solution: that is,
as of 1998 each individual seat holder has the option of subtitles on an individual
monitor.
In 1999 the alliances between the Metropolitan Opera and the media are
still holding. As would be expected in light of Bourdieu's discussion of the
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cultural field, market considerations for maintaining the “purity”—and in fact the
survival —of opera as a cultural field pushed the media ties that were developed.
The media moguls of the early century sought Metropolitan Opera associations,
desiring legitimated product for reproduction over vinyl or air. When approached
from outside, business and legal advisors within the cultural field pushed musical
directors into “protecting” reproduction and dissemination rights and later
exploiting them for needed capital for “live performance." Even in the era of
public television, the negotiations for developing Live from the Met were initiated
“from below” through the efforts of the production team across the Lincoln Center
Plaza. Thus, in theoretical terms, I am not arguing that the agents of the cultural
field personified in its power players are somehow actively pursuing an
isolationist policy. Rather, in the course of decision-making and balancing the
stakes at any historical moment, the situated players make choices from within
the cultural field that maximizes its survival in tact. The arguments available to
the Metropolitan Opera in defending their decisions and actions come from the
strength of opera as a cultural field and their role in it. Therefore, maintaining
international standards as the “premiere opera company” is also a national good.
Opera stars are key to negotiating the border area of reproducing and
disseminating the cultural field of opera. As suggested throughout this
exposition, even in those years early in the century when the Met had more
control over their activities as “stars,” opera singers' stardom was recognized as
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a legitimate mode of reproducing and disseminating the field as well as a
lucrative proposition under controlled conditions. The interrelation of the
Metropolitan Opera, RCA and the stars is well illustrated by the centennial 6 CD
set issued by the Metropolitan Opera Guild, the “authorized edition," of
RCA/MET, 100 Singers, 100 Years. The set includes a wall-chart time line that
lists the Met performing careers of each of the 100 singers, with selected photos.
I expect that, in this study, the list of singers in non-music magazines will very
closely match the 100 singers chosen by RCA and the Met to commemorate the
relationship:
The close association between the Met, its artists and RCA has
been in evidence since the first Red Seal record was made, and
this tribute from us is no only a testimony to that association but a
declaration to continue the link.104
How does this history then affect the empirical study of the representation of
opera stars in non-music magazines over the twentieth century?

THE ROLE OF MEDIA IN A TEST OF OPERA AS A CULTURAL FIELD
This rich and varied history of the role of “mass” media in reproducing and
disseminating opera and opera singers has attempted to indicate that the
categories overlap but are not coterminous. For both technological reasons and
marketing reasons, opera singers are often disseminated and reproduced
separately from their performed role in opera. The first solo 4-minute recordings
sold by opera star singer, the solo radio and television appearances on variety
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shows, the solo albums and broadcast recitals in later years, and their
appearance with popular singers—all testify to stars’ ability to negotiate the
border area of opera as a cultural field. When Kiri Te Kanawa sings uBlue Skies’’
with Nelson Riddle or Placido Domingo performs on television with John Denver,
the opera singers, legitimated as opera stars, continue the practices of old,
whether Adelina Patti singing “Home Sweet Home” or Jan Peerce singing
“Bluebird of Happiness." Public appreciation is reflected in top record sales. The
extent to which the Metropolitan Opera, hypothesized as the “top” of the
hierarchical field, participates in their legitimation for this greater freedom in the
border areas is something that must be empirically determined.
Thus, in the following study of non-music national circulation magazines, I
expect that the Metropolitan Opera will be cited as the location or desire of a
majority of the opera singers selected for coverage. I expect this because, in
opera as a cultural field, “live performance” should be the key factor in
determining success. Therefore, I expect that a media performance—whether on
record, radio, television, or video—will not be the occasion for coverage. I
recount this large amount of media activity to indicate that, if media performance
is not chosen for star coverage, it is not because there are too few media
performances. Rather, I recount the extensive amount of media reproduction
and dissemination (relative to live performance, not to mass media) to indicate
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that a test of the power of opera as a cultural field would be to retain its power to
legitimate those opera stars that are reproduced and disseminated.
Theoretically speaking, then, in trying to make a connection between the
cultural field as relatively autonomous and the market for large-scale production,
e.g., mass media. I am arguing that an opera singer must fulfill the obligations of
the cultural field in order to enter the border area without sanction, at least as an
“opera singer.” To test these ideas, I would expect that any opera star who is
selected for coverage outside the Met imprimatur would be in some way qualified
by the magazine contextualization. For example, a non-legitimated singer could
receive attention but in a media section or a cultural section of the magazine, not
under “Music.” Finally, as suggested above, the only challenging theatre from
the media point of view, not already clearly placed in the hierarchy like New York
City Opera, was the NBC Opera Theater. Its longevity and intentional
independence from existing institutions, in order to produce what Herbert Graf
called “Opera for the People,”105 could conceivably generate a solo article on an
opera singer. But in this case I would expect it to be an already legitimated role,
an American, and a “newsworthy” subject in social or political terms.
Theoretically, this argument confirms the “truism” in recording lore that a
“classical musician” must succeed in live performance before obtaining a
recording contract while a popular musician must first have a successful record
before obtaining a possibility for a “live tour.” This argument extends that notion
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to include other media reproductions of opera singers and opera itself. As many
authors argue, one effect of increased government subsidy and private
foundation support of the arts, especially at the local level, has been to spread
out live performance throughout major cities in the United States. And not unlike
the 1950s when entrepreneurs armed with a tape recorder were able to record
many “unknown” singers and operas, in the 1990s there is much private
recording and some opera video distribution available. As in the 1950s, the
European opera theaters are active in this form of distribution. Thus, although
repertoire is stable and shared, the cable television viewer is just as likely to see
performances from La Scala, Covent Garden, or the Vienna Opera as the Met.
Media dissemination and reproduction of opera also reinforces the international
character of opera as a cultural field. Thus the flow of European opera singers at
the hierarchically top levels of opera performance sites is unlikely to have been
diminished by recent media developments.
A key factor for this study, as will be described in the next chapter, is that
media reproduction and dissemination is the place where opera singers intersect
the celebrity process. Historically, opera singers through impresarios engaged in
the most up-to-date publicity techniques and maximization of exposure. The
media are a likely location for impresarios to push their “products" for individual
approbation and gain. It is here also in the media border area that pressing for
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popular exposure on the road to greater celebrity and the critical function within
opera as a cultural field will engage.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the star turns of Pavarotti and
Domingo. As described above, public television has attempted to benefit from
the achieved celebrity of the two, and now three tenors. But their very
marketability has brought about the type of critical carping noted in the cover
stories. In the next chapter, by at last turning to the non-music national
magazines themselves, I will attempt to use the case of Pavarotti to document in
empirical detail the way in which opera stars appear discursively in opera as a
cultural field.
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Chapter 4: Opera Singers and the American Press:
Representing the Trajectory of Operatic Success

City editors of newspapers throughout the land stole into the
music departments last week, found an unimportant story, stole it,
slapped it into their front pages. It was no new theft. They did the
same thing when Marion Talley made her debut two seasons ago
at the Metropolitan, and presently the telegrapher's daughter from
Kansas City was making hundreds of thousands of dollars. They
did it for Mary Lewis, the run-away girt from Little Rock, Ark., who
slipped overnight from the ranks of a ZiegfiekJ chorus to the bosom
of grand opera. They repeated it again last week for Grace Moore,
one time musical comedy star, of Hitchy-Koo, Up in the Clouds, of
Irving Berlin's Music Box Revue.
The city desk has used the same formula for all three
stories: There was the simple little girl who just stepped out on to
that great stage and sang her way into the hearts of her audience.
There was a special delegation of home folks. . . -a father, a
mother, a sister, three brothers, U.S. Senators Tyson and McKellar,
Representatives Hull and Garrett, and 100 friends. There were also
photographs with flowers and Chairman Otto H. Kahn of the
Metropolitan Board of Directors.
Songster Grace Moore surpassed her predecessors in the
quality of her message to other U.S. singers: "You CAN do it if you
have talent, persistence, courage, and the inward flam e!...
Musically speaking, she had not "done it." To the musically
intelligent, it mattered little that 22 years ago Grace Moore was just
a little thing in a muslin dress, lisping "Rock of Ages” in a
Tennessee Mountain Church. They confined their attentions to the
voice which Grace Moore, 27, used to sing Mimi in the special
performance of La Boheme which served for her debut. They
stamped [her voice] as fresh, smooth and appealing, but small,
often insecure, often unfaithful to pitch. Her acting, utterly
uninspired, was satisfactory by reason of its simplicity.
Said Critic Richard L. Stokes of the New York Evening
World: "Her very comprehensible alarm had not been conquered
when the moment befell for her first aria, ‘Mi chiamano Mimi,' which
contained so many errors of note and time particularly in the trick
opening phrase, that Mr. Bellezza in the orchestra pit must have
suffered not a few palpitations of angina pectoris. Like many
another tone in this act, the final high C was gratingly off pitch.”1
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This slightly condensed 1928 Time story about Grace Moore represents a
number of important components of the successful debut narrative of an opera
singer, brought to high relief by their exposure as formulaic. In his study of
Claims to Fame, Gamson states that, from the early twentieth century two
stories—celebrity as a natural phenomenon of greatness and celebrity as
artificially created—co-existed, but with some tension as the media had to find
ways to talk about their own role in creating celebrities. Time here illustrates one
way of dealing with that tension when the "celebrity text includes the story of its
own production."2 Time claims to catch other media in the act,3 thereby taking a
hierarchically superior discursive position by exposing the journalistic
“machinery." It is a "story about a story,” not unlike this chapter.
Like the Time story above, this chapter on the press makes several
distinctions concerning the press. First, in the terms of this study, Grace Moore's
performance reported in this magazine article is clearly marked as a
"transgression" of opera as a cultural field. The "success" is judged “undeserved”
by the quoted judgment of the cultural field of opera. Time's judgment is
supported by a named critic and that the critic comes from a New York
newspaper. As this chapter will explain, the New York press critics are important
“agents" in opera as a cultural field. An opera singer’s success is not, cannot be
of total manufacture since an opera singer must be able to exhibit some ability in
singing to appear on stage and cannot just &fi.4 Part of the “work” of “agents” in
the cultural field includes policing the boundaries through assessing quality,
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should other “market values" appear to dominate. In this story, the “market
values* are suggested by revealing the artificial nature of the singer’s “success”
when compared to critical opinion. In Bourdieu’s terms, the New York critics in
this case were the gatekeepers for Grace Moore's entrance into the cultural field,
commenting on what mattered for the "musically intelligent.”
Second, through its lead, Time sets itself apart from the “city editors
across the land.” This distinction suggests a self-proposed hierarchical position
for Time and also vis-a-vis the named New York city paper. It also calls into
relief the fact that Time extends its reach beyond the local, circulation of “city”
newspapers to reach inhabitants of all those cities. The relation of national
circulation magazines to newspapers is also part of this chapter.
Third, Time chastises those city editors of newspapers who “stole into
music departments” for an “unimportant story” as front-page news. The text
marks the move of the story from “the music departments” to the “front page” as
“stealing," with the editors “slapping i f on the front page. This is also considered
a type of transgression, but in this case as news that is ”unimportanf relative to
what should be front-page news. The format location of the magazine stories
about opera singers is another factor of importance. Also, this article raises the
question of what type of music story can make “news” significant enough for
coverage.
Finally, Time calls attention to the formulaic nature of this story, reiterating
in its second paragraph that "the city desk used the same formula for all three
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stories.” Time's criticism of the city editors is disingenuousness about using the
formula since they had also put Marion Talley on their front cover the year before
and they will use the formula again and again. What matters for this study is that
even as early as 1928 the formula is spelled out for the American singer, linking it
clearly with earlier and later Hollywood versions of a star is bom.
This chapter will report on how the press in America—both newspaper
and magazine—participates in legitimating, disseminating and reproducing opera
stars in a national context. In particular, the character and distinctions of the
hierarchy of print publications will be explained in light of their relation to opera as
a cultural field. A first goal here is to show the proximity of non-music national
circulation magazines to the border areas of opera as a cultural field and to
identify how the discursive audience we have identified in previous chapters is in
fact defined for these various publications.
A second goal, in light of the intended study, is to explain the components
of the magazine story, that is, to make explicit what has been demonstrated by
example in the previous chapters. What are the necessary components of the
story cited above on Grace Moore or the previous cover stories that headed each
chapter? Thus far I have argued that a magazine story must demonstrate that
the opera singer has met various criteria for entering opera as a cultural field,
such as performance at a hierarchically legitimate location and/or in a
hierarchically legitimated role and/or to hierarchically legitimated critical acclaim.
Here at the end of the chapter I will explain how, at the same time, the article
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must demonstrate for the readers of the magazine that the opera singer qualifies
for American celebrity by offering patterned biographical elements of what I will
call the celebrity tale. In sum, this chapter will address the issues of why "the city
desk has used the same formula for all three stories" of opera debuts. And, it will
begin to explain the formuiaic components of "the simple little giri who just
stepped out on to that great stage and sang her way into the hearts of her
audience."

THE AMERICAN PRESS: LEGITIMATING, REPRODUCING, AND
DISSEMINATING OPERA SINGERS

Hierarchy of Prats Criticism: Dally Newspapers and Legitimating Opera
Stars
Said Critic Richard L. Stokes of the New York Evening
World: "Her very comprehensible alarm had not been conquered
when the moment befell for her first aria, 'Mi chiamano Mimi,’ which
contained so many errors of note and time particularly in the trick
opening phrase, that Mr. Bellezza in the orchestra pit must have
suffered not a few palpitations of angina pectoris. Like many
another tone in this act, the final high C was gratingly off pitch.”
Significantly this paragraph concludes the article on Grace Moore's debut.
As is clear from the cited remark, the New York critics do not spare the "slip of a
thing in a muslin dress." And the remark is the support for the ironic comment on
the celebrity tale. This is not a singular practice. As James Baughman explains
in his history of the founder of Time, Henry Luce, writers often used the "punch
line" effect to invest the preceding paragraphs with farce. What is significant is
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that the “punch line” as it were is someone else’s, in this case the New York
critic. Here the “musically intelligent” are defined not only as a general class, as
in the pairing of “critics and public,” but are documented by a named source,
which reinforces the Time judgment.
As was discussed in chapter 2, the press has participated in critically
evaluating performers and performances and cultivating audiences since early in
the nineteenth century. The press provides the physical means for information
about stars and performance reviews to reach the particular publics who form
potential audiences, whether defined by interest, geographical location, or
preferred medium.5 Critics' reviews not only have the potential to cultivate future
audiences and prolong the possibility of repeat performances. They help to cue
other media critics or editors to potential opera star performances and provide an
interpretation for the audience who might actually have attended. These
evaluations become part of the written record of performance that can be
reconstructed for a work or performer at any future time in their career
trajectories.
In twentieth-century practice, of course, public relations, marketing, and
advertising industries have come to identify, develop, and exploit this powerful
avenue connecting performers with their potential audiences with their own
agenda and own preferred or sponsored stars. Free seats, press kits (including
former press reviews), glossy star photos, news releases and other “PR" have
supplemented the personal networks that interface the press and the potential
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star, along with performing institutions that also seek coverage. Although the
process itself has been increasingly institutionalized through differentiated
industries—most recently non-profit corporate development—the interface has
always been recognized to be mutually interdependent.6 Those nineteenthcentury opera impresarios who had to sen/e as their own "press agents" gleefully
report their press strategies in gaining coverage of their star performances and
performers as "media events."7
The interrelations between these industries and the press, which makes
the selection from what exists and what is conveniently packaged, forms part of
the celebrity critique8 as well as its process. But the number of variables relevant
to selection, especially for a star's being chosen to be reviewed in a general
periodical, defeats attempts to define the process as essentially determinist. The
press, with its own set of norms, routines, and practices, is a player and
participant. What gives an impression of consonance or collusion is the
reflection from the top of the celebrity pantheon, where the filtering process of is
less readily visible.
Historically, press reviews of musical performance developed in concert
with journalistic practice. Since the mid-nineteenth-century inaugurated the first
"serious” musical periodicals like Dwight's Journal o f Music and Etude,
newspapers regularly covered news about musical events. Newspapers
reported live performances as "local events.” With the increasing
acknowledgment of New York as the urban cultural center, the "quality" weeklies
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and monthlies began to report New York events as "national events" and viewed
the New York stage as presenting the agenda for which musical events were of
potential national interest.
The power of the New York musical critics in the interrelationship between
the music worlds and the media industries manifested itself in the appearance of
their signed articles in a new breed of national magazines begun in the early 20th
century. During the gilded age, the job of "music critic" was only gradually
solidified as a specialist function and articles were rarely signed.9 With the
success of the Curtis Publishers’ new magazines like Ladies Home Journal
(1903) and the Saturday Evening Post (1905), New York music critics like
William Armstrong and Henry Krehbiel were regularly featured in signed articles.
Musical America, the specialized monthly for the music "public," also originated
in this period and drew upon the New York press critics as contributors.10 The
interrelationship between editors on the New York press and national magazines
further solidified the centrality of New York performances to the national celebrity
agenda.
During the first half of the twentieth century, there was a range of New
York newspapers that had influential critics and that regularly reviewed operatic
performances. Many of those who regularly reviewed for the daily press also
wrote for the weekly magazines. For example, regular reviewers in the 1920s
included Richard Aldrich for the New York Times, Henry Krehbiel for the New
York Tribune, Deems Taylor of the New York World, and W.J. Henderson of the
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New York Sun with guest appearances by Ernest Newman for the New York
Evening Post.
In the 1940s, these same papers were still important on the reviewing
scene, as demonstrated by a perusal of cited reviews in the standard reference
work, Seitsam's Metropolitan Opera Annals for 1947. The 1946-1947
Metropolitan Opera season excerpts reviews from the New York Sun (Oscar
Thompson, Irving Kolodin), the New York Herald Tribune (Jerome D. Bohm,
Virgil Thomson), the New York Worid-Telegram (Louis Biancolli, Robert Bagar),
as well as the New York Times (Olin Downes).11
The mid-sixties spelled the end of this range of New York newspaper
criticism, with the merger and then demise of the Herald Tribune, Sun, and
Worid-Telegram.12The flurry of court cases and legislation surrounding the
growing concentration of newspaper ownership, and the passage of the
Newspaper Preservation Act in 1970, was noted in the society at large as well as
in the communications literature.13 In New York, by 1970, the number of largegeneral circulation dailies had dropped from 15 in 1900 to three, the Times, the
Daily News, and the Post. As the latter had primarily tabloid readerships, this left
the New York Times hierarchically unchallenged, as representing the "elite” or
"quality” daily newspaper in the field of classical music criticism.14
The hierarchy of press criticism is of course affected by the competition in
the newspaper field itself. As is obvious, the decline in newspaper competition in
major cities like New York decreases the number of voices involved in the critical
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review process and the gradual triumph of the New York Times is not only the
paper of record but also of review. According to a major music talent agent, "The
power of critics of the New York Times is greater than that of any other
newspaper in the city or nation. The paper's broad coverage of the arts, the
shortage of competitive newspapers in New York, and widespread consumer
dependence on critics are all elements of this power.... Critics on the Times have
had extraordinary clout for decades.”15 This influence is to a large extent
national. A debut for a work or a star must be made in New York because
managers, agents and producers around the U.S. read the New York Times' 6
And the Sunday Times New York Times Magazine with a strong national
circulation has functioned, as some of the early Sunday editions of nineteenthcentury New York papers, as a type of weekly, often featuring stories on New
York opera and musical personalities.17
Critics on the Times also differ from “any other newspaper in the city or
nation" in light of their hierarchical position as music critics within journalism. In a
recent survey of newspaper arts critics (nearly two-thirds male, mostly white and
average age 40), only about a quarter of the music critics majored in music or
studied music at all. ...In ten major cities with major performing arts companies,
few critics were hired originally for the critic's job, nor did many have arts-related
experiences before being given assignments as critics."16 Thus, aside from the
New York critics considered at the top of opera as a cultural field, a majority of
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press critics exemplify the non-restricted field in which legitimation occurs within
journalism, outside the field of music.
One other intersection of the world of New York newspaper criticism and
the “cultural field” of opera is of interest for our analysis. That is an early to mid
century phenomenon of the “composer-critic.” As discussed in the previous
chapter, several 19th century composers like Robert Schumann and Hector
Berlioz, turned to journalistic music criticism in order to support themselves in the
emerging role of the composer as an independent profession. This category is
represented in mid-twentieth-century American music by Aaron Copland and
Roger Sessions19 and in opera by such composers as Deems Taylor (New York
World) and Virgil Thomson (the New York Herald Tribune). Some of these
composers, like William Schumann, took positions at university institutions or
conservatories of musical training and instruction. After World War II music
scholars, like Columbia University musicologist Paul Henry Lang, wrote music
criticism for the New York Herald Tribune along with editing the major scholarly
publication, Musical Quarterly. In his 1971 The Experience o f Opera, which he
dedicates to the memory of “the good old Trib," Lang explains the role of the
critic:
The critic working for a daily newspaper is considerably
circumscribed in his field of action. On the one hand, the
‘entertainment industry,' with its box-office-oriented policies holds
him to a narrow horizon; on the other, there is a widespread notion
that the critic's sole duty is to report what happened and how. The
real and proper duty of the critic, however, is to convey his
impressions, to contribute his personal insights, to share his
professional knowledge; good criticism must be alive to the
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complexities of art and should enrich the experience of the
reader.20
He continues to explain the Tribune's enlightened and liberal policy, which
held no one to a strict journalist “code" and allowed him to spend more space
discussing the works than in reporting on the performance.
This differentiation between the Tribune and other daily newspapers was
continued at the New York Times, as befitting the hierarchical dominance and
perceived role of the elite New York newspaper critics. Harold C. Schonberg,
who joined the New York Times in 1950 as a music critic, was named senior
critic in 1960, won the Pulitzer Prize for criticism in 1971 and moved from senior
critic to cultural correspondent in 1980. As he describes his “forty-four years in
the business,” he emphasized that a critic should bring to the object much the
same mental processes that the creator had experienced” which means the critic
“has to have gone through equivalent studies and development."21 Schonberg
protests that in the long run, “a work of art eventually finds its place in the
hierarchy” and the public operates independently of criticism.22 His view of the
public is belied by the titles of his books— 77re Lives o f the Great Composers,
The Great Pianists, The Great Conductors, and The Virtuosi—which give no
doubt as to his view of the critic's role in identifying the “greats” in the classical
music hierarchy.
Schonberg's successor as Senior Music Editor, Donal Henahan, was
“anointed” in the column cited above and continues in this position. Others, of
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course, review for the New York Times. As will be suggested below, the role of
the New York Times as a national paper and cultural capital has offered a large
“newshole" for the arts in which many of the critics in the New York City area can
occasionally contribute. For this study I expect the developing hierarchy of New
York press music and opera criticism wiii intersect the non-music press in a
several ways. First, I expect that in the non-music press the New York press
critics will be cited to provide evidence of the legitimation of opera stars in the
early decades of the twentieth century, by name, by newspaper or by category.
As the non-music press develops its own hierarchical location, such named
critical citations will decrease in the non-music press. Rather, I expect that the
naming of critics will be substituted by the generic category of “critics,” as in the
audience formulae that have been cited throughout the analysis. It is to this
location we now turn.

Reproduction end Dissemlneting Opere Singers: The Role o f the Netlonel
Circuletion Magazines
Magazines, as an important genre of print publication, came into
prominence in America after the Civil War. As is evidenced by the frequent
citation of these magazines in Levine's portrayal of opera performance in the
latter half of the century, many of these magazines (usually begun by New York
City book publishers) featured news for what was called “the cultured
generation.”23 For example, Harper’s, Century Illustrated, Scribner’s and the
Atlantic Monthly were classed by magazine historian Frank Luther Mott as
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“quality magazines”; Harper’s, the leading magazine before the 1900s, was
designed for the educated middle class “in homes where ample incomes are
enjoyed."24 Two of these four magazines have survived through various
transformations to the present day as monthlies. Although Harper’s and the
Atlantic both still carry essays on culture and the “arts," and some features on
individuals, their arts reviewing role has long since been overtaken by other
magazines.
In standard histories, the first mass-market magazines are dated from the
million-mark circulation of Curtis Publisher’s Ladies Home Journal begun in
190325 Curtis had purchased the Saturday Evening Post in 1897 as a
combination weekly newspaper and literary magazine, attempting to appeal to
basic American values as a “family magazine” for “middle America.” it included
fiction as well as “popular biographies”; by 1920 its circulation was 2 million, by
1930 3 million, and by the 1960s, before its demise, it had reached 6 million in
circulation.26 Its success encouraged additional monthly magazines like Colliers,
Saturday Review, and Esquire. These magazines were the middle-class
descendants of the gilded age cultural magazines and continued to include both
fiction and features, along with some news analysis of the day. Profiles of the
famous were included and, as will be discussed, these magazines developed a
formula for celebrity portrayal that becomes extremely important for this study of
opera singers.
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A third type of national circulation magazine was the “digest," begun as a
magazine that offered select and condensed information, including individual
profiles.27 Funk and Wagnall’s had established the Literary Digest in 1890 as a
weekly of condensed information, including current and popular interest items,
addressed more to the newspaper audience than the middle-class. Literary
Digest regularly carried articles on the opera celebrities like Enrico Caruso and
Geraldine Farrar. Although in its prime during the 1910s and 1920s it was
second only to the Saturday Evening Post, the Literary Digest was one of the
magazines edged out by the success of Time, with which it merged in 1938.28
Reader’s Digest, today the largest circulation magazine next to 7V Guide, was a
similar format established in 1922. Edited for over half a century by DeWitt and
Lila Wallace, its international circulation is “influential in representing the
American dream and individual success." In 1951 Time magazine credited
Reader's Digest for having initiated the dominant role of nonfiction articles in
American magazines and for influencing the individual and education of the
American people.29 The heritage of representing the individual and the American
dream becomes important to the study of how opera singers are presented
during the years of this study.
The Newsmagazine
The beginning of the weekly newsmagazine with Time in 1923 and Newsweek in
1933 made the focus on “music as news” explicit. These magazines offered a
new format for music articles, and their weekly publication made using a
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"performance" as national news a practical possibility. Just as movie houses
adjusted to the new media environment of the twenties with "newsreels,” and
radio programs coped with presenting news without pictures, these
newsmagazines eliminated the fiction, poetry, and ”nonfiction” of the monthlies.
In their place were formulated news ”items" and ”articles” that reviewed and
sifted opinion through feature writing. The unidentified authors of articles had the
"leisure to digest” (and sometimes incorporate) the opinions of the "local”
newspaper critics to certify their selection of "news." In fact, sifting others' news,
including performance reviews, became standard practice at Time. They didn't
need to have attended the performance to write as if they had.
Descriptions of the first several decades of Time, as rendered by James
Baughman's biography of Time founder Henry R. Luce, suggest that the
anonymous reviewers were not only anonymous but also amateur both in the
field of their writing and in journalism itself.30 This lack of expertise, according to
the founder, made the writers more effective in conveying information. They
developed a style of writing known as “77me-ese," which has been described as
attention to the small and inconsequential detail, the physical features of a news
setting or newsmakers, the invented word or epithet.31 This visual presence,
according to Baughman, was suited for the age of film and photograph with the
expected iconographic sensibility of the expected audience.32 Physical details
also claimed the appositive as an economic form of expression. So the phrasemaking "telegrapher’s daughter," "run-away girt,” and "songster Grace Moore”
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from the 1928 Time story above became a trademark, and visual details offered
the excuse for euphemisms of body description and aesthetic appreciation.
Given that the focus of this study is on opera singers as stars, several
other characteristics of Time magazine are relevant. First, Time's focus on
newsmakers as news meant that personalities became the center of their
reporting. Although their feature of “Man of the Year’’ did not begin until 1938, in
its first 8 years Time put an individual on the cover just under 95 percent of the
time.33 Hence Time's 1928 cover story on Maria Jeritza, along with the
numerous other cover singers, fits the pattern of “names make news." According
to Baughman, this focus on individuals was not unique or even new. An increase
in magazine circulation since the 1890s was in part attributable to the reliance on
biographical features in magazines like Colliers and the Saturday Evening Post.
Newspapers too had begun to feature the “human interest story.” Another
important influence on the emergence of individual portraits as news was the
concurrent rise, in the 1920s, of the film magazines.
Second, the style of the whole magazine was edited to a “rigorous
consistency,” as the product of “one intelligence, with only few bylines and
increasingly rare attributions.34 Its omniscient tone with the weekly deadline
meant that “music news" too emerged in the all-knowing voice, with the
pronouncement on a given performance already digested, ready for clever
synthesis. Thus the opening of the review of Grace Moore's performance—“City
editors of newspapers throughout the land stole into music departments last
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week, found an unimportant story, stole it, slapped it onto the front pages"—
represents Time’s omniscient (and some would say "sneering") tone. Time saw
the pattern, mocked it, and in so doing used it too. Importantly, the recognition of
the elements in a "music story” that make "news" is a formula that will recur not
only from the city desk but in Time and Newsweek
A third aspect of Time that is important to this analysis is the clear
labeling of magazine sections, with format aiding clarity. Compared to front
pages of contemporary newspapers35 or the successive features and fiction/non
fiction mix of magazines, the clarity of section titles signaled the "busy” reader.
"Music” thus became a regular section at "the back-of-the-book,” as it was called.
Thus not only was the "Music” section predictable but even a cover story would
alert (See Music) for the most famous singer. The weekly regularity suggests a
"news hole” for music; for this study, it will be important to note if any article on a
singer does not appear in a section labeled music or opera.
Finally, as Baughman emphasizes, Time told news as "stories.” Instead of
pyramid journalism that had been adopted in the late nineteenth century by
"objective” journalists,36 here the editors emphasized narrative, stories with
beginnings, middles and ends. Telling the story how a reader might experience it
meant that the Time formula would encourage using performance as a story’s
raison d’etre, as an entry point for the reader who could then find out about the
person at its center. This formula will have several implications for this study, as
will be discussed below. The key aspect here is that the performance as "news”
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links the “critical" function with the informational one. Thus, as Time attends the
performance it can not only tell you whether or not it is good; it can also lean over
and tell you the gossip about who is singing, with both critical and “public"
reaction. Its gentle chiding of the critics (“critics carp”) from the Jeritza cover
story in the same year as the above article on Grace Moore places the readers in
the audience.
What of the intended and actual audience for newsmagazines? Magazine
historians, readers’ surveys, and advertisers agree that the target audience was
the business-oriented middle and upper middle class.37 The magazine was
intended for the increasing number of educated residents of medium-sized cities
where the local newspapers were judged too local. Luce described him as “the
gentleman from Indiana,” the small and large capitalist, the “practical man” of
enterprise. What is important here is that the readership matches the potential
“bourgeois” audience for opera and “art music” in general, as described in
relation to opera as a cultural field. By continuing to describe the “discursive
audience” for opera singers as “the critics” and “the man in the street,” Time is
able to locate through its form of address the reader, the practical man of
enterprise and success, who is neither critic nor public. A more cynical
assessment of the audience member described him as the “literate Philistine.”38
Baughman is not alone in locating Time's attention to the “arts” among the
many other versions of what he labels “the national cultural machinery” arising in
the 1920s and 1930s to address the cultural needs of the middle class. In
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addition to the Book of the Month club mentioned in the last chapter, Baughman
adds the Harvard University “Great Books” bought by 400,000 and the radio
programs hosted by Woolcott and Phelps which selected literature for the “busy
American.” The origins of the Metropolitan Opera radio broadcasts and record
clubs discussed in the last chapter also fit into this “middle-brow” milieu. As Joan
Shelley Rubin nicely explains, attaining “culture" was not acquiring aesthetic
judgment or critical understanding but of receiving inside information.39 This type
of “public gossip" about opera singers is central to the way in which performance
“news” is most effectively coupled to celebrity gossip.
Finally, as befits the emphasis of this study, the magazine was considered
“national” while the audience was dubbed “cosmopolitan," that is, interested in
world affairs. To use Bourdieu’s terms, if the magazine audience as primarily
businessmen possessed economic capital, what these magazines could provide
is cultural capital, that is, the insider knowledge with which to demonstrate
>

membership and upward mobility in social settings. Time is intentionally and
outspokenly “cosmopolitan,” that is, with its major section devoted to
“International Affairs." What better way to mark the cosmopolite from the
philistine than by including international cultural figures as well. As I will argue in
later chapters, this “cosmopolitan" focus had several impacts in the way in which
the opera stars stories unfolded. At minimum, this focus meant that indeed
international imports like Maria Jeritza or Luciano Pavarotti would not be
excluded; in fact, they might lend a “bit of class” and distinction.
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Newsweek, founded in 1933, made several efforts to distinguish itself from
Time magazine—especially by including a separation between editorial and
news, using 7 photos on its cover, etc. While there was a period in the 1950s
and 1960s in which some analysts found a difference between the magazines, by
the 1970s Herbert Gans couid suggest that in fact they hardly differed.40 Except
perhaps by circulation, as Newsweek has always been between half and twothirds the size of Time. For the period of this study, as will be discussed below,
these two newsmagazines have useful attributes for the study of opera singers
as celebrities.
Other weekly magazines have the potential for featuring opera singers as
well. The so-called picture magazines, which had a large circulation in mid
century, have a particular relevance. The founding of Life magazine in 1936, by
the Time magazine founder Henry Luce, set the trend. A few aspects of its “life”
between 1936 and 1972 are salient for this study. First, according to Baughman,
one of Life's most important missions was to “elucidate high culture to readers.”41
Many commentators rightfully remark on the use of Life to “reproduce and
disseminate" art and photography; as Carl Mydans remarked in 1959, Ufa was
“the greatest disseminator of art that mankind has ever known.”42 But Life also
used photographs to explain Richard Wagner’s Ring o f the Nibelungs and
regularly addressed the pictorially reproducible parts of music, that is the “stars.”
This “high culture mission” was successfully joined to Life's habit of “packaging”
stories with attractive young women, with “charm, sex and glamour* in every
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issue. Thus it was not surprising to find frequent photospreads featuring “pretty
and handsome” opera stars in costumes that made the most of their charm, sex
and glamour. The use of photos influenced Look magazine and other magazines
eager to boost circulation. The post-war emphasis on “nationalism and Life’s
family ideal" described by Wendy Kozol43 did not end the potential use of opera
singers; quite the contrary. Beginning in 1947, Luce standardized the practice of
including a serious feature on the arts or idea in each issue because the
expanding machine had “slowly deadened our aristocratic sense.”44
“Pretty and handsome" opera singers could be portrayed both in costume
and “at home,” in professional and domestic circumstances, in glamour and in
everyday—in fact, the formula for celebrity as will be discussed below. Opera
singers presented the perfect package. Not only could they fill the starlet role but
they could respond to Luce's desire as to be “cultural missionary.”
Life expired in 1972, and People magazine was bom in 1974. Although
some “unknowns” were featured, its focus on celebrity was explicit. People
represented the new sources of celebrity—television and popular music—along
with film stars. The format did not exclude opera singers; and, given its focus
and weekly appearance opera singers could offer variety if not the earlier
“pretensions” to enlighten. While the magazines in the Time, Inc. empire came to
stand for what critics in the 1950 and 60s mass culture debate decried as
“middlebrow,” they also continued to incorporate attention to the arts to the
present day that makes them a useful source for longitudinal studies.
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Weeklies. Biweeklies and Monthlies
Biweeklies and monthlies also provide “opera news. There are several
interesting intersections of monthlies and opera that reinforce the notion of the
upscale audience suggested above.
A first type is the periodical product of New York as a cultural capital. By
their titles, the New Yorker, New York, and even the New York Times Magazine
signal their location of publication. A case could be made that both the New
Yorker and the New York Times Magazine take on a national circulation as
“cultural weeklies.” Certainly both frequently feature articles on opera and opera
singers, along with profiles of other musicians and music personalities as fits the
image of New York as cultural capital. A recent appraisal has suggested that the
performance reviews of Andrew Porter of the New Yorker and Peter G. Davis of
New York are considered important to performing success at the national level.45
The physical location of both these magazines is made obvious by their titles.46
Most other cities have followed suit in publishing a monthly magazine about their
city, like New York, which would include local music performances. But for this
study I have excluded all magazines with New York in the title for the most
conservative approach.
A second type is related to the first successful “mass m arker magazine,
Ladies Home Journal. These are the monthlies that target either men or women,
as expressed most simply in their titles. Following upon the success of Ladies
Home Journal, other magazines like Good Housekeeping and Better Homes and
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Gardens, were joined by magazines sponsored by dress pattern makers,
McCalls and Vogue. Throughout the century, these magazines featured stories
about opera singers and their lives. In terms of this study, I did not expect these
magazines to be first to feature an article on an opera singer but, as will be
described below, I do see that such articles can be an aid to building operatic
celebrity for a broader population. For example, the story line of the two films
recounted in the last chapter is not so different from women's magazine features
on the life of Geraldine Farrar in the 1910s and 1920s or more recently Cecilia
Bartoli.
Magazines for men also featured opera singers. For example, Esquire
was begun in 1933, the same year as Newsweek. By title and byline, "Man at his
best," the target audience of upscale men is clear.47 But such men were also
deemed interested in women, at least to judge by the Vargas girl foldouts, which
coincided with attention to new opera singers; Martin Mayer was the arts critic for
Esquire for over twenty years. After a New York Times profile of Rudolf Bing in
the 1960s, he then helped him write his Five Thousand Nights at the Opera and
was commissioned to write the centenary history of The Met. Of his other ten
books, another is on Pavarotti.
This type of fluidity within the hierarchy of music critical circles continues,
especially in New York. Similarly, other monthlies at various times take on a
regular music critic, such as the monthlies like Forbes and Commentary (founded
in 1945). According to readership surveys, the audience for these magazines is
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primarily male, college-educated, and over 40.4® The critics writing for these
publications, Albert Innaurato, and Terry Teachout, began writing for daily
newspapers in Philadelphia and New York (New York Daily News) respectively,
and have gone on to occasional articles to monthlies like Vogue or Vanity Fair.
More recently they have assumed music critic posts at Forbes and Commentary;
both have made occasional contributions to Newsweek or Time as well. Both
their bylines read that they also regularly write for Opera News. As writers for the
monthlies, they may be less likely to feature "performance reviews" but would
again serve similar functions to newsweekly critics—noting the "people to watch”
for their upscale audiences. Again, it would be significant if these magazines
carried the first article on the opera singer.
Post-war newsweekly writers also wrote for other venues. Emily
Coleman, a critic for Newsweek in the 1960s and 1970s, upon retirement wrote
about her opera friends for Opera News. Michael Walsh, 1980s and 1990s critic
for Time, also writes the type of serious musical guides to opera and classical
music which had earlier been written by scholar critics like Aaron Copland and
Paul Henry Lang. The continuing trades and exchanges in the border areas of
the cultural field is contemporaneously illustrated by those who manage to use
their critical expertise to move into opera performance or participation.
University-based scholars of opera such as Jeremy Tambling have directed
opera productions in Hong Kong, and Will Crutchfield, New York Times critic,
directs his first performance for Washington Opera in 1999. Wayne
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Koestenbaum, Yale author of The Queen’s Throat, wrote the libretto for a new
American opera based on the life of Jackie O.
In sum, magazines represent an active border area for describing and
ranking the singers in opera as a cultural field. Some magazine critics, primarily
those that are able to participate in the opera world in New York and environs,
may be brought into a position of more powerful influence vis-ei-vis the monthly
magazines. And not unlike the New York Times or New York Herald Tribune
critics described above, magazine writers also extend their influence and
livelihood by additional publications in book form. Magazine critics can enter the
opera field and move relatively freely among these select publications, and
importantly they do not eschew the Metropolitan Opera magazine, Opera News,
at the institutional center of the cultural field. However, with reference to opera
as a cultural field, I discovered no critic for the Tribune or the Times who wrote
for magazines; nor did I discover any magazine writer who subsequently
obtained a position on a New York newspaper staff.
Music Magazines
Historically, although they do not enter the study, a final important periodical
influence in the music world is the “music magazine.” Music magazines
flourished from the mid-nineteenth century, first for the music trades and
professionals. The most influential and longest lasting was Musical America,
begun in 1898 and in mid-century the location whereby a musician “had to be
reviewed” in order to make it in “middle America.”49 These magazines, along
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with others like Etude for music teachers and Music Quarterly for music scholars,
represented a range of musical interests. The second relevant branch began
with the magazines for the new record companies, like The Talking Machine
Wortd, which were transformed into record reviews like High Fidelity. As
indicated in the last chapter, the growth in the recording industry as representing
musical life resulted in the merger of Musical America and High Fidelity in 1965;
in this form it lasted until 1992. The survival of Opera News in this environment,
along with the growth of specialized magazines, becomes even more interesting.
According to Zucker, as of 1995 thirteen American music magazines had ceased
publication. In addition to Musical America and High Fidelity, he cites Diva,
Music Journal, Keynote, Opera Digest, Opera Guide, the New Records, Opus,
Ovation, Classical, Sonorities, and Spotlight, the magazine of the New York City
Opera.50
Meanwhile, outside the scholarly music journals a selection of “fan
magazines” have sporadically arisen prior to the advent of Internet. Opera
Quarterly spans carries articles mostly written outside the academy by
knowledgeable collectors, writers, and media personnel. Thus articles by radio
show hosts from classical music stations, freelance writers, playwrights, and
collectors may include pieces on individual performers. Other fan magazines,
such as Opera Fanatic and Opera Monthly, both out of New York, attempted to
fill in the perceived gaps of writing on performers for fans. Thus, Stefan Zucker,
late-night talk show host on Columbia University’s opera program, has issued
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four copies of Opera Fanatic. According to Zucker, Bob Jacobson, the late editor
of Opera News, exhorted him to "Do the stories we cant,” prior to publication of
the first issue of Opera Fanatic; "Every other music publication is in thrall to the
establishment."51 Among the stories that editor Stefan Zucker is proud of are
"such taboo topics" as the involvement of over 40 celebrity singers with Lyndon
La Rouche, the Metropolitan Opera's secret use of microphone amplification at
performances, and his readers' 2/3rds disapproval rating of the Metropolitan
Opera. Other activities of the Bel Canto Society, established in 1968, include the
presentation of ten operas, several concerts, interviews and master classes, and
the Opera Fanatic catalog of video and audio opera cassettes. Neither of these
fan magazines was able to survive for more than a few years, however.
Thus, the post-war development of specialized magazines needs to be
interpreted carefully within the range devoted to "classical music." The 1965
merger of Musical America and High Fidelity suggests a few important ideas. By
1965, with Elvis and Beatles already ascended, the notion of what "musical
America” might contain or cover had already come into question. It was no
longer the divide between "classical” and "popular” that had to be bridged, but the
complexity of the addition of rock, folk and country to the mix that had before
encompassed Sousa, Sinatra, and Pinza. The solution to magazine survival, that
is a merger with the consumer-oriented part of the music business, linked music
to its most readily purchasable form—recordings. Even Opera News at this time
began regularly featuring a "recording issue" along with record reviews. Too,
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with the rise of the LP, the role of “liner notes” in providing “nationally available”
musical information can not be underestimated. The multilingual “back covers” of
album jackets along with liner notes took on some of the “educational” aspects of
earlier music magazines. Record guides like Schwann amplified these liner
notes and record club magazines supplied monthly articles with their selections.
But even with record reviews, Musical America could not hold together and
folded in the mid-1980s. Thus, despite many of the additional attempts cited by
Zucker, the magazine that has survived and thrived in specialization has been
Opera News, at the center of opera as a cultural field.
Summary of Magazines and Opera Sinoers
Overall, then, in the hierarchy of weekly and monthly magazines that have arisen
or folded during the twentieth century, those most likely to feature an article
about opera or an opera singer share certain common characteristics. First, the
newsmagazines, the culture magazines, and the gender-defined magazines, like
Esquire or Vogue, have target markets that would be described as “upscale.”
Second, these publications also make it a part of their philosophy to identify
celebrities, through interviews and/or photos. Third, their marketing and editorial
statements specify their role in cultivating “taste” on behalf of their readers.
Therefore, their selection of opera singers coupled with the photographic
requirements suggest a formula for celebrity that would lend itself to the “pretty
and handsome” American singers of the last chapter, along with the hierarchical
adjudication embodied in their location as performers at the Met. Given these
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descriptive details of non-music publications, then, one would expect that the first
article on an opera singer in a non-music magazine would likely appear in a
weekly magazine, such as Time and Newsweek.“ Again, exceptions to this
expectation are to be noted and explained as significant. I would expect that any
exception would refer to an American singer.
The post-war growth of niche magazines for targeted, specialized
audiences actually supports the study’s use of magazines like Time and
Newsweek, as well as the range of general magazines from throughout the
century. Readers especially interested in music or in opera had a number of
choices from the “cultural oriented” magazines and could be regularly “targeted"
through mailing lists, whether from the “cultural field” of opera series subscribers
or the Metropolitan Opera Guild or from media list sources like classical music
record clubs. Therefore, the representation of opera and opera singers in non
music magazines with a national circulation does not have to fill that function.
Second, overtime these general national-circulation magazines have
maintained their subscriber profile as “upscale.” This target audience remains
the most likely group from which to “recruit" potential audience members for the
live performance of opera, even locally, as well as the likely record buyers and
public television viewers. Also, as Bourdieu’s theory of the “cultural field” would
suggest and my argument asserts, these magazines are part of the “boundary
area" for the cultural field through which opera singers can be made known
outside the “cultured” audience for opera. This is the audience for whom the
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valuation of opera as a “prestige" art would theoretically matter. Finally, such
magazines reinforce a nationally based hierarchy in which the Met, as on top of
the hierarchy of opera institutions, can be delivered.
Obviously, these magazines have not been unaffected by the passage of
time. As suggested above, many of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
magazines have either been transformed, like Harper’s or The Atlantic, or have
ceased, like Collier’s and Saturday Evening Post. The most salient change in the
magazine market, as for many other media, came in the post-war television era
with the rise of specialized or “niche" magazines in the 1960s.53 However, while
the so-called “general interest” mass circulation magazine has indeed been
superseded, the “news” magazines have maintained their overall place in the
magazine market as a whole. According to a 1990 Advertising Age survey, Time
magazine, is at third place in revenues. After the industry leader, TV Guide,
Time is only slightly behind second-place People magazine in terms of total
revenue but is ahead in advertising revenue and way ahead in subscription
revenue. Newsweek is ranked sixth, and the other magazines in which certainly
female opera stars have regularly appeared—Ladies Home Journal, Better
Homes and Gardens, and Good Housekeeping—are also in the top 15
magazines in terms of revenue.54 Too, the type of goods advertised in the
national magazines like Time and Newsweek would also fit the desirable
profile—where better for Rolex watch ads featuring opera stars.
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A more serious objection might be raised in light of Baughman’s claim
that, in the 1980s and 1990s, these magazines have declined in their importance
for “cosmopolitan consumers of news.”55 Certainly, the national distribution of
the New York Times has enabled it to act more like a national newspaper,
especially in matters of politics and policy formation, and television newscasts
increased in their “short and knowing summaries.” More serious media
commentators both measured and deplored their decline in proportion of space
devoted to news coverage in the 1980s. What they deplored, however, was the
very type of increase in the “soft” or back-of-the-book cultural and social material
that would have influence on the selection and representation of opera singers in
the “cultural field." As one commentator remarked, these magazines became
“the respectable way to get materials that's gossipy and light."56 Thus the role of
newsmagazines for representing opera stars is still in place. In fact, it could be
argued that the newsmagazines have resumed the role that national magazines
originated in the nineteenth-century, namely to offer inside information to those
outside the “capitals" (both Washington and New York) about cultural and social
trends.
Finally, given the fact that this study aims to look at opera stars over
almost a century, the long lives of some of these magazines is critical at the
structural level to being able to confirm patterns of selection and coverage over
time. Many communication scholars have used these magazines for this very
purpose, especially for social and cultural issues.57 However, as will be
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explained, the selection method for this study made the first cut for selecting
material the opera singers, rather than the magazine, so theoretically any
national circulation magazine might actually be included. Thus, during early and
mid-century when magazines like Collier’s and Saturday Evening Post were
popular, they too can become part of this historical trajectory of opera stars in
non-music national magazines.

THE AMERICAN PRESS HIERARCHY AND OPERA STARDOM
This wide-ranging discussion of the role of the press in legitimating, reproducing,
and disseminating opera singers can be best illustrated by a particular example.
In an earlier study of the press trajectory of Luciano Pavarotti, I analyzed the
newspaper reviews of his opera appearances up until the role deemed his
“success" in 1972 and the subsequent magazine coverage through the period of
both his “cover stories.” Several aspects of this study recapitulate previous
points and relate print reviews and media.56

The Critical Press and Operatic Success
When he debuted at the Metropolitan Opera in 1968, Luciano Pavarotti had
already been applauded as the singing partner of Joan Sutherland in a 1965 tour
of Australia and their mutual success at Covent Garden. He had also sung in
San Francisco and Chicago, the two second-tier opera houses in the U.S. but he
admits that “for the most part, it is extremely rare to be considered a top-rank
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singer by the American musical establishment without the Met’s stamp of
approval.”58 This statement confirms from the performer’s view the theoretical
proposition about the hierarchy of performance sites.
The New York Times day-after review of his Nov. 23,1968 debut as
Rodolfo in La Boheme, one of the standard three operas in the repertoire,
acknowledged his debut. However, his review was not extraordinary and was
flanked by two bylined performance reviews by the senior music and theatre
reviewers. Of his next two performances at the Met in 1970, only one was
reviewed and he received only two sentences. His performance of March 12,
1971 was his second Rodolfo and gained his first accolade. Harold C.
Schonberg, the hierarchically top reviewer at the hierarchically top newspaper,
wrote the review, with a four-column headline—“Pavarotti at Met: A Golden-Age
Voice.” The confluence of top hierarchical factors in this review created the
conditions for potential national attention. Pavarotti was “pleased to read the
‘rave’ notice of Harold Schonberg.... After Schonberg's review, comparing him
with the greats of the past, everyone told him he was really ’made."50 Again, in
light of theoretical discussion, this comparison with the “greats of the past" is one
of the necessary conditions for placing Pavarotti in the hierarchy (in this case of
tenor greats) and for the type of reflexive history that will confer legitimation on
the new entrant to the hierarchy. Finally, as a part of the news values, the
headline created one of the types of quotations—“a Golden-Age voice”—that can
help distribute and propel the evaluation more broadly through further quotation
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by other sources. Thus, for Pavarotti’s return to the Met in 1972, he was met in
advance in Philadelphia (where again he was appearing with an already
legitimated soprano, Beverly Sills) to obtain the type of predictive statement that
would also rebound in the attention by Time.
The Time magazine story from January 31,1972, is notable in this
trajectory for its inaccuracy. It talks of his “sensational Metropolitan Opera debut"
in 1968 and of opera’s beginnings in the 18th century. The story focus is in its
headline, “King of the C,” and predicts that “his current singing season will reach
a peak at the Met next month" in his most “stratospheric showpiece, an aria with
nine high Cs." The hierarchically superlative language is significant. He appears
with Joan Sutherland, already a legitimated star with her 1961 Met debut. As
evidence of his learning from Soprano Sutherland, her husband reports that “he
was always feeling Joan's tummy to find out how she breathed.” Pavarotti’s
physicality with women, as was noted in the introduction, already enters the
national profile with the husband’s approval.61
This first non-music magazine article on Pavarotti represents what I call in
this study the “entry" article, or the first article on an opera singer to appear in a
non-music magazine. This article fulfils the necessary conditions for opera as a
cultural field. The article mentions the Met appropriately hierarchically, offers the
legitimation of Pavarotti by both an established star and her husband conductor,
and states success in a legitimated operatic role—in this case both Rodolfo and
the upcoming Tonio in The Daughter of the Regiment (Donizetti). It also offers
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an appropriate succession of “successes,” from winning a singing contest in Italy
to “discovery” by Sutherland and her husband, a story/career element to be
elaborated below. And the audience that Time describes as “alternatively
gasping and yelling" at Pavarotti’s high notes is extended discursively to its
national readers.
Obviously, not all opera singers who receive attention in a non-music
magazine go on to become a “Pavarotti.” What else is necessary? In the study
of Pavarotti I suggest an answer that will be elaborated below. According to his
manager, in the attention turned to Pavarotti on the “sheer virtuosity of his
singing," the “public began to learn that Luciano was also a delightful personality
in his own right.”62 In order for a singer to be attended to both beyond the “entry”
article and, more broadly, to other media, “personality” must be added to “artistry”
as the recipe for celebrity. Pavarotti states it clearly:
In opera, as with any other performing art, to be in great demand
and to command high fees you must be good, of course, but you
must also be famous. They are two different things. The first thing
always happens well before the second.63
In light of the discussion of the magazines above, however, I want to add
the more penetrating insight of Pavarotti’s biographical collaborator, William
Wright, who suggests that a “great artist” needs both “beautiful sounds” and a
“beautiful nature." “Could it be that the general public is better at perceiving an
essential to great artistry than the people who know or follow voice.?"64 Here one
finds coupled the Romantic connection between good art and "moral" good, the
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necessity for being what Leontyne Price felt was the American need for a star to
also be a “nice person.” This quotation states unequivocally what has been
suggested all along as the equation for operatic celebrity in American national
magazine stories—the cognoscenti must approve but the “man in the street” is
necessary for the opera singer to be operatic celebrity. Estimating value for the
“discursive” audience requires not just the addition of personality but the
assertion of its connection to “art” and “goodness” as a necessary combination to
legitimate an opera singer for stardom in America.

The Relation between the Magazine Pres* and the Media
The “entry article” on Pavarotti can also be used as a benchmark against which
to profile the type of press trajectory that must support the enlargement of the
audience for whom Pavarotti might become a celebrity. In my study of Pavarotti,
I charted the print attention to Pavarotti beginning with his 1968 debut through his
first autobiography in 1981. As can be seen in Figure 4.1 (page 305), a definite
pattern emerges. Not only did increased attention result from his success in La
Fille, but the attention also broadened to more types of general circulation
magazines. After the standard “debut” article in Opera News in 1968, attention in
other music magazines emerged after the success in La Fille. Additionally, the
Time story was accompanied by other news magazine coverage; the nine high
Cs brought him to the attention of the magazines of people and trends, such as
Esquire, Life, and the Christian Science Monitor.
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The figure shows two other clear patterns. First, in the years of 1974 and
1975 when he does not perform in the U.S.. no stories appear in periodicals.
Upon his 1976 return to the Metropolitan Opera in his third La Boheme, he not
only receives national magazine coverage, but his first news magazine cover
story. As will be discussed more fully in chapter 8, a cover story is a press signal
of both potential superstardom and also a part of a continuing larger master
narrative about what opera singers mean in America. The publication of two
cover stories on Pavarotti in this period offers a useful location for analysis of this
superstar trend.
Comparing the type and amount of press coverage with Pavarotti's media
appearances marks another clear pattern. As discussed in chapter 3, he
appears as Rodolfo in the first Live from the Met in 1977, his first televised solo
recital in 1978, a televised recital with Joan Sutherland in 1979, and his first TV
master classes in 1980. Following his televised opera appearance, Pavarotti is
profiled in the mass circulation magazines like People and Readers Digest.
While it is true that Pavarotti maximized the use of the media in his own career, it
is also probable that he was perceived by the media institutions as having value
for them. Certainly the history of Pavarotti and public television are intertwined
through the rest of this century. Thus media performances, especially from
legitimated institutions like the Metropolitan Opera, can confer the conditions
under which an opera singer might be selected for press attention beyond the
"entry” article. Too, there is a symbiotic relationship between legitimacy for
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particular audiences and status of medium. Pavarotti’s frequent appearances on
“The Tonight Show” as a guest of Johnny Carson allows him to embody the
opera singer celebrity performer he can both sing an opera aria with the famous
white handkerchief and chat from the couch as a Tunny man with an accent.” As
the performer moves farther and farther away from performance as a raison
d'6tre for press coverage, his “artistry" becomes a given, a proved attribute for
celebrity in non-music publications.
At the same time, for music periodicals and the "critical press” like the
New York Times, the celebrity both assures coverage and reinforces the critics’
role within opera as a cultural field to maintain vigilance about performance
standards. Thus, as Pavarotti says, "Critics say, 'all right, you can do Ballo. What
about Trovatore?’...[They] sometimes make it appear that there are so many
hurdles before you can arrive at some imaginary finish line."65 Too, from the
performer’s point of view, the positioning (to use Bourdieu's phrase) of the
performer not only in the "feats" of performance but also in the hierarchy of
"greats" in effect raises the critical bar. Pavarotti cites Giuseppe de Stefano, a
legendary tenor to whom he is frequently compared, on this issue:
It is hard enough [to go out before an audience and sing] if you are
just another distinguished opera singer, but if you are called
"greater than Caruso,” "the best tenor of the century,” and all that, it
puts an impossible burden on you. It is an impossible standard to
live up to night after night. The public expects miracles.06
Therefore, although the process of celebrity may appear to be one which
"leaves” the cultural field behind once "success” is legitimated, in fact the critical
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press may respond to the celebrity by invoking higher or “harsher' standards by
which to judge subsequent performances from within opera as a cultural field.
Pavarotti was criticized even before the advent of “the Three Tenors” for his
“exploitation" of celebrity and the use of a microphone in his performances at
large venues like Madison Square Garden.67 In Bourdieu’s terms this represents
the “dangerous” crossing of the boundary area opera as a cultural field, into the
area of the “mass audience” where “culture" is packaged as art moyen. It is
therefore imperative to emphasize that achieving success in a cultural field is not
an end, but an event in an ongoing process of positions and positionings.
Thus far I have explained the way in which the “critical” press legitimates
and the national magazines participate in confirming, disseminating and
reproducing opera stars as “successful.” In the discussion of Pavarotti, I have
begun to suggest the type of biographical and personal aspects that are also
present in the magazine stories that set up the “entry” of the singer into what
Gamson calls “the assembly line of greatness."68 In order to complete the
understanding of the role of the magazine press, I will now return to the news
values embodied in the story of the “star” as illustrated almost half a century
earlier in the entry article on Grace Moore in an excerpt with a different
emphasis.
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OPERA SINGERS AND THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE STORY
City editors of newspapers throughout the land stole into the
music departments last week, found an unimportant story, stole it,
slapped it into their front pages. It was no new theft.... They did
the same thing when Marion Talley made her debut two seasons
ago at the Metropolitan, and presently the telegrapher's daughter
from Kansas City was making hundreds of thousands of dollars.
They did it for Mary Lewis, the run-away girt from Little Rock, Ark.,
who slipped overnight from the ranks of a ZiegfiekJ chorus to the
bosom of grand opera. They repeated it again last week for Grace
Moore, one time musical comedy star, of Hitchy-Koo, Up in the
Clouds, of Irving Berlin's Music Box Revue.
The city desk has used the same formula for all three
stories: There was the simple little girl who just stepped out on to
that great stage and sang her way into the hearts of her audience.
There was a special delegation of home folks .... There were also
photographs with flowers and Chairman Otto H. Kahn of the
Metropolitan Board of Directors.
Songster Grace Moore surpassed her predecessors in the
quality of her message to other U.S. singers: "You CAN do it if you
have talent, persistence, courage, and the inward flam e!... First,
have you God-given talent? If so, carry on beyond all obstacles!
You must have the moral courage to face defeat smilingly, to keep
your head up, your eyes straight to the front, and to shun the
temptation of the primrose path. Carry on till you sing to ‘His Glory,'
till you can make a weary people forget the troubles of reality. And
good luck go with you. Now I shall open my door.... Now I want to
go into the arms of my mother, my dad—who always believed in
me. Aurevoir!"
Musically speaking, she had not "done it." To the musically
intelligent, it mattered little that 22 years ago Grace Moore was just
a little thing in a muslin dress, lisping "Rock of Ages” in a
Tennessee Mountain Church. They confined their attentions to the
voice which Grace Moore, 27, used to sing Mimi in the special
performance of La Boheme which served for her debut.
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Rereading this 1928 story illustrates a number of important points about
Time's recognition of the debut story as formula. Most often, the concept of
formula is applied to stories clearly labeled as “fiction." As Turow suggests, in
fiction, especially the fiction used by many mass media production firms, the
formula is a set of “widely recognized principles for selecting and organizing
material.”70 Formulas have certain types of settings, characters and plots, the
most usual used for illustration being “the western.” However, it is important to
recognize that such formulae can also be invoked to structure and/or comment
upon a set of events that has actually happened, creating an apparently factual
narrative that can be labeled and presumably recognized, even to the point of a
title and/or genre.
Thus here, as in the other 1928 Time story on Maria Jertiza analyzed in
chapter 2, is the labeled formula for operatic success. In Jeritza's case, with the
positive judgment of opera as a cultural field, the same story in the same year
was called “a fairy tale.” Here, without that positive critical judgment, the same
set of events is labeled “an unimportant story,” a formula. Given the proclaimed
role of Time and other national magazines. I do not expect that negative critical
judgments will appear very frequently in its pages. In fact, the failure of the
formula to “come true” for the third time is what adds the meta layer to the story
about Moore's debut. But its exposure as formula in 1928 does verify the
likelihood of such “fairy tale” formulae appearing over time in magazine stories.
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It is no accident that the storyline—"there was the simple little girl who just
stepped out on to that great stage and sang her way into the hearts of her
audience"—is related to "fiction,” to "fairy tale." Versions of this story of "a star is
bom” were part of the standard Hollywood repertoire for films about actual
singers71 as well as the staple of stage and screen musicals.72 Such story lines
about singers, real or fictional, were especially popular during the prime of the
film musical from The Jazz Singer to The Sound of Music because the story line
provided a diegetic reason for singers to be singing on screen. Given her own
beginnings, it is not surprising that Grace Moore went on to play a version of this
fairy tale for opera singers in One Night of Love, a successful 1934 film.
Significantly, in the film she goes to Europe to establish her success. She also,
eventually, became the girl of this story over a decade later with her 1940
Metropolitan Opera performance as Charpentier’s Louise, which did receive
positive critical judgment.
What is important for this study, however, is that versions of this story also
existed in magazine biographies long before the formula appeared in Hollywood.
It is to the roots of this genre, its key components, and its location in the
periodical press that the remainder of this chapter will address.

Magazine Storytelling about O pen Slngen
As Gerbner has argued, stories have three related but distinct functions: (1)
revealing how things work; (2) describing what things are; and (3) telling us what
to do about them or, as he has said elsewhere, how things are valued.73
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Gerbner alludes to a correspondence between these three functions and
Western recognized genres like fiction, non-fiction (history, news), and
persuasive messages (commercials). However, his insight relates to his
recognition that the three types are interrelated and that they present a relatively
coherent world of common images and messages.
Since the mid-1970s, communications research has investigated how
news tells stories. It is worth noting that many of these researchers, like Gaye
Tuchman and Herb Gans,74 come from sociology and others like S. Elizabeth
Bird,75 from folklore and literature. The most widely cited article, beyond the
important historically informed work of James Carey,78 is historian Robert
Damton’s 1977 article in Daedalus, “Writing News and Telling Stories.”77 What
matters for this study is that a wide variety of scholars recognize that, even with
the news values and norms of objectivity as key components of journalist
training, narrative conventions and “story-telling” are essential to news analysis.
Larry Gross provides an explanation of why “news” benefits from its
narrative aspects:
The institution of journalism derives much of its legitimacy from our
willingness to grant to the written or spoken account a degree of
transparency that, while easily exposed as a genre of narrative
verisimilitude no less conventional than fiction, nonetheless gives
us the illusion of knowing "the way it is."78
Thus, this study uses the understanding that journalism can be “easily
exposed" as a narrative genre with conventions. Magazine stories, purporting to
be true, are not then necessarily less likely to have genre conventions than
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fictional genres. In fact, their verisimilitude can enhance the messages about
how things work and how things are valued. In this case, the formulaic message
about a “fairy tale” success in opera can validate both the genre and the fact that
a "fairy tale can come true.” Thus, a corpus of magazine stories about operatic
success can combine the assurance of the legitimacy of success by offering
evidence from opera as a cultural field. At the same time the story can offer the
appropriate career details and, I will argue below, biographical details, to
document the success as a genre of success stories that belongs to the
American cultural repertoire.
One more element must be added to the story formula for operatic
success. Not only does the Grace Moore excerpt (or the Jeritza "fairy tale”) talk
about the career pattern from musical comedy to opera. As the caption under
Moore's "fresh-faced” to-the-waist photo quips, "...from Hitchy-Koo to Otto Kahn.”
The story also contains important elements of personal biography that offers a
testament to the deserving origins and character of the singer. Grace Moore
cites God and parents in her message to "U.S. singers." It is to these elements
of popular biography that we will now turn to complete the profile of the opera
celebrity tale.

Opera Stars and Popular Biography
The celebrity tale for the opera singer that is told in American magazines draws
on a rich history of the mythological tradition of the artist coupled with the
demands of American success. The meshing of these two discourses also
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serves the necessity of the celebrity tale, as noted by Gamson and others, that
the celebrities must be both greater than us and like us. In other words, the
representation of legitimated artistry (greater than us) is coupled with popular
biographical details (like us) in bringing the opera singers to the readers of the
quality magazines as potential American celebrities. Thus, in the theoretical
terms of this study, these celebrity texts are the mechanism whereby a star
produced in a relatively autonomous field like opera may be presented outside
the field as worthy of media attention.
The term “popular biography” comes from Lowenthal's well-known
analysis of popular biographies in mass magazines between 1900 and 1941.79
As a guide to the type of personal details likely to be uncovered in these articles,
it remains noteworthy. But before turning to comparisons with Lowenthal's
findings and his explanations, it is important to note some of the differences that
the magazine stories about opera stars represent.
First, the performance focus of most of the "entry" articles means that they
are not ostensibly formulated as biography. Therefore, the biographical details
are contextualized by the performance, with more weight given to the significant
"event" that occasioned the article than biographies in Saturday Evening Post or
Colliers, which were Lowenthal's selected magazines. The articles under review
here span the period that includes Saturday Evening Post and Colliers but also
includes the newer weekly newsmagazines and People. Some of the opera stars
here are profiled in several of the magazines, as suggested above by the
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Pavarotti magazine coverage. The order in which the biographical articles
appear in various magazines may have the type of significance suggested above
by the distribution of audience type. However, I did not expect the formula to
differ significantly.
Second, a focus on one profession rather than ail published biographies
allows for profession-based specifications that may or may not conform to the
pattern across professions. Lowenthal complained that the "heroes of
consumption" chosen by these popular magazines in the 1940s were of
insignificant occupations. Here the profession is not insignificant in the same
way as his zookeepers and gadget inventors. In his categorization, opera singers
as "artists” would actually be given a much higher hierarchical ranking than would
popular entertainers. As a European 6migr6 scholar, Leo Lowenthal is part of the
generation of European 6migr6s gathered under the term Frankfurt School who
would have approved of "high culture” over "industrial culture,” and would likely
be more hierarchically generous than Adorno to opera singers.
Third, as will be detailed in chapter 5 ,1did not start with particular
magazines as my sample, but rather used a two-step method whereby a larger
range of magazines could be included. My concern here was to minimize as
much as possible the analysis being entirely about a particular magazine's
formula and to note when, in fact, magazines with other presumed audiences
were actually involved in disseminating opera singers. Thus, I did not want to
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focus on Time to the exclusion of Colliers or Look though I did expect the
newsweeklies to be prominent suppliers of these celebrity tales.
The popular biographies that Lowenthal analyzed suggest the
components against which the century's worth of magazine stones can be
measured. Grace Moore's "message to U.S. singers" includes the range of
components that are important and will be analyzed for these stories.

Talent, the Artist, and the Singer
The archetypal story of the "artist” has been traced by Leo Braudy to the
Renaissance, whereby the artist was added to the types of "calling" that could
lead to fame.80 He adds the artist to existing types of heroes,81 like political
leaders and religious leaders, indicating that they too come to have attached to
their biographies specific stories of parentage and early events, like contests and
“feats,” which mark them for their destiny. Kris and Kurtz applied the insights of
Central European psychology to the expected portrait of the artist as a young
man.82 They detail the important function of the "discovery” story, whereby
"talent" is recognized or "discovered” by someone else. Thus, both tales give
roles to "helpers," that may be teachers or mentors.
The refinements for this tale in terms of performers of opera are
recognizable from the excerpts of magazine stories thus far. The particular
American dimensions of these tales deserve some comment, however. Here, as
will be discussed below, the parentage and "magical birth” are coupled with the
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gospel of equality, as will be discussed below, that emphasize that anyone or
Everyman can have an opportunity. Nonetheless, for opera singers, especially
as evidence of their biographical fit with opera as an international cultural field, I
expect that some variation on the “discovery of talent” story will be present in the
full narrative. This may appear as a “discovery story,” e.g., Otto Kahn
discovering Grace Moore or Emperor Franz Joseph “discovering" Maria Jeritza.
Or it may be signified through the naming of a teacher, mentor, prize, or other
legitimated recognition of that “discovery” having taken place. As Grace Moore
asks, “First, have you a God-given talent?”
Hard Work plus Luck Equals Success
If the answer to the question of talent is yes, then what comes next is hard work.
The words that Grace Moore chooses—persistence, courage, accepting
defeat smilingly, carry on beyond all obstacles—all are consistent with the
American concept of success that has become known simply as the "Horatio
Alger" myth. As several commentators on American character have remarked,
the notions of self-help, positive thinking, the “CAN do it" mentality mentioned by
Grace Moore are integrated into the success story across professions. Merging
the success story with the artistic requirements of talent creates a viable hybrid of
celebrity biography for the performer in America.
But everyone does not “make it," whether as a success or to a
Metropolitan Opera debut. The role of chance and luck in determining one's fate
is always included as part of the explanation for the unequal distribution of
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success in the presumed equal distribution of opportunity. In the folklore of
stardom, the "big break" is an essential component. In fact, the "big break" can
sometimes be the occasion for a performer to actually receive magazine
coverage. A variant of this "fairy tale” might be "Cinderella.” She had potential,
she had a fairy godmother, but if the prince hadn't given a ball, then she might
not have had her "big break.” Recognizable variants in the stardom story include
the star gets sick and the understudy goes on to success, an agent lures an
impresario to hear a young unknown singer against his will, a new production of
a forgotten opera makes a an unknown a star. The "big break" story is so much
a part of the folklore of stardom that it can be exploited, parodied, or told straight
by the news magazines as well as by publicity agents, bought up as a question
by interviewers and used to structure biographies. As Grace wishes other U.S.
singers: "And good luck go with you."
Parentage
Another important ingredient of the celebrity tale, which is also mentioned by
Lowenthal for his biographical analyses, is parentage and heritage. For his
biographies in American magazines, parentage derives from a rather basic form
of Social Darwinism, a potent nineteenth-century source of interpretation that
remains strong in the twentieth.83 Very specifically for musicians, the notion of
"talent” has not only some of the "magical” associations of vernacular
interpretations of what it means and who has it. Talent in music also relates to
"inheriting it," as in my grandmother was "musical.” Even if musical talent is
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difficult to define empirically, it is often sought in ancestors who were presumed
to “have it.” Thus, I expected that for those singers, for whom parentage was
mentioned, there was a strong possibility of a musical relative being cited.
More generally, the American success story often demonstrates the
survival of the fittest, through hard work as mentioned above. Parentage in this
case might be cited for a performer, especially if that parentage represents what
might be considered middle or lower-middle class. The Horatio Alger story
stresses the “humble beginnings” and the success was usually located solidly
within the middle class. The twentieth-century rise of celebrity refines the
destination. The humble origins may remain as the parentage, but becoming a
“star” is not described using middle-class terms.84 What is important is that the
“humble origins” and family relations are expected to remain a usable trope in the
success story. Thus, in the excerpt above, the "telegrapher's daughter” from
Kansas City, the "runaway child" from Little Rock, the simple girt from a
Tennessee mountain town—such locations in middle-America signify the humble
origins and middle America in the success story.
Parentage also offers two other aspects expected to figure in the
biographies. The “humble origins” also signify the type of “ordinariness” that
celebrities are to have to make them “like us.” The "special delegation of folks
from home" who are described in the Time magazine article on Grace Moore's
debut allude to this bringing together of home and success. And there is the
special role of the parents as honored by their daughter "Now I want to go into
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the arms of my mother, my dad—who always believed in me.” For young women
in particular, it is important to note what today we would call "family values" and
how they are attributed to validating a personal success.
Art and Morality
Grace Moore sees talent as being "God-given.” Whether one accepts the
religious connotations or is more inclined to the artistic attributions suggested
above to talent, the invocation of religious language is not accidental. The
connection of success, particularly in art, has often been linked with its
deservedness, in a moral sense. Grace Moore's use of ideas like "the inner
flame,” and "moral courage," even if the direct link to God is unstated, is
expected to be present in the biographical and character attributions for
American celebrity. Much has been written about how, in fact, Hollywood stars
came to resemble their characters or were in fact groomed to coincide with their
characters especially under the studio system.85 I would argue, however, that
this does not hold for opera singers who are being profiled in American
magazines. They are performing historical, imported and set roles that are
mostly unfamiliar to the American audience and most of the magazine audience
is unlikely to see them actually perform those roles, at least until late in the
twentieth century with television. Even then, given my expectations about the
role of opera as a cultural field, I expect that the other unfamiliar aspects of opera
singers (their potential "foreignness," their potential lack of conventional beauty,
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their lack of regular appearance in the texture of everyday life) would still require
explanation.
Thus I would expect that some of the value assigned to opera singers as
potential American celebrities comes in the historical roots of the connection
between imported European opera and the values associated with the successful
singer, especially female. Restated more simply, in the magazine narratives, I
expect beautiful singing of great music that will be related to exhibiting a moral or
beautiful soul. However this debate has played out within opera as a cultural
field (e.g., Wagner), I would argue that a singer to be profiled in an American
magazine outside the cultural field would be held to these qualities. Grace
Moore exhorts U.S. singers to "have the moral courage to face defeat smilingly,
to keep your head up, your eyes straight to the front, and to shun the temptation
of the primrose path." Or, as Leontyne Price said, Americans expect you to be a
nice person.
In sum, as Gamson suggests, popular biographies embody and update
"the early American paradox of egalitarian distinction."06 In its purest form, he
suggests, the story is that a star—a gifted individual—would not rise, even with a
lucky break, unless she had what it took, usually talent plus hard work. This
fame meritocracy works well as an explanation of Hollywood and television stars,
and works well to explain the celebrity formula included in the opera singer
stories. But we are still left with the problem that, in contrast to Hollywood stars,
presenting "fat. foreign, screeching singers" as American celebrities requires a
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great deal of cultural work. Or, in other words, to be presented as an American
celebrity I will argue, opera stars must be represented in these magazine
biographies in ways that will resonate with the American success formula. At the
same time, both through the selection of particular singers and through the
selection of particular biographical details, the magazine story can implicitly
answer or speak to the unacceptable or less amenable aspects. Elements of the
celebrity tale—hard work/luck, the big break story, the discovery of talent story,
the ordinariness but distinctiveness—can be used to recontextualize the
foreignness of opera and the opera singer as a candidate for the "meritocratic
hierarchy” in America.87

Analyzing Madia Storlaa
Given this discussion, therefore, I argue that there are theoretical reasons and
empirical precedents to expect that magazine coverage of opera singers would
reveal two types of patterns. First, through their selection of singers they will
reproduce the hierarchy of opera singers judged successful by opera as a
cultural field and second, their stories will represent those singers with direct
reference to elements of the celebrity tale to render them candidates for
American celebrity. As have many analysts of stories from Lowenthal and
Gerbner cited above to the folklorists who have analyzed oral stories,88 here too
the tools of systematic sampling and content analysis are essential for identifying
the pool of singers and the corpus of tales.
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Most critiques of these methods, especially content analysis, have derived
from their mechanistic application or from caricatures of their limitations.
Identifying patterns, from a structural point of view, means looking for regularities
that ought to turn up with such methods. Using these tools in the 90s means
being aware that content does not imply effect and persuasively demonstrating
the meaning of discovered patterns. Thus, as Pamela Shoemaker and Stephen
D. Reese argue in Mediating the Message,89 there are humanistic and behavioral
approaches to analyzing media content. Often they are typecast as qualitative
and quantitative. But both may actually be used together, because the latter help
to establish the range and universe for the former. Thus, as will be detailed in
the next chapter, the selection of magazine stories and the coding categories that
have been theoretically derived through the study so far create the framework for
sustained interpretation of these magazine stories.
Deacon, Golding, Murdock and Pickering have stated it well: If one wants
to establish patterns of representation in media content over time, content
analysis provides a way to ensure a reasonable amount of reliability and guards
against the temptations of selection according to pre-existing hypotheses.90 One
can then use thematic analysis, such as with the formula cited above, to
elaborate upon the patterns. Further, by identifying various recurrent themes,
one can offer different frames or schemata of interpretation that allow for a range
of meanings to be revealed.91 Thus, an interpretive framework derived from
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theoretical approaches to race or gender can actually benefit from having a
specified mode of identifying recurrent elements and themes with which to argue.

Summary
In theoretical terms I want to argue that the non-music national magazines
represent a particular type of “mediation’’ of opera as a cultural field. Such
magazines, from the early twentieth-century magazines like Collier’s and
Saturday Evening Post to 1920s and 1930s manifestations like Time and
Newsweek, proclaimed themselves as addressed to the “quality public,” the
upwardly mobile, socially aspiring Americans with money. In Bourdieu's terms,
for stories about opera singers, these magazines lie in the border area of opera
as a cultural field. I would expect that therefore the opera singers represented in
these magazines would be those already legitimated with the cultural field of
opera, in this case by performing at the Metropolitan Opera, as a symbol of their
proximity to that field.
Second, these magazines, through their selection and review of opera
stars, participate in the dissemination and reproduction of opera stars legitimated
by opera as a cultural field. In other words, the non-music national magazines
will review already legitimated Met stars and do not participate in their
legitimation as opera stars. Their role is in vetting opera stars for potential
celebrity at the national level. Any exceptions to this pattern would be important
to note and explain in the chapters that follow. I expect all exceptions to be for
American singers.
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If as has been argued, the “star system" for opera has structural features
as part of opera as a cultural field, then evidence of its reproduction and
dissemination should be visible in the magazine stories. The hierarchy should be
able to be reconstructed first by the selection of stars for stories and second by
the reproduction of the hierarchy within the reflexive history of the opera star
system.
The combination of the requirements for success in opera as interpreted
through the formula for success in magazine biography should be revealed in the
presence of at least some elements of both in a magazine article. Thus
biographical elements—like the Tennessee singing in church or the performance
in Hitchy-Koo—have meaning for the celebrity story and can stand as a
shorthand for the whole in entry articles. Cover stories, such as those that
headed the first four chapters, are likely to include full story treatment and will
bear their own analysis.
Finally, these magazines have their own set of values and norms, in this
case relating to journalism that might be used to explain the "exceptions” in
representing opera and opera singers. In both the details of the stories, and any
exceptions to the expectations I have spelled out thus far, I expect the reference
to America and American culture to be a deciding and explanatory factor.
American exceptionalism, as a cultural theme, is expected to appear in a study
with methodological rigor, both structurally and thematically. Explaining opera
stars in America as represented in American magazines is a larger goal—for the
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Metropolitan Opera is still also a part of the opera as an international cultural
field.
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Figure 4.1: Coverage of Pavarotti in U.S. periodicals, 1968-1980 (from Readers’
Guide)
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Chapter 5: Success/Story:
Magazine Narratives of Operatic Celebrity
It was a crisis in the Brooklyn household of Morris Silverman. Tenyear-old Belle had announced that she wanted to become an opera
star, "not an opera singer, but a star." Papa was appalled. He had
not objected to the piano and singing lessons for little Belle, or
"Bubbles," as the family called her. He had not even objected
when she sang on the radio with Uncle Bob Emory's Rainbow
House, and later on the Major Bowes Capital Family Hour. After
all, this was the era of Shirley Temple.
But a professional singer? That was too much. Papa, the son
of a Rumanian Jewish immigrant, had worked his way up during the
Depression to become a district assistant manager for the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Loving but stem, he was the kind
of patriarch who had never even seen the inside of his wife's
kitchen. He had never seen the inside of the vocal world either, but
he knew what he thought of it. He ruled: "Bubbles is going to
college and become a teacher.” It was Mama, the one behind the
lessons and the radio appearances, who stood fast. "The two boys
will got to college and be smart," she said. "This one is going to be
an opera singer."
And so it came to pass
She became, in fact, one of the
biggest opera stars the U.S. has ever produced. She sang leading
roles at the world's great opera houses, from La Scala to Covent
Garden to San Francisco, commanded top fees of $10,000 for
concert performances and made recordings that turned into
classical bestsellers. She became a $300,000-a-year, one-woman
industry and, at the same time, the finest singing actress since
Maria Callas. And because she did so as a thoroughly home
grown talent, she revolutionized the U.S. opera scene. In short,
she became Beverly Sills.1
This excerpted 1971 Time cover story on the making of an American opera
superstar spells out the celebrity tale as described in the last chapter. The hard
working parents, the understanding and supportive mother, the little girl who
wants to be "not an opera singer, but an opera star"—this combination of
parentage and hard work has informed the familiar background details of opera
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celebrity tales. Her success—documented in dollars and cents as well as
superlatives—is of the American kind: measurable and deserved. And attached
to that success is "Bubbles"—as Time defines it, "the leaven that, added to her
enormous talents, makes her the extraordinary personality and professional as
she is."
Sills, who "sang leading roles at the top opera houses, from La Scala to
Covent Garden,” is also clearly legitimated within opera as an international
cultural field. The significance of her "revolutionary" effect on the U.S. opera
scene will be most clearly spelled out in chapter 8, which will contextualize this
particular cover story in the narrative development of opera singer cover stories
over time.
Cover stories, because of their length and also because of the significance
of their selection of a particular singer, tend to include all of the elements of the
opera celebrity tale. Thus excerpts from this cover story will be used throughout
the chapter to cue the analysis. This chapter will report on the whole sample of
opera singers and the magazine articles that introduce them. Each element may
not be present in each of these stories. However, as will be explained below, the
presence and absence of the individual elements of the celebrity tale are in
themselves indicative of what is important in presenting a given singer for
magazine attention. Before turning to a description of the sample selection and
results of the analysis, I will first review in more depth how I expect the various
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elements of the celebrity tale to discursively represent the "star system” for
opera as a cultural field in American magazines.

STUDYING OPERA SINGERS WITHIN OPERA
AS A CULTURAL FIELD
The “Star System"—Opera, the Arts, and die Media
Although today the term "star” today has broadened in use to apply to many
fields and is often used interchangeably with the word "celebrity," the origins of
the word "star” are located in the performing arts. As explained in chapter 2, the
"star system” was a part of opera, and theater generally, long before the rise of
the media or the "culture industries," as they were termed by Horkheimer and
Adorno.2 In adapting the term "star” within the culture industries, most familiarly
with the term "movie star,” vernacular usage appears to reallocate the term to the
film analogy, particularly in terms of how the film studio system "created stars."3
It is not coincidental that the opera star as recording artist (like Caruso) co-exists
with the shaping of the film star. Kerr explains that between 1912 and 1916,
Adolph Zukor among others created the film star as a product "who became
simultaneously a focal point for the construction of narratives within the film and
for management coordination throughout the industry. The new star formed a
synergistic link between film as an aesthetic form and as a product of corporate
industry."4 Both the opera star and the film star can serve as this "synergistic
link" between the aesthetic form and corporate product. However, unlike in the
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Hollywood system, star-making in opera occurs outside the culture industry,
that is within the cultural field rather than within the recording industry.
Discussions of the recording industry also recognize this distinction. The
simple contrast is that the opera singer must be a success in live performance
before obtaining a recording contract whereas in popular music the album is
made first and then popularity, however encouraged through marketing practices,
and record sales may encourage live appearances or tours. In these cases, the
sound equipment often must be extensive to reproduce the sound of the
recording studio.5 Thus the "chart position," that is the Billboard rankings of
sales, is the hierarchical indicator for popular music whereas the hierarchical
position of the singer's performance site and role are the operatic scale. The
advent of music television only strengthens the within-industry trajectory.
Today, as historically, the star "systems” in both the performing arts and
the culture industries have a similar range of organizational constituents
supporting potential stars, that is, press agents and managers. For opera and
classical music generally, these "agents" are also hierarchically positioned, that
is certain artists' agencies are considered hierarchically superior. These agents
are aware that for opera and for classical music generally, the route to "stardom”
lies within the cultural field. Once stardom is "achieved” in critical terms within
opera as a cultural field, the star can be incorporated into the contemporary
culture industry to the extent that the star can be marketed separately, that is for
solo concerts or solo recordings.
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It is at this point in the career trajectory that the critical analyses of
stardom in the film industry have some meaning for the opera singer. Recent
analyses suggest that film actors and actresses that become stars acquire
surplus symbolic value in their fictional portrayals that can carry over into their
"real life," that is their biography and identity.6 Opera singers that become "stars"
also can gain some surplus symbolic value through their stardom, which can help
them occasionally cross the boundary areas of the cultural field. Thus. Beverly
Sills can sing on a television special with Carol Burnett, thereby appearing in a
mass medium without losing the legitimation of opera as a cultural field. An
opera singer legitimated by the Metropolitan Opera can record an album of
popular songs.
However, unlike some claims made for film stars, in which the connection
between role and self is instrumental, this study argues that rendering opera
singers acceptable American celebrities for the magazine narratives requires the
severing of the connection between role and self. As will be discussed more fully
in chapters 6 and 8, this is a complex separation. To the extent that the
stereotype of the prima donna is incorporated into the operatic starring role, a
distinction is required between the transgressions acted out in those
hierarchically top opera roles and the "moral" singer. For example, in Norma, the
heroine kills her child; in Lucia di Lammermoor, the heroine kills her husband.
For the American magazine narratives, I argue in chapters 6 and 8, a further
distinction is also required between the stereotype of an opera singer—the prima
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donna—and the personality of the star. These stereotypes are strong for
women but, as will be shown, have powerful impact on male opera singers even
in heroic roles.
It should be stressed that many fans and even critics within the boundary
areas of opera as a cultural field may well prefer those singers whose life follows
art.7 Not dissimilar to the followings for Judy Garland, Marilyn Monroe, or James
Dean,8 opera singers too claim different audience segments. But this group of
fans continues to distinguish itself from the intended audience for the non-music
national magazines.
Thus, with reference to the vernacular notion of the star system I am
offering a structural explanation of relations among art worlds, within Bourdieu's
notion of opera as a cultural field. Taking just singers, there are several
structural positions within the field, hierarchically organized, in which stardom can
be achieved. Part of the critic's role within the cultural field is to continually
evaluate and re-evaluate these positions as well as to assist in positioning people
("agents", i.e., singers) in those positions. For example, when Time explains that
Maria Callas reinvigorated the range of roles within be/ canto opera, this
evaluation reflects a new set of positions that has been critically raised within the
hierarchy of positions within the cultural field. Within opera, positions and
positionings are determined minimally by role and performance site. Thus,
Beverly Sills scoring a triumph in a starring role at La Scala to commemorate the
centenary of Rossini's death9 is a positioning of Sills in two hierarchically top
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positions—by performance site and composer. This type of positioning at a
contemporary moment is also historically situated. Thus, Time’s locating Beverly
Sills as the "finest singing actress since Maria Callas" is a positioning within the
reflexive history of the field.
As argued in earlier chapters, the star system for opera is as international
as is the cultural field of opera. Thus I would expect that, even late in the 20*
century, large numbers of non-U.S. singers would appear in magazine pages as
appropriate singers for American celebrity. Viewed from America, this differs
from the history of film stars, for example. In the early days of film, and even in
the interwar period, film stars from outside the United States could make a name
in moving pictures by coming to Hollywood. The reasons are complex and
beyond the scope of this study, but in part it had to do with the attractions of
Hollywood as a financial center of filmmaking and also a magnet for immigrants
during worsening circumstances in Europe.10 After World War II, the American
dominance of the international film industry increased in both quantity and
income, magnified by the coming of television.11 Of those who study the film star
system, perhaps only Jeremy Tunstall has attended to the international flow of
media stars, in part because his point is that The Media Are American.'2 In
opera, as explained in chapter 1, the international nature of the star system, the
standard repertoire, and the use of the original European languages mean that
non-U.S. singers can become stars long after the possibilities are more limited in
other fields. Of course, speaking English helps in the potential for the singer who
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has achieved stardom to be marketed across the boundaries of the cultural
field, but the English can be accented.
Two additional points should be emphasized. First, the star system qua
system has been criticized and bemoaned within opera as a cultural field long
before the advent of the mass media. In opera, composers and impresarios
required and lamented the power of the opera stars to make opera a viable
performance art. The growth of the mass media has sharpened the critique in
several ways. Marxist critics denounce the star system exactly for the way in
which it allows for the circulation of value beyond labor. Culture critics from the
Frankfurt School decry both its capitalist formations and "bourgeoisification."13
Musicologists and music critics attack the operatic star system on its own terms
because it puts performers over composers, ego over ensemble.14 Most
recently, the star system has been shown to be instrumental in upping the costs
of classical music and opera through its exploitation by oligopolistic recording
companies and artist agencies.15 All of these criticisms, however ideologically
labeled, identify exactly why the star system is called a "system," even if critics
mean different things by the word "system." In opera, as well as more mass
cultural genres, the complexity and historical embeddedness of the star system
in its cultural production continues to thwart attempts to overturn it or bypass it.
Second, its systemic or structural qualities ought to make the star
"system" amenable to analysis. If the "star system" has structural features as part
of opera as a cultural field, then evidence of its reproduction and dissemination
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should be visible in the representation of opera in these magazine narratives.
At least a partial view of the hierarchy for America ought to be able to be
reconstructed first by which stars are selected for magazine narratives and
second by the reproduction of the hierarchy within the reflexive history of the
opera stars. Thus, within the celebrity narratives on opera stars in non-music
national magazines, I expect to be able to locate the positions and positionings of
these singers at a given point of time and with reference to other singers.
Using a sample of stars for empirical analysis over time has been done
previously. For example, in his study of film stars, Emmanuel Levy uses all
Academy Award winners as his "star sample."16 Jib Fowles selects one hundred
"stars" from film, popular music and sport for his sample.17 However, both these
studies aim to do a sociology of careers, essentially by quantifying and analyzing
biographical "facts" about the stars. In this study which looks at the
representation of opera stars in magazine narratives, I am interested in which
facts are selected for whom in telling the celebrity tales. Thus, for example, I am
not measuring what social class the opera singers represent but rather noting
when the occupation of a parent is mentioned and what role that plays in the
story. I expect that biographical "facts" will be selectively incorporated into these
magazine profiles to provide the celebrity narrative for opera singers and do the
“cultural work" required to make coloraturas and tenors amenable to American
celebrity.
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Other sociologists have analyzed reputation through occupational
groups who did not reach celebrity. Gladys and Kurt Lang's study of lady etchers
in England and America focuses on reputation and its survival in a "minor” art.18
Gaye Tuchman analyzes why the entrance of females into the occupation of
novelist in Victorian England resulted in a devaluing of the novel as a genre.19
Both are instructive contrasts with opera singers, for in opera since the 18th
century, females have been at least as famous as males since the demise of the
castrati. The gendering of an artistic genre like etching or novel writing has
relevance, in terms of Bourdieu's hierarchies of genres within literature and art. In
opera its is more appropriately applied to the composition of opera and classical
music generally, as is shown by Marcia J. Citrom for gender and the musical
canon.20 Thus, in contrast to classical music historically and generally, I expect
that women will form a large part of the sample.
Opera stars themselves have been analyzed individually and as a group.
They are a prime subject for published biography, hagiography, and celebrity
interviews. Maria Callas alone is discussed in more than 15 books and counting.
Collections of interviews with prima donnas and "divos,"21 histories of the singers
and singing in history and on record22 all complement the numerous individual
singer biographies and autobiographies. Two books have analyzed a corpus of
opera singers, both using female singers only. Ethan Mordden, a prolific writer
on music and film, takes an erudite and some would say irreverent romp through
a schematic analysis of divas, roles, and careers sans footnotes.23 His 1984
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book represents an earty attempt to categorize the fascination with divas, a
book which made some uncomfortable because of the sentiment behind his title
"demented."24 A second, more recent book examines the numerous texts about
the diva, including novels, films, detective stories, and biographies from a
feminist point of view.25 The biographical suggestions in the latter, along with
the biographies and autobiographies, have been read or sampled in depth to
gain some intellectual control over the large number of singers in this study.

Reproducing the Opera Star System: Selection for Magazine Stories
Unlike the books devoted to the diva, the opera singer is unlikely to be subject to
routine attention in national circulation, non-music magazines. Singers who
perform in locally produced operas, even if successful, are likely only to be
profiled in local media or special interest magazines.
For local newspapers, routine coverage would suggest that music critics
cover most all performances. Thus, in the case of the Metropolitan Opera, the
New York Times would be considered a "local newspaper" and New York
Magazine a local magazine. But this is not true for national magazines.
When a non-music magazine selects an opera star for an article, the general
expectation is that they would be reporting on a "success," not providing local or
national music criticism. Of course, there are many singers who debut, even at
the Met, and may in fact be successful as well. The selection of a singer for
coverage first requires additional assurance that the opera singer is performing in
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a hierarchically top performance location in a hierarchically top role and
vetted by the top music critics. In American terms they are “the best” in whatever
category in which they are being evaluated. They are in fact candidates for
American stardom.
Specialized publications can help provide the critical assurance and
source material for a national opera singer profile. Thus specialized publications
like Opera News, local reviews in the New York Times, and interpersonal
networks of opera fans and critics may assist journalists for national media in
identifying opera stars performances sufficiently validated to be considered for a
profile. In fact. Opera News, the official magazine of the Metropolitan Opera of
New York, does include a section in the back of each issue that prints brief
reviews of opera performances in other cities in the U.S. and the major opera
houses. However, as explained in chapter 3, this publication of other reviews by
their selected critics does put the Metropolitan Opera at the center of
disseminating opera and most of the magazine is devoted to its own
performances and performers.
An opera star's publicity machine might be effective enough to enlist
national press support in "spinning out" success. In opera circles these
conditions might encompass the Met debut of an opera singer who had received
star treatment and exposure abroad. But the increasing professionalization and
sophistication of public relations in the twentieth century means that PR firms too
are hierarchically ranked, their techniques are known throughout the media
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industries, and so professionalism alone is not sufficient. But there is no
doubt that PR firms also are aware of the needs for appropriate packaging and
help formulate a rough draft of the opera singer's career and personality for
easier incorporation into the known values for press use.
Opera institutions and other musical organizations have set up their own
mechanisms for selecting promising singers and by extension future stars.
Prestigious prize competitions, from the Metropolitan Auditions of the Air
described in chapter 3 to the Levintritt and Naumberg competitions. For singers
there have been created, more recently, the Pavarotti competition, the Domingo
competition, the Licia Albanese award and the Richard Tucker awards, along
with other scholarship competitions. As musical competitions have proliferated
and performing arts professionalized into college curricula, however, these prizes
and degrees have "thickened” the hierarchy of star selection and, according to
some critics,26 have become a consolation prize for the overproduction of
"classical” musicians relative to the need. Nonetheless, they remain an important
selection mechanism and career detail in for certain types of entry articles.
Thus, given the multiple sources of publicity and "gossip,” along with the
known hierarchy of performance venues, opera singer managers, and operatic
roles, a magazine writer has a great deal of data about which performances and
singers are likely to be newsworthy. The fluidity of the field at the border area,
especially within the physical proximity of New York City, provides more data for
why the hierarchy of singers is likely to be reproduced. Within the magazine
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articles, the hierarchy can be reproduced in two ways: first, the hierarchy can
m

actually be reviewed as a reflexive history. Or, second, a singer can be
“positioned," through a comparison. This comparison can be through the
categories related either to opera as a cultural field (e.g., “great roles,” “great
singers") or through biographical comparatives (e.g., youth, ethnicity,
appearance, teacher). But it is important to recognize these comparatives as a
key element of positioning that reveals a piece of the star system that is unlikely
to emerge in full except through a constructed analysis. Thus, just as Beverly
Sills is compared to Maria Callas, comparatives as a linguistic device in these
articles are not only qualitative judgments but also structural cues to the whole.
Opera singers selected to be packaged for national magazine
consumption in America are not necessarily the same stable recognized by
opera buffs or validated by performance, although the overlap is great in
particular epochs. To analyze opera stars, then, the particular stars needed to be
selected not from the various pantheons of opera collections but from a
documented biographical reference for the whole of American society.

Selecting the Study Semple
I used the following method for obtaining the sample of opera singers. Each
opera singer had to meet two criteria. First, the opera singer had to be profiled in
Current Biography Yearbook. This yearbook compiles biographies "on people
who are prominent in the news—in national and international affairs, the
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sciences, the arts, labor, and industry" in monthly installments. Current
Biography is a staple of general library reference, for elementary and high
school, as well as for college and public libraries. Current Biography is
published weekly and then the weekly reports are collated and alphabetized for
publication in the Yearbook. Were musicians chosen for financial worth, or
especially percentage of recording market, then the numbers of popular or rock
musicians would be higher. Of course, one might account for the lesser number
because many of the latter categories are groups, which would not appear under
individual biography. Still, the percentage of record sales accounted for by
classical music averaged 5 percent of absolute numbers sold, consistently for
most of the century, with small rises on the introduction of new recording media
(LPs or CDs). Thus, the proportion of classical musicians represented remains
high. I would argue that this selection procedure for this ongoing reference
represents the persistence of the hierarchical value assigned to classical
musicians (including opera singers) within, as Bourdieu would say, the field of
power. In this case, the referencing procedures may be considered
conservative.
To further qualify, the singer then had to be the subject of an article in a
non-music magazine for a general readership. Thus, magazines like Musical
America and Opera News, which profiled nearly all the singers in the list, were
not included. The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature was used to identify the
first article written about each singer and was checked for each year of each
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Table 5.1: Current Biography Yearbook listings of musicians by type and decade
(excluding obituaries)

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

Singers

11

2

5

2

2

3

Conductors

11

0

1

1

2

4

Instrumentalists

10

0

1

3

2

4

Composers

11

1

3

0

1

2

Impresarios/directors

5

1

0

1

0

5

ART MUSIC

Total

48

10

18

Singers

0

9

8

5

6

Group /bandleaders

3

1

1

1

0

0

Instrumentalists

0

0

0

0

2

1

Composers

2

1

2

4

4

5

Producers

0

1

0

0

0

0

12

13

11

12

POPULAR MUSIC

Total
Sample listings:

1940: First year of yearbook, so many musicians from the previous decade included; shows
however relative distribution between art and popular music
1950: Popular musicians include Betty Hutton, Ramalx (King of Thailand), Margaret Truman
1960: Popular musicians include Odetta, Pat Suzuki, Andy Williams and Burl Ives
1970: Popular musicians include Burt Bacharach, Duke Ellington, Liza Minnelli
1980: Popular musicians include Smokey Robinson, Mac Davis
1990: Popular musicians include Jerry Garcia, Anita O'Day, Harry Connick, Jr.
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singer's career. If the Readers' Guide did not list an article for a particular
singer, I double-checked the indexes to Time and Newsweek for the years of the
singer's debut and other "successes" mentioned in Current Biography to make
sure that no articles were missed due to indexing practices or errors. Since
many of the singers profiled in the 1940s had been active for decades, this
process was necessary to find the first articles in the 1920s and 1930s. The
article selected was considered the entry article.
One hundred twenty-nine opera stars were identified by this method
through 1991.1looked separately at the articles between 1992 and 1999,
through computer searching. Given the chance of indexing practices and the
primary of proper names that emerge in computer searches of text, computer
searching yielded numerous articles that did not qualify as making the singer the
subject of the article. Therefore, a check was made both by examining the title of
the article to ensure a focus on the singer and also by doing a search for "opera
singers" that yielded the same type of article as the earlier searches by hand.
The benefits of this method were that articles on singers that appeared before
their selection by Current Biography could be identified. To give two examples:
the singer Peter Pears was profiled in 1944 in a newsmagazine on his first tour to
the U.S., but was not profiled by Current Biography until 1975, the year he
premiered Benjamin Britten s Death in Venice at the Metropolitan Opera. Carlo
Bergonzi, a tenor active at the Met since the 1960s was not profiled in Current
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Biography until 1995. These anomalies are also of theoretical interest and
are explored in relevant chapters.
Both Current Biography and Readers Guide to Periodical Literature are
reference works prepared by the W. W. Wilson Company, a New York
bibliographic publisher established early in the twentieth century.27 W.W. Wilson
also published three successive volumes of classical musician biographies by
David Ewen, culminating in Musicians Since 19002* This may account in part for
the higher proportion of opera and classical music stars in Current Biography
relative to what might be considered "popular biography" as represented by the
magazines in Lowenthal's study or People magazine. David Ewen is the prolific
author of numerous popular books on music of all types, from operetta to Tin Pan
Alley, which were published over almost forty years in mid-century. However, the
average number of classical musicians and opera singers as a proportion of the
whole class of musicians has not decreased since his retirement. Also relevant,
the profiles in both in the three volumes of David Ewen's reference works on
classical musicians and also those in Current Biography much more regularly cite
newspaper performance reviews (usually New York) and only very rarely cite
magazine articles.
Further, the type of cross-over that might be expected in the two
biographical references did not appear to have any necessary relation to
magazine articles indexed in the Readers Guide. In the course of double
checking the sample with a much larger list of Musicians Since 1900,1came up
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with some singers who were profiled in a national magazine but were not
selected by Current Biography Yearbook, which validates the stricter sampling
procedure. The computer search for the last decade also yielded additional
articles, which I noted. Thus, the sample has the advantage of the filter of the
reference book, Current Biography, to note these discrepancies between cited
newspaper judgments and magazine publicity.
The sample of opera singers, including the year they appeared in Current
Biography Yearbook, the year they made their Metropolitan Opera debut, and the
article used for analysis, appears in Appendix 1. Ten opera singers from the
Current Biography Yearbook before 1980 and eleven from after 1980 were not
profiled in the periodical literature. A list of these singers appears as Appendix 2.
Because they were weeklies rather than monthlies, Time and Newsweek
carried the bulk of the entry articles, or 114 out of 129. One hundred three
singers received solo articles in the newsmagazines eventually, even if they did
not qualify as the entry article.
Those singers who did not appear first in newsmagazines represent
particular groups and particular time periods. Both Richard Tucker and Jan
Peerce appeared first in a mass circulation magazine, Life and Colliers
respectively. Both the mass circulation magazines paid a great deal of attention
to their cantorial singing as well as to their popular singing outside the opera
house. Martin Mayer, the record reviewer for Esquire, accounted for three
profiles in the 1960s of sopranos who never appeared in the newsmagazines. In
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later years, many of the black opera singers also appeared first in a non
news general circulation magazine. This included People magazine profiles of
both Kathleen Battle and Simon Estes. For any singer not first appearing in a
newsmagazine, 11 also coded the first article in a newsweekly if one appeared so
that I was able to have a comparative sample from that type of magazine. If both
newsmagazines carried an article during the same week, I selected the longer
one for coding although I used both in narrative analysis.
During the time period of this analysis, both newsweeklies changed their
formats slightly, which had a bearing on the types of articles on the singers that
were found. Each of these magazines earned a "music" section from their
inception. In the 1920s and early 1930s, Time magazine sometimes carried
briefer items on several different singers or general news of the Metropolitan
opera, with the coverage of a particular singer stretching over several weeks of
his or her first season. In such cases, the "article" was considered the collective
text on the singer of the first opera season.
By the end of the 1930s, the weekly news updates tended to coalesce into
single articles. Some singers were profiled in a collective article about several
singers or musicians. To locate articles in which more than one singer was
profiled, I checked for any collective articles listed under the heading "Opera
Singers” in the Readers Guide. The collective article was characterized by the
category under which its was collected. For example, collective articles appeared
on sopranos or tenors, new Metropolitan Opera debutantes, American singers in
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Europe, the search for the fourth tenor. Collective articles appeared
throughout the century. Occasionally a singer was profiled with another
musician, either a composer or conductor. That was also noted. In both these
cases, I further checked all subsequent years of the Readers Guide in case the
opera singer ever received a solo article in iater years; if so, that was also coded
and used in some analyses. Of the entry articles for the 129 singers, 71 percent
appeared as the sole subject of the article. Almost 5 percent appeared in a
collected article on "debuts," 17.8 percent appeared in a collective article on a
number of singers, and six percent featured a singer along with another
musician.
There are several advantages of using this two-tiered method of sample
selection rather than simply selecting articles from Time and Newsweek. First,
by choosing a common type of article in a career trajectory, it allows a similar
analysis to later be done for other groups. Second, it puts opera singers in
competition with both other musicians and other professions to be selected as
"newsworthy" in a given year. Therefore, those selected are more likely to be
candidates for a general celebrity pool. Finally, the selection criteria for Readers
Guide and Current Biography are different with regard to "newsworthiness."
While the Guide indexes all articles in selected periodicals. Current Biography
selects "newsworthy individuals" by field. Thus opera singers judged successful
within opera as a cultural field could be profiled in Current Biography based on
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newspaper reviews even if, for whatever reason, they were not selected for
profile by the magazines.
In the process of collecting these articles for analysis, it became clear that
the "second c u r was still unlikely to yield a compelling portrait of opera singers
who move to star status, even if it successfully identified the field of star
candidates for potential celebrity. Therefore, I compiled press trajectories for all
the opera singers uncovered in the research who received coverage beyond the
first article. These opera singers fell into three groups. First, there were singers
who received at least one additional article at some point in their career second,
there were opera singers who received periodic coverage but were never
featured on the "cover" of a newsmagazine; and third, there were the "the cover
stars" who represent the American opera superstars that might be considered as
the opera stars or opera superstars like Beverly Sills or Luciano Pavarotti. In
many cases, these "trajectories" of articles provided important qualification in
understanding the "cover stories," as explained in chapter 8. No opera singer
emerged onto the cover of a national magazine who had not first received a solo
article.
In sum, this corpus of national non-music magazine articles represents
opera singers who have been selected both by the Current Biography Yearbook
and by the national magazines. These articles will be analyzed first as a corpus,
to see how they handle the representation of the cultural field by validating the
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opera singers' success in opera while making them amenable to American
profiles of celebrity and success.

Opera Singers in American Magazines: The Sample
The 129 singers who met these criteria form a revealing sample. Sixty-two
percent of the singers profiled were women. Forty-seven percent, or almost half
the sample, were sopranos. Tenors were the next largest numerical group,
comprising 19 percent of the sample. As expected, the primary singers profiled
were the "high voices.” Sixteen mezzo sopranos and only four altos appeared in
the sample.
Half the sample was identified as American and half the sample was
European. This transatlantic division held constant almost throughout the entire
century, even though the 1940s saw a slight bulge in Americans due to the war
as will be discussed in chapter 8. Even in the 1990s, the sample divided almost
exactly down the middle, between Americans and Europeans which suggests
that international character of opera as a cultural field was maintained.
The next most frequently represented nationality was Italian, at 11
percent; singers from England and the Commonwealth also represented almost
11 percent. I had not expected there to be so many English singers represented,
but many were recitalists, as will be explained below. Germany and Scandinavia
each supplied about 7 percent of the sample, with a concentration in the earlier
part of the century, as will be explained, again with relation to war and repertoire.
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France and Spain supplied fewer singers, again with relation to repertoire.
There were over 8 percent of the singers from other countries, mostly from
Eastern Europe.
Of the Americans, three-quarters were white and one-quarter black. This
percentage is striking, because this percentage represents over twice their
proportion in the American population. While such racial distributions may be
more common in sports, such a large percentage has broad meaning for
American identity in a European art form. I do not have comparative
percentages for popular music, but judging from the Current Biography listings
and various studies of rock music, this number remains impressive and is
investigated in chapter 7.
Another aspect of the American sample that emerged in the coding was
the frequent mention of the ethnicity of the parents, especially during the first
three-quarters of the century. First generation Russian, Romanian, Greek, and
Italian Americans were prominently featured. The mention of a Jewish
background was less frequent than known biographical information, but still
present as evidenced in the identification in the above citation of "Belle
Silverman's parents as Romanian Jews.29These statistics allow for compelling
analysis in the areas of gender, race, and nationality. They also form part of the
success story motif in the period when the "melting pot" philosophy was still
voiced as part of the American dream.
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The years of the singer's Met debuts fall almost equally into the years,
even though only 32 percent of the singers were cited in Current Biography
before 1950. The distribution of articles by year in Current Biography was
remarkably constant: There were only 10 years between 1931 and 1992 in which
no opera singer was profiled, in a few years there were as many as 5 or 6 opera
singers profiled. The norm is 2 per year.
This distribution of the sample and the numbers of singers who fit the
criteria offer the necessary range for a viable structural analysis of the
representation of singers in opera as a cultural field. The large number of opera
singers and the range and number of national magazine articles, even given the
strict sampling method, necessitated some way of being able to address certain
broadly based patterns and to identify anomalies where extended textual
analysis was required. I chose to numerically code all articles on a number of
variables that are patently obvious in their presence or absence. Their
evaluation comes not in making judgments within the articles but rather by
proposing theoretical analyses that account for these frequencies and patterns.30
The rest of this chapter will explain how the presence or absence of certain
variables might fit into larger patterns.
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OPERA SINGERS AND THE CULTURAL FIELD AS REPRODUCED
IN AMERICAN MAGAZINES
Open Singers and the Hienrchy o f Performance Sites
Since I expected that the magazine profile would be placed within the frame of a
performance review to satisfy the need to document the star's legitimated
performance success, several aspects of the performance were coded. As
explained in chapter 2 and chapter 3. the Metropolitan Opera of New York City
was expected to be the measure of the top of the operatic hierarchy. In addition
to the historical reasons and the advantage of its location vis-ei-vis the
communications media, it also is puts on the most performances and has the
highest budget. According to Martorella, its budget alone is larger than the next
four opera companies combined and it is considered the premiere "international"
opera company located in the United States.31
The operatic hierarchy itself, it should be stressed, is a significant one
nation-wide. According to 1988 statistics, there were at least 29 opera
companies in the United States that had budgets over one million dollars, were
independent of other opera companies, and devoted a majority of their stage
performances to “serious” opera.32 To some extent the development of
regionally viable opera companies in the last several decades has been in part
due to federal subsidies available through the National Endowment for the Arts.
Recent NEA data suggest that opera attendance across the United States has
remained steady even through the 1990s, in spite of increased competition for
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leisure time and in spite of the proclaimed lessening of the status functions of
opera.33 Thus, the hierarchical function of the Metropolitan Opera is on top of a
meaningful range of U.S. opera companies.
Thus, I expected the likelihood of being reviewed in a national magazine is
highly correlated with the performance being at the Metropolitan Opera. Given
that most of the publishers for the major magazines are located in midtown
Manhattan, a second likely location would be a New York recital hall or the New
York City Opera. Therefore, I coded the place and type of performance in several
ways. Met performances were divided into debut, first season, and regular
performance. Other New York performance sites were a separate category.
Because "debuts" are a "newsworthy" event in routine opera reviewing, I
also included two other classes of debut—New York and U.S., along with non
debut U.S. performances. "While in all the performing arts the problem of
launching a career is involved with critical reception, it is particularly important to
performers of classical music, whose debut carries with it the knowledge that its
critical reception can frame an entire career."34
Other possible performance sites within opera as a cultural field, as
explained in earlier chapters, are the other international performance sites that
rank at the top of the hierarchical field. Even late in the century they remain as
they emerged during the nineteenth-century—the Metropolitan Opera, London's
Covent Garden, the Vienna State Opera, and Milan's La Scala.35 Because of the
association and rivalry between the Met and Covent Garden, I expected that
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most if not all European performances for opera singers would be from
Vienna or Milan. Most importantly, I expected that any European performances
would be by Americans, as "newsworthy" success. For the final category, media
performances, I expected few to be newsworthy, given the emphasis on "live
performance."
I also conceptualized the Metropolitan Opera in another way. In order to
attend to how the Met functioned in careers, I noted if a Met performance was
reviewed, was scheduled, was desired, had previously occurred, was mentioned
but not with regard to the performer, and not mentioned. I anticipated that nonMet performances might still be referenced with regard to the Met as the pinnacle
of performance goals.
I also noted the location of any past performances that were offered to
justify the "hard work” and "climb" up the performance ladder. In particular,
because "the classic route to stardom" for Americans has been said to be
through success in Europe, I paid special attention to the role of European
performances in the career trajectory. Thus, singers' performances were divided
into U.S. and European live performance. Previous performance in non-classical
music or the media were also coded as career variables. Because in opera, the
antecedents, training and trajectory are so strong—to be "pure"—I did not
anticipate a heavy emphasis on either pop performances or media performances.
When they were mentioned, I expected them to be justified in some way.
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Other indicators of the importance of live performance at a
hierarchically top site as a legitimating factor were also coded: noted details on
performance, any other critical evaluation of the performance, any critical
evaluation of past performances, and any audience reaction.

Opera Singers, Performance, and the Metropolitan Opera

According to Beverly Sills, T he Met serves three purposes: it
raises your fee outside, gives you a springboard to an international
career and makes your aunt happy.”36
As Sills remarks, having not yet been invited to sing at the Metropolitan Opera, it
does nevertheless have a major function in both the artistic and market
measures of career success. Her acknowledgement of its role as a "springboard
to an international career" is also important to the description of opera as a
cultural field put forth earlier in this study.
For 112 of the 129 singers selected for attention in a national magazine, a
live performance being reviewed was the expressed occasion of the magazine
profile. For another 8 the subject was a future performance, making a
performance the subject of over 86 percent of the articles. For the
newsmagazine articles, the percentage rises to 92 percent. This emphasis on
performance as a legitimating factor in a singer's success reinforces the
importance of the cultural field even in the more media-saturated decades.
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This notion is reinforced by the headlines for each article. Coding
them for possibly two factors from a list of 8 categories showed an emphasis on
career and success. Taking the percentages together, the headlines expressed
the following emphases: career (26 percent), biographical aspect (30 percent),
success (25 percent); debut (16 percent). Other expectations for headlines were
also in a similar range: the voice part (16 percent), the role (23 percent), and the
place of performance (22 percent). Thus headlines like "New Butterfly," or
"Super Salome," could combine in just two words both role and a career aspect,
while a headline like "The Reluctant Heldentenor" combines a personal quality
and a voice part." Interestingly, while personal or biographical details scored
high, race and ethnicity scored lowest at 13 percent. Headlines like "French
Lioness” or "Black Venus" suggest other simple formulae for encapsulating the
singer. The emphasis on success, i.e., "Sensation at La Scala,” reinforces the
legitimating assurance of the entry articles.
Not surprisingly, of the 129 singers who were both selected for the
potential celebrity pool and received national magazine attention, over 50 percent
were performing at the Met. An additional 12 percent were New York debuts. Of
the opera singers who were the sole subject of the article, this percentage
increases dramatically. Another 11 percent were European performances, all by
Americans. What was interesting and less expected was the fact that there were
11 percent of the performances listed that were not in the hierarchy of the
international cultural field, although many were still in New York. In exploring
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these performances, it became clear that they represented two things. First
is the role of the recitalists in American life, especially the European lieder
singers from Peter Pears and Fischer-DisKau to Janet Baker and Emily Ameling
who toured America. These 17 recitalists in the sample have "outstanding
careers with voices severely restricted in range and tonal beauty.”37 Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau is the "top" recitalist with the most magazine articles and,
interestingly, as late as 1985 has the most extant records available of all classical
music singers, including opera singers like Pavarotti and Domingo.38 Even in the
1990s, best-selling lieder singers like Anne Sophie von Otter and Brigitte
Fassbaender are selected by Current Biography and are highly ranked in the
international hierarchy of concert fees and record sales.39 Second is the
importance of other the U.S. venues, especially for blacks, who were not invited
to sing at these venues. Subtracting, then the 17 recitalists from the total, the
Metropolitan Opera, European venues, and New York venues figure in 90
percent of the total.
The percentage again increases when mention of the Metropolitan Opera
is coded. A Metropolitan Opera performance is reviewed, scheduled, desired, or
already occurred in 81 percent of all articles. Again, subtracting the recitalists
only 4 percent of the articles do not. refer to the Metropolitan Opera.
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European Performances
The European performances abroad form a special category; in all cases such
articles are about Americans. For solo articles, these performances are judged
triumphal enough to be portentous for operatic stargazers. However, as
expected, European triumphs were only reported for American singers at the top
hierarchical locations.
The four solo articles are of interest because news values account for
three of the four articles. George London's 1950 success at the Vienna State
Opera in the Russian opera Boris Godunov was a "first” of its kind by an
American. The Cold War news value is clear from its photo caption, "Quick, a
cable to Moscow.”40 Despite this success, George London’s desire to sing at the
Met is mentioned.
Two years later, still in the thrust of American achievement, the first article
to introduce Maria Callas, for example, describes her "Sensation at La Scala" as
"an American-born singer who has never sung a note in the land of her birth.”41
La Scala is also the site for another U.S. triumph in the next year, this time by
black American, Mattiwilda Dobbs. This newsworthy article is discussed in
greater detail in chapter 7.42
Finally, another black triumph makes the International News section, as
Grace Bumbry is a "Black Venus" at Wagner's shrine in Bayreuth, again a
significant article in chapter 7.43
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The other European performances for Americans are often collective
articles referring to "The Singing Expatriates” like James McCracken or singing
couples like Evelyn Lear and Thomas Stewart, who made their career abroad.44
Only one article actually referred to European singers in Europe, and that was
about "Europe's New Divas," in which Birgit Niisson was anticipated for
America.45

Media Performances
As expected, only three performances on national media rated the opera singer
national magazine attention. Importantly, even though they were media
performances, they were broadcast "live." The first one offers the rule about
media performance:
Five years ago a scared, plump Irish girl from Woonsocket, R.I., got
in line at CBS for a routine vocal audition. When it was over, the
network had a new soprano, radio had one of the finest voices it
had discovered; and Eileen Farrell was started on her singing way.
This week, Miss Farrell went on the summer Prudential Family
Hour (CBS, Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m., EDT) for the fourth time. But she
was still just a hot-weather substitute for the regular star—this year,
Patrice Munsel.
It was not Miss Farrell's lack of talent that held her back. Such
critics as Olin Downs of The New York Times long ago declared her
"one of the coming young singers of the day.” The trouble was
that, alone and unaided, even radio's unpredictable magic wand
can't lift a classical singer into prominence from nowhere/ 6

Eileen Farrell's 1946 entry article appears not in the "Music" section, but under
"Radio.” This is the only singer in the sample to appear under the classification
“Radio” and the classification signals the reason for the emphasized sentence.
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The article states the media rule quite clearly: “radio alone and unaided cant
lift a classical singer into prominence.” A key word is "classical," for radio had
certainly made magic with crooners like Vallee, Crosby, and Sinatra.
Theoretically, Newsweek is stating the rule of opera as a cultural field. A
second key phrase is "alone and unaided.” As we saw in chapter 3 on the
media, opera stars were singing on the radio: Eileen Farrell was in fact replacing
Metropolitan opera star—Patrice Munsel—as she had previously replaced
Metropolitan Opera stars Gladys Swarthout and gotten her start "impersonating
Rosa Ponselle.”47 However, unlike Farrell, these singers had already achieved
national press exposure as Metropolitan Opera stars. Finally, to clinch the
argument about opera as a cultural field, although profiled in 1946 Eileen Farrell
was not listed in Current Biography until 1961, the year of her Metropolitan Opera
debut. As this single exception of the 129 opera stars who eventually were
selected by Current Biography, Farrell's circumstance exposes the importance of
previous success in "live, staged performance” of opera in order to legitimate a
classical singer.
The other two media performances were on “NBC Opera Theatre.” As
explained in chapter 3, this 15-year series was expected to be the only “theater”
that would possibly challenge the Metropolitan Opera as a performance location.
But here the television performances needed the boost of news values to make
the performances an occasion for broader coverage.
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A second media performance on television is a media event and
planned to be so. In January of 1955, the Metropolitan Opera scheduled debuts
of two black singers, the first female—Marian Anderson—and first male—Robert
McFerrin—in its history. However, on January 31,1955, NBC Opera Theatre
weighed in with the first performance of a black singer in a white role: Leontyne
Price as Tosca. Both newsmagazines carried the story.48 Newsweek claims that
this event had been in the works for a long time before the Met debuts of
Anderson and McFerrin stole headlines, but the television performance made
headlines anyway.
The significance of these performances will be explored in chapter 7
devoted specifically to African Americans in opera, but within the context of the
larger sample several items are significant. First, the role of Tosca as described
in previous chapters is a hierarchically top role for the dramatic soprano in opera.
The casting of an African American in this role then signifies hierarchically for
opera as a cultural field. There is one “black role” that also fits the criteria for a
hierarchically top role in opera—that of Aida. Without access to the decision
makers at NBC Opera Theatre, one can only speculate about the choice of
Tosca. According to Brian Rose, their chief concern was dramatic and musical
believability. But he also notes that many of NBC's southern affiliates refused to
air the program.49 It is unlikely that NBC would not have considered that
response and the news values it contained in 1955. Finally, it will not be
surprising that the article was an occasion for the newsmagazines to review the
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issue of the issue of “Negro" Americans—and the Metropolitan Opera. This
performance—and the subject generally—is an important border area of opera
as a cultural field in which, as will be shown in chapter 7, news values play an
important role.
The third media performance to bring a magazine profile for a singer was
Giorgio Tozzi's 1961 performance as the bass lead in the NBC-TV Opera version
of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov. Again, this performance has a confluence of
meaning in terms of opera as a cultural field and as potential news value.
Hierarchically speaking, Boris is one of the few bass roles that ranks at the top.
It was established as the top hierarchical role during the era of Caruso, when the
Russian singer Feodor Chaliapin regularly sang at the Metropolitan Opera before
the Russian Revolution of 1917. Appropriately for its role in the cultural field, the
article headlines the problems with "The Basso’s Lot” in these very terms.
However, just as with George London's performance, the role takes on
extra news value in these days of the Cold War, for the role also offers an
opportunity to comment on the fate of Russian rulers.50 Boris Godunov is an
opera about a tsar corrupted by power, who sings his fate. Time leads with the
description of Boris, glaring at his counselors like a wounded lion," singing "I still
am czar," as he rolls down the stairs from his throne to lie dead on the Kremlin
floor. Time explains that the opera suggests the "tragedy.. .in the convulsions of
'blind Mother Russia.'"51 This bass role also happens to be the one in which
other non-Russian basses have scored news "firsts” as non-Russians to sing the
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role beginning in 1951. It should be noted, as does Time, that “Chicago-born
Tozzi" had already been a regular at the Met for six years. But he was not
profiled in Current Biography until the year of his NBC performance, 1961.
A final live performance that has a media corollary should also be
mentioned here. As cited in the cover story heading this chapter, Beverly Sills
emerged into superstardom in the late 1960s amidst much news controversy
over why she was unable to “move up” the performance hierarchy from the
second New York opera company to the first, the Met. As noted in chapter 2, this
is considered a normal career path within opera as a cultural field. I expected
that she would “enter” the national magazine media with what she and her
biographers consider her first “triumph,” her New York City performance in a new
American opera, The Ballad of Baby Doe, in 1958. But she actually received her
first news story in 1956 for performing Sophie in a concert version of Richard
Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier performed at Carnegie Hall under the baton of
Leonard Bernstein.52 Although the opera was unstaged, the two soprano roles in
this opera are also hierarchically top, Carnegie Hall is considered the top concert
hall, and at that time being chosen by Leonard Bernstein was the type of
hierarchical association that would gamer attention in opera as a cultural field.
The fact that this concert was also broadcast would only be known if one
recognized that the orchestra being conducted was the “Symphony of the Air.”
Otherwise, the media performances listed are treated as in the other profiles of
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this era. Her once-a-month roles for TV's Opera Cameos were only a stop
gap until she
finally hit the big time two seasons ago when she sang...in the San
Francisco Opera....Though she yearned for the Metropolitan,
Soprano Sills had to settle for the less prestigious New York City
Opera.53
Thus, the pattern is reinforced that, for entry articles, New York performances
(and preferably Met performances) predominate over media performances
unless there is some overriding news value that would bring the singer into
prominence.

Other Metropolitan Opera Indicators—Cover Stories
The importance of "making it” at the Met is of course best illustrated by those
who made the news magazine cover stories. As might be expected, singing at
the Met inspired cover stories on all but one singer, the story on Beverly Sills
printed above.54 The press trajectories and career paths themselves go beyond
the scope of this analysis. However, the cover stories on opera stars, like those
of Pavarotti and Sills, do form a pool of "superstars" for analysis. I am not
arguing that there is a predetermined path to a magazine cover story; there are
an infinite number of variables, not to mention elections and wars, that account
for what subject or less frequently person may be chosen for a newsweekly
cover. But once that choice is made, it can be taken seriously as an indicator of
superstardom—even by the stars themselves. Five opera singers received two
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cover stories. Three stars since World War II—Maria Callas, Beverly Sills,
and Luciano Pavarotti were featured on both Time and Newsweek covers makes
that judgment more secure. An analysis of the cover story texts, as suggested in
chapter 8, so consciously recounts the history of opera superstars as to
strengthen this judgment further. The cover stories are listed in Appendix 3.
In spite of her one or two articles per year per magazine beginning in
1952, even Maria Callas did not make the cover of Time until her Metropolitan
Opera debut in 1956. Newsweeks 1955 "cover story in disguise” with the fullpage inside portrait may have been the compromise for the lack of such an
important ingredient. The long pre-Met career of Eileen Farrell was also
rewarded a cover only when she "finally” had debuted at the Met. Again, the one
exception is the Beverly Sills cover story cited above—the transgression that
makes news—which will be explained in chapter 8.

Other Performance Review Characteristics
Critics as Sources
Without any high-pressure publicity push, a critical consensus filled
with startling superlatives has arisen concerning Sills's stunning
talent, "about which," says The New York Times. "Every singer
dreams, many boast, and few achieve."55
As the above quotation from the Beverly Sills cover story suggests, the national
magazines often use quotations from legitimated critical sources, either by critic's
name or by hierarchically appropriate venues, like the New York Times. Various
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other attributes give longer articles the sense of being a performance review.
Three quarters of the articles gave some indication that the author had personal
knowledge of the performance he or she was reviewing and was not relying only
on other critic's reports. As noted from previous analyses, the authors of many of
the news magazine articles tended to quote other critics' comments on previous
performances over a third of the time and on the same performance about onequarter of the time. Other critics were quoted as "experts," sourced in news
articles since mention of these critics was almost never "critical." The quotes
were usually general, or located by city unless the quotation was another
musician like conductors Serge Koussevitzy, Arturo Toscanini, or James Levine.
Such named accolades were frequently part of discovery stories, to be discussed
below. In cover stories, such as with Beverly Sills above, an abundance of
critical quotations from both New York papers and named critics abroad are also
used to support the "consensus" that does not yet include the Met.

Audience Response
The reaction of the audience was cited in 55 percent of the articles. These
reactions were described in glowing terms, whether by the number of curtain
calls, the enthusiasm, the anticipation, and the applause. As explained in
chapter 4, this response did not necessarily mean that the magazine author was
there. The audience response is used in the performance review frame as a
further support for the selection of the opera singer as an article subject and as a
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reinforcement of the "liveness" of the performance. The audience response
could be interpreted as a vicarious stand-in for the readers of the magazine and
a testimony that the singer met the requirements for both artistry and celebrity.
As a thread running through this study, the formula whereby both the
critics and the audience, the cognoscenti and the man in the street, had to
approve of the singer continues into the 1990s. For example, after the 1988
"storybook debut” of Dawn Upshaw, Time remarks: T he audience cheered, and
the critics raved about Upshaw's charm and freshness; she seemed set for a
predictable rise in the soubrette roles of grand opera.”56

Performance Histories
Performance histories of the singers were also sketched. Sixty percent of the
articles mentioned previous American performances. American performers, who
accounted for half the sample, almost all had previous American performances
cited. The other half of the sample, non-American singers, usually made their
U.S. debut at the Met as an invited, already legitimated opera singer.
European performances were mentioned slightly more often, in 64 percent
of the news articles. European performances were supposed to be essential for
the careers of American singers. But equally surprising, the majority of the
previous European performances were mentioned—for Europeans. In fact, when
taking all the solo news articles, only 22 percent of the articles on white American
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singers mentioned European experience. But 72 percent of the articles on
black American singers, or 8 out of 11, did. This fact will be elaborated in
chapter 7.
As also would be expected, only 20 percent of the articles mentioned a
popular performance in a popular vehicle like a Broadway show. Proportionally
more men than women have popular singing listed, which will be explained in the
next chapter. As suggested in the Grace Moore review, there is some suspicion
that attends to Broadway performances, certainly before the end of World War II.
Listed performances of non-operatic roles increased after 1960, which can be
attributed to the growth of rock music within the share of “musics" that were being
performed and recorded. It is important to note that “popular” performances were
in musical theatre, not as popular or rock singers. Interest in or performances of
popular music took on additional meaning for some singers later in the century,
as will be explained in chapter 6.
Opera stars’ media performances were infrequently attributed in their entry
articles. In the 114 first articles in news magazines (including the non-solo
articles), radio performances were mentioned in only 8 percent, film or television
performances in 12 percent. Film performances in particular were offered for
"foreign1* stars like Ferruccio Tagliavini, Jan Kiepura,57 and Jarmila Novotna58 as
evidence of their popularity in their home countries of Italy, Poland, and
Yugoslavia.
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Records were mentioned in 23 percent of the solo entry articles,
frequently as an explanation of how U.S. audiences learned about non-U.S.based singers. Take, for example, Ferruccio Tagliavini's 1947 entry article,
which ran two and a half columns in Newsweek. He debuted as Rodolfo at the
Met at a non-subscription concert, which meant that 3400 tickets went on general
sale:
And the Italian-Americans had got there first. They knew that
Tagliavini was something special from letters and comments from
Gl's who had heard him in Italy. They had even heard and seen
him in Italian movies which have been playing in New York. And, at
$3.25 a disk, they had bought up all his Cetra records which could
be imported from Italy59
The other circumstance in which stories mentioned opera recordings came from
how a singer learned about opera. Whether it was the Caruso records played by
Giorgio Tozzi's “Italian-born laborer father”60 or Samuel Ramey's "chance
encounter with an Ezio Pinza record,"61 men's discovery of opera singing often
came through media. This trend also increases as the century wears on.

Role and Repertoire
Beverly does not have the powerful top notes for roles like Tosca or
Cio-Cio-San in Madama Butterfly, and particularly not for
Wagnerian roles like Brunnhilde in Gotterdammerung. But she is
ideally suited to bel canto, and to the French lyric romanticism of
Gounod and Massenet.62
As explained in chapter 2, starring roles in opera that are capable of making the
singer a star are distributed by voice part in the standard repertoire. Even if
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interpretation or acting becomes the singer's trademark, becoming an opera
star requires the appearance in a starring role. For this analysis voice was
categorized into the six major types: soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto, tenor,
baritone, bass, with the recognition that the voice type for the higher voices
varies by role and era of composition. Today opera performance in the United
States—as well as internationally—is dominated by the ABC's—Aida, La
Boheme, and Carmen—1which have proved staples of audience response and
revenue. Using statistics compiled through from 1883 through 1988, this situation
obtains not only at the Metropolitan Opera in New York but also at the newer
Chicago Opera and San Francisco Opera.63
These nineteenth-century operas reflect the hegemony of Italian opera in
American opera houses, with Carmen and Faust being the two French
exceptions in the top twenty. The next twenty or so most performed operas would
also be similar across houses. When operatic repertoire is revived—such as the
return of bel canto operas by Donizetti and Bellini in the 1950s and 1960s or the
resurgence of Rossini or Handel in the 1980s, these too come primarily from the
eighteenth and nineteenth-century Italian repertoire.
As Martorella and other have observed, the economics of the big opera
houses have had something to do with this dominance.64 The sheer number of
seats average 3500 in the major U.S. opera houses: The Metropolitan Opera
(3600), Lyric Opera of Chicago (3500), San Francisco Opera (3000), Seattle
Opera House (2875), and New York City Opera (2500).65 In addition to opera
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house economics, the increased emphasis on "predictable” audiencepleasers and cash cows has resulted from longer seasons, professionalization of
auxiliary unions, star fees, and increased production costs for more lavish sets to
create the "events" attracting press and audience attention.
in the first half of the century, there were also many more nineteenthcentury operas in the active repertoire, from early Verdi and Rossini to many
works by Massenet and Meyerbeer, just as in the 1970s there have been revivals
of interest in Rossini, Handel and bel canto rarities. Importantly, for this study of
opera singers, such revivals often had more to do with singers’ clout than with
responsiveness to repertoire complaints. Also such recycling usually comes from
either the nineteenth-century repertoire or else, as in the case of Handel, an
Italian repertoire that is revived because of singers or fashions. Even critics of
the Metropolitan Opera repertoire, however, recognized that it has performed
over 233 different operas in its first hundred years. In the days of radio. Milton
Cross could still sell his "Stories of 100 Operas." As discussed in chapter 3,
during the first decades of television, several new operas were commissioned
and premiered on national television. However, numerically, the operas that were
performed more than a few times reflect proven European—primarily Italian—
favorites and embody nineteenth-century tonality, plots, and values. So the
canon cannot be claimed simply to be from lack of available entrants. A recent
statistic for the 1990s claims that over 125 new operas have been performed in
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America in just this decade, although almost none have been performed
more than once.66
Although it is difficult to know just how many operas actually would be
available, one estimate could be made from the number of operas listed by year
in the Simon & Schuster Book of Opera, which includes over 800 operas that
have achieved some type of importance. As this reference work was originally
produced in Italian, the numbers of American operas represented are very, very
small, perhaps ten. As I will discuss below, this number is quite low both
historically and contemporaneously.
The relatively fixed repertoire for mainstream opera performances in the
United States mandates a set of predictable roles, which too have their hierarchy
of prestige value. So, as discussed in chapter 3, the popularity and frequency of
opera's ABC's (Aida, Boheme, Carmen) provide predictable roles in which an
opera singer might achieve attention. These predictable roles also allow one to
treat the entry articles on opera singers as a corpus, even though they range
from 1923 to 1992, at least for many analyses. Starring roles have not changed
substantially between the deaths of Puccini and Caruso in 1921 and the present.

Repertoire
Repertoire was classified in several ways. Since I expected the repertoire to
follow the ABC's, the repertoire was coded in the following way: For Italian opera,
I coded Verdi, Puccini, and other Italian opera, which included Donizetti, Bellini,
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Rossini, Mozart. For German opera I coded Wagner and other German
opera, expecting primarily Strauss.67 For French I coded Gounod, Bizet, and
other, in order to identify particularly Carmen and Faust, two standard works, and
U.S. opera. Non-operatic performances could include recital literature, pop
literature, and mixed, i expected few if any of the latter two categories, with the
important exception of U.S. spirituals for black singers which I coded as "mixed."
The results of the repertoire performed were both predictable and
interesting. Verdi was the most performed composer, representing 15 percent of
the total. Puccini represented 8 percent and all other Italian opera represented a
13 percent. This last statistic is an important indicator of the role of bel canto
opera in the hierarchy of roles for soprano, especially the role of Norma, and the
Italian operas of Mozart. Since there were 17 recitalists and ten percent of the
articles did not feature a performance, the dominance of Italian opera is even
higher. Wagner scored a surprising 12 percent, even though his popularity
waned after the Second World War for reasons more carefully explained in
chapter 8. A more surprising figure was that ten singers or 8 percent entered the
national magazines singing other German opera, namely Richard Strauss. The
popularity of Der Rosenkavalier as an entry opera was not expected. Carmen
appeared four times, as will be discussed in chapter 6. Only one French opera
emerged for an entry article, confirming the lesser status of that repertoire for
starring roles. Russian opera appeared 6 times, five of which for the bass role of
Boris discussed above. Finally, US opera appeared 6 times. Once a concert
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version of a Damrosch opera brought Helen Traubel to attention in the early
1930s; otherwise, the U.S. opera vehicle was Porgy and Bess, an opera already
discussed and of importance in chapter 7. Again, recital and mixed programs
accounted for the non-operatic article appearances. For the 1990s, this
repertoire changes only slightly. Mozart and Rossini carry important roles,
especially for mezzo-sopranos, and no U.S. opera gives rise to a solo article
about a singer. This figure does not mean that no U.S. operas were reviewed in
national magazines. Still in search of "the great American thing," operatic
versions of McTeague and A Streetcar Named Desire were premiered with
singers who were listed in Current Biography. But in none of the reviews of
these operas was a singer given more than one line and none of them were the
occasion for the appearance of the singer. In fact, it was the singers chosen that
gave status to the US premieres.
Thus, the sample singers by voice part, role, performance venue, and
repertoire all reflect the continued dominance of opera as an international cultural
field, continuing essentially as it solidified at the end of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
Given all these factors that relate to performance review and the
appellation of success, they still cannot sufficiently explain which opera singers
are chosen for national magazine attention. Even at the Metropolitan Opera
there are scores of singer debuts, recognized performers in new major roles, and
several new productions a year, all of which are "new" and hence potentially
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"newsworthy." So, in terms of our sample which introduces on average two
new performers a year, it is important to note the biographical factors that might
aid the attractiveness of an opera singer for selection by a national magazine.

OPERA SINGERS, POPULAR BIOGRAPHY,
AND THE CELEBRITY TALE
Variables In Popular Biography and the Celebrity Tale
As discussed in the previous chapter, I expect that it will be the elements of the
celebrity tale to provide the additional support for the selection of the legitimated
opera singers as candidates for American stardom. The biographical variables
that I selected were derived from other studies of celebrity tales, in particular the
popular biography study of Lowenthal.60
The archetypal success story does not, of course, appear full-blown in
each magazine entry article; however, the full narrative is almost without
exception displayed in the cover stories, however, which is why various elements
of the Beverly Sills story will be used to punctuate the discussion. In the entry
articles, some aspects of the larger narrative are alluded to, either by the use of
an anecdote or in terms of the selection of details chosen to describe the star.
To review, the biographical variables revolve around complexes of
parentage, career preparation, and luck. Parentage derives from a rather basic
form of Social Darwinism: On the one hand, musical talent might be mentioned
as inherited; on the other, lower class origins might be mentioned to show the
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drama of the rise. Thus, parents, their occupation, their musicaiity, and their
support are all coded for each entry article. Their role is suggested in the Beverly
Sills excerpt: her mother supported her musical desires, her father worked hard
and rose steadily.
The singer's aspirations and career preparation are also part of the artistcelebrity success narrative. The role of helpers, from teacher or mentor, and
contests of prowess, the courage and determination to become a singer—all
these are coded in light of this narrative. In addition, the particularities of the
"artist as celebrity" include the "discovery” story whereby talent is recognized or
"discovered” by someone else. Finally, the "big break," that recognized
justification of why all talented people don’t make it, was expected to be
prominent in these stories, not just because it is a component of the celebrity
story but because it also makes "news” and therefore can assist the star's
performance. The "big break" story is so much a part of the folklore of stardom
that it can be exploited, parodied, or told straight by the news magazines as well
as by publicity agents. Thus, each of these elements is coded in terms of
presence of absence; the big break formulae are also noted.
But of course the celebrity narrative can be modified for various
demographic groups. As posed in the introduction, there are reasons to believe
that men and women, blacks and whites, Europeans and Americans will have
different opera career and personal profiles. As already mentioned the African
American singers form an important subset that will be discussed in chapter 7.
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Unlike the performance arenas of sports or politics, opera and theatre in
general has been a province of women since the eighteenth century and blurred
gender lines have been the substance of opera plots and vocal roles since its
beginnings in 1600. As will be explained in chapter 6, the American stereotypes
of male performers as effeminate run almost as deep as rugged individualism
and women appearing on stage created moral dilemmas. By the twentieth
century these stereotypes were usually not invoked directly; however, to be
successful celebrities in the American context, these magazine stories need to
reassure against operatic stereotype. The importance of the European and
American comparison will emerge in all these chapters, but especially in the
cover story analysis in chapter 8.
To attend to these matters, several additional variables were coded. A
few of these variables were taken from the Lowenthal analysis cited earlier. But
in future chapters I will read these variables in different ways. In addition to the
cumulative presence and expected consistency throughout the century, they can
also be read both as indicators of personality and as reassurance for aspects of
gender, race and national stereotypes. For example, in Lowenthal's scheme, the
mention of a spouse is less likely than the mention of parents. However, for
opera singers, mention of a spouse might also be offered as a superficial
guarantor of heterosexuality.
As will be discussed in chapter 6, evidence of masculinity is offered for
men to counter the stereotype of effeminacy. So participation in sports, the
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military, outdoors was coded. Such variables were interpreted as "hobbies"
in the Lowenthal scheme. Love of women or the mention of children is also
coded.
As will be discussed in chapter 6, the stereotype "diva” is considered fat,
imperious, and irrational. I expected that appearance and its relation to sexuality
would also be present in the articles. Therefore, attention to fat or weight along
with attention to appearance is coded. So are the mention of domesticity,
children, and church which, as will be explained, come to be combined in
particular ways for different demographic groups.

Parentage, Mentors, and Discovery
The cumulative results suggest several interesting comparisons with Lowenthal's
findings on popular biography. In Lowenthal's terms, even though he is a
member in good standing of the Frankfurt School, an opera singers would still be
considered a high status occupation in his scheme. Especially as an German
6migr6, he would still rank "high culture" in mid-century above occupations in the
"entertainment" industry. Here it is worth noting that within opera singing, the
profession are dominated by women (here 90 out of 129). Obviously this
contrasts with the 6 out of 56 women profiled in the Saturday Evening Post
(ranging from columnist to gorilla owner) and the 69 profiles in Colliers that
Lowenthal recorded. Of the latter, 60 percent were actresses. Biographical
details might well differ along these lines.
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Lowenthal also commented on the superlatives heaped upon the
subjects of his celebrities. As will be discussed below, the results of this study
are in striking contrast to this prediction. I coded at least two of the evaluative
statements in each entry article on the basis of two types of comparisons. One
type is the superlatives that Lowenthal expected; thus, in the Beverly Sills quote
above, she is "the fastest voice alive." The second is in relation to named
singers, such as Sills is "the best singing actress since Maria Callas." In contrast
to Lowenthal's predictions, comparisons with named singers were twice as
frequent as comparisons to a general class. Perhaps even more important, the
basis for the comparison was just as likely to be the voice part, role, or ability, as
success or career. If superlatives were used, they accounted for about only one
quarter of the comparisons. The significance of this comparative style, as will be
explored in detail below, has to do with the "positions" and "positioning"
described by Bourdieu as an essential working of opera as a cultural field.
Also in contrast to Lowenthal, prediction was not a significant role for the
magazine profiles. Since only 8 future performances were the subject of all 129
articles, the role of prediction in the immediate future was small. Prediction did
not have to be part of these articles because it is the magazines' acts of selecting
the singer—already legitimated—as the subject for an article that is critical. The
act of selecting the "sure success” also meant that there were few "qualified"
judgments except in the collective articles about new singers.
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Parentage
Papa, the son of a Romanian Jewish immigrant, had worked his
way up during the Depression to become a district assistant
manager for the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
It was
Mama, the one behind the lessons and the radio appearances, who
stood fast....'This one is going to be an opera singer."69
The personal biographical details show interesting findings that require
further explanation. Not unlike Lowenthal's finding, almost 50 percent of the
articles mentioned one or both parents. There was no distinction by ethnic group,
but parents were mentioned more frequently in articles about female singers,
perhaps because the female singers often were relatively younger when
receiving a magazine profile.
The occupations of the parents, when mentioned, were overwhelmingly
non-professional. As Table 5.2 shows, occupations were listed very specifically.
As the bold names indicate, American singers were much more frequently
characterized by the profession of one of the parents. As the Beverly Sills
excerpt above suggests, "papa...had worked his way up during the Depression."

Table 5.2: Occupations of singers' parents (when mentioned)
Singer

Father

Albanese
Ameling

grocery chain agent
watchmaker

Anderson

coal/ice business

Angeles

university caretaker

Arroyo
Battle

mechanical engineer
steelworker

Behrens
Bjorting

doctor
popular singer

Mother

housecleaner

doctor
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Table 5.2: Occupations of singers' parents (when mentioned) (continued)
Father

Mother

Bumbry

railroad freight handler

schoolteacher

Caballe

industrial chemist

Singer

Callas

industrialist

Corelli
Cotrubas

naval engineer
government employee

Dale
Dobbs
Estes
Farrell

oil refinery worker
mailroom clerk
coal miner/porter
vaudeville performer

Gedda
Gueden

baritone

Hayes
Hines

small cotton farmer
Hollywood production manager

"a simple woman”

"middle class family"
voice teacher
actress

Ludwig

tenor

McCracken
MacNeil
Madeira

fire chief
dentist
piano teacher

Marton

"lost everything in the war”

Maynor
Merrill
Milnes
Moffo
Munsel

minister
uncle's shoe store
minister
shoemaker
dentist

Nilsson

farmer

Norman

"middle-class"

mezzo

church music director

Novotna

banker

Peerce
Peters

caterer
shoe salesman

millinery worker

Pons

violinist

seamstress

Price
Raskin
Ramey
Robeson

carpenter
schoolteacher
meatcutter
minister

Scotto
Simionetto
Souzay
Stratas
Sutherland
Talvela

policeman
prison director
French army colonel
restaurant owner
tailor
farmer

J.C.Thomas

minister

Tozzi

laborer

Tourel
Tucker

traveling businessman
furrier

Vamay

opera stage director

Vickers
C. Williams

high school principal
chauffeur

schoolteacher
schoolteacher
housewife
amateur singer
amateur mezzo

soprano
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This impact of a non-professional occupation adds to the drama of the "rise" to
"success" of the child and the way in which, through the American dream, all
have a chance to become successful. It will not be surprising that occupation is
more often listed for blacks in the sample. Although I do not have exact figures,
occupation is also more often listed for first-generation Americans. Over 30
percent of the stories have some discussion of the singer's "name," often a
coded reference to ethnicity.
As will also be noted, very few of the occupations listed are musical. In
fact, cumulatively only 15 percent of the articles mentioned any other “musical
talent" in the family. Given my expectations, I was surprised that “inherited talent”
was not more prominent. One documentable change for the 1990s was that a
much greater percentage of the singers were listed as having musical parents,
either as singers or even voice teachers.
When a singer's aspirations were mentioned, 11 out of 18 men specifically
did not aspire to be a singer and planned to be something else. Almost 85
percent of the women whose aspirations were mentioned wanted to be a singer
and 10 out of 11 blacks had aspirations mentioned, most of which were in music.
These gender and race differences will be explored more completely in
subsequent chapters.
But for blacks, only 1 of 11 articles mentioned a spouse while 1/3 of the
articles on white singers did. Again, this may be a biographical artifact. It may
also have to do with the predominance of women in the black sample— 11 out of
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13. Finally, 81 percent of the articles described the singers’ appearance and
30 percent mentioned weight or size specifically. Given the fact that all but 10 of
the articles carried a photo and all solo articles did, the role of appearance can
be considered even more important, as the discourse reinforces the image.
These aspects will be discussed in the next chapter.

Teachers and Prizes
Beverly comes by the bel canto tradition not only through her
admiration for Callas. but through years of study with the late
Estelle Liebling. Miss Liebling was, professionally speaking, a
direct descendant of the 19mcentury's Mathilde Marchesi, the
influential voice teacher of such fabled bel canto sopranos as Nellie
Melba and Emma Eames.70
As discussed in chapter 2, the lineage of teaching is an important continuity
within opera as a cultural field. The listing of Beverly Sills' lineage is as important
as her parentage. The mention of training, however, differs again by sex.
Teachers or places of study were mentioned for half the articles on female
singers but only one-quarter of those for males. Again, the percentage was
highest for blacks, almost reaching 80 percent of the articles. Overall, teachers
or places of study were mentioned for 44 percent of the articles.
Thirty percent of the articles mentioned that the singer had won a prize.
Prizewinners did not differ by sex but did by ethnic group. Twenty-six percent of
the white American singers, 36 percent of the Italian singers and 46 percent of
the black singers were mentioned as having won prizes. As will be seen in a
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coming chapter, prizes were one way that black singers were able to obtain
some bankable assistance.
The role of mentors is especially important. Mentors were listed
specifically for 35 percent of the articles; these were always named persons who
either participated in the discovery of the singers' talent or who supported them
financially. As "discovery stories” were a part of well over a third of the articles,
this is significant. Again, this sample underestimates these functions because I
include all the articles here, including the 20 percent of the collective pieces
which have few column inches in which to tell their story. Taking solo articles,
this factor rises substantially; in cover stories the discovery is a central part of the
tale.
Often all these factors are combined to show the personal biography and
the essential elements. Numerous examples will be discussed over the next few
chapters, but the paragraph below offers a prime example for Leontyne Price:
Now only in her mid-20s, Miss Price knows how lucky she has
been. Besides a natural talent and a lot of hard work, a series of
benign circumstances have favored her career. Bom in Laurel,
Miss., she found a patron in Mrs. Alexander Chisholm, wife of a
local banker, in whose home her aunt was a maid. Mrs. Chisholm
saw to it that she had a proper musical education.... Her lovely
voice and excellent musicianship won an influential circle of wellwishers in New York: Her voice teacher, Florence Page Kimball,
composer Nicolas Nabokov, composer-critic Virgil Thomson, and
composer Samuel Barber."71
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Opera Singers and the Celebrity Tale of Success
Big Breaks
The transformation did not happen quickly. Beverly was 37 years
old when she broke through to international prominence in a 1966
production of Handel's Julius Caesar at the New York City Opera.72

As the quotation from Grace Moore’s entry article that headed chapter 4 and the
cover story quotation that heads this chapter attest, comments upon the celebrity
narrative are often present even within a version of the tale. And the big break is
one of the most important components. Even though the Sills quotation above
suggests here "break through” was long in coming, this qualification proves the
rule of the importance of "big breaks" in presenting a recognizable celebrity tale.
"Big breaks” stories or references occurred in almost two-thirds of the
entry stories. Again, this figure includes even the briefest collective articles; the
figure rises dramatically for solo articles. Their frequency serves two functions:
within the celebrity narrative big breaks can be that special ingredient explaining
success (as compared to the unsuccessful) and they also can provide the very
occasion of "news." Thus, the in media res formula of many heroic tales is
replicated in the form of the celebrity news article.
There are several types of "predictable” opportunities when "breaks" might
occur in the course of a career. Some of the opportunities have been codified as
part of the career path.

Debuts.
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As indicated above, the "debut" is an important marker in the career path of a
singer. Over 43 percent of the articles recorded a debut success; an additional
nine percent of the articles recorded a first season success, totally over half the
sample of entry articles. Of course there are many, many debuts in a given
season of opera, even at the Metropolitan. Most are covered routinely by the
local press; those that make national headlines usually have some news value or
some predictive guarantee, namely that the singer is coming to the Met on the
heels of European success. Even in the 1960s, successful opera debuts could
make front-page news, as witnessed by Birgit Nilsson. Not only did she make
the front page of the New York Times, but both newsmagazines also cite the fact.
The Met debuts of Beverly Sills and Eileen Farrell were so long in coming—
according to their fans—that their Met debut stories made a newsmagazine cover
story—as news.
The notion of "long-awaited” debuts was mentioned in the 8 stories about
"future" performances as well as of course in the saga of Maria Callas's path
toward the Met, begun with the article cited above, "Sensation at La Scala." The
most recent example of this use of the delayed Met debut has been by the Italian
mezzo-soprano Cecilia Bartoli, with a notable progression through Chicago that
mirrors the Callas path, to the extent that she receives a similar "inside cover
story” in Newsweek in 1994. But primarily the debut or first season is in New
York—only two articles record debuts elsewhere in the U.S.
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Men also debut. But their debuts less often "make news." Of all the
stories that featured a debut, only a very few were made by men, and then they
were mostly earlier in the century, such as with Edward Johnson, Lauritz
Melchior, Jan Kiepura, or Ferrucio Tagliavini coming from abroad. One of the
very few debuts made by an American man did receive a later article in displays
the success story even in its title. "Success Story at the Met: 57th Opera Season
Sees Debut of Tenor Bom in N.Y. Slum" is a clear description of the American
success story. This article on Jan Peerce suggests that a "gap in the tenor
department caused by the w a r

led to the Metropolitan debut.. .of an

American tenor who has made the long climb to the world's leading opera house
the hard way."73

The Understudy.
A second standard big break story is that the star gets sick, the understudy goes
on, and she is a big success. This story is also recognized by the press as a
formula:
Every young operatic understudy dreams of divas being suddenly
stricken just before the curtain goes up. To the Metropolitan's
blonde, bosomy Regina Resnik, 24, the dream has become a
monotonous reality.
Her third substitution—after two earlier subs at the Met—made news.74

There are a remarkable number of understudy stories which underline the
predictable narrative, from Astrid Vamay's Wagnerian substitutions in the late
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twenties to Renata Scotto's description of her successful substitution for
Callas in the Edinburgh Festival: "I came to Edinburgh unknown, and I left it
known all over the world. I had my magic."75 Roberta Peters' entry article is
simply titled "Cinderella Story.”
Annually, the Metropolitan Opera Association produces unexpected
debuts brought on by the sickness of stars and like emergencies.
But last week the company turned up one with a scenario good
enough for Hollywood. At noon on the day of the season's first
production of Mozart's "Don Giovanni," Nadine Conner, soprano
scheduled to sing Zeriina, telephoned to say that she was too ill to
appear. In half an hour her replacement had been settled: The role
would be sung by 20-year-old Roberta Peters, American coloratura
soprano who had been set to make her debut later in the season as
Queen of the Night in Mozart's "The Magic Flute."
This decision was reached in spite of the fact that Miss
Peters, signed after an audition last January, had never appeared
on any stage before and had, just two weeks ago, sung for the first
time with an orchestra.76
Monserrat Caballe's understudy story got her compared on the basis of success
to one of the reigning divas: In April of 1964, Caballe "seemingly from out of
nowhere,.. .jumped right in as a substitute to sing the lead in the American
Opera Society's Lucrezia Borgia and pfft! She caused a sensation the likes of
which Manhattan opera lovers have not witnessed since the arrival of Joan
Sutherland four years ago.”77
Such stories continue to lead newsmagazine coverage into the 1990s.
Whatever the cynicism and understanding of the celebrity machinery, the big
break tale continues to enchant:
It was a storybook debut. In 1988 the Metropolitan Opera needed a
last-minute replacement for Kathleen Battle in L'Elisir d'Amore. It
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turned to an apprentice in its young-artists program named Dawn
Upshaw. The audience cheered, and the critics raved about
Upshaw's charm and freshness; she seemed set for a predictable
rise in the soubrette roles of grand opera.78
What is interesting about these big break substitutions is that the named singer is
more than just a foil in the big break story, the confirmed star upended by the
new girt. The named substitution also functions as a named comparison, which
not only helps to interpret how big the success is but also performs the function
of positioning the singer in an existing position within opera as a cultural field.

OPERA SINGERS AND THE CULTURAL FIELD:
POSITIONS AND POSITIONINGS
Among the diverse other sopranos in this age of great sopranos—
Birgit Nilsson, Sutherland, Price, Marilyn Home, Monserrat
Caballe—[Beverly Sills] more than holds her own.79
Another critic calls [Beverly Sills] "the finest American soprano
since Geraldine Farrar" who "brings back memories of the immortal
Amelita Galli-Curci and the incomparable Ema Berger.”80
These two quotations from the cover stories on Beverly Sills offer the two types
of comparatives that assist the diachronic and synchronic positioning of a new
singer. Opera singers, like other celebrities, are judged not only by the present
but also in terms of the past. In opera, a given performance is often praised or
critiqued in terms of others who have succeeded in that role. Given the opera
canon and standard starring roles, comparisons are often explicit. Those with
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whom a given star is compared and on what basis suggests not only their
place in the hierarchy of stardom but also reinforces through comparison the
members of the pantheon of past stars. Comparisons are a way of structuring
the received history of performance.
In particular, named comparisons of stars function in the maintenance and
perpetuation of reputation. Since this portion of the study is based upon a corpus
of articles selected on the basis of a single career point of entry, the building of
reputation through career trajectories is not part of this study.81 However, I do
examine the persistence of reputation through the means of such comparisons.
Because this is such an important aspect of opera as a cultural field, I also
include it as a key element of the analysis of cover stories in chapter 8. So, for
example, if Pavarotti is compared to Caruso, and Beverly Sills to Callas, then not
only is Pavarotti being elevated to the superstar category through comparison but
also the superstar reputation of Caruso is being perpetuated.
For the entry articles, as explained above, I coded two types of
comparisons, comparisons with named singers and comparisons with a class of
singers. Therefore, the superlative comment "she is the best soprano singing
today” would be considered a comparison with a class while the comparison in
the Beverly Sills quotation, "She is the best singing actress since Maria Callas"
would be considered a named comparison. Two comparisons could be coded for
each article. In addition to understanding the dynamics of reputation within an
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entire field, they allow one to map the historical and hierarchical "positions" of
successful stars and how the listed comparisons constrain particular performers.
To further define on what basis the comparison was made and how it
functioned in evaluation, each comparison could be coded on up to two qualities.
These qualities were selected for their importance to both how opera stars are
evaluated and personal variables. So I coded whether singers were compared on
the basis of nationality, race, role, voice part, personal characteristic, ability,
success, career, or voice type. Most of these categories are self-explanatory.
Voice type is a way of placing the voice more carefully that is used with some
frequency. So one soprano might literally "sound like" another, which puts them
in line for particular roles of the named predecessor. Each formulation was then
coded as predictive, qualified, positive, comparative, superlative, or implied, that
is, being among a group chosen. Again, because of the positioning function, I
expected that there would be few predictive formulations since selection for a
story was validation. I also expected few qualified comparisons, since the
purpose was not to evaluate but to present.

Positionings
Nationality Positioninas
Nationality was an expected basis for comparison. Thus a "new high for an
American singer” as is related for Beverly Sills is a key type of comparison by
nationality. However, nationality could also be a limiting comparative outside the
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major lineages of American and Italian in this sample. Thus, particularly for
the Spanish and French singers, the nationality comparative often meant a
deadend as far as the operatic hierarchy was concerned. For example, "In the
four years since her Dallas debut. Miss Berganza... has proved that she
belongs in the line of such great Spanish divas as Conchita Supervia, Lucrezia
Bori, and Victoria de los Angeles."82 Or, "Good French singers are as rare as
good French boxers, but Crespin in the grand exception."83. In titling their articles
"The French Teuton” and "French Lioness" both Time and Newsweek
acknowledged the national nature of the competition. Neither of these ladies,
however, emerged from the national positioning. The use of American and
Italian as comparatives will be discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.

Role Positioninos
Starring soprano roles in Puccini and Verdi are also entry trajectories but often
also served as limiting trajectories. Violetta, the courtesan in Verdi's version of
Camille, La Traviata is one such role. For Jarmila Novotna's "New Violetta" in
1940 "critics dusted off ten-dollar adjectives, overlooked nearly a generation of
famed Violettas (Ponselle, Bori, Muzio) for their comparisons, acclaimed
Novotna's the greatest in 20 years."84 Forty years later, Cotrubas enters the
Violetta enters line: In a part that sopranos "from Melba to Albanese to Callas
have made their own," Cotrubas "is not a larger-than-life Violetta on the order of
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a Sutherland or Caballe, or as fiery a one as was Callas."85 Interestingly,
however, Novotna’s Violetta was not mentioned.
Mimi from La Boheme is another example. Upon Mirella Freni's 1965 Met
debut in La Boheme, one critic called her the best Mimi since Lucrezia Bori.
Newsweek adds, "Well, since Tebaldi, anyway.”86 Sixteen years later, Time
recalls that claim in a solo article on Freni, saying that she is still the finest Mimi
(and Susanna from The Marriage of Figaro) around.87 Vet she remains in that
position, even as a frequent romantic partner for Pavarotti.
Rodolfo, Mimi's tenor, was a male equivalent of a starring role, as we have
seen for Pavarotti. Polish tenor Jan Kiepura's debut was, interestingly, placed in
line with Bonci, Caruso, and Gigli all Italian tenors on the basis of his "cinema
idol” figure.88 Although Rodolfo did not become the springboard for Pavarotti that
he had perhaps expected when he made his debut, as the last chapter showed,
after “making it” he used Rodolfo as his vehicle for returning to the Met and going
on television.
Other role positionings already discussed include for basses Boris
Gudonov, as discussed above for a string of basses. Interestingly, none of the
basses in this trajectory are Russian and at least two are Italian. For mezzosopranos Carmen is such a role. The latter will return for a curtain call as a role
of significance for gender and race, but in this context its importance is that it is a
star-making role, but does not lead to a higher hierarchical position in the ranking
of female singers because of its hierarchical rank among female roles..
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“Sounds Like..." Positioninos
"Voice” is one of those terms that, with the ascendance of Barthes, Bakhtin and
other cultural theorists, has taken on a metaphoric function. In the world of
opera, the problem is literal as well and classification by type and comparison by
sound has become an important mode of description and assignment. Often the
"sounds like" positioning is another way of specifying repertoire. The language
used to describe voice is in itself a worthy object of analysis, but here the
comparatives can give some sense of both trajectory and level. For example,
describing Monserrat Caballe, Newsweek explains that "she floated pianissimos
worthy of Tebaldi."®9
Or, Irving Kolodin, Saturday Reviews regular critic, remarks how he
among others, has "long felt that Weede had more the 'sound' of that illustrious
artist [John Charles Thomas] than any contemporary" without knowing that
Weede studied with Thomas's teacher.90 Martin Mayer calls Judith Blegen's sort
of light pure soprano as "the Elisabeth Schumann voice” and professes to talk to
her about Judith Raskin "not making invidious comparisons, just talking"91
This style continues into the present. For example, "Leonard Bernstein, who
chose [June] Anderson for the new recording of his operetta Candide, likens her
to Jennie Tourel, among others, in 'the sense of vocal color, of the dramatic use
of technique and the endless drive to work hard.'”92
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Caballe has concretized these metaphors in a gold charm bracelet
depicting critics' descriptions of her voice. "Even if they [the Met] say my voice is
like a radish, I will have a gold radish made."93 Most often the voice comparative
can be limiting, with one important exception. For those singers who are ranked
at the top hierarchically, being compared to them on any dimension aids the
singer to rise in positioning.

Superstar Positioning*: Caruso and Callas
Because the annals of opera have rated two opera singers of the twentieth
century as having made "revolutionary" contributions to the way that opera is
performed, I paid particular attention to the way in which they were invoked. For
men, it was Enrico Caruso; for women it was Maria Callas. These "revolutionary”
vocal styles are documented in several ways, not only in the quantity written
about both singers but also in the ways that reference books are organized. For
example, in The Metropolitan Opera Encyclopedia, the only two performers on
whom there are invited essays are Caruso and Callas.94 And in the 20th century
Uinterludesnof a recent history of the American Opera Singed5 again are the pair
Caruso and Callas.
The Caruso and Callas stories are a large part of the narrative in chapter
8. But to preview in terms of entry article comparatives, Callas offers numerous
examples. In addition to the Beverly Sills quotes above, Callas is cited in most
every entry article up through 1991. The articles on Joan Sutherland, Sills'
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boxed comparison, are instructive. First, her voice is compared: "There is a
suggestion of Callas' famous middle register in Sutherland's vocal center—a tone
that sounds as if the singer were singing into the neck of a resonant bottle."96
Interestingly Callas quotes are joined with Callas comparisons to affirm
her place as the standard bearer: Thus, Sutherland is "a former secretary who
has won a sudden but solid reputation in the Bellini-Donizetti territory that Callas
calls her own." At the Glyndeboume Festival "members of the black-tied
audience buzzed that Joan could already stand comparison with the
incomparable Maria." Photo caption: Comparison with the incomparable."97
Again, Caballe benefits from the comparison: "her warm, artfully shaded
voice is not as large as Birgit Nilsson's, nor does she favor the bel canto filigrees
of Joan Sutherland. Instead she infuses a role with an earthy energy reminiscent
of Maria Callas, a quality which, above all else, excites."98
Even after her death, Callas is invoked, a symbol of the reflexive history of
opera as a cultural field. For example, Elly Ameling says "There's always
somebody as good as you or better. I try not to bother myself about it. I know I'll
never satisfy the masses the way Sutherland does or Callas did."99
The comparison is hierarchically above nationality and race. Clamma
Dale, the successful and most attended to Bess, says her idol is Maria Callas: "I
admire everything she stood for and resent the fact she didn't care enough to
take care of her voice."100 Even not knowing Callas turns out to be a standard
invoked by the magazines. The climactic sentence to People's profile of
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Kathleen Battle, caps her accomplishment of stardom by quoting her
admission that, upon entering college, she "didn't even know who Maria Callas

OPERA SINGERS IN MAGAZINE STORIES: THE INTERSECTIONS OF
THE CULTURAL FIELD AND CELEBRITY
In sum, then, this chapter summarizes the place of opera singers among other
types of stars, how they differ, and how magazine profiles present them in a
quantitative way as potential candidates for American celebrity. In particular, a
goal has been to show how even in the briefest article provides evidence of the
cultural field—both as legitimator and as providing the context for positions and
positioning.
The large size of the pool of opera singers given magazine coverage,
even with a highly conservative sampling procedure, is offered as evidence that
they have played a role in American culture. The even distribution of American
and European singers supports the assertion that opera as a cultural field
remains international.
The results of the content analysis confim that in order for opera stars to
be selected by national magazines they must already be successful. The entry
articles document their "live performance" because as legitimation of the
success while offering the celebrity narrative to provide the packaging necessary
for the non-music magazine celebrity profile. It has been further suggested that
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the same elements that compose the celebrity narrative can also be analyzed
in light of other factors and the history of opera success as constructed by these
magazine profiles can be seen to be both restricted and constraining. By
analyzing patterns and texts it may be possible to further define how the tensions
of nationality, gender, and race are assimilated and how the formula for cultural
production seems to reflect change while retaining the "purity" of its source in
opera. This is the task of the following three chapters.
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Chapter 6: Diva/Divo: Magazine Narratives of Opera Singers
and Sexual Identity

Although his name means nothing to most Americans, his voice is
well known to millions: he was once the hearty balladeer who told
people on television and radio that "you get a lot to like in a
Marlboro...."
Before deciding that he wanted to sing opera, Milnes had
ambitions to be a doctor.... As a boy, Sherrill milked cows and
baled hay on the family farm....
His most effective vehicles are probably such masculine
roles as Figaro in The Barber of Seville and Count di Luna in II
Trovatore-and not only because of his vocal characteristics. At 6 ft.
2 in. and a trim 220 lbs., Milnes has the physique of a halfback and
a stage-commanding presence as an actor....
Mediterranean Milnes sounds; American he is. When you
see Sherrill coming to rehearsal with those funny striped pants and
a raggedy sweater, one Viennese chorus girl remarked, all he
needs is two Colts on his hips to make him look like the perfect
western hero."1

Here in Time magazine’s 1970 article on Sherrill Milnes is a complete version of
the all-American opera-singing male celebrity. The entire article is notable for the
excess of such detail. Time recounts his daily calisthenics, his reluctant
abandonment of his motorscooter, and the fact that his "buddies tell him to can
the opera career...to make money in commercials." Milnes, then 35, went on—
as predicted for him—to be the successor to the title "Italian baritone" held by the
Americans Lawrence Tibbett, Leonard Warren, and the recently retired George
London. Milnes frequently appeared with Pavarotti on stage and in records and,
as baritone, was eclipsed in celebrity with the rise of the tenor. But his looks and
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celebrity allowed him to appear costumed as the sexually adventurous Don
Giovanni in a 1980s advertisement for Legg's pantyhose. In this chapter I will
explore how the biographical characteristics of opera singers play out against
gender stereotypes to render opera singers acceptable for American celebrity.

OPERA, OPERA SINGERS AND GENDER AMBIGUITY

Opera, Voice, and Sexuality
Gender ambiguity was embodied in sexual ambiguity in the performance of the
first two centuries of opera. Women were forbidden by the Catholic Church to
appear on stage and so, as in Renaissance drama, female parts were sung by
males. For singers, this required more than "cross-dressing.” Puberty signaled
the growth into manhood, which brought the strengthened diaphragm and
enlarged resonating chambers so desired for longer, faster, louder singing; it
also brought the drop in tessitura popularly known as "the change of voice."
Though castration was officially forbidden by the Church, numbers of "altered”
boys happened to become available to fill the demands of church choirs, singing
school and opera stages. These boys were supplied by what might be called an
underground industry that relied on the pressing poverty of Catholic families and
the "unvoiced” Church requirements to obtain a young boy for money.2 The
various public stories given as to how the castration came about constituted,
according to Bergeron, what "we would today call an ‘open secret,’ a narrative
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practice concealing an unsavory act in the folds of a great, culturally sanctioned
alibi."3
Castrati were the first opera stars in both fame and fortune, and appeared
in the 17mand 18** century Italian operas of Monteverdi, Handel, Gluck, and
many by Mozart. Fictional accounts of castrati's lives (e.g., Anne Rice's Cry to
Heaven) and the movie Farinelli suggest that the most famous castrati found
ways to compensate or indeed exploit their sexual ambiguity. Sexual liaisons
with both men and women enhanced their reputations and they were
handsomely rewarded in worldly goods. But star biographies tend to leave out
the majority of the castrati who did not "make i f and did not enjoy the social
tolerance granted to success. For most castrati physical "difference" marked
their sexual ambiguity, including elongated limbs or oversized heads that made
them easy to caricature.4 Other characteristics extended to their person: from
lacking fortitude (read: weak) and to lacking strength of mind. As Joke Dame
remarks, when musicologists describe the castrato body, the androgyny and
ambiguity are marked. But when the voice itself is the subject, "angelic,"
"artificial, "nonhuman" are mentioned, thereby making body and voice connected
but not identical signifiers.5
Even before the 1994 film Farinelli brought the most "famous" castrati to
the screen, Time magazine had related the practice to the pursuit of the high
voice. Pavarotti's entry article in Time, discussed in chapter 4, offers its readers
two paragraphs explaining how physical characteristics of voice production,
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aesthetic values, social values, and competitive performance intersected in
operatic history:
Rossini thought it sounded 'like the squawk of a capon whose
throat is being cut.' John Ruskin used somewhat more elegant
phrases: ‘Of bestial howling, and entirely frantic vomiting up of
damned souls through their still carnal throats, I have heard more
than, please God, I will ever endure the hearing of again.’ Both
were complaining on the same score—the continuing struggle of
Italian tenors trying to hit top notes at top volume.
The 18th century beginnings [sic] of Italian opera features
castrati, who could sing in loud treble voices. As the gelding of
males for musical purposes fell into disuse, however, tenors
continued to reach soprano notes by shifting into a much softer
falsetto. It was for these part-falsetto voices that Rossini, Bellini
and Donizetti wrote their most famous bel canto tenor roles,
sometimes requiring an almost impossible F over high C. Only
around 1820 did Tenor Domenico Donzelli startle his public by
attempting high A with full chest force behind it, ultimately changing
the course of operatic history. The new style put the primary
emphasis on volume and thus removed most of bel canto opera
from the reach of virtually all tenors who came later.6
This popularized historical account, which is generally informative though
chronologically less accurate, introduces the vocal terms which, by extension,
have taken on gendered meanings. The “gelded” source of top notes that were
both high and loud continued to haunt stereotypes of the tenor voice. The
“falsetto” technique of voice production, which was lighter and softer on the
higher notes, was in fact the common mode of singing high notes until the fourth
decade of the nineteenth century.7 According to Wayne Koestenbaum, the
falsetto voice is associated with “unnaturalness” and perversity” in nineteenthcentury singing manuals and he believes that this association prefigures the
discourse on homosexuality.8
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Falsetto singing today is usually used to describe the vocal production in
the voice category of the counter-tenor, which is culturally marked “higher than
natural.” This vocal tessitura overlaps with the contralto female vocal register, a
“border area” of sexuality and voice. The voice category has continued to carry
some of the associations with the castrati and effeminacy, as Koestenbaum
implies, especially since the counter tenor today often takes the castrato parts in
the Renaissance and Baroque operas.9 Even today the male tenor voice, as
implied by the Time article, is not unmarked by sexual innuendo and is not
universally appreciated. The quoted derogatory comments about the tenor voice
could be multiplied indefinitely and contribute to the stereotypes of male singing
that will be described below.
Women gradually took their place upon the stage with castrati and a few
tenors. But throughout the eighteenth century, castrati won most of the staged
vocal duels, through technique, improvisation, and often collusion. Since they
competed in the same voice range, had more strength, and had access to
training, sopranos upon the stage were at a disadvantage until some of the
castrati actually began to teach singing to some of the female singers at the end
of that century. The revolutionary fervor sparked by the French Revolution aided
the cause of female singers as castrati increasingly "came to symbolize the
excesses of tyrants."10 Thus the standard nomenclature for voice types, like
most music terminology, derives from the Italian, with soprano, alto, tenor, and
bass originally referring to the male pitch hierarchy. Female singers took on the
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soprano and alto designations and more descriptive and intermediate categories
were added to characterize and discriminate the vocal characteristics. "Lyric,"
"spinto," "coloratura," "dramatic." "mezzo," "baritone,” all came to signal qualities
of "voice"—and also dramatic roles.11
The coming of women to the operatic stage replaced the explicit sexual
ambiguity of the castrato—for women’s roles. However, as will be explained
below, gender ambiguity remained, also for vocal reasons. Opera "absolutely
insists...upon its own esoteric rules, where voice and music come first and where
realism has no place.”12 Thus, because voice dominates both gender and
sexuality—and even realism- in operatic composition, many composers sought
the widest range of vocal types in order to multiply the sonic possibilities and
combinations of harmony and timbre. Therefore, composers were interested in
exploiting not only the range of male and female voices but also used the border
area where the lowest female voices overlapped the highest male voices. Thus
vocal quality could dominate sexual appropriateness of the performer and role.
Meanwhile, the female high voice was also pushed and extended, heroine-ized,
with impact upon the perception of femininity and power.13
The complex relation between the "grain of the voice," to use Barthes
term, tonal hierarchy and sexuality has been explored from many directions,
especially in the last decade.14 For this study it is important to note the
nonequivalence of the high tessitura and sexual clarity: even though gender
ambiguity adheres to the tenor, high voices are still given supremacy and power
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in opera through their starring roles. Thus, in a Lacanian analysis, Michael
Poizat15 argues that the erotic is embodied in the uecstaticnsinging voice in the
climactic note. This can be the “High C” of Pavarotti or the high notes of the
female singer, which Poizat prefers.
The link is viewed positively and profitably for tenors from within opera as
a cultural field. For all the discussions of ambiguity, musicians often link the
tenor voice directly with sexuality or sexual power. Rudolf Bing, the Metropolitan
Opera manager of the 1950s and 1960s, states that “the tenor with a secure top
exerts a sexual fascination on people, not just women, men too. The best tenor
has a quality, a timbre, that’s essentially a sexual stimulant—that is why they are
so highly paid.”16
More recently, the argument about the sexuality of the interplay of gender
and voice has also been offered for women’s singing—in male roles:
Herein lies another paradox of opera. Because the voice, in opera,
transcends both sex and gender, the woman en travesti, literally 'in
travesty’ or 'male drag,’ sings as and looks like, in theory at least, a
man, but sounds like—and, we all know, is—a woman. Hence, the
eloquent interplay of erotically charged identification and
difference.17
Several women writing about women’s roles in opera also trace their genesis to
the rise and demise of castrati. Some, like Margaret Reynolds see the legacy
primarily in terms of the cross-gender, mezzo soprano “trouser” roles.18 Others,
such as Leonardi and Pope, suggest that the castrati also bequeathed the
attribution of prima donna characteristics to the high female sopranos where
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sexual ambiguity is not an issue.19 What is clear from the abundance of new
analysis is that the history of opera incorporates gender ambiguity into the high
drama of love and death, an ambiguity that carries over off-stage to the singers
who play the parts.
Several further qualifications are in order. First, the cross-gender ‘trouser1
roles continued to be part of operatic composition long after the castrati had left
the stage. In later French and Italian opera, mezzo-soprano or “light” soprano
voices were assigned to male “youth,” including would-be suitors of the soprano
from Cherubino to Siebel, Oscar to Octavian. Most of these roles are key to plot
and vocal development of the opera. However, to my knowledge the “boy” wins
the girl in only one opera— Strauss’s Der Rosenkavalier—thus providing the
possibility of a star-making “trouser” role. Thus, the prominence and importance
of available operatic trouser roles suggests that they would be interesting tests of
potential stardom for opera singers, especially in America as will be explained
below. While the starring female roles are reserved for the high (and dramatic)
soprano, the mezzo-soprano roles would be an important test for potential
entrants into opera stardom with regard to press treatment of sexuality.
Second, the “cross-gender roles" should not be confused with “disguise"
or “masquerade," as these two postmodern terms denote standard plot practices
in opera. Mozart set to music the famous roles of disguise of “class” in The
Marriage of Figaro, as well as in Don Giovanni, where upper-class characters are
disguised as lower-class characters, to test the social rules of sexual play.
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Mozart also uses disguise for similar reasons in Cosi fan Tutti, although this time
the disguise is “ethnic,” where the men dress as “Turks” to test their lovers’ faith.
Masquerade is the theme of Verdi’s A Masked Ball at which the costumes offer
the opportunity for royal assignation and assassination. And of course
8eethoven’s Fidelio is the faithful wife disguised as a man to save her husband.
Such examples are numerous. However, the most complicated combination of
disguise and cross-dressing occurs, again in the first-act of Strauss's Der
Rosenkavalier, when Octavian, a woman singing as a man, is disguised as a
woman to fool the rival lover. This particular role and scene incident from 20th
century opera is often used in contemporary writing on gender ambiguity and
opera.
Third, heavier or dramatic middle voices also can have sexual
connotations, usually related to excess and/or ethnicity. To use the increasingly
common and multivocal term, “orientalized” sexuality was often assigned the
middle-voice range. Thus, for example, the most famous female role, the gypsy
Carmen, is mezzo-soprano, though many sopranos attempt to sing it. Other
mezzo-soprano roles of sexual power to seduce and betray include Delilah,
Salome, Princess Eboli, and Venus.20 For males, a middle-voiced baritone role
also could connote the power to seduce and betray. The “masculine roles" that
were cited above for baritone Sherrill Milnes above were not hero roles but
nonetheless roles of power and dangerous sexuality. In addition to the wellknown activities of MacBeth, the Count di Luna kidnaps the heroine in Verdi’s II
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Trovatore and Figaro attempts to facilitate the sexual congress of the hero and
heroine. Scarpia, the baritone in Tosca, attempts to seduce the heroine and kill
her lover. The most famous baritone Italian role, Don Giovanni, has literally
attracted scores of interpretations but sexuality is always central. Thus, I would
expect that any middle-voiced singers who achieve a significant enough success
to warrant national magazine coverage would appear in the roles that denote
power and sexuality.
Finally, in twentieth-century opera there are arguably non-heterosexual
roles that raise questions of operatic sexuality and power. The two most famous
are based on modernist literary texts that premiered within a few years of each
other in the 1970s. These two operas were Benjamin Britten’s Death in Venice
and Alban Berg’s Lulu. The homoerotic characters in both these operas have
been explicated in new and provocative ways.21 Sam Abel and Craig B. Palmer
make an important point in their comparison of the two film versions and two
opera performances of these two works. While critics of the film versions
discuss directly Aschenbach's homosexuality and Countess Geschwitz’s
lesbianism, newspaper and magazine reviews of the two operas in 1975 and
1979 virtually erase that characterization. In the quoted reviews of the Met’s
production of Lulu from Time, Newsweek, The Nation, and Saturday Review, the
authors conclude that the only mode of identification is the Time-ese epithet “the
lesbian Countess Geswchwitz,” which appears as a character “modifier. ”22 The
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vocal part of mezzo-soprano; the role small but integral. The authors suggest
here that the lower voice can be mysterious, marginalized in the erotic economy.
The 1975 reviews by useriousnmusic critics of Britten’s Death in Venice do
not attribute any sexual dimension to Aschenbach's interest in the young boy
(who dances but does not sing).23 instead, Abel and Palmer note three types of
udodgesnof the issue of homosexuality. The first is the appeal to metaphor—that
Tadzio represents aesthetic beauty, the second is to appeal to the
psychological—that Tadzio is a projection of Aschenbach’s alter-ego, and the
third is the metaphysical—Aschenbach’s love is spiritual. That all these
explanations can in fact be offered, thereby extending what the music critics
would offer as the more “universal" reading of the story, suggests the latitude
offered by the ambiguity of operatic conventions, especially when the character
is “un-voiced."
These review patterns also suggest an important dimension to the
intersection of opera conventions and opera as a cultural field. Given that voice
transcends rules of gender and “reality” within opera as a cultural field, these
rules can be used both to finesse gendered ambiguity and also to render
aesthetic judgments as paramount over other, more reality-based attributions of
sexual desire or attribution. The more “radical” readings of the sexuality of opera
roles offered in the 1990s research literature can co-exist with a more
conservative approach depending upon the critics’ perceived audience.
However, as seen by the history of the demise of the castrati, these values are
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vulnerable over time. In the area of social values as well as what Bourdieu calls
the “field of power,” pressures can be exerted upon what would seem to be a
relatively autonomous cultural field, defended by the critics and institutions
within. While Abel and Palmer do not see significance in the attributive quality
for the Countess in Time, I would argue that certain social and political values
may be more likely to permeate the border areas through music journalists who
operate in the border area of music scholarship. In general, within the cultural
field, however, I would expect that, as with the reviews above, the “rules” would
allow for aesthetic values to dominate in the ambiguous border areas of gender,
voice and role.
To be more specific: for this analysis of opera singers as presented to the
non-music audience, I have several expectations. First the physicality of the
voice carries with it the overtones of sexual ambiguity, especially at the overlap
of male and female registers. A non-music magazine article may explain the
potential ambiguity, as with the reference to the high c’s in the Pavarotti excerpt
above, as a way of sexual clarity. Or, the article will provide biographical detail
that appears to clarify the performer’s sexual orientation. Second, the voice is
connected with the body not only by modes of production but also by
descriptions of physical difference and social and cultural associations. Thus,
biographical details and physical description can also be invoked to clarify sexual
orientation. Thus, in addition to the overall expectations of how opera singers
would be presented as potential American celebrities, an evocative test would be
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to look particularly at the intersection of those voice parts and roles—mezzo
soprano trouser roles, counter-tenor and tenor—where ambiguity might need to
be clarified.
Finally, the “performed voice” becomes at least as important as, if not in
some sense usurps, the authorial or composer’s voice.24 Thus the "performed
voice" is linked with the singer, the living embodiment of opera and therefore key
to its reproduction and representation.

Opera Singers and Gender Stereotypes In America
Generalizing about gender stereotypes and singing in American culture finds
several sources and some qualifications. In general, the prevailing stereotype by
the nineteenth century came to identify singing with the female. As Ahlquist
recounts for mid-nineteenth century New York, published commentary carried a
general distrust of musical pursuits as inherited from English society. Since the
Renaissance, writers had carefully delineated the appropriate uses and value of
music for various constituencies and often ridiculed music as “a meaningless,
effeminate, and unintelligent suit." After all, a man could not lead women if in
effect he became one. While male commentators sometimes accepted women's
practice of music as a solace, more often they condemned it as dangerous. As
will be developed more fully in the final chapter, the “siren" could weaken men
through her “uncontrollable sexual allure."25
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Cultural historians of America have confirmed the long life of equating
artistic activity and the feminine. Classic texts like Richard Hofstadter’s AntiIntellectualism in American Life and Frances Fitzgerald’s America Revised
located these mainstream cultural beliefs in both press and textbooks.26

More

recently, E. Anthony Rotundo has documented the transformations of American
Manhood, especially as it emerged at the turn of the nineteenth-century and
continued to shape the concept into the late twentieth century. Among the
masculine values he notes are an emphasis on the male body, with heroes
described in physical terms as impressive in size and strength. Competitive
impulses were transformed into male virtues, particularly through the military
ideal and competitive sports.27 These were the public forms of acceptable
expression of male passion. Singing, and the arts in general, were attached to
“the woman without and the woman within."28
The correlation between males and singing also carried a physical
embodiment. The 1852 parody on the Physiology of the Opera, published the
year after Jenny Lind's tour and in the year of Adelina Patti’s debut at age 8,
leads off with a tenor solo:
The tenor is a small man, seldom exceeding the medium height.
His voice is, comparatively speaking, a small voice, and
consequently not likely to issue from overgrown lungs. His
proportions are, or at least ought to be, as symmetrical as possible.
His hair, nine times out of ten, is black, and always curls. ...His
features are likely to be handsome, sometimes, however
effeminately so.
Even in jest is gender ambiguous and ethnicity marked.
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In the twentieth century, reports on male American singers confirm these
notions, with an ethnic gloss. According to Rushmore, “an American male who
produced the vulnerable, almost feminine sound that proceeds from an Italian
tenor singing mezza voce [half voice] might be regarded with deep suspicion. Yet
that quality matches the gentleness which often predominates in the Italian
masculine character.” 30 Given the history of the importation of Italian opera into
America as described in chapter 2 ,1would expect that attributing an ethnic
descriptor to the male singer, especially Italian, might be used as explanation for
male singing in non-music magazines.
Rushmore also goes on to attribute the later arrival of the American male
singers to the international scene to the “American mistrust of a male artist in
general and his virility in particular.” For example, Jess Thomas says that as a
boy in a typical midwestem small town, he had to sneak out to the garage to the
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts lest he be caught in so sissv an act.31 Thus,
within the American cultural, even the non-ambiguous male voices like the
baritone are likely to require that their possessor is otherwise described as “a
real man.”
In this context, then, the opening excerpt from the 1970 Time article on
Sherrill Milnes literally embodies and displays these masculine attributes. First,
he is physically described as having “the physique of a halfback and a stagecommanding presence as an actor,” along with the vital statistics: “6 ft. 2 in. and
a trim 220 lbs.” His most effective vehicles are “masculine roles” and “all he
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needs is two Colts on his hips to make him look like the perfect western hero." It
matters that the remark comes from a Viennese chorus girt, as recognition of his
Americanness, even though he "sounds “Mediterranean."32 As suggested by
these quotations, the attribution of "Italian” or "Mediterranean” to the voice plus
the masculinity of the American physique is ideal recipe for the press portrayal of
a male American opera singer. Also, the separation of the body from the voice is
another mode of representation expected to be common in magazine
descriptions.
For women, although singing was an acceptable occupation, especially
domestically and as a molder of "virtue," opera singers who performed
professional onstage did not fit easily in the American cultural milieu. The
complexities of the diva as an American celebrity will be explored more fully in
chapter 8, in which cover story narratives clearly spell out and develop the
contradictions and American resolutions. However, the key aspect to be
developed below again deals with the relation of the voice to the body. In this
case, the analysis of gender and representation is not over till the fat lady also
sings.

OPERA SINGERS AND GENDER REPRESENTATIONS
IN AMERICAN MAGAZINES
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Singer Stereotypes, Gender Ambiguity end the Medie
Stereotypes of singers, as with all other stereotypes, are more than just a twodimensional representation. Strictly defined, “A stereotype is the portrayal of an
identifiable social group in such a way that members of that group are
consistently invested with certain personality characteristics and social
activities.”33 But as Pickering has shown in his review of research on stereotypes
from both communications and social psychology, stereotypes have been
conceived as functioning in two broadly distinct ways. As much media research
has shown, the negative connotations of stereotypes limit perceptions of
individuals and can reinforce collective devaluations of social groups. From the
social psychological point of view, they also organize much information and form
“common sense” ways of reacting to the world.34 Thus, in presenting opera
singers in magazine profiles, writers and editors can use a couple of strategies in
dealing with what could be conceived as generally shared American stereotypes
of opera singers. First, they can draw on the above stereotypes to explain their
derivation as a subject of the article, as in the case with the Pavarotti magazine
article. In this case, Pavarotti’s “high voice" is explained using information from
within the practices of opera as a cultural field. Or, as in the case of Sherrill
Milnes cited at the head of this chapter, the magazine prose can directly or
obliquely address the underlying stereotype by providing details that counter it,
that is, evidence of his height, physicality, sports, female appeal.
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The efficiency of stereotypes in conveying much cultural information,
especially when it conforms to what might be considered “common sense” views
of particular classes or types of characters or people, might also be applied to
the types of details that can be used to counter such stereotypes. A selected
anecdote about a man's army sen/ice or flirtatiousness can signal more than an
attribute; it can cue a contradiction to the stereotype as well. Thus, for all of the
solo entry articles on male singers, I expected that some type of cue countering
the prevailing stereotype of the “effeminate male singer” would be present in the
magazine profile. I expected such cues to be multiple in the case of American
male singers.
These cues can be easily included under the type of personal detail
expected from popular biographies. Thus, in Lowenthal's terms, the same type
of information about hobbies or personal habits that signal “familiarity” and
commonality in popular biography can function as cues. Publicists and agents
can also readily provide such biographical details as part of the publicity kit. As
will be more fully discussed with what might be called the “founding publicity
story” about Jenny Lind in chapter 8, Bamum and subsequent agents are paid to
identify those details and personal qualities that will enhance their singer's
profile. Thus, the process of producing publicity, as part of opera as a cultural
field, may enhance the more personable and generalizable qualities of the
singers especially so that they can be featured to broader audiences. The role
of the agent or agency does not undercut the assertion of the analysis. Rather, it
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indicates that there is coherence among the “agents” (to use Bourdieu's terms) in
recognizing which elements are necessary for a profile to have appeal both
within and across the borders of opera as a cultural field.
Until recently, as Gross and others have demonstrated, the person
receiving media attention could be assumed to be heterosexual. Press stories or
biographies about men or women whose sexual preferences did not fit this mode
could finesse the issue either by omission or by providing biographical details
that would not be inconsistent with heterosexuality. This type of “passing" could
also be a way of interacting in public, thus providing a consistency between
prose and behavioral strategies. The “open secret” might be known by those
within opera as a cultural field and even those inhabiting the border areas, like
opera fans. In fact, this type of “gossip” is part of the currency of the border
areas. However, at least until recently and the “contestation of the closet,” public
institutions and publications about opera and music were consistent with
perceived social values concerning sexual preference. Thus, for example, the
Metropolitan Opera Bookstore refused to carry the biography of Vladimir
Horowitz written by Glenn Plaskin in 1983, which mentioned his homosexuality
and the obituaries of well-known composers even in the early 1990s used the
“lifelong bachelor” appellation.35 According to other anecdotal accounts, the
Metropolitan Opera Bookstore also excluded Ethan Mordden's book on opera
divas entitled Demented, which represented an early stage of “diva discourse"
written by gay male fans. This view of female opera singers was later made
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more explicit by Wayne Koestenbaum's in The Queen's Throat, a 1989 book that
was noted obliquely in Newsweek and Harper’s as evidence of Wildean wit.
Until quite recently, however, within the published narratives of celebrity success
in the general circulation magazines, the subject of sexuality remains one of
celebrating non-ambiguity or avoiding contrary evidence.
Also, given the history of the intersection of voice, role, and gender
ambiguity, I would expect that not only would the singer to be presented in a
biographically unambiguous fashion, but also the role that was reviewed was
also expected to be able to be portrayed as sexually unambiguous. Recent
scholarly literature has credited several starring roles for women, like Salome,
Butterfly, and Carmen with sexually ambiguous meanings.36 Again I expect that
these “readings" will remain within opera as a cultural field, either among
scholars or among fans who inhabit the border area through information and
“gossip” networks.
Two final points remain. First, interpreting sexual and gender ambiguity in
narrative texts from all media is a prime project of postmodern theory. It is no
accident that the emergence of the music video, and notably MTV in 1981, has
brought back the "voice” in its literal manifestation to prominence in gender
investigations. The predominance of film and literary theory in these
investigations and the entrance of female analysts into the realm of film and rock
music37 have developed important notions relevant to interpreting not just the
music videos but the performers who have emerged in that medium. From Boy
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George to Michael Jackson, the "little boy voice" exploits this ambiguity, and
Madonna's "sexuality” has kept both pop and scholarly publishing industries
heavily supplied. The language and categories of these critiques informs
discussions of voice, music, and gender. But for opera, I would argue, a value
as “high art” might play off such ambiguities as an argument for opera's longerlasting and higher moral/aesthetic standing in the artistic hierarchy.38 In other
words, in the public discourse about why opera should continue to be valued
within the American cultural sphere, one premise is that it contrasts on most
points to the mass culture, youth-oriented popular music that may assault—
proudly and intentionally—mainstream social values. Changes in social values,
whether sexual or as in the next chapter racial beliefs, may penetrate the borders
of opera as a cultural field when the pressure is not from popular culture but from
the "field of power," namely politics.
Finally, it is important to expand upon a point made in the last chapter
about the dual function of "ordinariness." Selected elements of popular
biography, analyzed within the construct of the celebrity tale as providing
similarities to the audience, such as hobbies, personal friendships, clothes, etc.
here can clarify sexuality. Also, by signifying ordinariness, they help assume
heterosexuality as the unmarked category. So, for example, a "real man” would
not want to be a singer but would desire a more "manly” occupation. Choosing
to be a singer would be accidental, late in coming, or else possibly ascribed to an
inherited family "talent” that would make it acceptable, or ordinary within the
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family. Thus, "before deciding that he wanted to sing opera, Milnes had
ambitions to be a doctor." In this way, even singing other types of more "popular
music,” liking cowboy movies or Sinatra, can be reassuring for being "ordinary” in
other ways as well. In terms of opera as a cultural field, then the "more popular
forms of music” can be also reassuring in the American sense of making opera
as less separate at the same time it is obviously separate.
Thus in analyzing the articles on male singers, I will use the attributes
specified by Richard Dyer in his fine analysis of gay men's relation to Judy
Garland. These attributes are evidence of sex-appropriate physicality and
manhood, evidence of heterosexuality by reference to female attention or
marriage, and evidence of "ordinariness."39

Magazine Narratives Confirming the Manhood of Opera Singers
The content analysis of all solo entry articles for all male singers40 revealed that
aH articles included at least one and usually more biographical details that could
be interpreted as evidence of manhood.41 This pattern is wholly consistent for
singers in Current Biography through 1999. Twenty-five percent of all the
articles through 1991 include mentioning of participation in sports or the army.
For example, German baritone Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau might have been "on the
wrong side” when captured by the Americans in 1945, but both his entry story
and follow-up story in Time suggests that he was "ok" because he was at least in
some army. As the oft-repeated description states, as an "American prisoner of
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war, he made such a hit singing for his captors that he was one of the last
prisoners released."42
Robert Merrill's career in minor league baseball is always mentioned.43
Italian tenor Franco Corelli has a reputation as an amateur swordsman44 and
Cesare Siepe has a career as a boxer.45 Siepe entered a singing competition
because "there are girls" and Corelli was celebrated for putting some of the
"Pinza-appeal" back into opera. If real men are going to wear tights, they had
better be good with a sword.
Or, for example, the "unmanliness" of actually desiring a career singing
opera could be countered with stories of an "accidental" entry into singing or
someone "telling them" to become a singer.46 For example. Siepe entered the
above contest at the urging of a friend. Judging by the statistics, more male
stars for whom aspirations were mentioned desired to be something else other
than a singer than wanted to. When aspirations were mentioned, 11 of the 18
articles indicated that the singer had not wanted to become one.
Also, unlike the twisted Cinderella tale told on Grace Moore in chapter 4,
when she attempted to move up “too quickly” from Broadway to opera, American
male singers have leeway as more popular performers than women.. For
example, when Italian-American Giorgio Tozzi is profiled, ”he majored in biology
at Chicago's DePaul University,” had served in the Army till 1945, and sang
wherever he could, including radio and a London musical comedy about a
prizefighter.47
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Finally, one third of all the articles mention a spouse or female attention,
such as the quotation on Sherrill Milnes above. These patterns were remarkably
consistent across era and male voice type. Some attribution from one of these
three categories appeared in all articles on male singers.
There are two corollaries to this pattern. As suggested above by
Rushmore, the Italian male’s dispensation to sing has a cultural legacy. Thus it
may be one of Caruso's legacies in the United States to import that special
dispensation for Italians to be not only opera singers but especially to be
"tenors." This statement is not merely an analytical conclusion: It is stated up
front in articles "searching for the new Caruso," which will be discussed in
chapter 8.48 Pavarotti is of course the most famous example. Although his
"entry article" was respectful of his 9 high C's, by the time of his cover stories his
love of women is endearingly described as "holding court":
...he volubly welcomed everyone in sight. Especially the women.
A true Italian male, he makes it a point of honor to kiss every
female in the same room with him. Cheerful propositions are the
staple of his small talk ('Just kidding,' he reassures husbands and
boyfriends, then adds quickly to the women: 'See you later1.) 49
Earlier Italian tenors take on this aura as well. At the "noisy” 1947 Met debut of
Ferruccio Tagliavini, noted by both Time and Newsweek, "the ladies who have
dominated stage for so long will have to watch the box office. For to an opera
“bawby soxer"—as Tagliavini calls his frenzied feminine admirers—a tenor is
worth ten Frank Sinatras." His lack of doubts about his competence is also "an
occupational disease peculiar to Italian tenors."50 Franco Corelli's "golden
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calves" are described as his "most famous asset" because they also support "the
best-looking hunk of tenor now singing."51 If you want to wear tights, it is best to
be Italian.
Richard Tucker, in both his "entry article," and subsequent press
treatments, was at first accompanied by the question "can non-Italians be
tenors."52 All the later articles include testimonies to his being "more italiano
than Italians" and other descriptions of his voice as "sounding Italian."53 Sol
Hurok states this prejudice up front in his autobiography to account for why it
took him so long to seek out Jan Peerce for a concert career. Even baritones
suffer the same fate to some extent, which explains why Sherrill Milnes above is
referred to as an "Italian baritone."
In addition to the casually expressed belief that only Italians can sing
Italian opera, the gender issue surfaces with regard to Americans most
frequently. Indeed, during the mid-century, the search for Caruso even asked
the question "Are Tenors Stupid?" and described diseases like “tenoritis" and
egomania. In fact, for almost the entire post-war period, Time magazine headed
almost each and every article about a tenor with a less-than-flattering quote from
Hector Berlioz's Evenings at the Opera, suggesting that the problematic tenor
formula worked as well as the imperious diva formula against which to portray a
"worthy" tenor entrant.
Richard Tucker, about whom the above articles were written raises
another exception, and that is the relation to the cantorial tradition. The film plot
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of The Jazz Singer* in both its Al Jolson and Neil Diamond incarnations involves
a problematic move from cantonal tradition to secular singing. Tucker's decision
to give up his cantorial job to become "the opera singer” is always part of his
print biography, as is his compromise to sing for the High Holidays. While the
press more routinely attributed religious roots to African American singers as will
be discussed in the next chapter, the biographical evidence of church choir
singing among non-Jewish males is not mentioned in press stories.
These masculine attributes are one of the ways that gender ambiguity is
assuaged for men, especially American men. However, for female singers
gender certainty could be betrayed by the implications of physical ambiguity; for
many opera singers that traitor is "the body."

The Body and the Voice
"The opera's not over till the fat lady sings." That invocation has become part of
pop culture. Fat has been given as a major excuse for opera's "unreality," its
"un-Americanness" but most of all, often unspoken, it also renders gender
ambiguous. The "body” is an issue for both male and female singers. Of all the
newsmagazine entry stories, one-third mentioned the singer’s size. Taking solo
articles, the percentage rises dramatically.
The discourse upon "the voice" and fat embodies a tension between the
sound and the image. Bodily requirements for most non-soubrette (light-voiced)
roles are stamina, breath, and resonance, all of which reside in the chest.55
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While the barrel-chested tenor is a common figure, the exercises and practice of
singing the heavier repertoire, especially early training, aims to increase breathig
capacity. The "bosom" of a soprano is not the voluptuousness of American male
fantasy or surgical alteration. As Helen Traubel expresses in her autobiography,
her measurements are 48-43-41. Inevitably, a big chest and accompanying lung
capacity are associated with a big voice, whether male or female. Kirsten
Flagstad points out that, as she progressed from light, lyric soprano roles to the
heavy Wagnerian ones (which she debuted at the Met), her body enlarged and
seemed to thicken.56 Today the press awareness to developing the upper body
for both men and women within the “workout” culture may be applied to thinking
of opera singing as an intensively physical activity, requiring energy, stamina and
lung capacity as well as the resonating chamber of a large chest capacity.
This type of bodily housing for dramatic soprano voice is, of course, at
odds with the ideal body type of women, especially those women who are likely
to become celebrities in American culture. During the last decades, many
researchers have elaborated the implications of the body in both representation
and cultural power. Not unlike the definitions of manhood offered above, the
“slender body" also comes into the Western aesthetic ideal in the late Victorian
era.57 As Bordo remarks, it is difficult to do justice to the representation of the
“slender body” in a short space. For example, diets have been explored as
gendered confessional discourse58 and as symptomatic of middle-class
membership in America.59 Nor is it possible to note all the potential nuances in
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representation of articles under discussion. What is detailed here is the way in
which the stated correlation between body types and singing voices intersects
the celebrity narrative in which the candidate for opera stardom may be, by most
standards, “fat.”
The Newsweek story on Zinka Milanov’s 1938 Metropolitan Opera debut
is an explicit rendering of the "fat" narrative. It is descriptively titled "Soprano
Loses Weight and Name; Wins Prestige for Herself and 'Met'." Newsweek
announces that "It was learned last week” that the "mysterious" soprano had not
been announced at the beginning of the season because "her appearance at the
opera house had been an uncertainty until she was able to shed considerable
poundage.” Under contract she was required to lose 25 pounds and leam three
Italian roles in three months.
Mme. Milanov was a good sport. She went on a strict diet, closely
supervised by a physician, and turned up at the Met last month, 25
pounds slimmer and with a certificate that the diet had not impaired
her voice.60
The reason given was that the "new Met boss,” Edward Johnson, had "an eye as
well as an ear for music" and was "mindful that Americans prefer their heroines
streamlined." And her photograph, the only side profile among all photographs,
was cropped below the waist and titled "after her diet."
As the above quotation suggests, the narrative confirms the known (and
perhaps still magical) associations between size and voice by publicizing that,
like advertising of the era, her voice was "certified” unimpaired after the pounds
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were shed. Making a diet a contractual obligation is connected to the new
regime at the Metropolitan Opera which, it will be recalled from chapter 3, was
considered the “new democracy” at the Opera. The preference for “streamlined
heroines" is asserted to be a cultural trait, an American preference. In fact,
Milanov is called a “good sport” for undertaking this diet. The American theme, it
will also be recalled from chapters 1 and 4, is a continuing feature of the mid
century cover stories about "What Makes a Prima Donna" and "A New Kind of
Opera." Even articles about singing expatriates and “Americans in Deutschland"
stress that American singers are desired abroad because they are better trained
and look better as well.61 As will become increasingly clear in the cover story
narratives in chapter 8, fact that Americans want their sopranos thin and can
produce them will become the American contribution to opera as a cultural field.
In the entry magazine articles, the press tends to divide singers, for whom
over a third of the articles mentioned size, weight, or "counter-weight," as those
who won't diet, those who will, and those who don't need to. There are many
press-proclaimed dieters (e.g., Shirley Verrett's diet to play Carmen, Renata
Scotto's "new look"). But the most famous is Maria Callas's legendary loss of 62
pounds in two years "to have a clear, sharp chin for expression." Whether or
not her weight loss affected her voice for the worse, as some claim and others
deny, the famous before and after photos dramatize the two extremes of sexual
ambiguity: "fatness” can either exaggerate or disguise gender and "thinness”
neuters it. These extremes have been metaphorically embellished and
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embraced by her fans,62 but the press is unambiguous: you cant be too thin.
The press seemingly brushes the cheek of "big women," but any heft is game for
clever leads or punch lines.
Most of the women singers quoted in these articles are quite candid about
loving to eat. At their kindest, anonymous news articles quote their appetites and
the mystical belief about connections between voice and girth. So Eileen
Farrell's "ample figure" can be part of her love of "cooking" and desire for
Wagnerian "stamina."63 Helen Traubel's ritual red meat dinners and other
singers' eating habits provide other magical connections. But photogenically and
syntactically the articles have the last word. Both newsmagazines report on
Monseratt Caballe’s debut in 1965. She is a "Big Find" in Time 64 who
Newsweek says eats when she is sad which makes her even more sad.65 She
would like to be thin but will not diet and tells the interviewer that she is afraid
that, like other singers, she would lose her voice with her weight. Her admiration
for Regine Crespin is based upon the fact that "she never passes a bakery
without stopping."66
Analytically speaking, the desire to match image and voice is nowhere
more evident than in the "little girl" voices and cover girt photos. For example,
Maggie Teyte, America's operatic sweetheart with "legs as dainty as the
Philadelphia opera house had ever seen" "effaced the memory of stouter prima
donnas" according to one critic during her decade of fame in the 1910s.
"Women crowded counters for 'Maggie Teyte perfume'” and photos in knickers
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and sleek satin gowns with gold slippers "were treasured items in the dens of
U.S. dudes."67 Of course, these are the quotes when she returns to give a Bell
Telephone Hour television appearance at age 56 to see "whether her studied
musicianship will stand her in as good stead as once her pretty legs and elfish
personality did.”
Men do not escape the strictures of fat, although there seems again an
ethnic qualification. Salvatore Baccaloni's full costumed photo as a sergeant
from The Daughter of the Regiment was captioned "No false belly for him."
Nonetheless, like other Pavarotti and other tenors, Baccaloni’s "noble 320 lbs." is
attributed to his wife's cooking, an interesting way of introducing the
“naturalness” of his appetites.66 Non-Italians of ample girth fare less well:
Fischer-Dieskau is described as "a beefy 6 ft. 2 in., with the dimpled look of a
heavyweight cherub."69
But, as suggested by the physical descriptions of tenors in the
stereotyped caricatures, shortness may be a more serious constraint to
presenting the male singer as an American celebrity. The stereotype of the fat
soprano towering over the "small" tenor speaks to both voice parts: "The tenor
[Jan Peerce] is so short (about 5 foot 6) he appears to be standing in a hole
alongside the stately Czech soprano Jarmila Novotna.” 70 While I have no
systematic data, the number of males for whom a height in feet and inches is
described in precise inches exceeds any chance probability. Six foot to six-foottwo seems the ideal height. Being taller than very tall Joan Sutherland
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noticeably assisted Pavarotti. As Sutherland recalls, before Pavarotti she
seemed to be taller than most tenors.71
Thus, the dominance of the operatic voice in the judgment of the cultural
field intersects the singer's body in the selection and presentation of the singer
for mainstream celebrity. As wiii be more thoroughly explored in chapter 8, the
issue of corporeal realism in the stage portrayal of opera characters, especially
romantic heroes and heroines, becomes a theme in the selection of superstars,
most especially American divas. The issue of female sexuality and the body has
a few additional features revealed in these celebrity tales.

Female Sexuality—Expressed and Contained
Immediate in judging the singer's body is not only the text, but also the
accompanying photo. About 90 percent of the entry articles on singers had at
least one photo. Even collective articles on several singers, which formed over
one-quarter of the sample, usually had a small head shot at minimum. With
almost no exception, the photograph showed the singer in costume. In the
newsmagazines, the photos were often supplemented by textual allusions to
"bosomy" or "earthy" females. Males in costume tended to be more posed,
again rarely displayed below the waist.
Although not numerous as the location for entry articles, the photo
magazines of mid-century were voracious in their pursuit of opera singers. This
period coincided with the emergence of the "American light-voiced singers" who
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were introduced at the head of chapter 3. The photo magazines for "newsworthy
pictures" provocatively detached the image from the voice. One entry article is
explicit. Salome, Strauss's "madly seductive 16-year-old siren,” is known for her
"dance of the seven veils" and the difficulty for sustaining most illusions. "An
American soprano [Phyllis Curtin] is unveiied as a talented operatic wriggler” by
Life in a seven-photo "unveiling,” leading to the backshot of the topless pose by
Phyllis Curtin, "wife of a Swarthmore history professor."72 Although not the
publication for "entry articles" for any other women, Life and Look carry many
photo articles on opera singers in the 1940s and 1950s that reaffirm the
advantages of beauty. Life articles on Jarmila Novotna and Roberta Peters are
embellished with photos asserting beauty and "personality,” with photos of
Peters doing exercises in tight fitting "gym clothes." Articles in Vogue and
Esquire also tended to stress the glamour as would be expected for their
respective audiences. Interestingly, both featured primarily female singers.
In addition to the potential for glamorous, bejeweled, and gowned photos
for soprano heroines, there is also the range of important mezzo-soprano roles.
(It will be recalled that there were only four altos in the whole sample, most
recitalists.) As Newsweek explains,
She is the maid, the mother, the understanding friend, the other
woman. When she gets a romantic part, it's usually not a girl at all
but a post-pubescent boy infatuated with an older woman.
Compared with the higher-flying soprano, the lot of the mezzosoprano has traditionally not been a happy one. But now mezzos
are emerging as prima donnas in their own right.... Americans
currently dominate the field, led by Shirley Verett, Marilyn Home,
Mignon Dunn and Frederica von Stade. To his list can now be
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added Tatiana Troyanos, who made a triumphant debut at the
Metropolitan Opera last week in Richard Strauss's "Der
Rosenkavalier."73
This opening paragraph is familiar in formula; what is notable is that her starring
role is a “trouser” role, the post-pubescent boy infatuated with an older woman.
Because the stereotyped view of singing is "feminine," being an opera singer in
itself does not create a gender ambiguity for women that has to be countered in
profiled details. But I had not expected any of the female “trouser” roles to
provide entry articles for mezzos. Thus I was interested in the two of the 16
which did, both of which appeared in 1976. In this light, the above formula takes
on new interest.
"Tall, slim, and long-legged, Troyanos was the perfect Octavian," her
American body not a distraction. Interestingly, her wider-than-one-column
photograph is notjn costume as Octavian but in a casual pose of Troyanos in a
sweater and scarf, smiling at the camera. The opening explanation of how
mezzos are emerging as prima donnas in their own right does use the
informational approach, as with tenors, in explaining what the article title explains
as "Mezzo Power." According to Newsweek, Troyanos had been invited to debut
at the Met in this role after having "taken the American singer's classic route to
stardom by developing her career abroad,” in this case eleven years with the
Hamburg Opera.
The only other mezzo was profiled in Time later that year.74
Frederica von Stade, who had been singing at the Met for over 5
years, was pictured dressed as Cherubino. Interestingly, as will be
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detailed below, her article exhibits all of the same features of
"ordinariness” as did the articles on the men. She is described as
a "tomboy," a much more acceptable term in American parlance
than the male counterparts. She is also described as having
boyfriends, being a Tiffany salesgirl, and preferring popular music.
For both articles the listing of American dominance of the mezzos
singing in 1976 seemed a good indicator of one reason these two
"slim" and photogenic mezzos could achieve the first stage of
stardom. The subsequent revival of Rossini heroines offered
further opportunities for "mezzo power."
The other mezzo roles that the Newsweek description omits are those in
which she is the femme fatale. Of course the most famous role is Carmen, a
star-making role. Within opera as a cultural field, Carmen is a role most
analyzed by opera commentators and cultural critics alike, for its equation of
female sexuality and "foreignness,” "seduction of the innocent.” and "danger.”75
Scandal has often surrounded various Carmen interpretations, from its first
performance to the negative response to Rosa Ponselle's more sensual
interpretation that broke her stage career. Its many filmed versions, including the
all-black Hammerstein libretto Carmen Jones and the two 1980s films of the
opera and flamenco-ballet, have made it famous enough in plot and music to
allow it into the popular canon as a morality tale on the dangers of female
sexuality. Not only is it a staple of box office success; it is a starring role that the
press deemed "about the most desirable of all roles for female singers.”76 The
voice type is mezzo, as befits its moral location.
The three opera singers in this sample who "made it” as Carmen were all
American—Regina Resnik, Jean Madeira, and Shirley Verrett. Described as
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"blonde" and "bosomy," Regina Resnik's 1947 pose features the predictable
d&olletage, cigarette dangling out the mouth a la Bogart, and the sultry gaze.77
Jean Madeira's 1956 Carmen pose, "Hot blood and cold fate," also shows the
top down d£colletage shot of "bare-shouldered abandon."78 And in 1969 Shirley
Verrett, the ''New Go-Go Girl in Town," was "childish, beautiful, desirable—the
kind of woman other women like despite her sexual superiority."79 She is shown
costumed, a full body shot in the serpentine pose of the habanera.
Interestingly, the most famous Carmen, Rise Stevens, did not receive her
entry article for that role. Discussing the role in the 1989 Metropolitan Opera
Encyclopedia, she admits that she did not take it on until much later. Her
reasons were both the demands of the role and also because her appearance in
a scene from Carmen in the film, Going My Way, had created an expectation for
her performance. It will be recalled that in this movie, Bing Crosby played a
priest, again offering the moral commentary on the wayward Carmen
performance.
As the detail that proves the rule of the exception, American soprano
Dorothy Kirsten received her first national recognition, as Micaela, the virginal
soprano who represents female goodness and "girlness" in Carmen.80 And of all
the opera stars who received their entry article for starring in Carmen, soprano
Kirsten as Micaela is the only one who is later portrayed on a newsmagazine
cover.
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The Ambiguity o f Ordinariness
The selected details that reinforce "ordinariness" have been theoretically
projected as contributing to potential audience identification, the hunger for mass
gossip, and serving the democratic access to stars. But "ordinariness" can also
be read as a way to counter operatic stereotypes.
Just as "discovery stories” and aspirations toward more mainstream
occupations could diminish suspicions of sexual ambiguity, they also reinforce
the "ordinariness" of the Americans, hence their potential for more mainstream
packaging. Additional demonstrations of ordinariness in the American image
suggest, in the post-war articles, that "hating opera" or preferring pop music also
enhance ordinariness. As Frederica von Stade, tomboy and Tiffany salesgirl,
remarks:
“Give me Broadway any day," she said after her first visit to the
Met, and she still appreciates the artistry of Barbra Streisand, Billie
Holliday and Peggy Lee.81
Judith Blegen from Missoula, Montana, states "I was brought up to hate opera.”82
Even as an acclaimed Melisande, she states that to her, Melisande is "just
stupid." And, declares the article's author, "she is a good egg." If anything,
articles in the 1990s reinforce this notion. As Time describes "The Diva Next
Door," Dawn Upshaw, "growing up in Illinois...idolized singers like Barbra
Streisand and Aretha Franklin and didn't think of a classical career until she
reached college.”83 Even Cecilia Bartoli in the 1990s is given the "ordinary
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treatment." "The Diva Goes Barefoot,” proclaims Newsweek, and asks "where's
the mink?"
Men too benefit from exhibiting this "ordinary" suspicion of opera.
Baritone, Leonard Warren, the press-acknowledged successor to Lawrence
Tibbett, had "a private life" that was "as notably unoperatic as his Bronx
boyhood.” 84 Or, the story told of Bjorling, sometimes called "the Swedish
Caruso," was that, although his father bought tickets for he and his brothers who
formed a male quartet to hear Caruso, the boys went to a Bill Hart Western
movie instead.85 The following story combines the red-bloodedness of the
"chance discovery" of opera with all-American popular music listening. In 1987
after listing Samuel Ramey's upcoming performances, Time reports:
Not bad for someone who never even saw an opera until he was in
one. Ramey's first exposure to music was at home and in church.
"By the time I was nine or ten, I knew my voice was different from
everyone else's," the erstwhile boy soprano recalls. "My voice
already had vibrato, and I stifled it when I sang solos. I didn't want
to be made fun of." At that time his taste ran more to Pat Boone
than to Robert Merrill. Young Sam was unimpressed by operatic
singing: "It was such a foreign sound." A chance encounter with
an Ezio Pinza record changed his life .86
Another way that ordinariness is attributed is through the "regular” occupational
circumstances of the parents of potential opera stars. For example, Sherrill
Milnes in the excerpt quoted above, milked cows and pitched hay on his father’s
farm. Of course, not all articles mention the parent’s (usually the father's)
occupation. Using articles from newsmagazines, over 47 percent mentioned one
or both parents accompanied and only 3 percent fewer As would be expected,
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articles on younger singers who might not yet be married, were more likely to
mention parents' occupation. However, parents are rarely mentioned without
their appended occupation, which functions as shorthand for class and
background.
Here the parents' occupations, as displayed in chapter 5, can also
contribute to the "just folks” ordinariness o the opera singer. Similar to Levy's
sample of successful Oscar-winning actors,87 the range encompasses most of
the lower to middle class, with unskilled employees, small business workers or
"schoolteachers" and ministers anchoring the range. The implied
socioeconomic background of these potential singers could be interpreted as
part of a narrative reinforcing the American success story. That interpretation
has validity. However, given that the profession of opera singer is not an
unambiguous one, these qualities also reinforce the "ordinariness" and
"American-ness” of these stars in a "foreign" genre. Although one or two
examples resemble Lowenthal's explication of a Lamarckian88 inheritance of
family traits, the parents' occupation is rarely linked to their offspring. Only a
very few articles where occupation is mentioned is there a professional musical
families.
In sum, unambiguous sexuality has been essential for presenting males,
especially American males, as opera singers in these national magazine stories.
Evidence of masculinity is offered for a majority of the males presented in these
articles. Taking the subset of all solo articles on American males, each and
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every one has at least one if not more characteristics affirming their status as a
“regular guy.” The characteristics are an assertion of “ordinariness”—not
desiring to be a musician, the presence of another musician in the family, or a
“discovery story” which indicates that he was discovered by someone else.
Desiring to be a musician without a genealogical or acceptable mentor would
evoke the effeminate. Or the American males are given evidence of stereotyped
heterosexuality—the participation in sports or the military, having a spouse, or
mention of a woman. One or more of these biographical details are present in afi
of the solo articles on American males through 1998.

TESTING GENDER AMBIGUITY AND THE REPRESENTATION
OF THE OPERA SINGER
There are two interesting tests of this assertion that can be drawn in the case of
English males. The first is an entry article for a singer not in the sample but for
whom the voice category is itself ambiguous. This is the voice category of
counter-tenor, and the singer is Alfred Deller. Countertenors too were popular
during the age of the castrati, and Henry Purcell, himself a counter tenor, was
prolific in madrigals, incidental music, operas and the like. One English
countertenor, Alfred Deller, who, according to Time, was the first virtuoso
countertenor in 120 years to achieve recognition. The thrust of the lead is to
contrast "A strapping man (6 ft. 2 in., 203 lb s).. .An imposing figure” with the
Extraordinarily high, bell-clear voice" that sounds "strangely neuter at first
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hearing.” In the same way as his chat with Johnny Carson on the couch during
one Tonight Show appearance, Time cannot resist asking:
In the face of the inevitable snickering that the countertenor is
unmanly, Deller wears a weary smile, answers simply: I have two
sons and a daughter.' To those who are repelled by the sound of
his voice, he says, That's a problem they should work out with their
psychiatrist. There are lots of men with fine countertenor voices,
but because of the stigma they were trained as baritones.
Fortunately, I never had any voice lessons, and so my voice
developed naturally.89
A second example concerns a singer in the sample who is known to be
homosexual. Newsweeks entry article for Peter Pears in 1949 is titled "Rule
Brittenia" a play on words that provides the rationale for profiling Pears and
Benjamin Britten:
Last season it was the French team of Francis Poulenc and Pierre
Bemac who gave the United States a firsthand glimpse of a famous
composer at the piano accompanying the singer most identified
with his work (Newsweek Nov. 145,1948). This season that move
is being repeated—but with an English variation. Currently present
and prominent in the American music scene are Benjamin Britten,
one of England’s foremost contemporary composers (“Peter
Grimes, “Spring Symphony”), and the tenor Peter Pears
(pronounced ‘peers’), Britten’s close friend and best-known
interpreter of his music.90

For Pears, the characteristics of opera as a cultural field act to provide a way in
which he can be presented to the national magazine audience—as the preferred
interpreter, the association of musicians. The national identification—as
English—following the French team appears to also give precedence to it as a
“European practice.” The European identification and the contextualization of
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the duo as “musical" help provide a way of “passing," that is using characteristics
of opera as a cultural field to provide a hierarchically acceptable interpretation of
their association. Usually used in the context of racial identity, that is those Jews
or Blacks that are visually less marked by physical characteristics, passing can
be understood as the natural relationship within opera as a cultural field for a
musical “duo.” Additionally, Pears is described as "Britten’s close friend,” an
example of what Larry Gross describes as a "code phrase” to signal the
relationship even in "mixed company."91
Reading the article 50 years later, it would also seem that the author is
offering clues about the relationship to those who would recognize other
members and creators in homosexual culture. For example, the French duo of
Poulenc and Bemac had a similar relationship. The two works mentioned
prominently as the premiere composition and future opera are both texts by gay
authors, Arthur Rimbaud’s "Les Illuminations” performed at this Town Hall
concert and E. M. Forster's stage version of Billy Budd, his new opera. As befits
appropriate recital attire, both wear suits in the photo. The pose, surely a
publicity shot, has a smiling Pears standing to the side and above a seated
Britten, but nowhere is the "accompanist” posture evident. But the article also
includes references to Britten's most recent opera, titled "Let's Make an Opera,”
an experiment in audience participation for children and "our national work”—
Handel’s Messiah. So the article might have signaled knowledge without
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revelation in 1949, the type of the “open secret” or “glass closet" described by
D.A. Miller and EveKosofsky Sedgwick.92
In theoretical terms, then, the cited European antecedents, the concert
description rather than operatic role (read dramatized relationship), and the
acceptability of the “duo” as part of opera as a cultural field contain this treatment
of two males together. Interestingly, Benjamin Britten had come to the U.S. in
the 1930s on his own and in 1941 had even written an opera on American
themes, Paul Bunyan, with a libretto by W. H. Auden. But evidence of his press
treatment during those days suggested that he did not have much success being
in America and writing an “American” opera.93 In America, Peter Pears did not
sing at the Metropolitan Opera until 1974 in the premier of Britten's last opera,
Death in Venice, and was not listed in Current Biography till a year later. Even
those contemporary popular music critics hostile to opera must come to terms
with Britten. John Gill's exploration of Benjamin Britten in Queer Noises begins
on a hostile note, not for Britten’s relatively undisclosed sexuality but for opera in
general. Author John Gill states that he came to bury Britten but ends up
praising him for the way in which he handled his relationship in life and art.94

Opera and the Gendered Voice
The most powerful critiques of gender and opera challenge the apparent press
requirements for unambiguous sexuality. Both interrelate role and star—in the
tradition of film criticism—more than does the above analysis of "news articles"
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would reveal as the norm of the press. If anything, the need for American-ness,
ordinariness, and sexual clarity reinforce the distinction between star and role for
the opera singer. Where the star becomes identified with the role, the diva has
taken on the most interest for the gendered critiques. For film, these analyses
can be compared to the critical production around stars like Marilyn Monroe, or
Montgomery Clift, or Judy Garland. Similarly, within opera the critical dialogue
about star and role for a range of critique is located in Maria Callas, as will be
shown in chapter 8.
The critical view of opera and gender is anchored by feminists and by gay
men and lesbian women. It is not accidental that the qualities chosen for
interpreting opera star portraits were taken from Richard Dyer's article on gay
men and Judy Garland.95 This remains perhaps the most dispassionate
examination and also locates, as do the operatic exemplars, the focus upon the
diva. This focus is where the feminists tend to be uncomfortable, as Clement
declares, about the appropriation (and she would argue the necessity) of female
suffering for male fantasies.96
This view has been classified as “masculinist" by Leonardi and Pope, who
note many of the silences about female relationships in both the operas and diva
life. This view of the diva is also countered in Koestenbaum (1989). The
intertextuality of this dialogue and the "raw nerve” it touches in the musicological
community as noted by comments upon the Clement book in journals and even
Opera News, can be interpreted to represent two prongs of a larger critique—of
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the male versions of heroism that opera celebrates and that are consistent with
the press portraits. From the feminist point of view, "the slave girl” heroine who
must be sacrificed in the end to the demands of plot closure and cadence,
reflects the patriarchal frame of opera plotting. The "heroic music" in this view
only increases the seductiveness of the vision with the beauty and power of the
system in which it is—briefly—allowed to be expressed.
The gay response uses the devices of over-the-top humor, sometimes
irony, and often emphasizes gender ambiguity through Freudian imagery and
exaggeration, particularly in the use of "fat" and female appearance as the target
of wit. Opera is in some ways already exaggerated, so that pushing the
extremes is not only easy (witness Anna Russell) but also a common
mainstream critique. Unpunningly, the Gay critique, the Beggars' Opera, was
written and performed in mid-eighteenth century London as a parody of
Handelian Italian operas and diva wars. Its success, long-livedness, and reinterpretation by Brecht and Weill in The Three Penny Opera reflecting Weimar
culture. The parody is a tradition carried on in print in a variety of countries, like
Benedetto Marcello's 1720II Teatro alia Moda, the English parodies of Dryden
and Swift, the War of the Buffoons in eighteenth-century France, and the
nineteenth-century Philadelphia pamphlet, quoted above.
But while the gay critique utilizes parody, it also celebrates the theatricality
and "tragedy of emotions” exemplified by certain of its stars. It embraces the
"diva" and the role-life connection as, in Dyer's words, "expressive of the
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suffering at the hands of the world.” Unlike some interpretations of camp,
language that is so exaggerated as to invoke tenderness97 can be read as
insulting and degrading by women, despite the seeming similar purpose of both
groups in exposing the inadequacies of male heroics as the dominant model of
human success.
These attributes also interrelate within a mainstream critique of opera.
One of the many accusations leveled at opera is that its plots are silly. True,
perhaps, at the level of fate and action, in a culture which consciously values
success over self-sacrifice. The devices of coincidence and magic are impatient
of reason. But the plots' "silliness” may also disguise an essential psychological
"truth" about the sense of opera characters' fated, predestination that the female
and gay male analysts have perceived. The gay male community may use
"camp" to heighten the perception of "silliness" so that the absurd becomes a
message in itself. Females, usually individually, privately, silently, may recognize
that the cursed the slave girl or the death-in-life of the good-hearted courtesan
but, through the heroist music and the prima donna's passion revel against their
will in the glories of "voice" at last given strength, power, and beauty, as
Clement's finale suggests and Pope and Leonardi affirm. Although journalistic
norms tend to mainstream their views, these new critiques are in evidence within
opera as a cultural field among critics as well as scholars. Thus indirectly they
may over time have more bearing at the border areas of the cultural field.
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Coda: Opera In the Nineties
Even with the opening of several doors and closets in the 1990s, magazine
biographies of opera singers who are cited in Current Biography have for the
most part retained the qualities of presentation cited above. The 1996
Newsweek entry article for French tenor Robert Aiagna made much of his
planned marriage to Romanian soprano Angelina Gheorghiu.98 However,
changes in stereotypes are often subtle and characterizations may have several
interpretations; stereotypes work because there is enough truth to seem
plausible. One Time magazine profiles closing out the century suggest that, at
least on the part of the author and the editor, calling attention to the submerged
issues of gender role and sexuality is a part of the news strategy.
The 1999 “craze" for the three counter-tenor-production of Guilio Cesar at
the Met brought into prominence one of the three especially—David Daniels.
Although as of 1999 Daniels is not yet listed Current Biography, the article
fittingly ends this chapter where it began—with the "higher than tenor” voice.
... many countertenors have small voices that are eerily sexless,
hardly what Handel had in mind for such heroic roles as Sextus
Pompey in Julius Caesar (the vehicle for Daniels’ Met debut), who
kills the king of Egypt in revenge for the murder of his father. That's
one reason that Daniels makes so powerful an impression. His fullblooded alto is big enough to bounce off the back wall of the Met,
with a cut and thrust that is wholly masculine, yet when he sings
softly, you couldn't ask for a sweeter sound.
The robust quality of his singing is helping lay to rest a silly
but persistent cliche: that real men don't sing alto. For years
countertenors were kidded about the presumed implications of their
sky-high voices. (Deller is said to have been confronted backstage
once by a German fan who asked, "You are eunuch, yes?" to
which the singer allegedly replied, "I think perhaps you mean
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unique, madam.") And in the '50s and '60s, when rumors of
homosexuality could still kill a career, many went out of their way to
stress their manliness. But times have changed, and Daniels
makes no secret of being gay. "It's no big deal," he says, pleasantly
but firmly. "I'm very comfortable with who I am."
He is understandably more interested in talking about his
first CD...,99
By comparing Daniels to Smokey Robinson of Motown and by affirming that he is
more interested in his new CD, the issue of sexuality is nicely contextualized by
the otherwise "ordinariness" of Daniels' interest in his career and his relation to
popular music. While many would assert that times have not changed that much
and that the issue of homosexuality was problematic long after the 1960s, still
the 1999 article suggests that indeed the social values do indeed, at least at the
entry position, press upon the boundaries of opera as a cultural field.
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Chapter 7: White Music/Black Face: Magazine Narrativee of
African-American “Progress” in Opera

From the Harlem Y.W.C.A. last week a slender, young Negro
woman was lifted into a taxicab, driven away to Manhattan's Town
Hall, where one of the most curious audiences of the season had
gathered to hear a singer whose name had already spread the
length & breadth of Europe. Some wondered why the curtain went
up showing her so carefully posed in the crook of a grand piano.
Not until she had sung four songs did she trouble to explain that
her foot was in a cast, that she had injured it aboard ship, that she
had appeared that way "to make it pleasanter for your eyes."
Unable to stand on both feet, Marian Anderson managed to
exhibit one of the richest contralto voices that has been heard in
the U.S. for many a year. One Viennese critic described her as "a
black Lilli Lehmann." That she is not. But she is an exciting, sure
voiced singer who would make any race proud.1
Legendary in the narrative of black progress, Marian Anderson went on
from this 1936 concert to become a cause c6tobre in 1939 when the Daughters
of the American Revolution refused her the use of their Washington D.C. concert
hall.2 President Roosevelt then invited her to sing on the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial, where the concert attracted the foremost politicians of the day and an
audience of 75,000. At the end of her career, she became the first African
American to sing at the Metropolitan Opera. So it is in full knowledge of her fate
that this first item of national non-music magazine attention to Marian Anderson
becomes all the more powerful and demonstrative of the pattern for national
magazine coverage for black American female singers.
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In this chapter I will first discuss briefly the interrelations of opera, race
and ethnicity in terms of the standard repertoire performed within opera as an
international cultural field. I will then discuss opera and race with regard to
America, because the portrayal of African Americans is a key issue in the border
area of opera as a cultural field in America, as well as the media in general.
Finally, I will interpret the texts of the entry articles and cover stories on African
Americans within a chronological framework to address the notion of “progress.1*

Opera, Race and Rota
As described in chapter 2, the development of today’s core operatic repertoire
over the course of the nineteenth century coincided with the development of role
and voice types distributed among a wide range of operatic plots. From today’s
perspective, nineteenth-century opera plots and character types represent prime
examples of the discourses of orientalism,3 colonialism, and in some cases
implied or overt anti-semitism and racism.4 But the discussion should begin and
not end with this recognition. These historical types and plots have import for
how opera is interpreted and staged and how its performance and performers
have, through the power of opera as a cultural field, created or reinterpreted
basic types and stereotypes. For reasons that today might not be considered
acceptable, Romantic composers were expressly interested in the exotic and the
“O riental/ both in narrative and musical material. Plots involving people of color
were embedded within the genre of tragedy; at their best racial and ethnic
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tensions were often dramatized with emotional power. As we will see throughout
this chapter, twentieth-century American composers also seized upon these
tensions as expressing the drama at the root of musical America.
Of the ABCs of opera, two of the three have roles of color as the lead. In
Verdi's Aida, Aida (soprano) is an Ethiopian slave to the Egyptian princess
Amneris (mezzo-soprano). Her father, Amonasro (baritone), is the disguised
Ethiopian king, who asks Aida to betray her Egyptian lover in order to free her
people. Verdi’s 1871 opera can be “read" several ways, for example, within the
discourse of Italy’s contemporary participation in the "scramble for Africa," or
within the tradition of a classical plot from Herodotus, as interpreted in the
classical era.5 Musically it is a starring role, as is the major role of her father.
Both would be expected to be potential roles of black singers. At least some of
her most famous black interpreters have provided a positive interpretation of this
role.6
Verdi also wrote the operatic version of Shakespeare's Otello, with the
Moor (tenor) as a starring role. Unlike the baritone father in Aida, Otello as a
tenor is also a lover—of a white woman. This opera, not unlike the play, has
spawned numerous analyses. What matters for this study and musically is that it
is considered one of the most difficult tenor roles, one of Verdi's and hence one
at the top of the operatic hierarchy.
French grand opera of Meyerbeer offers soprano and baritone African
roles, again prisoners of Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama (tenor). Selika,
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the soprano in love with the tenor, releases him to his Portuguese lover and
commits suicide in spite of the pleas of the baritone. L'Africaine (1865) was
popular until the turn of the century, including in the U.S. As was explained in
chapter 2, the dramatic roles are at the top of the operatic hierarchy for potential
stardom and the sacrificing female is a larger category than race.7
Other ethnic groups contribute starring roles. The most famous may be
Butterfly, Puccini’s 1904 Japanese soprano heroine, abandoned by her
American ‘’ husband," who eventually commits suicide. Tumndot, Puccini’s last
opera set in China, is cast with the Chinese empress and her various suitors
from different Asiatic tribes. The two mezzo-soprano heroines, Carmen and
Delilah, as described in the last chapter carry the patina of sexuality, often
allotted to the "colored roles” as well as mezzo-sopranos. As was often the
case in type-casting in film, a generic "ethnic” identification covers these
categories as "non-white” as compared to the tenor heroes who are Spanish
and "Christian" respectively. Other ethnic groups, like Turks and Algerians,
Ceylonese and Jews, also have onstage roles in a mix with the European
Christian. Finally, as in the last chapter, certain types of roles have been marked
as a-sexual: some comic roles and the tragic clowns, from Rigoletto to Pagliacci.
The key factor here is that, operatic roles from the 19th century mirror the sexual
asymmetry of interracial coupling. The allure of the colored female, often
enslaved or in servitude, provides dramatic conflict available to staged
dramatization. Otello is however the most dangerous role onstage and off, the
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danger of ethnicity and sexuality rarely allowed onstage without a plot or typecast
constraint.
I expect this asymmetry to be reflected in the patterns of American
magazine coverage of black American opera singers. At its simplest, it might be
described as an inversion of the European/American assignment of sexuality. It
is one thing for African Americans males to sing on the concert stage. It is quite
another for them to move into theatrical, operatic roles—as fathers, brothers, and
lovers. Then the physical prowess and heterosexuality that is so eagerly
attributed to white American males and assumed of European white males in the
magazine article analyzed thus far proves to be more threatening than
affirmative for black males.
Three other aspects of race and role require attention. First, as this
description suggests, race and ethnicity featured in many European operatic
plots. In therefore considering opera as a cultural field, its international
implications need to be understood. The discourse of colonialism as it played
out in the European arena has similarities and differences with the American
variant with reference to slavery. While the discussion goes beyond this study,
the relevant point is that contemporary performances of these 19th century roles
were done by whites in make-up and that the twentieth-century response to
black American singers in Europe has a separate though not unrelated history.
The fact that the twentieth-century story of the opera genre, as it will unfold in
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this chapter, centers on interracial issues will demonstrate various American
dramatizations different from the European interpretations of race.
Second, as explained in the last chapter, voice dominates compositional
selections in opera. The question of whether there is such a thing as a ‘‘blacksounding voice" is now discussed in hushed tones, but the debate will play a part
in the twentieth-century unfolding of opera and opera singers. To our ears the
question sounds immediately, but the connection between voice, sound, and
singing style remained an issue that crossed popular music and also repertoire.8
The debate over "spirituals” as popular or "art" music emerges within the
discussion of the repertoire of black American singers, as suggested by the
magazine articles on Marian Anderson’s recitals.
Finally, as Rogin persuasively argues in his complex work on Blackface,
White Noise: Jewish Immigrants in the Hollywood Melting Pot, black music, black
music-making and black-face underlie the troubled and uncertain formation of
American cultural identity (or what he calls the contaminated origins of American
national culture).9 Me contrasts the East European Jews' European turn to high
culture at the turn of the century with their 6migr6 "brothers" in America who filled
the gap between ethnicities and the state with "melting pot culture" (p. 65). Here
I will argue from a different perspective that is not incompatible. Some East
European Jews in America did not abandon what he calls "high culture." Many
musicians, both composers and performers, recognized continuity within the
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performing arts and used musical dramatic forms to realize the theme of
interracial strife in a melting pot genre in America..

Opera Singars, Race, and Madia
Placing the representation of black American opera singers in non-music
national magazines within the larger realm of research on race and the media is
of necessity selective.10 The overall context of this study—which provides
comparative data on other Americans as well as the international cast of opera
singers in American magazines—is the explicit comparative framework. As
discussed in chapter 4, because “firsts'1or novelty can be an appropriate news
value, I would expect that “firsts- in the history of blacks and opera would make
news and therefore might gain a magazine article in the sampling strategy.
Given that the sampling strategy identified black American singers from
the early part of this century, it is essential that the entry articles on black
American singers be interpreted within a historical context in American race
relations. I do not propose to identify a model of how race is “progressively"
treated in the media,11 as my context is one profession. Also, as I will show, the
treatment of race is significantly dependent upon gender for this profession and
also must be seen in a broader context than just the United States. Rather I
intend to interpret the magazine stories within a chronological sequence,
recognizing how significant external events related to racial issues in the U.S.
might intersect the musical world, like Marian Anderson’s DAR concert or
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Metropolitan Opera debut. In Bourdieu's terms, I expect that especially with
regard to the reproduction and representation of black American singers both
opera as a cultural field and the “field of power" will be an important pressure
upon the practices of the Metropolitan Opera. I expect opera as a cultural field
and the field of power to be manifested in two forms.
First, I expect that the Metropolitan Opera will use the requirements for
entering opera as a cultural field to police its borders also with regard to race.
Thus, the border areas of operatic “roles of color" will be an important location
for conflict and potential change. I also expect the “rules" of operation for opera
as a cultural field to be a pressure even stronger than individual Metropolitan
Opera policy. Thus, if a black singer is able to demonstrate success as a singer
in a recognized location within opera as a cultural field, e.g., a European concert
hall or opera house, or is selected by a legitimated musician within opera as a
cultural field, e.g., a conductor or composer, then the Metropolitan Opera House
may be less able to keep the opera house door closed. It is for this reason in
particular that the international nature of opera as a cultural field is important. If
the Metropolitan Opera is defending its borders by performing in the original
language, attracting “foreign” singers, and “foreign" conductors, then that very
internationalism can contest nationally oriented prejudices.
Second, developments within the field of power, such as the pressure of
other cultural institutions along with larger national policies, will play a particularly
strong role in how the Metropolitan Opera functions as a national institution.
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Practices and representations of racial relations, especially within the larger
context of the New York musical world including popular music, are likely to
press upon the Metropolitan Opera with regard to new and competing genres of
musical theatre. Also, as is obvious, the political changes with regard to racial
entitlement under the law and public debate on race will of necessity pressure
the boundary areas of opera as a cultural field, even in the sensitive area of
interracial casting and interracial narratives.
Here too the interests of the media may in fact work to also pressure
opera as a cultural field at the boundary area. As Oscar Gandy notes, in spite
of what might be considered a dominant ideology regarding race at a given time
within a given context, the media can not be considered merely disseminator and
reproducers of that ideology. There are times when the media are “relatively
autonomous actors that on occasion, for reasons of self-interest or social
purpose, introduce their own ideological framing into the discourse on social
issues and concerns regarding race."12 Thus, just as in chapter 5, Time
magazine attempted to differentiate itself from the “city editors" who reproduced
a formulaic story, so too might the magazines be interested in demonstrating
their own “support” of racial progress by critiquing the lack of it in other spheres.
Thus, it will be important to use the findings of the content analysis to hold as a
structure against which to analyze the actual discourse of these magazines with
regard to black American opera singers.
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It will be recalled from chapter 5 that black Americans scored higher than
white Americans on almost every measure of achievement within opera as a
cultural field. Black American singers who received an entry article had more
legitimated attributes of operatic success. All black American singers were
portrayed as having European performance acclaim, winning a prize or contest,
or being sponsored by an unimpeachable white musical personage. Preferably
the entry article listed at least two or three of these measures of success. So not
only do the rules of opera as a cultural field operate as legitimating factors, but
they also provide data for representations of black American opera singers within
an acceptable celebrity tale in America.
Finally, using the sampling method described in chapter 5, black
Americans were more likely than white Americans or Europeans to receive some
kind of review in the national periodical press from a non-news magazine before
Time or Newsweek. This may suggest that, for example, as compared to People
magazine or other “quality" magazines, the newsmagazines were actually
“slower" to present black American singers to their audience without sufficient
news value or other media support, whatever their discourse may proclaim. As
Teun van Dijk has argued in his book on Racism and the Press, one must
examine the news discourse carefully for the way in which proclamations of
being against racism are presented.13 Finally, although black American opera
singers may make “news,“ it is important to emphasize that most of these
magazine articles rely on story-telling, not news reporting, and therefore benefit
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from recognizing their narrative similarity to “fictional" portrayals and their
amenity to large narrative frames about racial "progress."
In order to interpret these findings with some specificity and also to
organize the complex intersection of race, gender, role, and history, I want to call
upon the literal and symbolic use of "blackface" as a way in which to interpret the
magazine articles on black American singers. Blackface—the make-up worn by
white performers in minstrel shows to mimic black characters—conceptualizes
the way in which the narrative of opera singers interface other expositions of
race and expressive culture in America. The "blackface” metaphor is not just a
convenient critical ploy. The fact that opera is theatrical, is staged, contains
"exotic" characters who are sometimes people of color, means that "make-up" is
a "natural symbol" used beyond its original practice in "minstrelry." The talk
about "make-up" and skin color threads through magazine articles to the present.
According to historians with varying degrees of political explicitness,
"blackface" functions as a mask for whiteness, allowing a liminal state whereby
whites are allowed to take on perceived characteristics of black culture.14
Blackface allows the white entertainer a wider latitude of character and
personality traits for which he is not racially responsible. Among these
characteristics are emotionality and sensuality.15 The white in black face
chooses the less threatening, more comic aspects of black stereotypes to
entertain by assuasion and reassurance of harmlessness. "Blackface"
conditions white perceptions of blackness.
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Therefore, as Houston Baker suggests with reference to the Hartem
Renaissance, blacks historically and later figuratively have put on "blackface” in
being accepted/understood/allowed in white society.16 While this was literal in
the case of the comedy team of Williams and Walker in the 1910s, it remained a
mode of self-presentation, almost self-parody, of sufficient modesty to know
one's place. A black man, for example, wrote the most famous 1896 coon song,
"All Coons Look Alike to Me."17
What happens when African Americans select "white music" to perform.
As Marian Anderson interpolated Schubert's "Ave Maria," or showed "canny
restraint" in an aria from Verdi's Don Carlos or in Sibelius's "Die Libelle" "proved
that she could trill,"18was she singing "white"? Or maybe, like the full mask of the
minstrel in black face and white lips, she was "lip-synching white." The photo in
Newsweek shows a reverent Anderson, hands clasped, slightly inclined head.
And both magazines reported her injured foot and her desire to make herself
"pleasanter for your [read: white] eyes.” As a "breakthrough" black singer of
white European "legitimate" musical culture, she could be said to exemplified a
non-threatening, church-going non-sexual female version of "blackface" for white
media to describe to white audiences.19 Further, comparing her to a white
singer (a "black Lilli Lehmann"), even with a negative judgment, makes sure that
the blackface surrounds the white song reported in the magazine press. Thus,
the following analysis will place the story of Marian Anderson within the context
of the “march of time. “
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BLACK SINGERS/WHITE MUSIC: THE CONCERT SINGERS
Citing (and disagreeing with) the European appellation of Marian Anderson as a
"black Lilli Lehmann," Newsweek echoes the modes of characterization
accorded African American concert singers from their first tours following the
U.S. Civil War. During this era, while the minstrel show of white men in
blackface was the mainstay of traveling popular music entertainment,20 concert
halls featured ladies of color—alerting the public similarly to their repertoire.
Elizabeth Taylor-Greenfield, "The Black Swan," toured East Coast cities in the
wake of the 1850-51 triumph of Jenny Lind, "The Swedish Nightingale."
Following the Civil War, during Adelina Patti's five-decade reign as the prime
donna assoluta,21 two literally toured in her stead—at least according to eager
managers, intent to press the connection.22 In the 1870s, "the brown Patti" had
some success on the touring circuit, singing in the black role of Selika, after the
heroine of Meyerbeer's L'Africaine, and also in Europe before and after her
White House concert in 187823
"The black Patti" was the most successful, even with white audiences.
Otherwise but infrequently known as Sisieretta Jones, she received her lifetime
epithet, "the black Patti” in 1888, after successful debuts in New York and
Philadelphia, from the theatrical journal New York Clipper. Her major triumph and
accession to the height of her celebrity took place at the 1892 Grand African
Jubilee at Madison Square Garden where she sang for 75,000. She was also a
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major box office attraction at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893, toured South
America and the West Indies and performed for four U.S. presidents.24 But she
remained the "black Patti" for the rest of her life and eventually used the
appellation to provide a chance at appearing in staged operatic scenes. As a
star member of the Black Patti Troubadours, in a minstrel format, she was finally
able to sing the "white roles" as the third-act "operatic kaleidoscope" following a
comedy sketch and specialty numbers.25
She was always nervous about the name because it might give the
impression that she thought herself—immodestly—as good as Patti.28 Some
critics indeed took her to task for sacrilege, while others saw its hurtful ironies.
One of the most perceptive labeled the Patti appellations "perilous sobriquets”27
because they both raised expectations and set the standard against which the
"voice” and person would be compared. At the same time they colored the
perception and ghettoized the success.28 The best that could be expected was
the same formula as the 1938 review of Marian Anderson: "Madame Jones is not
a Patti but she is an artist."29
The Newsweek story on Marian Anderson also exemplifies a further
"requirements" for U.S. press attention to "Negro” singers—European critical
approval and success.30 This was particularly true for black male singers.
Beginning with the Jubilee Singers from Fisk University in 1873, black American
musicians toured Europe with some regularity. James Weldon Johnson, the all
black musical In Dahomey, and the male comedy team of Walker and Williams
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all made their eariy-twentieth century reputations first with European audiences.
The black male concert singer of this era was epitomized by Roland Hayes.
His 1923 New York recital was, like Marian Anderson's, reviewed in the
primary magazines of the day because he had returned as a documented
European success. As acknowledged by Time, they were “astonishing," even
extending to a command performance before King George at Buckingham
Palace. "Now he returns to the U.S. to test his native country."31
The article is frank in assessing why: "He made a little reputation and began his
professional career with a recital at Symphony Hall, Boston, in 1918. But the
U.S. is not partial to artists who are black of skin. Haves went to Europe to
continue his career and Europe gave him ovations."32
The assessment of U.S. "partiality" is not especially surprising—in 1923.
But it is worth noting that such an appraisal is immediately followed by an equally
frank description of what to do about it—go to Europe. At that time, presumably,
European experience was important to all musical training, but as the
quantitative analysis showed, most important for black Americans. Also, as
hinted above, black Americans had been touring Europe for decades, with a
range of music and musical performers.
Since the relatively brief article appeared in anticipation of his recital,
there was no comment upon his singing. However, it did cite only one aspect of
his broad repertoire of French and German art songs—his "moving interpretation
of the negro spirituels" (sic). This granting of privilege to black singers of Negro
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spirituals came to be both the kind of door that opened to serious black concert
singers but also that tended to dominate the serious appreciation of their singing
of all music.33
Six years later, another "bronze-colored man" returned:
The singer was not Roland Hayes, although for years Hayes ha[d]
been the only Negro to sell out a hall of Carnegie's size
The
Negro who sang last week in Manhattan was as tall as Basso
Feodor Chaliapin and brawnier
He was Paul Robeson, athleteactor-baritone. Last week's was his first U.S. appearance after a
three-year absence in Europe.34

Robeson was already known for being selected by Eugene O'Neill to star in The
Emperor Jones, an event that was recounted by Time, and "singing came into
line naturally then.” After a recital of spirituals in 1925, he went to Europe for
three years during which "much Robeson news .. .drifted back to the U.S."
Given his successes,
A less intelligent man than Robeson might well have come home in
a conquering-hero frame of mind, might immediately have flaunted
on his programs the classics he has been studying. A singing-actor
of the first order, he might even have attempted to qo into opera.
although no Neoro ever has. Instead, Robeson's retumina recital
was a modest repetition of spirituals he had sung before.

The meaning is clear Robeson was intelligent enough to avoid "flaunting” the
classics even though "critics complained that [the spirituals] were too
monotonous." For this he was rewarded by the "lay audience, including such
famed white Negrophiles as Novelists Fannie Hurst and Carl Van Vechten,” with
ecstatic applause. These "white Negrophiles" are a different blend of the black
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and white masks and have been interpreted with varying degrees of sympathy
and disdain by historians of the Harlem "Renaissance.”36 In this context,
however, they are "white Negrophiles" in a "white" audience. "White" approval,
whether explicitly labeled "white Negrophiles" or not, plays a complex role in the
careers of the American black singers in this sample. Critical acclaim by named
musicians who are white (and until recently European) is the least controversial
because they are associated through musical practice. But in a live, American
performance for a white audience, the appropriate "blackface” demeanor is
demanded for unnamed white approval.37
The article goes further and names the yet-unspoken threat for white
audiences. Despite Robeson's acknowledged excellence as both acting and
singing, "he was modest enouoh to refrain from opera.” The dangers are
explained in a footnote:
Even in Ernst Krenek's Jonny SpieltAuf;M presented last year at
the Metropolitan Opera House and before that in many a European
capital, there was much discussion because Hero Jonny is
supposed to be a black-face comedian. The Metropolitan
authorities worried about letting Basso Michael Bohnen wear full,
realistic black-face make-up, thought perhaps his neck should
show white to reassure prejudiced observers. At the dress
rehearsal the neck was white. It looked so absurd that the
performance it was blackened like the face.39
This footnote is a microcosm of black/white themes. The hero of this German
opera is supposed to be a "blackman,"40 not white-in-blackface performer. This
black jazzman is on the loose in Europe with the object of stealing a priceless
violin, an intended metaphor for the jazz conquest of European music. The
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music simulates jazz, foxtrots and phonograph music, while the cabaret-like plot
"careened from platitude to cynicism” in the vein of the Brecht/Weill collaboration
on Die DreigroschenoperV In the finale, with violin in hand, Jonny decked out in
red, white and blue standing on a giant revolving globe, a hymn is sung to jazz
triumphant: "The new world comes journeying over the sea in splendor and takes
charge of old Europe with the dance."42
An opera that thematically presented the triumph of the jazz saxophone
over the classical violin was radical enough for Europe43 (and also successful in
its audacity). But for America, the image could be threatening. Jazz played by
black men was in itself threatening to white society.44 But for American culture to
be represented in high culture by both jazz and a "blackman on the loose"
portrayed the very image of American culture that its aggressive competition in
international opera circles through its opera stars and lavish spectacles was
attempting to counter. Kolodin's description of its less-than-enthusiastic
American reception attributes the response to the unconvincing synthesis of jazz
and foxtrot that it presented to American ears;45 the footnote to Time's review of
Paul Robeson's modest restraint suggests deeper reasons.46

WHITE COMPOSERS/ “BLACK" MUSIC. BLACK SINGERS
While a European might write, perform, and even have some success with an
opera featuring a black jazzman, in America that same year Hollywood produced
The Jazz Singer, with Al Jolson safely in blackface,47 and Broadway premiered
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Showboat, with Joe's rendition of "01' Man River,” the ultimate "white spiritual.”48
Showboat is usually considered within the corpus of American musicals rather
than opera, but it is significant in operatic history. Although the music sung by
blacks might be called white/black music or the equivalent of "blackface" serious
musical composition, it is the first white operetta to have black musical roles
played by blacks with whites in the cast. The role of Joe, of course, fits the
"blacks in blackface” stereotype, and Robeson's Joe in the 1936 film version did
little to dispel that interpretation. Showboat might be thought to represent an
American version of how—in 1927—whites attempted to come to grips with the
obvious popularity and success of black "jazz" in a white context with a
contained, "modest” black/blackface presence.
The complex issue of white composers using black musical forms is
intertwined with many threads of musical America, beginning with the nineteenthcentury debate over "Negro spirituals."49 Here it is important to note that in
addition to the various theories of white appropriation of black music,90 the
question of "black musical melody, style, and rhythm " is also tied intimately into
the question of what is American music.51 Most of the white composers during
this period were located in New York City, were well aware of if not involved in
the uptown Harlem culture, and were also part of the fluidity of musical life, with
many of the new East European Jewish immigrants.52 In experimenting with
form, seeking a realization of music that was identifiablv American. American
composers studying in Europe and European composers coming to America
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sought the musical equivalent of “stereotypes'* within opera (and classical music)
as an international cultural field. Even contemporary judgments of these musical
attempts were harsh. But it is important for this study that the composers were
attempting to “raise" these stereotypes in both the operatic genre hierarchy and
national definition of American musical identity just as the movie moguls were
attempting to Americanize blackface for mass audiences.53
Jerome Kern’s Showboat represents one white formula that allowed for
black theatricality and character within an interracial cast. All-black casts
provided a second. The first of the all-black cast operas is Virgil Thomson's
setting of Gertrude Stein's Four Saints in Three Acts. It was first composed in
1928 as an opera—incorporating hymn tunes, chants, popular dance rhythms,
and diatonic harmonies. For its performance, Thomson decided that "Negro
singers” were necessary for the quality of voice he wanted.54 In 1934 he did
eventually present the opera with his four black saints—but on Broadway, not at
a major opera house.55 None of the singers could use this special composition
to advance to operatic singing, and it remained a novelty.56
Another try at Broadway was the Americanization of well-known operettas
with all-black casts.57 White producers conceived and adapted Gilbert and
Sullivan as The Swing Mikado and The Hot Mikado and Offenbach as La Belle
Helene between 1938 and 1941. The key to these adaptations, as can be
guessed by the Mikado adjectives, was jazz. In the longer-running Hot Mikado
as well as in La Belle Helene, every song was sung straight and sweet the first
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time around and then the second chorus was done in swing time. Once again,
jazz and swing were brought uptown, sanitized, allowing white audiences to hear
"something jazzy” on Broadway. But this time, given that both the operettas
were sufficiently historical, these shows had an acceptable top-down historical
provenance, a compromise with one straight verse and one "jazzy." But, as one
of the cast members of The Hot Mikado recalls,58 the black cast was made up as
Japanese. The most famous of these Broadway adaptations was Oscar
Hammerstein's Carmen Jones, which premiered on Broadway in 1943. (It will be
recalled that Hammerstein was the lyricist for Showboat) According to
Hammerstein's son, his father felt that Southern black culture had a kinship to
the gypsy culture portrayed in the opera.59 The Broadway adaptation was so
successful that one reviewer commented that it "should give the Metropolitan
Opera plenty of pause before it brings back its own quaint conception."60 But
that was as close as any of the black performers got.
There was one more all-black opera that did attempt to get them there—
Gershwin's Porgy and Bess. Gershwin combined what he perceived to be black
vernacular musical idioms with operatic conventions, intentionally as a new—
American—operatic form. It premiered in Boston in 1935. It was not heard in its
entirety as an opera until the Metropolitan Opera produced it in 1985. The
intervening half-century saw many adaptations in a musical/operetta setting, a
film version, and of course the immense popularity of individual songs.
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Porgy and Bess is pivotal to several themes of this study. First, of course,
it is an entry into that difficult arena of composing internationally recognized high
culture music that was also recognizably American.61 But bottom-up
composition—Gershwin was after all the composer of Tin Pan Alley hits—was
less amenable to enter into opera as a cultural field. Porgy and Bess entered
American culture as fragmented popular culture, not opera.
Second, despite its admirable intentions, again we have white/black music
in blackface. Performers did not overlook this fact. The black star of Le Belle
Helene said she turned down a part in Porgy and Bess because, although she
felt it was ahead of its time, she resented the fact that the only way she could get
onstage was with her hair wrapped in a bandanna.62 Jobs were scarce for black
entertainers, especially during the Depression, so others were forced to have
fewer scruples. One might attribute its popularity in adapted form not only to the
mass dissemination of its hits—often recorded by whites—but also to its
contained and reinforcing vision of blackface/black roles.63
Third, its popularity with white audiences allowed subsequent revivals to
eventually provide a stepping stone for aspiring black opera singers. Of the 9
black singers who were profiled by national magazines subsequent to 1935, at
least five were known for their appearance in a musical version of Porgy and
Bess. The black operatic singer breakthrough into acknowledged opera was still
a colored entry. As we look at the black singers who next receive national press
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attention, the expansion of what is meant by "roles of color" characterizes most
performances of the next decades.
Again, it is different for black men. It is fitting that Robeson's greatest
stage role—also first performed in London, not America—was Othello. Its
operatic incarnation by Verdi is a starring role of great tenor difficulty.
Dramatizing as it does the very fear of the black man upon the stage, it is the
ultimate blackface tenor role.64

BLACK SINGER/COLORED ROLE
Two black opera singers received "newsworthy" attention and national magazine
press coverage in non-Metropolitan operatic roles in the 1940s.65 Both emerged
from the Porgy and Bess apprenticeship and both appeared at the New York City
Opera. Both emerged as "news" for their appearance as a black singer in a
maior role, written for a white singer. However, the roles are each still roles of
color.
Both Time and Newsweek report the 1945 success of Todd Duncan in the
baritone role of Tonio, the hunchbacked clown in Pagliacci.66 Both title their
reviews the same—"Porgy to Pagliacci,” the alliterative representation of the
move from black role to white role. However, Tonio's greatest aria, most famous
scene, is his prologue played as a clown—in whiteface.
Both articles use as their news lead the singular event that "he is the first
Negro ever to have sung an operatic role not written with his race in mind" and
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"with a white cast."67 Time is upfront about why this debut is at the New York
City Opera and not at the Met. Its frankness is worth quoting in full:
No Negro has ever sung or been invited to sing a principal role in
the Metropolitan Opera. Even dark-skinned roles (Otello, Aida and
her father, the Ethiopian King, the African slaves in Meyerbeer's
L'Africaine) have always been sung by whites. The staid Met says
that its board welcomes "all operatically competent singers." By the
Met's definition, those who would not make the grade include:
Tenor Roland Hayes, Baritones Paul Robeson and Todd Duncan,
Soprano Dorothy Maynor and Contralto Marian Anderson—five of
the best voices in the U.S. or any country.". . .
[Duncan debuted] in New York's municipal, low-priced opera
company, presided over by a self-conscious champion of race
equality, Mayor F.J. LaGuardia.68 . . . Musically, LaGuardia's
opera company is a lot farther away from the Met than the 15
blocks that separate the two buildings. But Todd was the first
Negro in U.S. operatic history to sing a white role with a white
cast."89
This article offers a reflexive history of the hierarchy of "Negro voices." The five
"best voices" among Negroes are the same that have been featured in the
national magazines and form the pantheon of "black voices" whose reputations
are both linked and perpetuated through their inclusion.70
Similarly, the success of Camilla Williams is framed by her achievement
as a "Negro first" and her exclusion from the Met. She is the "first Negro prima
donna with a steady job in a major opera company," also the New York City
Opera.71 But the lead is the New York City Opera, which is described as a "fly”
in the "monopolistic ointment" of the Metropolitan Opera. And the closing is
similar. "As for ambitions to sing at the Met, chronically deaf to negro voices,
Camilla Williams says simply: 'All opera singers aspire to it.'"
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Within this context she is granted the most "talked-of postwar Cho-ChoSan"—Madame Butterfly. It is a conflicted compliment. After the invasion of
Pearl Harbor, Madame Butterfly was forbidden from American opera stages with
great fanfare for its anti-American plot.72 Its return to the stage after the
Japanese defeat gave it a strangely pro-Amehcan gloss, but like The Hot Mikado
the heroine/victim is a colored role. Williams is linked with Marian Anderson
through an award and with American aspirations to her hard work and upward
climb. But she never made it to the Met.
The next black singer to enter the national magazine press in 1953 also
exhibits the "newsworthy" pattern of a European success in a colored role.
Mattiwilda Dobbs became newsworthy in 1953 for as "the first Negro ever to win
a principal role at La Scala." The article cites multitudes of evidence of her vocal
achievements, in fact just about every kind of accolade possible: top notices on
her European recordings, successful European performances, critical acclaim
from the British magazine Opera, a fellowship, and an international first prize.
Dobbs is asked and is quite clear about her willingness to wear "light
make-up" for the so-called "light-skinned roles”: "If white singers make up to
play Aida or Otello, why shouldn't Negroes be able to make up for roles like
Lucia de Lammermoor?" Marian Anderson's impresario, Sol Hurok, is "bringing
her back to the U.S." with "his eye fixed on the Metropolitan." She did eventually
gain that goal—in 1956—but her debut role at La Scala was as "the dusky
charmer Elvira," the Algerian mistress of the pasha in An Italian Girl in AlgiersP
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BLACK SINGERS AT THE METROPOLITAN OPERA: PROGRESS?
The first black singer to make it to the Metropolitan Opera was Marian
Anderson—in January 1955. Her belated 1955 debut at the Metropolitan Opera
in New York is a story told differently by different participants.74 Many attribute
the assignment of what is called a comprimo part, or supporting role, to the fact
that her voice was past its prime. But it is not so frequently noted that the part
given her in Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera is that of Ulrica, a gypsy. As noted
earlier, voice parts have taken on a variety of stereotypical roles and contraltos
and even mezzo-sopranos have typically been mothers, seductresses, and
gypsies. So her voice part would limit the available roles, which are imprisoned in
the kind of exoticism and sexuality noted by scholars of the "other." But in this
case the "exotic" role is reinforced by the race of its performer.
Nonetheless, a Metropolitan debut it was, the first by a black singer. She
sang only one performance, underlying perhaps its tokenism even further. Only
three weeks later, the first black man debuted at the Metropolitan Opera.
Baritone Robert McFerrin had won the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air in
1953 which automatically offered a Met performance contract. He took some
time preparing for his debut as Amonasro, Aida's Ethiopian father, in January of
1955. It is a black role, but a black role written by Verdi.75
His debut received positive reviews in the New York press but was not
national news. One possible competing factor is that the act he followed was not
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really Marian Anderson's bow. A decade earlier Jackie Robinson had joined the
national pastime—baseball—as its first Negro national player. Professional
sports had the advantage of being all-male—a safer environment for physical
and emotional expressive displays. A second reason may have been that this
was also the time when Paul Robeson was appearing before the Senate on
communist charges.
According to McFerrin's biographer, the Metropolitan Opera did nothing
more to publicize McFerrin's three years with the company, in spite of its
potential newsworthy value. This lack of attention suggests that there may be
some truth in the rumors that Marian Anderson's appearance at the Met had
more to do with public pressure than a genuine willingness to hire Negro
performers. McFerrin is omitted from most of the histories of the Metropolitan
Opera as well, according to Thomas.76 Picking up on the importance of prize
winners, it may be that his also being the first black to win the Met Auditions of
the Air was not something anticipated when the Metropolitan Opera
management had offered an automatic prize of a Met contract for winning.
Thomas notes that letters objecting to instating him as a member of the company
exist in Metropolitan Opera archives.77 His three-year tenure was limited to three
roles and McFerrin believes this is the reason he was not more nationally
famous.78 McFerrin went on to dub the voice of Porgy for the film version of
Porgy and Bess (with no film credit).
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The same month as Anderson and McFerrin debuted at the Metropolitan
opera, a media event did make national magazine headlines for its star. As
noted in chapter 5, the performance took place—on television.

Black Singer/White Rola: Interracial Casting and tha Madia
In the U.S., it is still news when a Negro stars in grand opera, even
in a role calling for a dark skin. Marian Anderson's Metropolitan
Opera debut as the Negro Ulrica, in Un Ballo in Maschera.. .made
fortissimo headlines, and this week Baritone Robert McFerrin is
causing another stir at the Met by singing the Ethiopian king
Amonasro in Aida. The NBC Opera Theater was even bolder this
week it cast Leontyne Price, 26, as the Italian opera singer
Tosca.79

The "boldness" of which Time speaks is that the producer of NBC Opera,
Samuel Chotzinoff, "sent Soprano Price before the cameras without special
makeup. At first sight, her striking features look rather exotic, although the TV
screen virtually wiped out the color contrast between her and other singers."80
While Time's prose suggests that television's technological version of "black and
white" might have literally masked the race issue to some extent. But the
importance of Price's debut without make-up in a white role was noted both at
the time and subsequently as the turning point for future black American female
opera singers.
Newsweek also features a similar lead, emphasizing the
"adventurousness" of this casting choice:
Long before general manager Rudolf Bing asked Marian Anderson
to become the first negro to sing at the Metropolitan, NBC-TVs
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Opera Theater had initiated an equally adventurous plan of its own:
To star Negro soprano Leontyne price in one of its productions.
But its announcement was slow in coming, and Bing reaped the
headlines with his news about the great contralto.81
The texts of both the Time and Newsweek articles are therefore worth more
exploration. Both texts in different ways play out much more completely than
any previous articles how the story of Leontyne Price represents the American
dream of achievement. The usual justifications documenting unquestionably
Price's vocal skill are in both articles: the Juilliard scholarship, "winning" the role
of Bess for a U.S.—European tour, and cited critical accolades for past
performances. In addition, each article mentions different attributes of the
American success story: Time includes details of her early life, such as that her
father was a carpenter and that she played the piano at funerals, to give a sense
of her humble beginnings. For good measure Time alludes to the "discovery of
talent" motif: "All of a sudden you open your mouth and begin" she says.82 Her
choice of an opera career is also applauded since there are at most a dozen
roles considered "suitable" for female Negro singers. Newsweek spells out the
story bluntly:
Now only in her mid-20s, Miss Price knows how lucky she has
been. Besides a natural talent and a lot of hard work, a series of
benign circumstances have favored her career. Bom in Laurel,
Miss., she found a patron in Mrs. Alexander Chisholm, wife of a
local banker, in whose home her aunt was a maid. Mrs. Chisholm
saw to it that she had a proper musical education.... Her lovely
voice and excellent musicianship won an influential circle of well*
wishers in New York: Her voice teacher, Florence Page Kimball,
composer Nicolas Nabokov, composer-critic Virgil Thomson, and
composer Samuel Barber.
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These "benign circumstances”—the sponsorship by a white patroness as well as
a selection of "influential" white composers—recall the poised circumstances of
Robeson and Anderson, with a New York circle, for a supported move into a
broader arena. This was not an unalloyed blessing for Price and the "extreme
luck” attached by the magazine profile to this celebrity tale only seems to
emphasize the unusualness or inability for a black singer to make it on merit
alone. The rendering is probably also an accurate picture of the cross-racial
sponsorship required, though once acquired and the news event made, the
chance for continuing to participate in an operatic career is enhanced as Price's
career demonstrates. Her 1961 debut at the Metropolitan Opera as Leonora in II
Trovatore with a handsome, "virile” Italian tenor also makes the national
magazine profiles.

BLACK SINGERS/AMERICAN SINGERS: PROGRESS ACHIEVED?
In the same year as Price's Metropolitan debut, another black mezzo-soprano
makes headlines. Like Dobbs before her, Grace Bumbry's "first" is a black first
abroad. Again as an exception, the article is featured not in the "Music" section
but the "International” section of Newsweek. Why? Because Grace Bumbry
was chosen to sing Venus in Tannhauser, "the first of her race to sing at the
Wagner shrine” of Bayreuth.84 She was chosen by none other than Richard
Wagner's grandson, Wieland. Both Time and Newsweek detail the attacks and
protests that he received for the "cultural crime” of his selection. Each magazine
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profile obtained a separate response from Wagner, including a somewhat
"debatable" assertion that "Grandfather would have been delighted.” Good
reviews from Berlin's Der Tagesspiegel and Die Welt introduce the expected
celebrity profile paragraph following the earlier pattern. Bumbry was a onetime
choirgiri, whose father was a railroad freight handier, who launched an operatic
career in Europe "six years after Marian Anderson, Miss Bumbry's childhood
heroine, became the first Negro to sing an operatic role at New York's
Metropolitan Opera House."85 Bumbry debuted at the Met in 1965.
One other black female, in addition to Shirley Verrett discussed in the last
chapter as Carmen, was profiled in the late 1960s. Her magazine articles
support the pattern. Martyna Arroyo won the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the
Air in 1958 complete with 1959 debut, which was "the offstage voice" in Don
Carlo. However, she was essentially restricted to Valkyries and Rhinemaidens
until her "big break" in February 1965 when she was asked to go on for an ailing
Birgit Nilson in Aida.66 Her story also contains the themes of up-from-Hariem,
"anti-diva," and European success before a major role at the Met. Notably, the
article ends by setting up the new black pantheon, for she sings the same roles
as the "still unequaled Leontyne Price" which "opened the doors at the Met for
many a black sister Grace Bumbry, Shirley Verrett, Reri Grist,87 and, of course,
Arroyo herself." Says Arroyo, "Leontyne made it easier for us, and I hope we are
making it easier for the next crowd."88
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In the 1980s, a full page was devoted to "A Modem Norman Conquest,"89
following Jessye Norman's American opera debut in Philadelphia. The article
recounts her "dark, chocolate-thick tone” and her larger than life size, with the
expected profile of "happy childhood" with "musically inclined parents," an
international prize in Munich contest, and instant European visibility. Her records
are cited, as are her debuts at every major European opera company. Her debut
at the Metropolitan Opera is “anticipated.”
She never dreamed of becoming an opera singer. "When I was
11 or so, I remember watching a program on TV about Marian
Anderson. I thought, 'Well!' But it wasn't a realistic idea to be
like her. I understood how you could go to medical school and
become a doctor. But how did you become a singer?"

The Marian Anderson legacy lived on, of course. But even with Norman's
success, Price's 20 years at the Met, and the intervening black singers, none
with the eventual exception of Price had ever been compared to any soprano but
a black soprano and most frequently to the Marian Anderson legacy. This
changed with the black diva, Kathleen Battle.
Interestingly, the "entry article" on Kathleen Battle appears in People
magazine in 1983. The more mass orientation of People may explain why this is
the only article on black singers in which no other black singers are mentioned.
Opera rather than African-American subjects might be more exceptional for this
magazine, especially for musicians in the 1980s. Significantly, People magazine
describes her as "battling" with Kiri Te Kanawa on an equal basis. Her entry
article in People magazine ends with the ultimate comparison: Upon entering
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college, she admits, "I didn't even know who Marla Callas was.”90 People
magazine uses several photos, but does not textually allude to race. The article
does, however, allude to the power of her mentor, James Levine, music director
of the Metropolitan Opera.
The article about her in Time (in the same magazine group but different
target audience) however does bring up the narrative of progress: Thirty years
ago, it would have been big news that Battle is black. Today it is hardly worth
mentioning, since talented black women are readily accepted at opera's highest
levels. The soprano rarely discusses race. Says she: 'I don't think I have an ax
to grind on that issue."91
So have thirty years since Marian Anderson's Metropolitan Opera debut
represented a “narrative of progress”? Time's qualification for black females is in
order. Since Robert McFerrin's Metropolitan Opera debut in that same year, only
one African American male singer, again a baritone, has appeared in both
Current Biography Yearbook and the national press: Simon Estes.
Again, like the circumstance with Kathleen Battle, the first article in
Readers Guide on Simon Estes appears outside the newsmagazines in 1982,
also the year in which he debuted at the Met. According to Saturday Review,
Simon Estes states that his road to the top has been difficult and he lays the
blame on racism.92 He too spent decades singing in Europe making a name for
himself: "I should have been singing at the Met in 1966 and I would have, had I
been white.”93 (It was in 1966 that he won the prestigious Tchaikovsky
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competition in Moscow.) He goes further ”[Opera house administrators] seem
to feel threatened by seeing a black man make love to a white woman —
Although ifs better now, I think ifs still an issue. The problem, I fear, is basically
a sexual one." In 1985 Estes made it to A/ewsweefc—when he starred, on his
knees, as the cnppled Porgy—at the Metropolitan Opera.94
At century’s end, Estes remains the only black male opera or concert
singer listed by Current Biography. Many reasons for this circumstance may
exist, In addition to the obvious one invoked by Estes. There may be few black
male singers in the pool to be represented. Certainly the achievement of black
male singers in popular music, especially rap singers, might be offered as a
more realistic pool from which to draw conclusions. Expanding the universe of
choice to sports figures would in fact support a view that black males may prefer
more lucrative pursuits. From the point of view of opera as a cultural field, it may
also be that no black male singers have made that kind of career success
attributed to Estes. Lebrecht includes Estes in the list of the top 100 musicians
ranked in terms of earnings, most of which come from European performances.95
Is it coincidental that few black males have occupied positions of
distinct prominence with the Metropolitan Opera company over
the years? Is there a ‘hidden agenda’ that determines the level of
participation for black male singers in opera, not only at the
Metropolitan Opera but throughout the western world?96
Wallace Cheatham asks this question directly. He explains that, barring an
unforeseen miracle, the other 6 black males singing at the Met in 1987 "will
remain in the shadow of Estes [because] there has never been more than one
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black male at a time in the forefront.”07 Two caveats must be entered, The first,
which Cheatham well explains, is that the black male tenors currently employed
have “lyric" instruments, not the musically dramatic roles that lift tenors to
stardom. Is this availability or hiring practice? Second, as will be explained in
the next chapter, there is often only one reigning tenor—or by extension currently
three—whereby a new tenor of whatever background would have to challenge.
The question of an American tenor, as explained in the previous chapter, is also
not uncomplicated.
A test is of the first black dramatic tenor who did perform for 12 seasons
at the Metropolitan Opera, George Shirley. He debuted at the New York City
Opera as Rodolfo in 1961 and also at the Met on Oct. 24,1961 as Ferrando in
Mozart's Cosi fon Tutti. This debut performance was literally an overnight
substitution, the same calendar year as Leontyne Price's debut. Shirley sang 12
seasons, 189 performances of 27 of the major tenor roles.98 Looking back on
his career Shirley argues that there are no black male superstars comparable to
Leontyne Price because superstars are “a big investment."
Superstardom must be marketable; consequently, race does not
necessarily insure that people who invest the kinds of money
required for building an individual into a superstar will reap a
benefit. Black males have proven to be marketable items in
areas where white society expects them to excel: in sports and
the popular and jazz music genres, but less so in the classicalmusic genres. The power structure in music is dominated by
white males.99
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Shirley was never cited in Current Biography Yearbook, thus not appearing in the
sample. However he did receive a 1965 Time article, reiterating the make-up
theme, as a “Tenor in Whiteface."100

Making It—Transgression as Progress?
An argument for the success of black American opera singers in opera as an
international cultural field can be made. Statistics on who earns what in
international classical music includes the black American singers at the top of the
star hierarchy. According to Lebrecht, 7 of the 16 sopranos in the top 100
classical earners for 1996 are American of which 3 are black Americans
(Kathleen Battle, Jessye Norman, and Barbara Hendricks, who was profiled in
Current Biography in 1994). Jessye Norman is listed as a 2 million-dollar earner
in 1996, with popularity in Salzburg and Japan. There are no Americans in the
five top tenors, who are the “three tenors“ plus Roberto Alagna and Siegfried
Jerusalem. The two latter tenors were profiled in Current Biography in 199 and
199 respectively. Among the 10 basses and baritones, four are Americans
including Simon Estes, all profiled in Current Biography.101
The theoretical test for opera singers in America though comes from
whether race is sufficiently subsumed in the evaluation of those stars in the top
hierarchy that they can also be “sanctk>ned“ for transgressions of appropriate
behavior according to the American celebrity tale mix of music and morality.
Thus we come to Kathleen Battle for whom in 1985 “race was not an issue.“
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The same Time magazine writer in 1994 leads off The Arts & Media section with
the “news'* that the Metropolitan Opera fired Kathleen Battle:
The combative diva, 45, is the darling of a huge public, a
glamorous former schoolteacher from Portsmouth, Ohio, who
possesses one of the loveliest voices in opera today. Thanks to
her supple, dulcet soprano and winning stage personality—and
with the powerful patronage of Met artistic director James
Levine—she has risen to worldwide fame in secondary roles that
ordinarily do not make star.... Behind the scenes, however,
Battle often lives up to her martial surname. Divas are expected
to be difficult; opera lore is rife with tales of their devouring egos
and overweening eccentricities—not to mention the outrageous
quirks of arrogant male singers, especially tenors. But Battle is,
according to many who have worked with her, impossible.102
The gendered discourse, the white male patronage, and the unusualness of the
lyric roles that brought her stardom are all familiar themes in the discourse on
female opera singers. Yet “the battle of Kathy is also complicated by her race;
black singers such as Battle, Leontyne Price and Jessye Norman have had to
make their way—determinedly, often courageously—in an overwhelmingly white
milieu.” Time gives as a signal of her unpopularity her backstage epithet as
“U.N.," or “uppity nigger,” but adds other explanations and examples of her
behavior from “Met insiders” and unattributed sources. She is also replaced in
the production by another black female singer, Harolyn Blackwell. The
accumulation of evidence seems to be used to overwhelm any racist
explanation.
The evidence is cited several times as being not just American but setting
off “grand international choruses of 'It’s about time.'" From functionaries and
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hapless hoteliers across the globe to the head of the Paris Opera, the cited
support embraces Europe as well as America. Battle’s defense comes from
within opera as a cultural field: “To my knowledge ...we were working out all of
the artistic problems in the rehearsals.” Although the firing was by the
Metropolitan Opera, sources who are quoted by name are from many parts of
opera as a cultural field, including former diva and New York City Opera
manager Beverly Sills and the manager of Sony Classical Film and Video. A
psychotherapist at the Julliard School is also quoted on why singers are
“especially sensitive and fragile people.” “Singers, especially sopranos and
tenors,” Time adds, “are notoriously insecure." The stereotype also requires
sufficient external source quotations.
The cited trigger for the firing is a particular transgression within opera as
a cultural field, that of harshly treating another, revered singer, in this case
mezzo Rosalind Elias. As will be explored in depth in the next chapter and as
was indicated in the previous chapter, so-called diva antics are common to the
stereotype meaning of “prima donna.” But although they might take place in the
world as display, they are to stop short of undercutting the performance, the goal
of opera as a cultural field. Further, the ill-treatment of another woman calls for
public chastisement of the American celebrity, particularly in a field like opera,
where the “star must be nice.”
The comparatives used within the hierarchy of opera singers are
especially interesting in this regard. Her “dustups” with Pavarotti are illustrated
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with a photograph of him holding her in “A Test of Voices—and Wills." She is
also compared to another superstar, Caruso, who had been dealt with firmly but
"wasn't as crazy as Miss Battle seems to be.” To be linguistically and cross
gender compared with the two top superstar tenors of the twentieth century is
interesting and unusual, showing the depth of the transgression.
Finally, what makes the story of interest theoretically is that this is another
of the few opera singer articles, like that of Grace Moore cited in chapter 4, in
which the machinery of celebrity are revealed. In the whole sample, with the
exception of banker Otto Kahn and impresario Sol Hurok, the press agents and
publicists of the postwar era have been remarkably absent in textual reference.
Here Time indicates in a new and marked segment of the article that "On the
advice of her handlers, the powerful Columbia Artists Management, Inc., the
soprano was saying little.” Later in the section CAMI's "formidable president,
Ronald Wilford," is not only mentioned but described as "pleading" Battle's case.
Not unlike Arthur Judson, who preceded him as the predecessor to CAMI, it is
unusual for his name to appear.103 The revelation of the various players in opera
as a cultural field, and the news value of the transgression to the American
celebrity tale, gave this story its unusual three-page spread in Time. The less
than kind graphic, spread over four columns of the 9 column space, portrayed
the diva in fearful, archetypal rage.
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OPERA AND BLACK AMERICAN OPERA SINGERS
In sum, the unfolding of the narrative of African American opera singers in non
music national magazines yields several important insights into opera and
America. For the 13 African American opera singers in the sample, news values
were of great asset to their receiving attention in a national magazine, since only
2 of the 13 African Americans entered the non-music national magazines
through a Metropolitan Opera performance. Only 2 Met performances prompted
a profile article: those of Shirley Verrett as Carmen and eventually Martyna
Arroyo's appearance in Emani. A majority made "news" by being a “first,“
racially speaking. Whether the first "black Butterfly," the first "black male in a
white role," the first black at Bayreuth, the first black female in a white role
without make-up—such news values also gave a platform to the narrative of
progress.
Four made news by first being a success at a legitimated hierarchically
top opera house outside the Metropolitan Opera's stamp of approval: Leontyne
Price on television, Grace Bumbry at Bayreuth, MattiwikJa Dobbs at La Scala,
Jessye Norman at every European Opera House. All but 2 received a profile gnjy
after heavily documented European success. The role of Europe is of course
not uncomplicated, for there too there are racially oriented stereotypes as
George Shirley makes clear in his interview.104 Rather, what is emphasized here
is that the international nature of opera as a cultural field is especially important
to opera singers, even more so to black American singers.
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The role of the legitimating activities of opera as a cultural field is also
made clear. The entrance of black Americans into the Metropolitan Opera was,
for the 1950s and 1960s in particular, was a function of their prize-winning. The
fact that the original Metropolitan Auditions were “on the a ir gave African
American voices a disguise not available in performance. Eight out of eleven, or
almost 80 percent of the singers who debuted after 1930 had a prize mentioned
as one of their qualifications. And the African-American men, like McFerrin and
Estes, found even prizes difficult to propel them into American stardom.
What is striking also is that the break-through female performers—Marian
Anderson, Leontyne Price, and Kathleen Battle—all had strong, named white
male composer/conductor mentors. Toscanini's accolades of Marian Anderson's
"once in a hundred years” voice was echoed by Serge Koussevitzky’s
recognition of Dorothy Maynor’s concert potential. In the post-war period Virgil
Thomson and Samuel Barber's championship of Leontyne Price and James
Levine's acknowledged mentorship of Kathleen Battle continue the pattern. The
black female narrative of progress—from black concert singer to black opera
singer to black diva to diva—is represented as requiring white male assistance.
The goal of this chapter has been to understand the patterns of
representation of American black singers in national magazines as conditioned
by the context of all opera singers represented in national magazines and as a
subset of American singers. This analysis has been directed, as Gandy has
suggested in talking about race, toward "finding patterns and revealing the
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relations between these patterns and the structures that they reflect."105 By
looking at magazine treatment of African-Americans in a European art form, I
have tried to demonstrate broader and divergent patterns of gender and national
identity that inform the portrayal of black Americans.
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Chapter 8: American Assoluta: Cover Story Stars and the
Magazine Narrative of Musical America

Once upon a time a prima donna was opera's indispensable lady,
an unearthly creature who fed on acclaim, dressed in Kudos and
walked a path strewn with money, jewels and lovers. For her the
real world was only an extension of the unlikely world of opera, a
world of passionate hate, tempestuous love and outrageous
gesture. The prima donna was larger than life, and a law only to
her own towering tale nt__
Adelina Patti (1843-1919) traveled in a de luxe private
railway car of her own, flanked by husband, dogs, birds and
servants. Her fees were stupendous, and one agent protested that
she was asking more per month than the President of the U.S. got
per year. "Well, then," said Patti stonily, "let him sing."
Today the title has almost lapsed. In the opera house
teamwork is the cry. Manhattan's Metropolitan Opera even forbids
solo curtain calls. At home the opera star is often no more
glamorous than a suburban housewife. In an age of small-scale
talent and matching egos, the one diva who truly deserves the
proud title of prima donna, with all its overtones of good and evil, is
Maria Meneghini Callas.
The peak. Last week, like a stormy throwback to another
century. Maria Callas swept into New York.1
Time's mythic description of the arrival of Maria Callas on the eve of her 1956
Metropolitan Opera debut leads a major cover story, one of 27 with opera
singers on the cover.2 This cover story, like the cover story excerpts heading
cover story represents a higher level of hierarchical achievement than do the
entry articles analyzed in the previous chapters. Obviously, by virtue of being
"on the cover," or the “lead story," the singers portrayed would represent a star. It
bears repeating that the route from article to cover is not fixed, predetermined,
predictable. Not being chosen as a cover story has a lot to do with what else is
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going on, for wars and U.S. elections take precedence as cover stories. But
being chosen for a cover by a national magazine—especially the five opera
singers who received two cover stories—is a measure of stardom for this
particular trajectory of opera stars and the press.
Taken together, these cover stories constitute a separate sample that
ought to meet even more stringent requirements for which singer is selected.
Being chosen for a cover story requires that the opera singer must now exhibit
no ambiguities of the sort that were rationalized, justified, disguised, or otherwise
selected out of the pool of stories. News angles, big breaks, sports prowess or
attempted diets might be used in an entry article to fit the legitimated opera
singer into a known formula for American celebrity. But the full narrative, as
exemplified in cover stories, must be morally sound as well as operatically
validated, signaling that the opera singer star is personally appropriate for
stardom in America.
The emphasized segments of the above quotation preview the themes of
this chapter. First, the opening sets Maria Callas in the historical lineage of
prima donnas, citing the throwback to an earlier century as a source for her
“proud title.” As the roll call from the past is recounted in story after cover story,
the “reflexive history" that Bourdieu would recognize begins to place the star
system not only in terms of contemporary positioning but also in terms of
historical epochs and categories. Second, the title of “prima donna," "with all its
overtones of good and evil," is the stereotype that must be coped with by the
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American celebrity tale. As hinted throughout the preceding chapters, the mythic
language, the moral categories, the ritualized description, the tales themselves—
all exemplify, to quote Gerbner, how things are valued. Here it will be argued
that one of the ways in which opera, as “high culture,” is offered as deserving its
hierarchical place is that it embodies not only “higher” aesthetic values but, in the
American context, also higher “moral” values. The way in which the reflexive
history recounts opera celebrity tales as moral tales for America is the subject of
this chapter.
As previously, any exception—that is a singer who either has somehow
made it to the top without appropriate legitimation by the cultural field or who has
made it but then fails the moral test—will be even more severely treated as a
transgressor. While few such transgressors are likely to reach cover story
status, to head this chapter I have chosen the one who is most famous. The
only exceptions that are worth a story—and in this case a cover story—are
American.
The transgressions of Maria Callas in this regard will be explored within a
historical retelling or reconstruction of the reflexive history below. Before the
“throwback to an earlier century," the themes will be more thoroughly elaborated
in light of the theoretical and empirical literature.
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META-NARRATIVES: INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO ANALYZING
THE CONTINUING STORY
Analyzing these cover stories of opera prima donnas and tenor primissimos can
draw upon many textual traditions, deriving from linguistics, literature, rhetoric,
psychology, history and communications, each with its own vocabulary and
constituency.3 What all of these approaches have in common is that within each
discipline analysts of texts seek a term, to use simple language from story telling,
to refer to the recognizable and larger plots, character types and outcomes that
recur in patterned ways. Within communications, as has been explained in
earlier chapters, the media industry approach suggests that media organizations
are likely to continue to produce similar plots and characters within given genres,
in part because it reduces organizational risk. Also, as has been argued by the
team from the Cultural Indicators project, a successful formula creates
predictability that helps to satisfy audiences and that fits into or reinforces a
coherent world view or “pictures in our heads." For the stories on opera singers,
which I have argued represent a genre, nothing succeeds like success. Even
though these cover stories are reporting on real people, the formulas o f the
success story have carryover between biographical and fictional representation.
Thus Time can lead "Once upon a time."
In recent years, the value and consistency of the social meanings of texts
have been challenged by research on audience interpretation. In the late 1980s,
especially with the work of John Fiske and others, the audience was granted
much more independence in interpretative creativity and even resistance to
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some repetitive messages. This attack on privileging the analysts reading of
texts over the creativity of the audience gradually settled, as empirical studies
found patterns in audience responses as well. These recurrent aspects are
hypothesized to both guide (though not determine) interpretation and to privilege
some likely readings over others for particular social groups.4 Within
communication research, most interpretative research has been done for
television. Focus group and other types of empirical research have documented
that, when asked to interpret an ongoing storyline such as a soap opera, the
audience interpretations show social patterns in response.5 In a provocative
study not geared to a particular television program, Bachen and lllouz found that
young children gave responses to visions of romantic interludes that could be
derived from media portrayals, using the schema approach.6 And the Cultural
Indicators project has long hypothesized the correspondence between
characters and role on television and their perception in life. This abbreviated
summation of audience research is offered to blunt the claim that the potential
for alternative analyses and/or audience interpretations invalidates an individual
analysis such as this one. Even if one does not want to accept the deep cultural
locations of various tales, such as offered by Levi-Strauss and the post
structuralists,7 a pragmatic assessment would recognize the value of recurrent
themes and patterns. To be offered again and again over time within a
successful cultural product like a national circulation magazine, the stories would
require some type of cultural validity and perceived organizational function.
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Thus, to use Marshall Sahlins' words. Culture and Practical Reason would argue
that cultural values would be amenable to the audience or otherwise the media
organizations would not continue to use the recurrent stories and characters.8
Thus, even if different social groups might offer alternative readings or
constructions, a cultural analysis of recurrence and patterns is not invalidated.9
One final type of textual analysis is useful here. An ongoing discussion of
textual analysis specifically related to news and applied to newsmagazines has
been identified as “frame analysis." The term derives from Erving Goffman’s
1974 book of the same name10 and is used as a way of offering a larger
analytical category for interpreting several texts. In particular frame analysis has
been applied to news events, and many refinements have been developed from
“cueing” to “icons.”11 The genre of newsmagazine cover stories that are being
analyzed here are not the sort of unpredictable event for which a “frame” needs
to be found in order to provide an appropriate interpretation. In contrast, what I
have been arguing is that the magazine stories on opera singers derive from a
much longer history of telling stories about successful individuals and that these
stories have been adapted in the American context. So a frame is not necessary
as the cultural field provides a set of legitimating factors that anchors the genre
beyond everyday events.
Nonetheless, the fact that the cultural field, in effect, provides an
interpretative frame does not mean that opera does not intersect sociopolitical
and economic framing of news events. As the cultural field was explicated in
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chapter 1, the field of power, as well as the social/national and international
“space" does impinge upon the cultural field and operate in the border areas.
Certainly news values play a role in selecting certain singers for media attention,
especially as was suggested in the previous chapter on African Americans. In
the process of adapting the larger transnational pattern of the successful heroartist to the American context, then, the story could intersect the “frame” of
American interests and alliances in certain conditions, such as was illustrated by
the Van Clibum 1958 Time magazine cover story cited in the introduction. The
more subtle themes have to do with ongoing projection of American identity as
successful achievement in a European art form that will be described below.
In sum, the “arts” sections of newsmagazines, even when elevated to
cover stories, are not as a rule dealing with unexpected events but rather with
events that can be anticipated, like debuts or opera seasons or opera house
openings. The "discourse” of American magazines on opera singers, therefore,
has the resources of the cultural field (including advance press material, etc.) to
provide the coherence and consistency of the long view, retelling the reflexive
history of the field of stars.
Bourdleu and the Reflexive History of Open Stars
Calling once again on Bourdieu, it will be recalled that much of the activity that
takes place within a cultural field is concerned with using evaluation to establish
hierarchy. Given that the hierarchy of works and composers was essentially in
place by 1925, the evaluative discourse centers on the performers. Assoiuta is
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the term used within the cultural field and corresponds to this theoretical
pinnacle, or as Time says, "the peak." Thus, in contrast to the various positions
based on individual hierarchies of role, nationality, voice part, or vocal sound that
were discussed in chapter 5 as ways of positioning singers, the assoluta position
transcends the individual hierarchies. Comparisons of one singer to another on
the basis of role, nationality, voice type and vocal quality all served what
Bourdieu called “positioning," that is providing a location of the singer that could
be mapped onto a usually incomplete but recognizable hierarchy along one
dimension.
As will be seen in the following narrative analysis of cover stories, no one
hierarchy leads to the top. Men and women of different nationalities have held
the assoluta position. The position assignment can be recognized in at least two
ways. The first is the adjective attached to the singer. So for example, using the
cover stories from the past chapters, Pavorotti's “Prince” of Tenors or Beverly
Sills’ “Queen" of the Opera are clear indicators. A second signal is the
positioning of the singer in what Bourdieu would call a “reflexive history” of other
singers filling or competing for the position. This position can be recalled by past
comparisons or by presenting the contemporary contenders from which no one
person has yet emerged. The history of great prima donnas excerpted above in
the Maria Callas cover story are modes of the positioning that takes place
through the critics' reviews within opera as a cultural field. The positioning can
be communicated through non-music magazines through retelling the history of
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the assoluta position or portraying the contemporary “field" of contenders in side
bars, photos, or interviews. T h e throwback to another century” signals the long
genesis of the history. Equally, as will be shown, the citing of particular singers
like Adelina Patti indicate benchmarks, or the necessary comparative for any
assoluta candidate. To preview, Maria Cailas becomes a benchmark
comparative, after which reference to earlier prima donnas is no longer required.
The assoluta position is not necessarily congruent with receiving a cover
story. In the American context, all those who are given adjectives signaling their
assoluta status appear on the cover, however, cover stories appear on many
more opera singers than hold the assoluta position. Therefore, factors outside
opera as a cultural field must be used to explain their being chosen to represent
opera on the cover of these magazines.
Diva Discourse and American Values
A majority of the cover stories on opera singers feature female prima donnas.
As suggested in chapter 6, singing was considered feminine in American culture,
though the association was not without negative attributes as is made clear by
the connotations of the term prima donna as applied outside its technical use in
opera. Time's use appellation of the “overtones of good and evil” suggest that
the stereotyped behavior of “prima donnas” as egotistical, vain, demanding, and
powerful have an even darker shade in moral terms. One of the expected
themes of this cover story analysis is to evaluate chosen cover singers in terms
of this stereotype. I expect that any American put forward would require prose
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assurance of good behavior in order to receive Time's approbation. The excerpt
above on Maria Cailas might seem to be complementary. After all,
Today the title has almost lapsed. In the opera house teamwork is
the cry. Manhattan's Metropolitan Opera even forbids solo curtain
calls. At home the opera star is often no more glamorous than a
suburban housewife. In an age of small-scale talent and matching
egos, the one diva who truly deserves the proud title of prima
donna, with all its overtones of good and evil, is Maria Meneghini
Cailas.
Is the star, the assoluta really expected to be no more glamorous than a
suburban housewife? Is this an apt appraisal of opera house behavior? This
cover story then, as did the Grace Moore entry article that heads chapter 4,
sounds the extremes of the stereotype in a way that displays its complexity.
This type of prima donna dissection and discussion in the cover story
narratives reveals what literary scholars Leonardi and Pope call "diva discourse.”
In their 1997 book they review the representation of the female diva in a range of
literary genres, from novels and movies, to autobiographies and detective
stories. As do other analysts of the diva, beginning with Catherine Clement's
1988 book, they also discuss divas playing divas in operas like Offenbach’s
Tales of Hoffmann and Janacek’s The Makropolis Case, not to mention Tosca
and La Gioconda. Most of the texts they analyze fall outside this study, as they
are texts in which the diva plays a leading role and therefore are unlikely to be
selected or read without some direct information on their subject. However, they
make some points in their analysis which are useful especially in understanding
the dimensions of the diva stereotype.
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First, they like others note the refraction of the diva stereotype as
portrayed by the three singers in Offenbach's Tales of Hoffmann, discussed in
chapter 2. As an 1850s French opera based upon a German Romantic text, the
variants offered are part of a transnational stereotype. The first singer is the
mechanical doll Olympia, created by a male inventor in the same mold as later
told in Svengali, Pygmalion or Phantom of the Opera. The benign version is the
male mentor or singing teacher, even perhaps the impresario who, as we have
seen, is often instrumental in the diva's career. The second singer is the diva as
siren, the singer who is powerful, dangerous, and attracts men to their doom.
The third, Antonia, is the ultimate female who is told that if she sings, she will
lose love and die. In this instance, the diva is the opposite of womanhood, the
diva kills womanhood. "What the diva...can’t be is wife, good woman, true
woman."12 This is the ultimate charge against Maria Cailas, as will be explained
below in chronological sequence.
Thus, although this is only one type of declension of the stereotype, it
does lay out effectively the "overtones of good and evil" that the imported diva
brings to the American shores. As suggested in chapter 6, the gendered
stereotypes of singing in America are expressed equally strongly. For the female
singer, it is moving from the parlor to the stage that invokes these dangers. To
quote once again from the 1852 Physiology o f the Opera, the prima donna
takes no pains to conceal what a high price she sets on the value
of her presence. She sings just when she pleases, and just as she
pleases. Caprice itself is not more capricious than this fair
creature. As capricious as a prima donna has almost become a
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proverb, and we predict that in a few years it will become fully
established as such. She is a female tyrant. She worries the
basso.... She is disposed to be more friendly to the tenor, who is
the only person who receives any tokens of her good-will; but in
truth, she would cease to be a women, if she were unkind to this
gentlemanly, polite little fellow.™
The longevity and complexity of the discourse on the prima donna in America
can be easily translated even into the contemporary American context with its
overtones of good and evil if we also translate the term prima donna into English
as the First Lady.
In more simplified plots as familiar from Hollywood films and women's
magazines through the emergence of the women's movement, the various
realizations of the prima donna were plotted as choosing marriage over career.
It is not accidental that the two films cited in chapter 3 that date from the 1930s
show the two pieces of this plot. The first is the success story that has been
portrayed in the entry articles, of the young girl who works hard, gets her big
break and becomes a success on the stage. The second is the successful diva
who falls in love with a good man and gives up her career for marriage.14 The
first plot does not exclude the second choice; thus young and still marriageable
women do not need to immediately have to dramatize the correctness of their
choice. However, in this study it is expected that the established singers who are
chosen to be on the cover of a major non-music national American magazine,
will be portrayed as having made some appropriate compromise which
reinforces the importance of the woman over the diva.
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Unlike for men, the issue is not sexual preference but appropriate gender
behavior. This includes both displays of womanhood and also the type of moral
virtues associated with "good" women. That is, as Leontyne Price remarked, in
America a singer is supposed to be "a nice person.” Good singers ought to be
good people or else they should not become stars. High art is to embody moral
beauty; hence some of the support for its edifying experience. Stated simply, in
America the diva cannot be a prima donna. The magazine cover stories should
be able to substantiate those claims.
Although sopranos are portrayed on the majority of the magazine covers,
male opera singers can and do appear on the magazine covers. And they do
assume the assoluta, or in this case the assoluto position. When and why they
do is an important part of the American narrative of opera, which cannot be
discovered by only looking at diva discourse. To preview, there are a number of
men who assume cover status. In some cases, such as the last two decades of
tenor dominance of the assoluto position, this hierarchical assignment may leave
metaphorical space for subtle or not-so-subtle changes in diva requirements for
American stardom.
Also, were one to select covers differently, men would more than equal
the female cover stories. The most obvious, which will be referred to when
appropriate, are the cover stories on the opera house directors, all of whom are
men. Equally, though not referred to in this study, during the early years of the
century opera conductors and composers appeared on magazine covers, again
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all males. So while the following narrative construction will have many female
roles, with most somehow dampening the siren and embellishing the womanly,
the role of Olympia has not entirely been abandoned.
American Assoluta, American Achievement, American Century
As promised in the introduction, this narrative reconstruction of the assoluta(o) in
America also addresses the role of opera singers in the larger story of American
identity and the European arts. It will be recalled that Billig's concept of "banal
nationalism" suggested that in established nations of the West, which have
"confidence in their own continuity, nationhood provides a continual background
for their political discourses, for cultural products, and even for the structuring of
newspapers"15 or, I would add, magazines. Here I will use the appellation
American, or in the instances of identified non-American singers, as a cue or
“flag" signaling American identity. In the international cultural field of opera, the
singer's being American cannot be assumed and in fact I expect it to be
declared. In particular Americans, who formed only half the sample, dominate
the magazine covers in absolute numbers. Using the sample only, 14 of the 23
covers feature Americans; using all the cover stories, including those that
appeared before Current Biography, 19 of the 27 covers feature American
singers.16 A reconstruction of the metanarrative through the cover stories can, I
believe, demonstrate how national identity enters into the assoluta story.
The hypothesis here is that the American achievement story begins to
enter into the coverage of opera singers especially after American isolationism is
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broken from the entrance into the First World War. An expected political marker,
particularly in music, comes with the New Deal and government support for
music and other arts. The next political marker would be the end of World War
II, in which the Americans begin to claim a world position vis-d-vis Europe.
Horowitz expressed this theme as the transformation of "the Old
World/New World drama of American desire for novelty and achievement" in
high culture into an American drama of a national achievement.17 Other recent
studies have also noted the importance of this discourse. The new book by
Wanda M. Com is entitled The Great American Thing,™ which is an apt play on
the vernacular expression of wanting to write "the great American novel.” "The
Great American Thing" is still being applied to opera, as two of the new operas of
the 1990s were billed as going for the "great American opera"—and not yet
making it. What is particularly astute about Corn's approach is that she
recognizes the "transatlantic” aspects of this quest, most familiar from expatriate
writer stories of Paris in the 1920s but equally important for American musicians.
Her subtitle, Modem Art and National Identity, 1915-1935 confirms that the idea
of "national identity” can be used in the arts context. Accounts of the birth of
American studies,19 an identification of the validity of studying American literature
at Ivy League universities, and the beginnings of what in the introduction was
labeled "musical Americanism” among composers all dates from this era.20
The postwar projection of the American agenda is perhaps more familiar,
though less often viewed as affecting the arts. Within communications, histories
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of Hollywood's overseas campaign,21 and later discussions of cultural and media
imperialism suggest the market expansions.22 Here I want to argue not for
market dominance, although the market plays a role, but rather for the projection
of American achievement particularly in an art form still dominated by Europe.
As explained in chapter 2 and 3, unlike art and literature in which Americans
came to claim a place, opera was still ‘ foreign'' and performed in the international
style. Thus, as the 1947 Newsweek title proclaims, it was "A New Era for
Americans."
The theoretical framework from chapter 1 would also support this
interpretation. Bourdieu, in modeling the cultural field, indicates the important
contextual surround of the field of power. Organizationally speaking, particularly
for the newsmagazines, the interrelation of elites from these worlds is nowhere
so clear as during these formative years of the 1920s through even the 1970s.
As described in chapter 4, Henry Luce and his magazine empire played a major
role in maintaining a national circulation through his range of magazines for
different population strata. His own national interests and ambitions were most
clearly demonstrated in the postwar years when he and Edgar Wallace of
Reader's Digest, the largest circulation magazine, were connected to the
American Freedom committee and other national political organizations.23 Given
his interest in having a “unified voice” throughout his magazine, it is not
surprising that Time and Newsweek playing catch-up would trumpet the
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American theme. After all, it was Luce who in 1950 coined the term "The
American Century.”
Looking back, as did so many millenium publications, the "American
Century came to be a theme not only for superpower status but also for other
triumphalist narratives in the arts. The Whitney Museum art exhibition and
catalog of this title also seems to date the American take over of twentiethcentury art at about 1950. Here I do not want to echo this interpretation but
rather demonstrate the parallels to popular prose and yet the very great
difference between opera and other claims of American cultural dominance. The
rise of the American opera singer as an equal in the transnational cultural field of
opera must also be read against the continued international nature and some
might argue museum quality of opera. Few if any new American operas travel
and while American performers do, international casts still remain the norm. In
this the cultural field remains strong and, as argued in chapter 3, the recording
industry for classical music in the last two decades remains decidedly
international. These last two decades, representing as also the rise of the
discourse on popular culture, canons, and the “culture wars,” also bring
additional forces to bear on the valuation of opera singers as “high culture” that
are likely to influence the magazine selection of cover subjects from the arts.
Finally, opera singers within the national discourse must continue to prove
amenable to American celebrity, in general. At this level I expect to find market
values to be accorded along with political and moral overtones. A cover story
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singer, legitimated in terms of the cultural field, can also exhibit the trappings of
financial and market success. Evidence of superstar status, like number of
records sold, concert fees, media appearances, and life style data, can be
offered to indicate that the superstar has market celebrity. As discussed vis-avis Pavarotti in chapter 4, market success at the superstar level will not
necessarily discount or mar the legitimacy bestowed by opera as a cultural field,
as long as the money and other markers of market success fall within the
established dissemination and reproduction of the field. Even a measure of
popular recording—whether Italian art songs or Rodgers and Hart—can be
interpreted as demonstrating diversity, versatility, even democratic. The border
areas between the cultural field and the field of cultural power, though, can be
transgressed and sanctioned within the critical press should the pursuit of market
values seem paramount. Thus, the critical carping over the second Three
Tenors concert indicates a transgression of the cultural field. For the following
covers stories, however, it is expected that the balance of cultural, political, moral
and market values will be at an equilibrium that allows the singer to be placed in
the reflexive history of operatic achievement.
The remainder of this chapter will return to an exposition using the cover
stories as a guide. The narrative reconstruction begins with the first prima donna
assoluta who exemplified the female embodiment of moral goodness and artistic
success in America—Jenny Lind. No matter what the approach taken by the
author—historical, music critical, American studies, feminist—all of the recent
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works on opera in America agree that the Lind phenomenon set the stage for the
ideal American assoluta.24

"CASTA DIVA": JENNY LIND AND THE PRIMA MADONNA
"Casta diva"—Norma's most famous aria, and still a test of a soprano's heavenly
ascendance—was the signature piece and symbol of the first and last impression
of the one whom Dwights Journal of Music called "the royal priestess of the
Beautiful and True"—Jenny Lind.25
Morality plus musicianship was the recipe for success mixed by P.T.
Bamum in his promotion of the "Swedish nightingale" to the American public. As
he notes in his memoirs:
although I relied prominently upon Jenny Lind's reputation as a
great musical artiste, I also took largely into my estimate of her
success with all classes of the American public, her character for
extraordinary benevolence and generosity. Without this peculiarity
in her disposition, I never would have dared make the engagement
which I did, as I felt sure that there were multitudes of individuals in
America who would be prompted to attend her concerts by this
feeling alone."26
By all accounts, Bamum's success in conveying this impression of Jenny
Lind amounted to a "humbug" at least as great as the "mermaid" and "bearded
lady." Her letters are said to convey "ingenuous boasting flanked by
disingenuous self-deprecation” and the charity donations were part of Bamum's
strategy.27 Even discounting the critics' pleasure at deflating legends, the simple,
pure of heart, noble of thought girt may have been her greatest role. But
believable and believed she was.
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Jenny Lind arrived in New York in September of 1852 and toured the
United States for 18 months. Twenty-thousand greeted her boat and tickets to
her six New York concerts were sold by auction, the first concert alone said to
make over $17,000. The sea of audience faces at the first New York concert in
Castle Garden is a Currier and Ives engraved scene. "Lind-mania," Maretzek's
contemporary epithet, named bonnets, shawls, and sofas, songs, polkas, and
poems, and the Jenny Lind tea kettle "sang" when it boiled and many of these
offerings awaited her before her boat had docked.
Bamum made sure that her image and reputation had preceded her
arrival in America.28 He circulated news of her London triumphs was circulated
with a portrait (Bamum says turned out to be a cheap lithograph) that portrayed
her in all modesty. Later woodcuts, like one reproduced in his "autobiography,"
continue to represent her as a young girl, and in parlor-like scenes that were
"deliciously patriarchal."29 While the heralded voice passed on the wings of
song, the image—reproduced—remained. No better publicity could have been
arranged for her departure from America than her marriage to her
accompanist—the fitting operatic conclusion to an American success story:
Seven thousand faces, lit with sad enthusiasm, looking from every
part of every circle of the vast area and gallery, so brilliantly
illuminated, turned all to one focus, to greet and to enjoy, for the
last time, face to face and audibly, the presence and the almost
more than mortal music, of a woman who, in eighteen months, by
the mere divine right of goodness and of a matchless voice
conscientiously trained to perfect obedience to the highest
inspirations of Art, has established a sort of moral and ideal empire
in the hearts of this whole people, rude and cultivated.30
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The casta diva's "moral empire" remained in American hearts for future prima
donnas. As with many legends, the brevity of her appearance on the scene and
the ideology of live performance assisted the propagation of her chaste vocal
supremacy.
The Jenny Lind legend was embellished after her departure in articles on
music published in "quality" middle-class national monthly magazines of the
gilded age.31 The earliest founded of the four major magazines—Harper's New
Monthly Magazine—inaugurated its first volume year with two articles
documenting her "arrival" and her concerts."32 Two years later they followed up
on her marriage to her accompanist, Otto Goldschmidt. Other contemporary
singers, among them Henrietta Sontag, Maria Alboni, and later the soprano-tenor
duo Grisi and Mario were written about in the early 1850s. But, as the December
1854 article says of the reception of Grisi, "No Jenny Lind Furor." Though the
subject of opera, and subsequently Italian opera versus Wagner, appears with
some regularity in these magazines, only a very few opera singers—Adelina
Patti, Christine Nilsson, and Etelka Gerster—appear even once in their pages.
Some corollary rules of the workings of celebrity were also confirmed by
experiences of those who appeared after Jenny Lind. As prima madonna, she
was literally a hard act to follow. Many European artists were induced by the
tales of the gold rush in the New World. Among others was an Irish soprano,
Catherine Hayes, whose managers "planted their feet" in Bamum's footprints
and followed his tactics with "scrupulous exactitude." But he had already "worn
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them out" and the public "were not to be caught a second time" by "holy
immaculacy" alone at least so soon.33
The other "celebrity of world-wide reputation” was the "dark side" of the
diva, as expressed in the Maria Cailas excerpt, the dancer Lola Montez.
Embraced by the royalty and artists of Europe and married by some, she did not
"make too great a show of virtue and morality." Instead, she "announced herself
to the New World as a victim" of diplomatic intrigue. As a novelty she attracted a
large audience to the Broadway Theatre; but not a single lady was present.
Curiosity could not sustain an audience and blaming "persecution” and bad
press for her "notorious reputation” was not a strategy befitting the American
requirements of female performers. She failed—ingloriously.34
As the century wears on and the equation of musical appreciation and
admonitions for more decorous audience behavior takes to the pages of these
magazines,35 articles nostalgically recall Jenny Lind. In the Century Illustrated
Monthly Magazine in the early 1880s,36 again in 1891 in Harpers' and in 1892 in
the Century, all articles seem to lead to the Centurys 1897 judgment of "What
Jenny Lind Did for America."37
Solidifying die Diva Discourse: Assoluta Adelina
But absent voices, no matter how legendary, do not a stage fill. Some voices
needed to be heard as well as remembered. As suggested by the quoted
passage from the cover story on Maria Cailas, Adelina Patti carried on the
assoluta tradition for the remainder of the nineteenth century.36 Daughter of the
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Italian impresario, Signor Patti, and sister-in-law to American impresario Maurice
Strakosch, and neighbor to rival impresario Max Maretzek, her stage appearance
at age 7 was not surprising, if precocious. Her 1859 debut in Lucia de
Lammermoor at age 17 was an extraordinary success and in Washington tickets
were going at $90 apiece during that first tour.39 Her Italian parentage with her
New York upbringing and American connections gave her important ingredients
for success. She departed the U.S. for reasons of war and career, and her
triumphs on European stages (as with future American-born stars) enhanced her
value for American audiences on her periodic return tours. As mentioned in
chapter 7, during her absences from America, singers of color (“the Black Patti”)
toured in her stead.
In 1891 she was enticed to return to American shores by the impresario of
the Metropolitan Opera House in New York to affirm its prestige.40 She took the
role of Rosina in The Barber of Seville but performed not in ensemble but as a
star. When Rosina is supposedly taking a piano lesson from her disguised lover,
Patti sang her theme songs, Eckert's "Echo Song” and "Home Sweet Home” to
the audience, and took separate bows. While some of the quality magazines
scoffed,41 the New York Tribune reported that it showed "in the most forcible way
.. .the admiring esteem which is awarded to her by the public of New York."42
No matter how Mme. Patti might coax her fans, and no matter how much
such celebrity liberties might be curtailed, the erection of East Coast monuments
to gentility like the Metropolitan Opera seriously jeopardized the "democratic
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access" that the touring groups and star recitals seemed to offer. Touring was to
remain an important mode of representing opera and the opera singer to the
environs outside New York City, both through the Metropolitan Opera itself43 and
through frequent opera star tours in individual recital through most of the
twentieth century. But the importance of Adelina Patti as a symbol of Hnoveity
and achievement” so desired by New World cultural constituencies44 was best
captured by most important future packager of opera and its stars: the new
sound recording inventions of the phonograph and the gramophone.
The testimony to Adelina Patti’s pre-eminence in the Gilded Age was her
symbolic presence in predictions of the democratic availability of operatic voices
by its inventors. In the North American Review of 1878, Thomas Edison predicts
that his phonograph will provide "perfect reproduction at will of Adelina Patti's
voice in all its purity” along with the voices of Lincoln and Gladstone.45 He
repeats his prediction ten years later, this time in the company of the words of
General Grant.46 In challenging Edison's phonograph with the disc-playing
gramophone, Emile Berliner closed his copiously illustrated and precisely
formulated scientific treatise in the Journal of the Franklin Institute with a vision
of home entertainment. Listening to the gramophone in the evenings at home in
the parlor offered communion with immortality and the benefit for civilization to
hear the "radiant songs of Patti."47
The published predictions of both inventors were gratified in 1906 by a
sixty-two-year-old Patti, who recorded her most famous arias—of course "Casta
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Diva"—along with "Cornin' through the Rye" and "Robin Adair.” But alas, Patti's
musicianship and technique were, understandably, not what they were even
when she had premiered almost half a century earlier.48 As the 1956 Time cover
story on Maria Cailas attests, however, Patti’s reputation as prima donna formed
part of the reflexive history. As living assoluta, her place was claimed by a tenor:
Enrico Caruso.

THE TENOR: "THE GREAT CARUSO"
The baton was officially passed from Patti to Caruso in the April 25,1906, first
ever double-page, across-the-fold advertisement in the Saturday Evening Post
for the Victor Talking Machine Company. Surrounding their Nipper trademark
were nine identified, photographed faces of opera stars. Adelina Patti's
endorsement was quoted alongside the portrait of Caruso: "In listening to the
records of Caruso, Plancon, etc. it seemed as if those artists were actually
singing in my salons." During the first few years of his reign, ads and frequent
magazine copy did present some challenges to his pre-eminence, comparing
him either to lesser tenors or the tenors "who could no longer be heard” (like the
de Reszke brothers) because they didn't record.49 But the technological
breakthrough helped to make Caruso a benchmark from which other tenors
would be measured, the founder of a dynasty rather than an heir to the reflexive
history of tenors.
As explained in chapter 3, Caruso cemented the identification of the
Metropolitan Opera House and its dissemination through recording. Caruso, who
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emigrated from Italy after his debut in 1906 at the Metropolitan Opera, came to
symbolize the Metropolitan Opera, performing in all seasons until his death in
1921. At the same time, as the advertising proclaimed, he reigned over the
"living voices of the world's greatest artists” available on records who had
"hitherto been heard only in crowded opera houses in the great cities of Europe
and America." This simultaneous identification with America and international
stature had benefits in projection of American identity. According to Horowitz,
Plausibly promoted as the "best" and "greatest," appropriated as
thoroughly.. .as Caruso would b e . . . a national treasure: a cultural
token Americans could flaunt as the symbol of their coming of age
and guardian of their self-esteem. Bestriding the New World's
uncluttered musical landscape, with its post-adolescent cravings
and enthusiasms, he could achieve such fortune, adulation, and
influence as could never be his on the crowded, aging ramparts of
musical Europe."50
He moved to America, married an American society girt, and yet, even if he was
"appropriated” as Horowitz claims, he was never advertised as American.
A couple of reasons are plausible. First, as discussed in chapter 6 in
relation to gendered discourse, Caruso's remaining Italian but being appropriated
by America was a plausible compromise for a singing male, especially a singing
tenor. In this way, even the so-called monkey house incident in 1907, when a
young woman accused Caruso of touching her inappropriately, could die down
without permanent damage to his career both because he was male and he was
Italian. Second, it was sufficient that Caruso was the permanent box office
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attraction of the Metropolitan Opera, which was definitely American—and New
York. In his frequent tours of American cities Caruso
became the symbol of serious music to millions of American and
gave it greater significance. His publicity breakthrough hastened
the acceptance and spread of classical music in all its forms.
Newspapers had given musical artists space before, but Caruso
made artists more newsworthy. He stepped out of the music page
and was front-page news wherever he went and whatever he did.51
As press agent Edward L. Bemays explains, "stepping out of the music page
onto the front page" became the twentieth century measure of the movement
from opera stardom to opera superstardom and celebrity. And who better to
ascertain that status for Caruso than the man known as "the Caruso of press
agents."52 Of course, he was Caruso's press agent. The interest here is that,
not only does Caruso link with the new twentieth-century medium of sound
recording but he also links through Bemays with twentieth-century marketing
methods.
Finally, Caruso also exemplified the balance between artistry and
marketing that comes to set the standard for twentieth-century superstar
performance behavior. He remains at the Metropolitan Opera till his death and
takes on new and more challenging roles, thus maintaining his position vis-a-vis
opera as a cultural field. Yet at the same time he was known publicly for the
amount of money he made, most probably the highest paid performer until his
death in 1921. He was paid the equivalent in today's dollars of $37,000 for each
appearance at the Metropolitan Opera as compared to today's top fee of
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$12,000.53 Caruso was the first performer to sell a million records54 and "Caruso
records” came to symbolize upscale classical music packaging for future
generations.55 With a royalty of 50 cents per record plus royalty advances, he
earned about ten thousand dollars a month. A dollar sign of his fame was that in
1918 he was paid $100,000 per film for appearing in My Cousin and A Splendid
Romance, which were silent films.56 The fact that some of these statistics were
published in Time magazine on the eve of "The Three Tenors" second Los
Angeles concert in 1994 reinforces Caruso as the benchmark for the twentiethcentury superstar.
As the opera star assoluto for his generation, Caruso was partnered
through these years by several divas. Each of their press stories exhibit aspects
of opera singer celebrity profile, but none of the divas came close to Caruso's
celebrity. The closest might be Geraldine Farrar, an American singer who was
favored by Toscanini, starred in several silent films, and had a claque of
"Gerryflappers" until she retired in 1922. After Caruso's death, the first cover
stories that form part of the current sample begin anew the reconstruction of the
prima donna story.

CONSTRUCTING THE AMERICAN PRIMA DONNA
The first Time opera cover stories profile Metropolitan Opera manager Giulio
Gatti-Caszza, but include divas in quotation and photo. Both profile him in light
of the Metropolitan season opening and both announce that Maria Jeritza,
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whose own cover story headed chapter 2, will star on opening night. The
November 1,1926 cover story sounds the themes outlined at the beginning of
the chapter. A recognizable formula—"Cognoscenti complain as cognoscenti
will. All is not flawless at the Metropolitan Opera House."—and its elaboration
demonstrate Time's connection to critical opinion which is compared to the
public's desire for stars.57
The cover quotation, "Find me an American Caruso,” leads off the
storyline from the now vacant place in the hierarchy. What he means by this
quote and how it fits into the emergence of the discourse on twentieth-century
American singers is shown in the closing paragraph of the cover story:
The American artist? Mr. Gatti heaves a might sigh. He might
quote a few figures, that of his 93 principals 37 are Americans, that
the strength of his native wing is three times that of the German,
twice that of the Italian, 33 times that of the French. But being Mr.
Gatti-Casazza and little given to explanation in English, he will
probably throw up his hands, say "Find me an American Caruso!”
turn on his heel and go about his business....56
The "American question" is already posed, the answer expressed in quotas and
percentages, and the desire for the assoluta clear.
Diva discourse is also tucked into the profile. A long, 5-paragraph
footnote and a second article entitled "Diva" describe the man that Rosa
Ponselle and Mary Garden want to marry—both prefer blondes. Time quotes
Ponselle quite explicitly: "Yes, I must marry, but where is 'he'? ...I have had so
many romantic affairs with little men and I do so like great, big men. And I like
them blond...I would be a very model wife. I would never look at another man if I
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loved my husband and I won't marry until I do."59 Although this was not
accomplished by the time Rosa Ponselle receives her own cover five years later,
again on the beginning of the Metropolitan Opera season, the goal is reiterated.
Ponselle, 14 years ago, was singing four times a day in vaudeville
but she was not the only singer at the Metropolitan's 47th opening
who was conspicuous for her success. Prominent in the Diamond
Horseshoe sat Anna Case, daughter of a New Jersey blacksmith.
Anna Case used to sing at the Metropolitan also. This evening she
appeared for the first time as the wife of Director Clarence
Hungerford Mackay.60
The cover story follows the celebrity tale, from daughter of a Naples coal dealer,
growing up near a tavern in Connecticut to become a prima donna; she lives with
her sister (also a Metropolitan opera singer) and is kind to her mother. Her
discovery story confirms the themes: she volunteered to sing "Casta diva” from
Norma before her sister's teacher. He called his friend, who prophesied that in
two years Rosa would be singing with him. The friend was Enrico Caruso.
Other prima donnas filled in the discourse, linked either through Caruso
as above or else through another linkage within opera as a cultural field. Maria
Jeritza is linked with Richard Strauss, as described in the 1928 cover story of
chapter 2; Marion Nevada Talley is given a 1926 "discovery” cover story later
ridiculed in the Grace Moore entry article heading chapter 4; and a 1927 cover
story reviews the celebrity tale of Geraldine Farrar, who first performed at the
age of 6 representing Jenny Lind and at age 19 interested the Kaiser by her
Berlin success.61
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For understanding the continuation of diva discourse, the most useful
opera singers are from the sample, Grace Moore and Lily Pons. In many ways,
Grace Moore seems a good candidate for the diva discourse. Her appearance
and American origins made good copy and in her first film, A Ladies Morals, she
portrayed Jenny Lind. In her most successful film, One Night of Love (1934),62
Moore plays a struggling American opera singer in Italy whose love story is
interspersed with scenes from the operatic ABC's plus Madame Butterfly (often
interchangeable with La Boheme in the ABC's). As in the Cailas quotation of
"light and dark," Moore's blond soprano is contrasted to a nasty dark-haired diva
who already succumbed to the handsome, driving Italian voice teacher with
whom she falls in love, rather an above-ground "Phantom of the Opera" in
psychological plotting. Among the recurrent narrative themes is the singing
contest, which begins the movie with the title song. She lost, but determined to
go to Italy anyway to become a star, which she does. Her final onscreen
performance being directed from the prompter's box by the Italian voice teacher,
the career/love choice left unresolved.
However famous, and she did appear in celebrity cigarette advertising of
the day, Grace Moore never received a cover story. Her "entry" article cited at
the beginning of chapter 3 suggests why. Her Metropolitan debut was the right
celebrity profile, big break story, but as the ironic commentary attests, the critical
imprimatur was not given. Checking further, I discovered one other article on
"Exuberant Grace." Written on the occasion of her autobiography published in
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1944, Time compares her to Farrar and Jeritza as the "nearest thing in modem
opera to the lobster-supper diva of musical fable." Further, she "may not have
become the world's greatest soprano, but nobody could accuse her of not acting
the part." Instead, while "music critics have always deplored her dramatic
extravagances and lack of vocal subtlety," Grace Moore "ultimately became the
U.S. moviegoer's idea of a great opera star."63 This judgment confirms the
operative power of opera as a cultural field: without a critical success, even her
popularity in another medium playing essentially herself, will disadvantage her in
the hierarchical assignment. This contrast between the "U.S. moviegoer's idea
of a great opera star” and that of the cultural field will continue to dominate.
Grace Moore compares and contrasts with her contemporary, Lily Pons.
Pons appeared on two Time covers, and between them can be observed the
emergence of the full-fledged diva discourse. The first 1932 cover story is not
dissimilar to those discussed previously of Farrar and Ponselle. The occasion
for the story is "San Francisco was opening a new world-ranking opera house,
and presenting (at $3,500 per night) the Metropolitan's new and brilliant little star,
Lily Pons."64 Her San Francisco debut repeats her triumph at her Metropolitan
debut two years earlier as Lucia di Lammermoor. "New Yorkers are particularly
pleased with the fact that Pons is French," especially since she prefers
department store clothes to those she could get in Paris. Two things she
learned: "that a prima donna who travels with pets gets photographed: she
brought a baby jaguar back from her triumphal visit to Buenos Aires” and that
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"divorce rumors after sudden success are bad publicity.” She had her
Metropolitan triumph, avoided mistakes, has publicized fees, and a cover.
However, her only location within a reflexive history is the comparison with the
concert Luisa Tetrazzini made for the poor in 1910 for an audience of 100,000.
This changes with her second Time cover 8 years later, when The
Daughter o f the Regiment is revived in a new "ear-tickling, eye-tickling vehicle for
Coloratura Pons, who is vocally and boxofficially about the best there is." The
dilemma solved by the boxofficially best is expressed clearly: "The Met is one of
the last great lyric stages in the world, but opera at the Met has a way of
prattfalling between two stools. The Met guards the grand operatic tradition, but
it also yearns to tickle its public."65 Thus does Pons tickle the border area of the
cultural field.
The two pages establish Pons clearly in both the reflexive history of prima
donnas and also position her among contemporaries. "The greatest singers of
the last century—Jenny Lind, Adelina Patti, Marcella Sembrich, Luisa
Tetrazzini—made most of the [role], although the heft of the last two made the
fun pretty heavy going." To reinforce the point, costume photos are shown of
Jenny Lind and the “hefty ones” as contrast to "the best-selling good looker."
The other photo spread includes four of her contemporaries, "Such glamorous
ladies no other opera house can boast." Three are Americans.
The entire cover story could stand as a prototype of diva discourse within
the American context, as well as the elements of assoluta hierarchical
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positioning. She pleases the critics and is also compared as receiving the top
fee per night at the Met, equaled only by the two Wagnerian singers to be
discussed below. What is crucial here is that, while Pons "has all the French
virtues,” she is appropriated by the American opera house and the American
public. The last paragraph of the article, excerpted below, spells out the
necessary equation:
Since her marriage to Kostelanetz, Pons has become the top
attraction at summer concerts in U.S. parks and stadiums. The
coloratura voice, which even musical dopes can tell is high-priced,
accounts for part of her drawing power, but not all. Andre
Kostelanetz ...[plays] the kind of music plain people really like...
And underlining Kostv's part in the partnership, she has trilled: "A
woman who is not happy cannot sina nice."***

Although the courtship between "balding, businesslike, Russian-born Mr.
Kostelanetz” and Pons is described in the article, the outcome is not so
dissimilar to her movie plot, described above, in which her operatic fame
jeopardizes her marriage with a struggling young American composer played by
Henry Fonda. Recognizing the requirements of full womanhood and the higher
value of marriage over success, she rescues Fonda's grand opera score by
turning it into the popular musical of the title. She relinquishes her starring role
for motherhood as the picture ends. In real life, Pons overcomes the film title I
Dream Too Much (RKO, 1935) and demonstrates how to be both married and
"singing nice." And according to many, she became an honorary American.67
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Search for the American Caruso—Only a Baritone
One American did appear amidst the Pons decade. Lawrence Tibbett, a popular
baritone who received an entry article for his Metropolitan Opera debut, did
appear on two newsmagazine covers in the 1930s. In both cases he appeared
on the cover in costume and in both cases the opportunity for cover status was
labeled as distinctly American. The first cover story has many ramifications for
the whole study, in that Tibbett is portrayed in a full body pose with bronze body
paint and a loin cloth—as the star of the American premier of the operatic
version of O'Neill's Emperor Jones. As will be recalled from chapter 7, the play
starred Paul Robeson, a singer as well as actor; Louis Gruenberg's opera, like
Jonny Spielt Auf, starred a white man in "blackface." At the Met both roles were
sung by Tibbett. The opera itself has great significance for the white/black
musical issues68 and also the relations between European Jews and blacks.69
Here I focus only on the implications for the assoluto discourse.
"Well, I guess I a'most hold my lead,” the sentence which Emperor Jones
pants in his "flight from the ha'nts." Time uses this sentence as the cover title
and also to signify the reflexive history of great baritones:
If Baritone Tibbett is ever pursued by ha'nts—shades of great
bvaone baritones—he and the public knew after last week's
performance that he had more than held his lead among his
contemporaries in his progress towards the high place once held by
Giuseppe Campanari, Maurice Renaud, Pasquale Amato, Antonio
Scotti.... There remains no baritone of potentially historic acclaim
save Tibbett....70
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His status is especially marked because "last autumn, Tibbett opened the
Manhattan opera season, an honor the Metropolitan ha given to only one other
male singer, the late great Tenor Caruso.” Because of the voice parts (tenors
are pitchers and baritones are catchers), he is not compared directly to Caruso.
But he is also given high market value, with concert fees listed in dollars for both
live appearances in recital and radio. Even his first movie is mentioned favorably
("feature writers in the little world of Hollywood rushed hot-foot to ask the big
New York opera singer where he had come from originally”). His life plays
admirably to the ideal male described in chapter 6: his father was a sheriff in
Bakersfield California as killed by bandits, one uncle kept the leading saloon and
another taught him to be a cowboy. Important to the American assoiuto
requirement, like Caruso not only does Tibbett take the hardest roles, but he is
also married and "has behaved as modestly as any good Alger hero." "He is not
too proud to sing 'Casey Jones' or 'Frankie and Johnny.'”71
Tibbett's 1938 cover story is in Newsweek and is shared with Charles
Laughton, Tibbett with much padding as "Met's First American FalstafP and
Laughton with less padding as "Beachcomber. As is the case with Newsweek at
this time, the story is quite short but recounts Tibbett's feat as being "the first
American male singer ever to be starred on opening night at the Met."72 He fits
into the assoiuto discourse and the emerging discourse on American
achievement, but the American Caruso is the "highest place.”
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AMERICA OBERALLES
In the mid-1930s a number of factors demonstrate the conditions under which an
American cultural nationalism was being shaped. The year 1935 marked the
beginning of the WPA's Federal Music Project, one of four Federal Arts Projects,
which lasted through 1939. This New Deal project was headed by the 6migr6
conductor Nikolai Sokoloff who, according to Kenneth J. Bindas, promoted
European classics over more avant garde works, American composers or
popular music.73 As will be recalled from chapters 2 and 3, the general
repertoire was quite similar to the late nineteenth-century concerts of Theodore
Thomas as well as to the NBC Symphony radio concerts of Toscanini.74 The
goal of the project was to employ musicians, who had been hard hit both by the
depression and by the rise of radio and recording; thus, though the director may
have favored the European canon, some more "innocuous and uplifting" works
by American composers were also included. The program sponsored live
concerts in cities throughout the nation, employing over 15,000 musicians;
statistics include 224,000 concerts and 148 million listeners, leaving at its close
several permanent orchestras in mid-sized U.S. cities. Not surprisingly, the most
ambitious project undertaken was a "great American thing"—the opera
Gettysburg which premiered at the Hollywood Bowl in 1938.75
These projects intersected other American uplift projects, like the NBC
Symphony mentioned above and also, of course, the launch of the Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts in 1935. It will be recalled from Chapter 3 that 1935 was the
year that Mrs. Belmont wrote and underlined in her diary, "opera and
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democracy." The year is also marked by the new directorial regime of Edward
Johnson, a Canadian tenor whose own cover story revealed that the spring
season of his first term "gave hopes of being an excellent proving ground for
U.S. talent" and a "reanimated public."76 "Ever since Caruso died and Farrar quit
the Met, the French and Italian wings needed new blood.” Thus Kirsten
Flagstad, "the big, blonde Norwegian. ..came to Johnson for her first full season,
fortifying what was already the finest German wino in the world."77
The German wing was represented in the following decade by four cover
stories. The 1935 cover story on Lotte Lehmann contextualizes the “Prima
Donna from Periberg" by a reflexive history of prima donnas and a positioning of
Lehmann amidst her contemporaries. The lead begins with the assolutas Jenny
Lind and Adelina Patti, who "have made news with every utterance, set fashions
in food and dress, left vivid memories with every song they sang.” The text
continues with "a prima donna roll-call" of singers from 50 years ago, continues
with the pre-War sopranos who are singing on radio "for Hoover vacuum
cleaners." Eight sopranos are appraised of the current crop, "lacking much of
the oldtime glamour."78
But for the purposes of the cover story, Lehmann's lack of glamour is just
the right recipe for American celebrity: She is "just a singer." Her "way to Vienna
[Opera] was hard. Her first real singing teacher dismissed her because she had
'no voice' and she struggled for scholarships thereafter.” She is also married to a
"stalwart husband" who is an inventor. She keeps no maid and does her own
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mending. She even lost 20 pounds and watches her diet. She is enthusiastic
about Greta Garbo movies.
But the article also states unequivocally the necessary legitimation in
opera as a cultural field: "Evidence, in part, of Lotte Lehmann's musicianship are
the musical friends she has made. Toscanini attends all her recitals. She is
Bruno Walter's favorite singer. The now wise and settled Farrar invites her to
her country home in Ridgefield, Conn."79 Farrar and Flagstad are show in
photos. In short, the cover story on Lehmann offers an opportunity to recount
the royal ladies-in-waiting. But it is significant that, aside from the cover photo of
Lehmann in costume as Strauss's Marschallin, the two photographs featured in
the article are Geraldine Farrar and Kirsten Flagstad. Her cover, so to speak,
also sings to her economic value, for although in the opera under review she
“loses love,” she “saves a season."
The cover photograph of Kirsten Flagstad as Isolde later that year80 hosts
a story on the new manager of the Metropolitan Opera, Edward Johnson. The
two columns on Flagstad, subtitled "Seat-Seller," recount how her unheralded
debut "made history" and rescued the Metropolitan Opera from yet another of
their fiscal crises.81 Again, critical praise is recounted and her personal
characteristics assure her acceptability as an American celebrity: she "is a
simple, unassuming person, who keeps no maid or secretary.. .and is content
to knit, play solitaire, and see Greta Garbo cinemas."82
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Flagstad's brief ascension to assoluta status is affirmed in a 1940 Time
cover story about her tenor partner, Lauritz Melchior:
In the early 1920s, when the late Enrico Caruso died and Soprano
Geraldine Farrar retired, the Metropolitan's Italian opera began to
limp downhill. But its Wagnerian opera has goosestepped steadily
on. When big, blue-eyed Soprano Kirsten Flagstad joined the
company in 1935, Wagnerian opera began to boom, playing to the
biggest box office the met has known since Caruso. Principal
drawing card in the M efs Wagnerian productions was Soprano
Flagstad's bosomy personality and earthmother voice. But she
could not have done it all by herself
Sturdiest of all these
troupers has been gargantuan, jovial Tenor Melchior."03
Melchior is given the full masculine treatment. He shot and skinned the deer
whose skin forms his Siegfried costume. He is a member of the Royal Danish
Guard. His co-star is described with a “bosomy personality." His wife and
children figure prominently, he smokes cigars and drinks his aquavit neat. And
of course he diets every summer.
He also earned his success: "Contrary to popular opinion, great opera
singers are almost never discovered readymade in fish markets and prairie
ranches. They get that way only after years of hard training and plugging
practice. No exception to this iron rule [is] Melchior."04
The importance of this Wagnerian interlude in the otherwise string of
Italian opera assoluta is not merely that these Flagstad and Melchior are framed
squarely in the great performer—good person formula as would be expected of
the moral tale. The comparison in box office popularity between Caruso and
Flagstad is the market link that crosses gender. Like Tibbett, Melchior does not
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qualify for the Caruso legacy, which is interestingly reserved—with
reservations—for Flagstad. Further, he is differentiated from Italian tenors by
voice ("Jealous Italian refer to him sniffily as a misplaced baritone") and is not
compared to other tenors. The "team" of Flagstad and Melchior is only "lime
light deep” and destined to end at the end of the season when Flagstad retires,
because of the war. No Met broadcasts or recordings are mentioned to attest to
popularity. The 1940 Melchior story is the penultimate stage in the Wagnerian
interlude.
World War II did not interrupt the Wagnerian interlude. Unlike the
circumstance in World War I, where Mrs. Belmont single handedly halted all
German opera performance at the Metropolitan for the duration,85 Wagner was
performed as usual during the Second World War—with one exception: The
female roles were performed by an American.
Wagner's heavy oil is what makes the wheels of the Met go round.
Of the Met's eight most frequently heard operas, four are h is __
From Caruso's debut (1903) until eleven years ago, the Met had a
thick Italian accent. Then came the great Norwegian, Kirsten
Flagstad, to join the great Dane, Lauritz Melchior
Since
Flagstad went home to her quisling husband and semi-retirement in
1941, the Met's Wagnerian first team has been Melchior and
Traubel.86

Once again, the post-Caruso story is reviewed, this time with an American
ending. Time's Nov. 11,1946, cover story on Helen Traubel stresses her "home
grown Wagnerian" triumph: she is the first American-born Brunnhilde and Isolde
who didn't study at the Wagnerian shrine at Bayreuth. She has never crossed
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the Atlantic. She "has become the greatest Wagnerian soprano singing in the
world today."®7
World War II intrudes into the story only once, and that only because the
Met has become, "by the survival of the luckiest," perhaps the leading opera
house in the world after of the devastation of European opera houses and
companies during the war. It will be recalled that Madame Butterfly was the only
opera banned during the war, the Traubel article discusses her GermanAmerican upbringing with no qualification. If anything, the article seems to
attribute to the war the successful 24,000 person-a-week audience and ten
million listeners for the ABC Metropolitan Opera Saturday radio broadcasts, even
if it grants that opera may be a declining art.
Rather, the thrust of the article seems to be to demonstrate Traubel's
holding her own in the "most provocative argument today” about who is greater,
Flagstad or Traubel.®8 Of course, as the Met becomes "perhaps" the leading
opera house, so too do its singers and Traubel is profiled positively for being a
prima donna in technique but not in temperament. The continuing prima donna
story now belongs to the Americans. This story effectively ends the Wagnerian
interlude by defeating the Germans on their cultural territory as well. Following
the American victory, Wagnerian singers in effect remain a repertoire-bound
trajectory, never again to climb to assoluta status in the American context.89
The Wagnerian story has two footnotes. Once again, Time laments in a
non sequitur that the Mefs "hide-bound directors" have kept out all Negro
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singers including Marian Anderson and Paul Robeson. The very next month as
its Christmas issue, Time featured Marian Anderson on the cover. However, the
portrait, story section, and text cued the reader. T h e Big Wheel Moved by Faith"
(Religion). The text has many ramifications, as explored in the previous chapter.
Here, in spite of the “dig” at the Met in the Traubel article, Anderson is presented
as "the religious voice of a whole people—probably the most God-obsessed (and
man-despised) people since the ancient Hebrews." But though symbol of a race,
she is not included in the reflexive history of singers, even "Negro singers.” But
the hint of a complicated American identification emerges in the analogy:
White Americans had withheld from Negro Americans practically
everything but God. In return the Negroes had enriched American
culture with an incomparable religious poetry and music, and its
only truly great religious art—the spiritual.
A second footnote is the American conquest of the “other” German
enemy, this time by baritone George London. The occasion for the story is the
re-opening of the Vienna Opera House, which had been destroyed by Allied
bombs and rebuilt with American dollars. George London is profiled amidst this
American triumph as the type of American cowboy who happens to sing Boris.
The article leaves little doubt that the Vienna Opera needed not only American
dollars but also American manhood.91

AMERICAN ASSOLUTA IN THE AMERICAN CENTURY
American womanhood had already been shown to have triumphed due to the
war. Recalling the 1947 cover story that was used to begin chapter 3, there was
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"A New Kind of Opera"—dominated by Americans. The cover photo shows
Eleanor Steber and Dorothy Kirsten toasting each other, attributes this
development in part to World War II, which prevented many European singers
from coming to or remaining in the United States. In this "first full postwar year
of music... they [the American singers] have come of age. The challenge—and
the opportunity—which the war offered, they accepted. With a plus in youth and
ambition they faced a minus in tradition and experience." Again, the mythic
analogy: "Like Minerva, they sprang full-grown from their Jupiter, the
Metropolitan Opera.”
Ten years ago, the Met listed 39 American-born singers in its roster
of 86. This year.. .half the singers are American
Not one of
these new Americans would deny the debt they owe to the
pioneers who came before them
A Geraldine Farrar had taken
American glamour all over Europe and her own country. And a
Grace Moore had made prima donna and diva household words.
These were individuals who, bv talent and personality, forced the
Old World of opera to recognize the New. Because of them the
Kirstens and Stebers found the door ajar. It remained for the
newcomers to open it wide. How they and the Met did it may quite
possibly change the face of opera all over the world."
The Metropolitan did its part as much by necessity as by inclination
To stay in business during the war the Met had to develop its
own talent. Two principal factors influenced the result: the man on
the street who became a boxoffice bulwark and the material at
hand. The new audience liked its opera, but it demanded, in a day
of better Broadway musicals and a culture-conscious Hollywood,
credibility with its arias. The material at hand, on the whole, was
young, pretty or handsome—and correspondingly light-voiced.
Hence the Met began to produce opera more as musical theater..
.. There were many critics who complained that these were not the
voices which had made opera a musical rampart. But there were
just as many who said that the change would keep the Met from
becoming what Deems Taylor had once tagged it: "The
Metropolitan Museum of Opera."92
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For the current analysis, the cover story also conveys both the reflexive history
and the contemporary positioning. The quotation notes two of the precursors—
Farrar and Moore, along with Liilian Nordica and Emma Eames—but this time
the reflexive history is American prima donnas. The reference to Grace Moore,
which would have been unexpected given the above analysis, refers to the fact
that Moore financed a year of study in Italy for Dorothy Kirsten, also recounted.
For the two baritones pictured and portrayed in the article, Leonard Warren is
listed as having assisted his father in the furrier business and Robert Merrill as
having sold shoes and pitched baseball. Interestingly, neither was placed in a
baritone trajectory, although earlier in the article two baritones, Svet Svanholm
and Ezio Pinza, were obliquely referred to as having "something to offer."93 The
contemporary comparisons are for positioning them as Americans, sharing the
same story. They are all legitimized by the Metropolitan Opera and all are
portrayed with elements of the celebrity tale. The article explains what they all
had in common: the "American heritage of ambition and resourcefulness."
This strong American theme, the triumph of the New World over the Old,
the competition is reiterated in several ways, in addition to the clear statement
above.
Although it has been rumored that some members of the American
Guild of Musical Artists are dilly-dallying with the notion of taking a
stand against unlimited importation of foreign artists and foreign
impresarios unused to American union standards of monetary
security, nobody in his right artistic mind sees the Metropolitan or
the American artist throwing a musical iron curtain around this
country.... What the American operatic singer wants in an even
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break with what used to be an odds-on favorite in European
glamour.94
The article concludes with a nod to merit, saying that the Met cannot let
nationality be a guide, because it wants the best. "But what happened during the
war to American singers is bound to affect what will be called “best'' all over the
w orld."" America offers "credibility” with its arias, holding its own with better
Broadway and culture-conscious Hollywood.
This cover story also brings up the third element of the assoluta
discourse—the box office. As explained when this article was analyzed in
chapter 3, the "man in the street as boxoffice bulwark" is part of a formula that
becomes more important as the "opera and democracy" theme is projected.
However, this article states the test clearly as a contrast to the Old World: "The
final test, in a non-state supported institution, is, of course, the box office.” After
discussing its touring plans, the paragraph concludes that, "in keeping with its
position as the current leading opera house in the world, the Metropolitan is
missing no chances at hom e.""
Time’s 1951 cover story on Patrice Munsel reinforces the American
contribution to opera made explicit by Newsweek.
At 26, slim but full-figured, Patrice Munsel is typical of a new kind of
grand-opera star—as un-Eurooean. as American as Ethel Merman
or Marv Martin. In European opera, with its polished Viennese, its
lyric but undisciplined Italians, its meticulous Germans, there is
nothing quite like her. . . And, a fact that greatly pleases U.S.
operagoers—she represents a new trend in opera. As Conductor
Tibor Kozma says: 'Operagoers no longer will stand for three-ton
tanks in the roles of innocent 15-year-old girts
They want
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acting. They want dramatic realism.... Sol Hurok says, "You can
listen with your eyes open."97

Again, what America offers as compared to the Europeans is "credible” arias
sung by "slim but full-figured” stars, for audiences "conditioned by Hollywood and
Broadway.” As the article later states, however, the Europeans might not
necessarily "think her a beauty." A European musician's description turns the
"slim but full-figured description" into "fairly tall, slender, and has a pleasant
horse face, like a clean-cut American college girl." And, Time offers, "Europe
has hear better voices."98
Thus, the article does not put Munsel in the assoluta category, even
though it offers her as an American diva. Her too-earty debut at 18 is compared
to Marion Talley and her early performances unfavorably to Lily Pons. Her
recovery is demonstrated by the accolade as the "Met's ranking soubrette," and
the Time cover story compares her to four other recent "diva-debutantes.” Her
"light voice" keeps her in that trajectory, not to rise to the Pons achievement.
However she is rendered appropriate to the diva discourse. "But she is no prima
donna in temperament" and is considered "regular” by Jennie, the Met's tantrumtested wardrobe boss. She confirms her qualifications for the American diva in
her response to questions about her several beaux (including Candy Heir Robert
Schuler): although she has no plans for marriage, she admits that "I don't want to
end up with only a book of clippings.”99
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AMERICAN OPERA SINGERS TRANSGRESS
The 1950s, which are known in opera as the beginning of the Rudolph Bing era
at the Metropolitan Opera, were also the decades in which America projected its
prestige in the world stage. The Cold War, which had already come into effect by
1948, entered the cultural arena, with the initiated exchanges of students and
performers in the arts. Russian ballet dancers perform in New York while Marian
Anderson and the cast of Porgy and Bess perform in Moscow. The two capitals
that had been peripheral in the nineteenth-century arts world suddenly became
competitors in supplying performers in what each was attempting to establish as
the most successful system for developing art, as well as defense.100 Voice of
America rebroadcast the Metropolitan Opera across the “iron curtain” and its
magazines reprinted stories on opera stars from Life or Readers Digest. Since
jazz had become tame enough through “swing” to become the victory music of
World War II, it came to be the music Europeans identified as American and the
banned music broadcast into the Soviet Union.
While the U.S was part of the European defense alliance, the European
community continued to reconstitute its cultural policy with state-support for the
arts. Although as would be expected in the Luce magazines of "the American
Century," the Metropolitan Opera is listed as the No. 1 house in the world as well
the tension between art and the market continues. Through the 1940s and into
the 1950s, pleas for listener donations at the intermission of the Saturday
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts to pay for the deficit. A similar plea is made to
the U.S. Treasury to exempt the Metropolitan Opera, a non-profit institution, from
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federal admissions tax, a sum that "would mean everything to the Metropolitan,
while ...only a drop in the U.S. Treasury bucket." In 1951 the new manager of
the Metropolitan Opera says "with some grimness: The word art is seldom heard
in this house. It is always money, money, money.1"101
Nonetheless, a 1951 cover story on Rudolf Bing states that already in his
first season he re-established the supremacy of live performance, the critical
approval from within the cultural field. "Bing has also persuaded his singers that
the Met comes first. He generally insists that they be on hand for a minimum of
ten weeks a season; stars...have passed up concert and radio engagements at
$2,500 and up to work with Bing for a $1,000 top."102 Key to Bing's inheritance
from Johnson is "the finest roster of singers in the world" from both Europe and
the U.S. However, "if they are not the finest in history, that is less the fault of the
Met than of history. Says 70-year-old Mts. August Belmont, pillar of the Met*s
board: 'Caruso and Chaliapin were the kind of singers who appear only once in
a hundred years. Except for them, we have just as good singers today.1” To
reinforce the point, on one page are photos of 6 of the current stars in costume;
on the last page of the article is a similarly formatted photo, twice the size
labeled "Caruso (in Aida); Once in a hundred years."103 Thus the positioning of
contemporary stars and the reflexive history of the field are neatly summarized,
with Caruso still the top of the hierarchy.
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The Search for the Next Caruso—Contendere
Thus, for money, money, money and "the finest in history," the press was also
documenting the search for the "new Caruso.” It was not as if there were not
tenors singing. Judging by the numbers listed in Current Biography since 1940,
there were contenders. A conservative number is represented by the 12 tenors
in this study who had debuted at the Met, had been given national press
coverage, and were still singing in the 1940s through 1951. Eleven of these
tenors received a solo article, in fact. But the comparative to Caruso was always
seen lacking.
With the coming of the war, the contest was weighted toward the
Americans and the declared enemy status of the source of "Italian tenors.” A
1941 Newsweek article documented the successful Metropolitan Opera debut of
one leading contender, Jan Peerce. Although an earlier article in Colliers had
referred to Peerce as "the embryonic Caruso,”104 the comparison never emerged
full-born in the press, despite his frequent appearances with Toscanini. Even his
own impresario, Sol Hurok, suggests that the only real operatic tenor is Italian.105
Jussi Bjoriing, also on the candidate list and a favorite of opera fans to
this day, did not gain the public popularity that might have allowed for the
comparison to be made. As suggested by the Newsweek article on Peerce,
Bjorling’s wartime absence might have influenced that press judgment. But,
even when Bjoriing did finally make Time magazine upon his return in 1950, the
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article expressly denied the comparison: "Bjoriing has been called the "Swedish
Caruso,” inaccurately, because his voice is colder and lighter in color."106
The most telling detail in the search for Caruso is the choice of the tenor
to play his role in the film biography, The Great Caruso. The film clothes the
celebrity story of success in the guise of the birth and death of the "hero.” in this
the career story of its star, Mario Lanza, clashes with the Caruso hagiography.
The film has much in common with other magazine and movie biographies of the
1940s, complete with the "childhood," "big break," "hard work," and Hollywood
love stories.107 But it also incorporates those moments of "magical birth,”108
"performance feats," and "discovery of the voice [talent]" which define the high
culture artist journey.109 The movie also portrays the moment when Hans
Conreid of the Metropolitan Opera is supposed to first hear Caruso's recorded
voice. In the movie, his death too, is the hero's death—onstage, in character.
The "New Idol" movie star, Mario Lanza, confesses "he once scraped the
label off a Caruso record and substituted one with his own name to get a part in
an Air Force show

Hollywood is included to feel that Caruso is doing well to

get his name in the title” of The Great Caruso.110 Compared in popularity to
Frank Sinatra and singing to sell-out crowds in the biggest auditoriums around
the country, Lanza was set up to succeed in life as in film. And on August 16,
1951, Time magazine gave him a cover story entitled "Would Caruso fracture
'em in Scranton,” with a portrait of Caruso joined to Lanza’s by a staff full of
notes.
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On the surface, he seemed the perfect candidate for American celebrity,
for he sold his "Million Dollar Voice" with curly-haired good looks, beaming
boyishness, and hairy-chested animal magnetism. But "he is the despair of the
musical highbrows who believe that a great singer's goal should be the
Metropolitan, not Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer." And therein lies the contradiction:
Time magazine compares his movie to "another pretty good tenor" and notes
that his annual salary is twice the deficit of the Metropolitan Opera. At the same
time the article presents a critical view of both his ego and the fact that "the Met
seems to know nothing about showering offers on him." In fact, according to
Metropolitan Opera conductor Dr. Peter Herman Adler, Lanza is a "peculiarly
American tragedy. Mario went to Hollywood and Hollywood has been his
Frankenstein .. .He knows he has come up too fast and he feels insecure. For
this he overcompensates by boasting and showing off".111 Although weight
problems and ego-battles are credited by subsequent press stories for his
demise and early death, his future is already presaged by the lack of approval
from the Metropolitan Opera. He remains a cinema star, cited by Pavarotti and
Domingo for his movies, but not the heir to Caruso.
Neither, in the end, were the American "nightingales," the pretty light
voiced singers who charmed radio audiences and live audiences in Metropolitan
Opera tours who became American divas but not assolutas. As explained in
chapter 3 and again in chapter 6, that role was reserved for the highest, dramatic
voice.
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The Anti-Diva Discourse and Maria Callas
It was Maria Callas, as suggested by the opening quotation, who reclaimed the
title of assoluta from the opera world, while disqualifying herself as an American
celebrity. Although she achieved stardom and press coverage rivaling "Jenny
Lind furor" almost entirely within the realm of opera and "high culture," her
personality represented threatening extremes warned within the stereotyped
prima donna. This soprano demanded star treatment, sang with a voice that
wasn't pretty, and more offensive to American sensibilities had the audacity to
assert theatricality and suffering onstage and off.
Utterly unlike the American girl sopranos and their nineteenth-century
forebears, Callas did not play the "casta diva"; rather, she played the role of
Norma "with pallor on her face, yet lurid passion," "brandishing the dagger in her
hand” as Whitman had described. She does not sing the aria out of context, but
plays the Druid priestess in full knowledge of the sensual betrayal of her earthly
calling. Norma was her debut role at Covent Garden in 1952, Chicago's Lyric
Theatre in 1954, and the Met in 1956. Between 1952 and 1956, the dramatic
trajectory in the national press was as full as her revelations on stage.
Her "entry” into the American magazine press was as an American-born
"Sensation at La Scala"112with a "funny kind of voice." A year and a half later,
she is "a New Yorker [who] found success in Europe," the same American
identification with just a hint in the headline—"A Queen or Nothing"—of things to
come.113 Her Chicago debut the next year gained double news magazine
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coverage, with both superlatives of ability—"one of the greatest singing
actresses of all times"—and fame "the most talked about singer in the world."114
By January of that year, she had gained a full-page portrait in Newsweek and
three text pages, as close to a cover story as a star not yet appearing at the
Metropolitan could get. But of course, her triumph is stiii as an American, as
"U.S.-Born Maria Callas."115 Vogue and Mademoiselle join with Life magazine in
portraying the soprano.
Then, as if Norma's priestly garb had been stripped away, the story began
to turn. The above-quoted Time cover story in October 29,1956, quite literally
invokes "her opera sisters of a century ago," but then skewers her personally.
She does not fit the American celebrity requirements for a "happy heroine” and
good person. Ignoring conventional boundaries of voice, she "clawed her way to
her present eminence with a ruthless ferocity that awes her enemies and has left
her few professional friends. Some have helped her on her way." But her
"ruthlessness, her "Terrible Wrath," her "sybaritic pattern of daily life," her
victimization of the angelic Renata Tebaldi, her "unforgiven mother" and her
devilish "possession" of her roles with unerring tragic instinct set in motion the
second act.
Most all biographers attest to the Time story as the critical turning point in
her American fortunes. According to Ewen, the Time cover story upset her
before her Met debut.116 George Jellinek affirmed that "Callas the operatic artist
was not affected by that article. But the public image of the temperamental
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prima donna, as reflected in the minds of a vast readership whose interest in
music is casual or nonexistent, was dealt a damaging blow."117 Other accounts
suggest that Callas seemed not to realize how significant the article was to prove
and had the Time author, George de Carvalho, collect her new baby poodle from
the kennel, with unfortunate results for his suit.118 Michael Scott felt the leading
feature article was extraordinary. He quotes Kolodin: "Among American
conditioned to a belief that motherhood is even more sacred than country, [the
last letter to her mother] aroused antagonism where nothing else - professional
rivalries, personal animosities, artistic differences • would have."119
These soundbites became citebites, recycled through future stories no
matter how fiercely denied. The story continues in the weekly and monthly
magazines (13 news stories between 1952 and 1958 alone) until her death in
1977, with the fates beginning their punishment by the time of her Rome
performance in 1958. As an opera star she was, well, operatic and exactly the
woman the hundred-year discourse had managed to contain. A power within the
opera world, her story had and continues to have "spin." Her "fall" was the
morality tale, the transgression that required redemption by a new prima donna.
The love-hate relationship between the press and La Callas was carried
on through the newsworthiness of any diva, particularly American, that could in
any way be used to contest her pre-eminence—and expand the story. Quoting,
interviewing, comparing, and otherwise invoking Callas, she made news even
when she was not singing. A Time cover story in November 3,1958, on Renata
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Tebaldi was entitled "Divina Serena," provided angelic contrasts to the "dark”
Maria. Ranked with Zinka Milanov, and Maria Callas, "Renata Tebaldi is that
rarest of phenomena.. .a soprano without apparent temper, temperament or
obtrusive ego.” But then of course Maria supplied too fine a quotation to leave
the challenge unvoiced. An inset story contained an interview with "The Other
One," as Tebaldi partisans call Callas, in which Callas compared herself directly
to Tebaldi. Until Tebaldi sings Norma or Lucia one night and Gioconda or
Medea the next, they will not be rivals. "Otherwise it is like comparing
champagne with cognac. No—champagne with coke."120 Tebaldi's loving
relationship with her mother completes the contrast. In the prima donna saga,
Callas also becomes "the Other One."

CASTA DIVA RESTORED: AMERICAN CLOSURE
The prima donna story brought 40 women opera singers, 32 solo profiles, to the
attention of the national press in the generation following Callas's debut. But
more significantly than any time since the nineteenth century, only 17 males
singers received "entry” articles and only 8 received solo profiles in the
comparative period. Prior to the Callas ascent, there was not such a disparity
between the numbers and fame of men and women in solo articles and the
stories lacked pitched battles. With the ascent of Callas, the press documented
all entrants into the discourse whereby the American prima donna could be
restored to the "casta diva."
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Several prima donnas were tried out for the role of American assoluta.
Take for example, Eileen Farrell. Having been acknowledged once as a radio
star, appearing in Newsweek in 1946, Farrell suddenly appears in both
newsmagazines on Sept. 22,1958, in the "Battle of the Medeas." According to
opera fans and Newsweek, La Scala had revived Medea five years earlier for La
Callas and she was planning to direct and star in a production in Dallas.121
Farrell was chosen to open the San Francisco season in the title role. Both
articles stressed that the director had heard Farrell in a concert performance and
there was "no intention of pique" on his part. But it is hard to dispute the charge
that Farrell's “successful” San Francisco debut both earned the New Yorker her
invitation to debut at the Metropolitan Opera in New York and her place as one of
the two Met debut cover stories of 1961.
As will be recalled from chapter 2, the Newsweek 1961 cover story, "What
Makes a Prima Donna?" placed Eileen Farrell was on the cover but her story
was only a box inside. That year before had also seen the front-page
newspaper-headlined debuts of Birgit Nilsson and Joan Sutherland, also
mentioned in the Newsweek story. But the cover story also includes a bylined
reporter interview with Maria Callas, and none emerge triumphant. As Callas is
reported to have said in Sutherland's 1960 "entry" article: "You were wonderful,1
said Maria Callas,' but you owe something to me, you know. After all, I
persuaded you to sing roles like Lucia."122
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One more 1961 entry is offered to answer the prima donna question
affirmatively for America. This is the Time cover story on Leontyne Price. Just a
few weeks after the Newsweek story and 6 weeks after Price's Metropolitan
Opera debut, this story embodies all the appropriate elements of the celebrity
tale for black American singers—the glowing European reputation, stress on
Juillard training, selection by European conductor Herbert von Karajan. Porgy
and Bess is combined with the big break—two substitutions in Aida; "my career
was launched on the appendectomies of Italian sopranos."123 The article also
asks what makes a singer great and answers "obviously talent and training.”
Impressively, she enters the contemporary diva discourse:
Leontyne Price is inevitably compared to opera's other great divas.
Renata Tebaldi, an indifferent actress, is perhaps the closest to
pure voice.... Eileen Farrell wields her powerful voice with a fine
sense of dramatic effect but is handicapped by a stage
presence.... As for Maria Callas, she triumphs through sheer
intelligence, acting ability, and guts over her vocal limitations; she
has undeniable fire without comparable warmth. Says a colleague
who has worked with them both: "Callas expresses the torture of
her life through her voice. Leontyne expresses her joy."124
Obviously, by being compared to the other three sopranos who had achieved
cover status within the last 6 years, Price is being placed in the competition at
the assoluta level. But what puts her firmly in the positive lineage of diva
discourse is the treatment of her womanhood. There are three aspects. First,
much is made of her close relations with her mother and her aunt and her
restoration of the family home in Laurel, Mississippi. Second is that what "others
seeking to identify [as] Leontyne Price's special quality also point not only to her
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voice but to her person.... Many sopranos and actresses have been called 'the
essential female.' but Leontyne Price convinces most of her audiences that she
really fits the description."125 Finally, as if to confirm the judgment, "she is known
[at the Met] as 'not typical by singer standards'—she's too nice."126
American Closure
But there was still one soprano to come who claimed the title “American
assoluta." This was the successful challenge by the American dramatic soprano
Beverly Sills. She had "entered" Time on February 13,1956 as a "Singer to
Watch," even though she still "yearned for the Metropolitan [Opera]."127 In 1956
the Callas story had not yet peaked, since Calias had yet to make her debut at
the Metropolitan Opera. No further word surfaced in American periodicals for
over ten years, until after her successful 1966 debut as Cleopatra in Handel's
Julius Caesar, which opened the New York City Opera's new home at Lincoln
Center, across the plaza from the Metropolitan Opera.128 Beginning in 1967,
Newsweek took the banner with three stories, culminating in her Newsweek
cover story on April 21,1969. The press accelerando was complemented by
stories in Time and Life ("Unpretentious Prima Donna"); the Newsweek cover
story was excerpted for Readers Digest in October of 1969.
Her cover stories in Time and Newsweek both featured her success as an
American. In Newsweek Sills reached a "New High for an American Singer"—the
occasion was her debut at La Scala. On November 22,1971, she was granted a
Time cover as "America's Queen of the Opera," after portraying three different
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queens in three different operas at the New York City Opera. The American
adjectival qualifier in the titles is essential. It operates in three ways:
"I happened in a different way from Caruso, or Price, or any of the
others," says Beverly. "I made it without the Met. I am a
revolutionary."
The revolution she started has shifted the balance of U.S.
operatic power somewhat away from the Met toward the smaller
companies that shared in her development. It has also paved the
way for future young American singers to build a career on native
grounds without resorting to the borrowed prestige of Europe or the
Met.129
Her story embodies the type of newsmaking transgression that uses the
international cultural field of opera to point to her success. It is news that she
"made it" without the Met. As Newsweek explains on the occasion of her
triumphant debut at La Scala, she had also already sung at the Vienna State
Opera and had an impending debut at Covent Garden. Why, Newsweek asked
Rudolf Bing, was she not invited to the Met? Rudolf Bing, "There are a number
of distinguished singers who have not sung at the Met," Bing replied. "I'm not
engaged in horse racing. Callas came to Chicago before the Met. I hope that
Miss Sills will come to the Met one day."...."I have heard her sing," Bing says.
"But not lately and I can't remember just what."130
At the same time, her quotation places her in the assoluta line, especially
by invoking Caruso. Her comparison with Leontyne Price in career terms is also
interesting, the only comparison between Price and any other non-black singer in
the sample.
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Finally, the Time cover story leaves her status as the successful American
antidote to Maria Callas in no doubt. Once, twice, thrice is Callas dethroned by
Sills' American-ness:
[Bubbles] became, in fact, one of the biggest opera stars the U.S.
has ever produced
She became a $300,000-a-year, onewoman industry and, at the same time, the finest singing actress
since Maria Callas. And because she did so as a thoroughly
home-grown talent, she revolutionized the U.S. opera scene. In
short, she became Beverly Sills.131
What Beverly has shown since 1966 is that an American singer can
take up where Maria Callas left off.132
The wording is crucial to detailing the assoluta story: "an American singer can
take

up

where Maria Callas left off."

Sills is compared to "her chief coloratura rival" Joan Sutherland in a twocolumn sidebar that offers Sutherland "A Separate Greatness."133 But
throughout the comparative exercise, the ghost of Callas ("who is virtually
retired”) looms large as the precursor to both, the measure of both. This
magazine format strategy, of “boxing” Sutherland within the cover story as the
challenger, has a function in addition to setting up a dramatic rival. Allowing
"separate conjugations of greatness” serves in the cover story as the "review," or
discussion of the evaluation in terms of vocal qualities, while visually leaving no
doubt as to the victor.
The visual dominance over both the past (Callas) and present
(Sutherland) enhances what fits Sills perfectly into the celebrity biography of the
good American diva. Photographically, she is shown in a range of costumes,
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along with an equal number in her American role—at home with her husband
and kissing her daughter.134 She is also shown with "Mama,” to whom she has
great loyalty. "When she made her debut at La Scala, long a dream of hers and
Mama's, she wrote a postcard home that said: W e made it, Mom. You and I.'
There, in seven words, is the whole story of their remarkable bond."135
Beverly "keeps faith with Bubbles" and with the demands of American
celebrity. The cover story begins, as was quoted in chapter 5, with the story of
her desire to become an opera star and her father's desire that "Bubbles," as
Sills was called, become a teacher. Her greatness, according to Time, is that
Beverly Sills did not leave Bubbles Silverman far behind.
What might be called the Bubbles dimension in Beverly Sills is the
leaven that, added to her enormous talents, makes her the
extraordinary personality and professional that she is. It keeps her
the least pretentious of prima donnas—earthy, quick-witted, a little
bit kooky. It gives her a natural, womanly radiance that suffuses
any room or opera house she is in."1'*0
The compliment she treasured most, says Newsweek, is one that was
paid by a La Scala conductor: "Most singers have learned to act like prima
donnas but not sing like them. With you it is the opposite."137
Recent scholarship would support an even broader interpretation of the
American identification. In discussions of creating national heroes and heroines,
nineteenth-century opera has been argued to embody the nation in female
heroes.138 Even the female form has been argued as a source of national
monuments.139 The Newsweek cover photo of Beverly Sills, in pose, hairstyle
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and position, is in fact suggestive of the U.S. Statue of Liberty in New York
harbor. Neither is it accidental that the lead paragraph quotes by name another
New York critic that supports this view. "If I were recommending the wonders of
New York City to a tourist,” wrote The New Yorkers critic, Winthrop Sargeant, "I
should place Beverly Sills at the top of the list—way ahead of such things as the
Status of Liberty and the Empire State building.”140 This patriotism and Beverly
Sills' idealization as the American diva was bicentennially celebrated in
NewsweeKs July 4,1976, issue where she was profiled as one of 44
"representative Americans.”
In sum, Beverly Sills was able to assume the complete embodiment of the
American diva. Her "natural, womanly radiance” is all-American, heroic in her
acceptance of the tragic physical defects of her two children, the good wife, the
good mother. She becomes identified with the nation as one of only forty-four
profiled "representative Americans." And she will come to stand for the "good”
contrast with the talented but personally flawed Maria Callas as the light-dark
formula for future diva comparisons. Future comparisons no longer need return
all the way to Jenny Lind, or trace back to earlier American divas. Callas and
Sills are now the invocation for diva discourse.
Within opera as an international cultural field, however, music critics are in
no doubt that it is Callas who had a singular impact. Some, in fact, are openly
hostile to Sills even now.141 The number of CD reissues from this era would also
overwhelmingly favor Callas, with Sutherland more than a "separate greatness.”
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Time suggests that Sills is better live than on record, especially for her acting
ability. And Sutherland may be helped by her several opera recordings with the
now famous Pavarotti. However, an additional explanation would suggest that
her triumphs at the international opera houses, and the anti-climactic
Metropolitan appearance, as reported proudly for an American did not sustain
her sufficiently in the international field.
Time also reported that Sills would set a new pattern or career trajectory
for American singers. They asserted that her trajectory was a "revolution" that
"shifted the balance of U.S. operatic power somewhat away from the Met toward
the smaller companies that shared in her development." However, judging by
the sample of singers for the next thirty years, Sills remains an exception, an
American transgression that succeeds on news values and the American story.
All future singers who receive national magazine coverage, without exception, do
in fact "resort to the borrowed prestige of Europe or the Met.142
It is in diva discourse in the border areas of the cultural field, outside the
tight circle of music critics, in which the Sills example is expected to appear as
the more wholesome American version. There are no other cover stories on
female opera singers following Sills. As will be explained below, one of the
impacts of the way in which the Sills story brings poetic closure to the American
diva story is that it opens a space in which tenors can resume the hierarchical
place of assoluta. Another is that up and coming female singers can be framed
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in the Callas—Sills dichotomy without necessarily providing hierarchical
challenge to the reflexive history of the international cultural field of opera.
American Diva, to Be Continued
In chapter 5 the numerous comparisons to Callas are listed as benchmark
hierarchical positionings for all entering sopranos, including Europeans.
American sopranos, however, are introduced within the Callas—Sills moral
dichotomy. For example, in 1990 Newsweek welcomes "the Divine New Divas"
from America by invoking both Callas and her opposite:
Humility has never been included in the Diva Starter Kit. Especially
Callas's, Audiences have expected their favorite sopranos to
conduct feuds, contract cancellitis and swan about in sables. But
some of the greatest divas—Beverly Sills, for instance—-drew
attention in part by not throwing tantrums. Callas revivified the bel
canto repertoire in which Sills later made her name. Sills, in turn,
opened up new career paths for younger Americans by making it to
the top in her own country. She was a star before she sang at the
big houses overseas or at the Met. In the wake of Callas and Sills
is a whole new wave of American divas, sopranos in their 20s and
30s who act well and sing better. Whether they're as good-natured
as Sills or as hot-tempered as Callas, fame is coming.
This article introduced three singers—June Anderson, Dawn Upshaw, and Carol
Vaness—who were later listed in Current Biography. All had already sung at the
Metropolitan Opera. The American refrain also remains, as witnessed by the
collective article, "Going for the Gold: Today's Young American Opera Singers
are World-Class Champions."144 The most recent 1997 entry confirms this
diagnosis. Renee Fleming "has two children, sings jazz on the side and is
notorious for being...a really nice person.”
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What's wrong with this picture? Nowadays, nothing. But not so long
ago, diva moms were as rare as short NBA stars. Though it wasn't
impossible to bring up children between performances (Beverly
Sills did it), most big-league women singers assumed that having
babies would short-circuit their careers, and chose not to. Similarly,
opera stars who sang pop music were invariably condemned for
pandering to the proles.... And according to conventional wisdom,
niceness was a luxury ambitious sopranos couldn't afford, moving,
as they do, in a viciously competitive environment controlled almost
entirely by male conductors, directors and managers.
Fleming, 38, is not the only contemporary classical singer to
upend those stereotypes—Dawn Upshaw and Anne Sofie von
Otter are also known for being good colleagues, devoted mothers
and accomplished pop singers—but she may be the first to
combine postfeminist independence with old-fashioned glamour.145
Thirty years later, Fleming fits comfortably into the Sills hierarchical lineage, "A
Great Manon and a Great Mom.1'146 Niceness, which has been asserted all
along, is once again proposed as new and unusual. At century's end, the diva
discourse retains its formulaic character without again ascending to the assoluta
position. That position was assumed by the emergence of "the tenor."

THE CARUSO LEGACY RECLAIMED
During the era of Callas to Sills, male singers were a "sidebar" in the second or
third page of the "casta diva" cover stories. As the boxed article in the cover
story on Renata Tebaldi attested, "The Met's Big Men". . . "cannot compare with
a Callas or Tebaldi as box-office attractions," and "certainly not one of them
commands the fanatical personal devotion Caruso once enioved. But their
presence at the Metropolitan means the difference between a minor and a major
opera house."147
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Only one tenor in what the magazines called "the age of sopranos" was
suggested for the Caruso spot in the opera star pantheon through a solo entry
article—American Richard Tucker. Although Columbia Records advertised him
as the "American Caruso," early articles specifically refute that claim. In his 1952
"entry article" in Life Magazine, this "Pagliacci from Brooklyn" (Caruso's famous
role) is named the Metropolitan Opera's top "Italian tenor." His singing is
credited with a "garlic-scented abandon." But "he is no Caruso." Later in the
article, selected quotations of other critics of his singing circle around the title,
suggesting that jf he continues singing as beautifully as he does, "a new Mario
Lanza will be signed up by Hollywood to do The Great Tucker." His Rodolfo in
La Boheme is compared to Caruso. "But he is no Caruso."140
Time magazine enters Richard Tucker in the Caruso sweepstakes in 1958
contextualized by two columns explaining "Much Ado About Tenors." Tucker is
given great credit for not exhibiting the symptoms of "tenoritis"—elephantiasis of
the ego, volatile temperament, and hypochondria. But "Caruso, Caruso, that's all
you hear," Met General Manager Rudolf Bing once said. "I have an idea we're
going to be proud some day to be able to tell people we have heard Tucker."149
Interestingly, although the Caruso label is not carried through, Tucker is quoted
as exhibiting the particular quality of American singers: "You know, in Europe,
tenors are gods. In America, you may be the greatest tenor in the world, so
what?"150 In the 1960s, he was put forward thrice more. When Time reviews
"The Golden Tenors" in 1962, Tucker's photo is twice the size of his four
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colleagues (also in the sample) and is clearly labeled: "the best tenor singing is
an American.” (The other four are not.) The roles he has yet to sing are listed as
"two that contributed to Caruso's fame” and Tucker explains why they are to
come.151 Caruso is not mentioned in Newsweek's 1965 article documenting his
debut as Radames. However, for most of [the past] twenty years, Tucker, the
Brooklyn-born and bred cantor, has been the best Italian tenor in the world.” The
article is simply entitled "The Tenor."152 And again he is praised for his devotion
to family.
The Saturday Evening Post makes the most direct comparison in "The
Mefs Second Caruso." Believing that h e " was predestined to fill Caruso's
shoes," The article leads with the above-cited comment by Rudolf Bing, with a
follow-up that he is more convinced of it now than even six years ago when he
made the comment. Tucker himself "likes to think that his resemblance to
Caruso is a mystic sign." As is repeated in a photo caption, "His resemblance to
Caruso can be seen *with liberal use of makeup and imagination,' but is most
apparent in his singing.”153
Using the criteria for this study, the test is not only whether Tucker is
compared to Caruso, which is shown to remain the standard. The test is
whether and how he will be cited in the reflexive history as the tenor story
unfolds. It is appropriate to ask, given the assurances in the articles that he is
more italiano than Italians,154 whether there is any hint of anti-semitism155 in the
positioning of Tucker in the tenor position. During the decade and a half after
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World War II when Tucker was singing regularly with the Met, the image of Jews
in Hollywood film was of "Jewish-Americans" that were bland and ethnically
safe."156 As a public figure, however, and a live performer, that "safety" might
have required some maintenance, whereas Tucker was quite proud of his
continued cantoriai singing during the high holidays, in a long interview with the
Wiener Oral History Project, Tucker explained that Jews, unlike Italians, were
"foreigners" in the opera world. "I admit there were moments when I used to say
. . . not in a sense of jealousy, of course—well, I wilj say jealousy, yes—that if I
were not Jewish or if I changed my name, how much higher would I have
gone?"157 Within the terms of this analysis, the explanation might be given in a
structural way. First, the assoluta drama that was ongoing with the sopranos
was concurrent with Tucker's career. In the post-Callas story, it would have
been hard for a tenor to enter assoluto except, as did Melchior, briefly as consort
to Flagstad. Second, and importantly, Tucker's own comments suggest a
deeper cultural reason. As a good family man, a consistent performer, hard
worker, he was a tenor for America. When Time compares him to the other four
tenors in 1962, the other four had come from "distinguished triumphs abroad."158
In fact, Tucker like Sills rose within America but unlike Sills, who did triumph at
La Scala, Tucker remained positioned in America. Ultimately, the assoluta(o)
position must be within opera as an international cultural field.
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That position became more accessible with the poetic closure of the diva
discourse in America and was claimed by the arrival of "The Great Pavarotti” on
the cover of Newsweek in 1976.
"The Great Pavarotti"
As chapter 4 relates, Pavarotti first appeared in a U.S. magazine in 1972 with a
solo article, relatively standard in execution.159 Pavarotti is not implicitly
compared within a group to other tenors; rather there is the general appraisal
that "his particular set of virtues brings him closer to perfection than any other
tenor in the world today." In that article, the most telling details are his starring
roles with both Beverly Sills and Joan Sutherland. To star with the American
prima donna of the year before and have the imprimatur of her only performing
rival set the stage for "Prince of Tenors," and at last, "The Great Pavarotti." Both
sopranos again celebrate him in his two cover stories.
As suggested in the analysis that introduced this study, the Pavarotti
cover stories in 1976 and 1979 embody all the important requirements of the
Italian tenor. He critically and internationally acclaimed, and yet a "man of the
people" who "wows the masses." Both cover stories have large boxed inserts
describing Pavarotti's devotion to his wife and three daughters, complete with
photos. And he is masculine and moral:
Pavarotti has a strong sense of morality. To be great you must be
good,' he says. 'Music by itself is not enough. Sometimes a bad
man sings great. But you can't remember it afterward."160
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Both of the cover stories make generous use of comparisons in positioning
Pavarotti both with his contemporaries and with the reflexive history of tenors.
In addition to the lineage of Italian tenors that might be expected, there are
several other indicators of his ascendancy to the assoluto position. First,
importantly to this analysis is his claim to the Caruso mantle. Comparisons with
Caruso are threaded throughout the two articles, from connecting a particular
aria with Caruso's rendition to conductor Richard Bonynge's claim that his voice
is "one of those freaks of nature that come very rarely in a hundred years."161
The most telling accolade is that the imprimatur is given by a diva who sang with
Caruso:
"But voice alone isn't what ensures a singer's immortality," says
Rosa Ponselle, whose own niche in the soprano pantheon seems
secure. There is a certain something that makes its way across
the footlights, sometimes even through the electrical circuits in a
recording machine. Pavarotti has it." Ponselle believes it is this
ineffable communicative power, and not matters of timbre and
style, that forges the link between Pavarotti and his forerunners,
especially Caruso. Says Ponselle: "Probably the biggest similarity
between Pavarotti and Caruso is the way each could envelop an
audience, the way each could make every person feel that he or
she was being sung to individually."162
Unlike Tucker, who is quoted in Newsweek but by the Time article disappears
from the tenor line-up, the comparisons with Caruso come from others, even if
behind the scenes Pavarotti or his publicist may encourage such comparisons.
As if often quoted in press clippings, after his Met debut he cabled his father
"Caruso was better."
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As additional support to this reconstruction of the Caruso story, Mario
Lanza is referred to in both cover stories. In Newsweek the description of his
acting or lack thereof is that he does what he does best: "a version of himself in
a big Hollywood production called "The Great Pavarotti."163 And he recalls that
in his teens he used to go to Mario Lanza movies and then come home and
imitate him in front of the mirror.164 For the first time, too, record sales are listed
not in thousands but, already in 1976, "the Pavarotti people have bought more
than a half million copies of his five solo records and eleven opera albums."
Compare this figure to the proud claim for Beverly Sills' recording of Manon
which sold 25,000 copies when 10,000 was considered a good sale. His
"fanatical horde of fans [is] more dedicated than any pop star's, and extends
across America and the world." a meaningful description.165 By 1979 he has
over four albums "on the charts.”
The media link is important, not only because these phrases are picked
up in the photo captions and headlines but also because the Pavarotti stories are
the beginning of the more specific use of media appearances to document his
broader audience. As Time recounts, "Millions have seen Pavarotti's live
performances on public television," including the live 1978 solo recital and the
live performance of La Gioconda that is reviewed by Time, which was transmitted
via satellite also to Britain and Europe. Thus, like Caruso, Pavarotti came to
stand for a communications medium—public television.
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As was discussed in chapter 3, the forging of a relationship between the
Metropolitan Opera and public broadcasting brought a new partnership that
worked for both opera and public broadcasting. Although the first successful
PBS opera broadcast was a 1976 New York City Opera production starring
Beverly Sills in Douglas Moore's The Ballad o f Baby Doe for Live from Lincoln
Center,'67 it was the La Boheme broadcast with Pavarotti on March 17,1977 that
was the turning point.166 The estimated 4 million viewers was the second largest
audience in public television’s history.169 The broadcast drew 25,000 letters.170
The reasons for its success were discussed in chapter 3. Here it is important to
emphasize the impact on Pavarotti's career. The timing, only a few months after
the Newsweek cover story, helped to Texaco's publicizing the opera broadcast.
Its success encouraged the solo recital of 1978 on PBS, also mentioned by
Time. The fact that the La Gioconda broadcast was, as explained by Time,
broadcast not only in America but also in Britain and Europe by satellite "live"
becomes a new way in which America projects international culture back into
Europe.
Placido Domingo and the Three Tenors
"At last we have found The Tenor,” declared the judges at the
Parma Conservatory in 1914 when they heard Beniamino Gigli
sing. Gigli was one of those exceedingly rare creatures who is not
just "a tenor" but The Tenor. So was Jean de Reszke in his time,
Jussi Bjoriing in his and, of course, the great Caruso, for all time.
Today the tenor who comes closest to being The Tenor is a genial
41-year-old who was bom in Spain, grew up in Mexico and makes
his home on every major opera stage in the world. More than Jon
Vickers, Carlo Bergonzi, Jose Carreras, or even Luciano Pavarotti,
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he of the golden voice and gilded image, Placido Domingo has it
all—the heroic sound, the musical intelligence, the actor's instinct,
the good looks, the charm, the stamina, and the adoring crowds.
As the tenor story gains "spin,” Placido Domingo is the last opera singer to be
featured on the cover of a newsmagazine. He had already been given a shared
box with Jon Vickers ("The Puritan and the Cavalier") by Time and in this 1982
Newsweek lead the positioning is clear. Caruso's name is invoked at least 6
times in the opening paragraphs, and several more times as the article wears
on.172 He is compared in terms of roles sung, dependability, and popularity, with
the necessary qualification about the emotional and moral content of Domingo's
singing: "Domingo's success, like Caruso's, comes from that 'something in the
heart.' the note of decency that can so clearly be heard in everything he
sings."173 Further, "like Caruso, Domingo is driven by a sense of mission: "I
believe that, during the time of a performance, this magic can make people
forget their daily problems and their hates and be together, elbow to elbow, in
peace." To make this happen is his duty.174 This mission, this moral dimension
attributed to both Pavarotti and Domingo evokes "art” in a way complementary to
the "eternal female” expected of the diva.
Two other aspects of this cover story point to the acknowledged borders
of opera as a cultural field. The first is a boxed discography, which lists and
ranks some of the 70 recordings by Domingo. The various opera recordings are
reviewed, giving casts, opinion, musicological quotations, and record label.
Although a few previous cover stories did mention in passing the name of a
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record company or a contract, this discography displays the new recording style
with five different record companies represented. Also, as a first, the
discography suggests that "One can savor—even more than in the opera
house—Domingo's artistry." This is a new equation between live performance
and recording, and a new prominence to record labels and reviews.
The emphasis on recordings suggests a new trend in "soft advertising."
As Norman Lebrecht laments, especially after the CD explosion from 1988 and
the discovery by record conglomerates that classical music can make money,
record companies too had an interest in marketing and promotion. While artists
agencies had always played a large role in packaging their singers, the
acquisition of classical music companies by larger and larger entertainment
conglomerates have upped the financial stakes for snaring the few big names
that make money. Thus the hierarchically top artists agencies within opera as a
cultural field have an even greater incentive to snare the lucrative recording
contracts from the five major recording companies. In this study sample, one
finding that supports this new emphasis is that subsequent entry articles for
opera singers are less tied to a particular live opera performance and always
identify CD titles, chart position and sales, and the named record companies.
Second, already in 1982, the range of Domingo's recording activity is
commented on directly, in a way that confirms the recognition of the boundaries
of opera as a cultural field and is eerily portentous of criticisms that lie ahead:
One of the most troublesome trends in opera today is the superstar
syndrome. Pavarotti is the reigning example of how a great singer
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can be sold like a p o d star. There is little that he and his promoters
have not cashed in on in the past few years—from an American
Express ad to a Hollywood movie (Not yet released) to albums that
scream "Pavarotti's Greatest Hits!” As Domingo moves up into the
same public glare, a similar packaging has begun. He has
advertised Rolex watches. He will soon star in a new movie of
"The Merry widow." "Perhaps Love,” his CBS album of light songs
with pop singer John Denver, has sold almost 1 million copies
internationally, despite the obvious mismatch of a million-dollar
voice with dime-a-dozen lyrics. A new album of Argentine tangos is
the hottest U.S. seller in Deutsche Grammophon's history, js
Dominao selling out?175
The article claims that Domingo dismisses such questions; after all, he says,
Caruso had his Neapolitan songs. He will remain a classical artist and an opera
singer until he cant sing anymore, and Newsweek says, "you have to hope he
means it.” This comment comes before Domingo's films, long before the CD
repackaging of opera described in chapter 3, and almost a decade before The
Three Tenors phenomenon, following their 1990 World Cup Soccer concert.
The paragraph marks the border of opera as a cultural field and already rates the
crossing of Pavarotti to the marketing side.
Within the cultural field, music critics and musicologists have commented
extensively on the meaning of the Three Tenors phenomenon.176 The sales
from the first concert were unexpected, as witnessed by the new deals for
performer and record royalties for the 1994 World Cup Concert in Los Angeles.
As of 1999, the initial Three Tenors album recorded in Rome in 1990 is the alltime best-selling classical recording with worldwide sales of more than 12 million
CDs, cassettes and videos combined. Audio and video sales of the first two
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Three Tenors albums combined have topped 23 million.177 Commentary from
within the cultural field did not so much lament the first concert, which seemingly
celebrated the burying of the hatchet between Pavarotti and Domingo. Rather,
the "selling out” feared by Newsweek had to do with the further exploitation of
the concerts both outside the classical music artist agencies and the high price of
tickets (up to $1000 in a stadium) which supposedly brought opera to the people.
The newsmagazine formula, which had survived the century—pleasing the
cognoscenti and wowing the masses—had crossed the boundary of the cultural
field.
As hypothesized earlier, the position of the newsmagazines in the
boundary area of the cultural field is an important one. Part of what they are
selling to their audience is, as explained in chapter 4, legitimated singers and the
"insider” information about the arts. Thus, they can and will applaud the
seemingly exceptional star but will also expose transgressions according to the
critical judgment of the cultural field. Thus, even after the first three tenors
concert, Time is respectful of the Pavarotti and Domingo when it celebrates their
second joint appearance in 1993—but this time sharing opening night at the
Metropolitan Opera on the 25ttl anniversaries of their debuts. Time
acknowledges that "both men have well-oiled promo machines, with Pavarotti's
the more unbridled. His white handkerchief is as familiar as Michael Jackson's
glove." But they offer them the benefit of the doubt, given the difficulty of the
starring roles they are undertaking and call upon the American assoluta for
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absolution: "As Beverly Sills, an acute observer of the opera scene, says,
'Forget the hype. Once they get out there, they have to produce, or the hype will
just vanish.’"178 This position is, of course, the ultimate defense of the cultural
field—whatever the hype the singers are appraised critically for each live
performance.179 And of course, their performances demonstrate that they are
still honored as opera singers at the Metropolitan Opera, within the cultural field.
But Pavarotti's "unbridled" promo machine is eventually exposed.
Newsweek states the crossing of the boundary area into the market in stark
terms, very clearly articulating the centrality of the Metropolitan Opera and the
sacred quality of the music. After describing an over-amplified (already a
boundary crossing) and for some only large-screen video-accessed concert at
Foxwoods Resort Casino where he "faxed in" the performance, Newsweek
laments that "what is simultaneously sad and enraging...is that it's so
unnecessary....
To his credit, he's taking on a new role, Andrea Chenier, next
month at the Metropolitan Opera.... Pavarotti is justly famous for
helping to bring opera to the masses. But the masses can't pay
$150 (never mind $500) a pop, and for the Foxwoods pap, which
resembles opera the way mud wrestling resembles ballet, they
shouldn't. Far worse than the shamelessly commercial, over-thetop "3 Tenors" concerts...a concert like this is a distortion of music.
For less than the price of the cheapest Foxwoods ticket, you an sit
in the front row of the Met and hear music played in context,
without amplification and with subtitles. ...Opera singers have
always loved to travel in pop territory. If Pavarotti's performance
with Sting or, God help us, his 1982 movie, "Yes, Giorgio." steers
some people to classical music, hurrah. But there's a line in the
sand—onstage and in Barbados—and Pavarotti has crossed it . 80
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Of course, Newsweek does have it both ways. It identifies Pavarotti's
transgression, the "wasting" of the legitimation given him by opera as a cultural
field. It grants the appropriateness of the appeal to the masses and even grants
the Three Tenors their shameless commercialism. Importantly, the contrasts are
the value of context in which music appears in, its purity or lack of "distortion"
both technologically and artistically, and the market and artistic comparison with
the Met.181
Equally important to this study, his transgression is not only that he broke
faith with "Music" but also with "Morality." The double line he crossed includes
the photos of him "cavorting in Barbados with his 26-year-old secretary” who is
younger than his three daughters—his wife is quoted. Newsweek of course
publishes a photo of the "cavorting pair” in the Barbados sand. That line in the
sand is a vernacular expression for the boundaries of the cultural field.
The final cover bow in the ongoing cover stories is in the June 28,1999
issue of Newsweek on "Stars: Voices of the Century."182 Most of the issue,
notably to cover both arts and entertainment, is devoted to the oral histories of
film stars, with Marilyn Monroe on the cover setting the tone. But tucked back on
a third of a page is a quotation from Placido Domingo about the phenomenon of
"the Three Tenors.” Like the 1976 Beverly Sills selection as one of 44
"representative Americans” in the bicentennial issue of Newsweek, the inclusion
of the small piece on the "three tenors" suggests a contemporary assessment of
their position in the joined "art and entertainment” world. It is also perhaps a
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more accurate assessment of the overall positioning of opera stars vis-a-vis
other stars, especially at the end of the twentieth century. Clive James explains
on the very first page of his book, Fame in the 2 ( f Century: In putting together
the list of the “250 twentieth-century people who were genuinely, undeniably
world-famous [,] Placido Domingo was out because his name was known only to
everyone on Earth who liked the sound of good singing. Luciano Pavarotti was
known even to people who couldn’t tell good singing from bad, so he was in."183
So A/ewsweefc's choice of Domingo for an oral history may offer the safer choice
as a legitimated opera star.

AMERICAN ASSOLUTA, OPERATIC ACHIEVEMENT
This narrative reconstruction of cover stories has, like any good opera, not shied
from drama, morality, or political implications. First, I have tried to show that in
order to understand how opera as a cultural field is maintained and reinforced,
one must view the succession of singers, not just males or females. It matters to
the success of Pavarotti that there has been a successful closure on the search
for an American assoluta in Beverly Sills. Second, the narrative reconstruction
allows for the integration, literally of black Americans into the assoluta story. It is
significant that Leontyne Price is not mentioned in entry articles or even most of
the subsequent diva articles, except by the single allusion from Beverly Sills.
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Equally, her cover story needs to be seen in light of its standing for a "race," as is
often indicated and may thereby obscure other constraints on black singers.
Third, the search for the new Caruso reinforces the power of the top of the
hierarchy in the cultural field. The combination of elements that he possesses is
continually replayed as various tenors are compared to him. The contemporary
search for the tenor heir is likely to continue to evoke Caruso, even as Domingo
and Pavarotti remain available for comment. It would be a mistake to
underestimate either the moral dimension or the popular success of Caruso in
determining the holistic image of "the Tenor" celebrity.
The narrative reconstruction also attempted to indicate the role of
"transgressions” in extending the assoluta story. As explained, transgressions
can occur not only of the cultural field but also of the American requirements for
a celebrity diva. Also, as the Pavarotti story indicated, the transgressions can
occur even long after the superstar has been legitimated within the cultural field.
Opera as a cultural field is ever vigilant.
The "diva discourse" as an ongoing story has been traced to the import of
opera back in the nineteenth century. The type of woman/career dichotomy is
not dissimilar to Kathleen Hall Jamieson's discussion of the "double bind" that
women must overcome to embody power.164 Within the diva discourse, any
successful candidate for assoluta must somehow bridge the perceived tension
between the cultural demands for womanhood and the demands of the cultural
field for operatic performance achievement.
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Finally, the tracing of the American achievement has been stressed as a
rhetorical function of the narrative. By adjectives and comparatives, the female
American singer has been put forward as a national contribution to the
international field of opera. While the very overt projection of America coincides
with the renewed assertion of identity following World War II, the tracing of the
cover stories has tried to show its longer genesis. America first had the money
to import the best, it then had the money and the cultural capital to keep the best
(such as Caruso). And gradually America put forward its own candidates to
compete with the best in the opera world internationally. That Callas failed as a
moral example in the cover story narrative required rhetorical resolution;
however, with the Sills closure both could once again open for the American
recognition of the international celebrity, the new Carusos who remained
connected to the Metropolitan Opera.
In sum, this narrative through its formula of pleasing the cognoscenti and
wowing the masses attempts to come to terms with the tension between the
quality of culture and its accessibility. As Kammen discusses the unease with
which Americans regard any elitism connected with quality, so too does this
narrative attempt to provide operatic celebrities that meet the American
requirements.185 As befits the American cultural values of individualism, it is not
surprising that the resolution of this tension resides in a celebrity.
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Recapitulation: Opera Singere, International Celebrity
and the Cultural Field

What makes opera run? In recent years, much of the horsepower
has come from the mighty two-cylinder engine of Placido Domingo
and Luciano Pavarotti, whose Three Tenors” concerts with Jose
Carreras are the most profitable road show in the modem history of
classical music. It has been more than a decade since the
Metropolitan Opera gave an opening-night performance without
one or the other performing. But few tenors sing past 60, and both
men are fast approaching the inevitable end of their dual tenure at
the top of the operatic heap....
Several young singers have been touted as possible
successors to the first two tenors, but so far they have had about as
much luck as Joan Rivers had in giving Johnny Carson the push.
[Singers described include Roberto Alagna, Andrea Bocelli, Ben
Heppner, Jose Cura and Marcelo Alvarez.].... It is possible, of
course, that the next really big male opera singer may not be a
tenor. Ask Joseph Volpe, the Mefs general manager, what he is
planning to do when Pavarotti and Domingo are no longer available
to open the season, and the first name he mentions is that of Welsh
bass-barltone Bryn Terfel. "At some point,” he confides, "we're
going to open with a Don Giovanni starring Bryn." No, Terfel can't
sing a high C, but Volpe is betting that won't matter. "Bryn's the one
who has all of the goods," he says. "He's the natural successor." A
charismatic actor with a voice of bronze, Terfel, 33, also has the
popular touch without which no classical singer can become a fullfledged superstar at his 1996 Carnegie Hall recital debut, he
actually led the delighted audience in a sing-along version of
Flanders and Swann's Hippopotamus Song.
With flair like that, who needs Nessun dorma?1
As Time will tell in a subtitle, "Pavarotti and Domingo are nearing the end of their
reigns" and "the search is on for heirs apparent." The text of this recent article
from the closing week of 1998, which is accompanied by publicity shots and
ratings of strengths and weaknesses of the several contenders, provides a fitting
place to begin the conclusion to this study.
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This dissertation has addressed the question of how can singers in an
art form imported from Europe become stars in a culture like America where socalled “high art” in general and opera in particular are not natural candidates for
popular stardom? National circulation, non-music magazines were proposed as a
site where opera singers could be selected and represented as viable celebrities
for national attention and as contributors to American cultural achievement. The
magazine articles were defined theoretically, using Bourdieu's concept, as
operating in the boundary areas of opera as a cultural field. Their role was to
present the already legitimated opera singers who "pleases the cognoscenti”
while at the same time packaging them within the framework of celebrity
biography as attractive for "the man in the street." The tenets of celebrity
biography, as developed within discussions of celebrity and stars, showed how
otherwise detracting characteristics such as "foreignness," "fatness," or
"effeminacy” could be repackaged within celebrity biography as falling with the
American tradition of success. The rest of this conclusion will review the findings
in more detail and offer suggestions about what they might mean in the larger
context.

OPERA IN AMERICA AND THE CULTURAL FIELD
This dissertation has argued that Bourdieu's concept of the cultural field, one
which he developed using nineteenth-century French literature and art, has value
as a mode of structural explanation. The concept has been extended in three
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ways. First, in applying the concept to opera I have stressed the particular
importance of live performance in the legitimation within the cultural field.
Second, in extending the concept into the twentieth century, I have stressed the
importance of considering the role of the media in its dissemination, reproduction,
and representation. Third, I have stressed the importance of considering the
concept in an international setting, rather than just a national setting, in
understanding opera—even in, and especially in, America.
As explained in chapter 2, as the cultural field developed in Europe during
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, New York City was the port of entry for
opera. New York was also the site where an international opera house was
located to participate in the evolving and solidifying hierarchy of performance
sites. Although the site for a few premieres in the early twentieth century, New
York and America in general participated in but did not contribute to the
solidification of repertoire from Italy, Germany, Austria, and to a much lesser
extent France. The hypothesized continuation of the dominance of this
performing hierarchy and repertoire throughout the 20mcentury had two
implications for the hypotheses in the study. First, the continued dominance of
established repertoire would provide the star-making roles for opera singers, and
second, the Metropolitan Opera and to a lesser extent New York City would
continue to dominate the U.S. hierarchy of performing sites at which opera stars
would be legitimated.
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The results of the content analysis of the 129 entry articles in the
sample confirmed these two expectations. Of the non-recital performances, the
star-making roles were from the established Verdi, Puccini, some Mozart, and
the be! canto repertoire, with Wagner and Strauss following. Of the five U.S.
operas, four were from the opera for African American singers, Porgy and Bess.
The recent article cited above on the new tenors marks the role and repertoire
distinctions—Italian vs. Wagnerian, tenors vs. baritones, light vs. heavy v o ic e giving the standard positions and rating each singer on his current positioning.
For example, although "many vocal connoisseurs regard Ben Heppner, 42, as
the real tenor of his generation...Wagnerian hekJentenors have rarely stirred the
hearts of more than a minority of opera buffs." Too, not only is the manager of
the Metropolitan Opera given the say about who he believes is the heir apparent
but he is also quoted about a Met opening night and a Carnegie Hall debut for his
candidate. The only other person quoted in the article is James Levine, the
principal music director of the Metropolitan Opera.
The extension of the concept of the cultural field into the twentieth century
confirmed the importance of the concept of dissemination and reproduction of
opera and opera singers in the media. As explained in chapter 3, the
Metropolitan Opera participated heavily throughout the various technological
innovations in media, from recording and radio through television and digital
formats. Through its own magazine, begun at the same time as the Metropolitan
Opera radio broadcasts, the Met was able to provide a strong voice in defining
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the parameters of opera as a cultural field in America. Chapter 3 explained
that the maintenance of the "pure" form of performance in the original language,
standard repertoire, etc. not only enabled the international nature of the cultural
field to survive but it also supported the globalized potential for the recording
industry as weii. While the recording industry for classical music continues to
feature internationally legitimated opera stars as its product, the above article
offers a suggestion about its more aggressive emergence into the boundary
areas of the cultural field. Magazine articles increasingly name both the record
companies and the album titles in their celebrity profiles. Further, as Time notes
in the article on tenors, French-ltalian tenor "Roberto Alagna, 34, was heavily
promoted by EMI as the tenor of our generation'... but he had a rocky Met debut
three seasons ago and is looking increasingly like an also-ran.” Here is the hint of
a transgression. The fact that EMI's promotion is singled out as having been
undermined by the Metropolitan Opera debut suggests both the revealing and
blaming of the promotion machine for "false advertising"— and reaffirms the
importance of the Metropolitan debut as the legitimating test.
The assertion of the international nature of opera as a cultural field, even
in and especially in America, was affirmed by the finding that half of the 129
singers in the sample were not from America. This relative half-and-half division
of the opera singers between European and Americans held over time. The
singers in the 1990s divided almost equally between Europeans and Americans.
Checking also the most recent Associated Press poll for the top ten singers of
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the 1990s saw a similar division: four Americans, one Canadian, two Italians,
one each for Spain, England, and Wales. The role of European performances in
the career trajectory of American singers was less frequent than expected, but
they were of strong importance for the African American singers and European
singers who were presented as "successful” upon their Met debut.
Finally, the concept of the cultural field helped to define the role of the
non-music national magazines in the celebrity process. As compared to the role
of local newspaper critics, the role of the non-music national circulation
magazines worked in the border area of the cultural field, involved in
disseminating, reproducing and representing the cultural field of opera. The
articles reproduced critical opinion through the selection of opera singers already
judged successful. At the same time the formula for these articles added the
elements of celebrity biography to counter prospective stereotypes that might
otherwise disqualify opera singers from being able to be proposed as celebrities
for a larger American public.

OPERA SINGERS, MAGAZINE BIOGRAPHIES, AND CELEBRITY TALES
The 129 opera singers who both appeared in Current Biography as a
newsworthy profile and in Readers Guide as an entry yielded a sample of "entry
articles" of which 80 percent presenting a solo profile of a singer. The formula in
these articles was the presentation of evidence of their legitimated critical
success along with the personal biographical details that formed the genre of a
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celebrity tale. In the whole sample, including the briefest of articles, over twothirds contained a "big break" story that indicated the performance that put the
singer over the threshold of success. One third included the discovery of talent,
in this case a part of the story of the artist that derived from a deeper history of
achievement. The frequency of presenting both the ethnicity and the occupation
of parents added to the drama of the successful "rise" to success, with many
explicit labels like "Cinderella Story," "Horatio Alger hero," and "fairy tale" to
emphasize the relations to the genre. The cover stories on the opera singers
used to head most of the chapters demonstrate these qualities with consistency
over time. Even the article that heads the conclusion, which would have been
considered a "collective" article on several singers according to the coding
scheme, alludes to the celebrity story. As the "rating" on Andrea Bocelli, the
"blind Italian tenor," states, he is a "Dream package: good voice, good looks,
oreat personal storv."
These elements of the celebrity tale also function to provide reassurance
about the stereotypes of opera singers that make them less amenable to
American celebrity. As discussed in chapters 6, 7, and 8, part of the function of
the celebrity tale is to select out or assuage these potentially negative attributes.
Thus, appearance and especially slimness takes on an important role in
describing what American audiences will tolerate. As the above ratings say of
Ben Heppner, in spite of his great voice he is "too bulky to fit the sexier profile
increasingly in demand."2 Other details in individual profiles document masculine
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attributes for males, from sports and military service to spouses and children.
Interestingly, none of the tenors proposed as heirs apparent are American. For
women, the fear is of the "prima donna," the siren singer who sacrifices her
femininity to career, her womanliness to imperiousness. As chapter 8 details,
this discourse is consonant with the very beginning of the import of opera and
continues to the present, when divas are compared to suburban moms.
The 13 African Americans in the sample, who represented one-quarter of
the American singers, were discussed separately. Here the rules of opera as a
cultural field were held to account, as black singers were given more signs of
legitimacy than the other singers when presented. The narrative analysis was
presented chronologically for several reasons. First, it was expected that in this
particular area, the news values of the magazines and the external political
events (Bourdieu's field of power) would be particularly relevant. The intersection
of the discourse on race and the discourse on opera singing presented several
instances of meta-commentary from the magazines on the limits of the
Metropolitan Opera's practices as representing the cultural field. Second, the
chronological listing explained the positioning of "blackface" and African
American singers as separate positions, even in the cover stories. Marian
Anderson was classified in a story on religion and Leontyne Price, in a
"breakthrough" cover story, still was not placed within the reflexive history of
American prima donnas. Finally, the intersection of race and American music
within the realm of "classical music" was suggested by the various attempts to
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cope with the realism of integrated casts in staged musical narratives of love
and death. In this case, the African American male singers still felt the limits of
interracial casting.
Of the numerous opera singers who receive magazine coverage, some of
course loom larger in career and press presence. The superstar story was
recounted using the over twenty-five newsmagazine cover stories that featured
opera singers since 1926. The assoluta/assoluto position, that is the top
hierarchical ranking that exists within opera as a cultural field, was used as a
theme to discuss the way in which opera singers were positioned within the
cultural field and also with American culture. As Bourdieu had described, one
would expect both a reflexive history of opera singers, providing the precursors
and forebears, as well as the positioning of the singer among his or her
contemporaries. The way in which operatic roles intersected positions held true
for the cover stories, in that the dramatic soprano and the tenor were given the
top hierarchical positions.
This chapter made several points. First, the reflexive histories of the
dominant singers are part of the cover stories proposing the new candidate for
superstardom. The ongoing discourse tended to be divided by sex. For males,
after Caruso's death, the search for the "American Caruso" is announced with
regularity in the newsmagazines. The filling of that position provided
competitively by the coming of Pavarotti and Domingo is what prompts the above
article about the "tenors at the top of the heap." The article cited at the head of
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the conclusion, while not a cover story, suggests how these reflexive histories
are cited. Ben Heppner is called "the best Wagnerian tenor since the Great
Dane Melchior," Marcelo Alvarez is given "one of the sweetest lyric tenor voices
since the young Pavarotti," and Jose Cura is mentored by Placido Domingo. As
argued about the American search, it is fitting that for Andrea Bocelli it is
predicted "Look out, Mario Lanza!"3
Second, the diva discourse, which dominates the other periods even when
the prima donna assoluta is not found in a dramatic soprano, yielded the
presentation of American singers who, while light-voiced, were also attractive
and thus represented an American contribution to opera as an international
cultural field. It matters in the cover story count that, with the exception of the
Wagnerian interlude, all but three cover stories on women represented
Americans. The search for the American Caruso still, judging by the heirs
apparent listed above, has been superseded for the present by the reigning duo.
It may be that the Pavarotti-Domingo story, extended as it has been by the "three
tenors," will be a benchmark for a new stage of international celebrity.
Nonetheless, at present the national identification of each singer remains an
important appellation.
Third, the singers are all represented with some version of the formula
which is suggested above for Bryn Terfel. The singer must please the critics but
must also have "the popular touch, without which no classical singer can become
a full-fledged superstar.” The role of the celebrity story, and particularly its
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retelling in the cover story, is to provide that "popular touch" not only through
vocal means but also through the details of popular biography. One of the
important roles of the newsmagazines is to represent this "popular touch"
whether "the diva goes barefoot" or the "tenor plays soccer."
Finally, the regal metaphor, the clear hierarchical designation of "the top of
the heap," and the other legitimating quotes affirm that the cultural field as a
hierarchically organized set of relations and positions is still a viable construct in
2000. The individual chapters, beginning with chapter 4 and the extended
discussion of the 1928 entry article on Grace Moore, also tried to point out when
the contours of the cultural field were revealed. In this regard, the border area of
the cultural field where the magazines operated became important.
Transgressions of the cultural field, such as those by Grace Moore or
Mario Lanza who appeared to claim success before they were legitimated, were
not expected to be so frequent. It was expected that the rules of the cultural field
would be sufficiently strict to severely inhibit all but the most newsworthy from
actually being represented outside of a positive critical evaluation. The ongoing
border surveillance of critical standards, especially as compromised by crossing
of the boundary into the marketplace, was also noted for Lanza and Pavarotti.
But the most egregious transgressions were reserved for those who did not live
up to the moral expectations of a prima donna in America as the harsh treatment
of both Maria Callas and Kathleen Battle exhibited. Such transgressions become
news, not only because of their repercussions within opera as a cultural field but
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also because within the American context they break faith with the moral
compact expected of exemplars of "high culture."

OPERA AND THE AMERICAN CENTURY
What does this phenomenon represent in the larger U.S. debate over cultural
values? As discussed in the introduction, opera as an imported art has had an
uneasy place in the discussion of American culture. Earlier histories of American
music had, even through the 1960s, articulated it as a search for an American
serious "art music” that would reach the level of "music” as defined in the
European mode. Searches for what Com4 called "the American thing" were
always uncomfortable for music in that much of what Europeans identified as
American music derived from the forms identified with the black community—
spirituals, jazz, blues. Equally, writers in the American studies tradition and in
the 1980s reclaiming of the centrality of "popular culture" to American identity
were highly uncomfortable with the "elitist” connotations of opera. In these years
of the "culture wars," the equation of "quality” and "high culture" was heavily
questioned and jazz in particular emerged as a favored form even as it receded
into a more specialized cultural niche.
The equation of high culture and quality, as discussed in chapter 3, was
part of the early decades of the media industries, celebrating the broadcasting of
"high culture" through live opera and Sunday variety shows into the early 1960s
as excellence with access. This consensus was reintensified in the early Cold
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War period, as the ability to produce "world class musicians" fueled American
and Soviet rivalry in high culture.5 It also had fueled the political development of
financial support for the arts in the mid-1960s for the National Endowment for the
Arts and the 1967 Public Broadcasting Act. Both were supported as providing
"democratic access” to what had been a more consensual definition of quality.6
The disintegration of this consensus about quality and culture has marked the
last decades. Its demise was accelerated by the end of the Cold War7 and has
prompted many crises in public funding and public broadcasting. The multiple
uses of "The Three Tenors" concert videos and "high culture" materials may no
longer represent the only embodiment of the quality-access formula hoped for
through high culture in America. But the public outcries over sex and violence
produced by market values that punctuate public debate over popular culture
suggests that a consensus on pure market values has not evolved either.8
The search for more "democratic" uses and roots of cultural practice in
America has led to some interesting assertions about opera as well. Levine's
description of the more "democratic" or at least non-elitist performances of opera
before opera was "sacralized" at the end of the nineteenth century is useful.9
However, the attractive and intriguing examples of flexibility in performance
practice does not mean that there was not referential recognition of the
hierarchical top representing by the strivings of the East Coast, New Orleans and
San Francisco Opera Houses. The importance of the regional distribution of
opera throughout the United States, as described by both Blau and DiMaggio is
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uncontested.10 However, the success of opera in large and medium-sized
cities does not necessarily undercut the operation of opera as a cultural field in
the making of opera celebrity. At least judging from the national circulation
magazines, star-making did not occur outside the New York metropolitan area or
the other hierarchical European centers. Other urban centers can and do attract
national attention on occasion for new opera premieres. However, the statistic
that over 125 new operas have been premiered in the 1990s with only 12 having
a second production11 limits their possibilities for star-making. Finally, largescale historical retellings that attempt to retell the American story as a tension
between participatory culture as democratic and mass culture as industrialized
are bound to immediately run into problems. Kammen and others have
attempted to argue that, because the "brow levels” have lost their meaning in
terms of audience practice over time, that the distinction between "high" and
"popular' culture has also disappeared.12 I would suggest that, as long as opera
remains as argued here an international cultural field, the hierarchical role of
critics, performance sites, conservatories, and other hierarchical institutions will
still be essential to its production. Further, even with the acknowledged
dominance of American mass culture in Europe, especially in terms of recent
attempts to limit the importation of American mass culture by France and other
members of the European Union, the older "arts" remain competitively
positioned, with the Metropolitan Opera carrying the American banner.
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This said, opera as a cultural field while solid and perhaps sacralized
is not moribund. One of the reasons that opera as an art form is actually
increasing in audience attendance13 and that it still can generate international
level celebrities is that musical theater in general, including opera, remains a
powerful mode of story-telling. While intellectual plays and avant-garde
instrumental music may have lost audience share, even in Europe, the
combination of music, singing, and story-telling continue to provide a genre
where more uncomfortable themes can be elaborated. It is not accidental that
the range of the American musical has most successfully staged the drama of
interracial and interethnic relations. The class and ethnic overtones of Aida or
Carmen have continued to generate new treatments on the musical stage, and
the international appeal of Showboat or West Side Story or South Pacific also
present updating of these themes. The recent musical dramatizations by Walt
Disney, sometimes following an animated version, also take on these themes
with musical expression. Thus, the success of the Disney version of Aida on
Broadway may, as Newsweek suggests, shock Giuseppe Verdi but he would
have loved its star.14 Within opera as a cultural field, some of the new works may
emerge—slowly—into compelling a hierarchical place just as have American
singers.
Finally, the American Century may claim that Hollywood has emerged as
the capital of global culture. Allied with Silicone Valley, American entertainment
dominates the global market. The inter-European contours of opera as a cultural
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field have still produced their share of twentieth-century opera houses, from
Sydney to the emerging countries of Moldova and Kazakhstan, but it is not a
global phenomenon. Nonetheless, as America looks to its own history, opera
played an important role in opening a space for a range of immigrants and also
African Americans by virtue of the hierarchical standards in an international
cultural field. The search for the "great American thing" in opera is an important
part of its cultural coming of age.
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Appendix 1: Alphabetical Listing of Sample of Opera Singers in Current Biography Yearbook, Oates of Metropolitan
Opera Debut, and Entry Article Citation

Title

CBY

Met

Licia Albanase

46

40

Colliers April 14,1945, pp. 36-38

The Lady Likes to Sing

Elly Ameling

82

NO

Newsweek March 29,1982, pp. 56-57

Grace Notes

55

Time Jan. 13,1936, pp. 35-36

Colored Contralto

89

Newsweek April 16,1990, pp. 82-83

Here Come the Divine New Divas

Marian Anderson
June Anderson

91

Magazine / Date

Victoria de los Angeles

56

51

Time Nov. 6,1950, pp 64-65

Butterfly from Barcelona

Martyna Arroyo

72

59;65

New Yorker, April 8,1967, pp. 33-35

Talk of the Town: No Nerves

Arlene Auger

89

78

People 26. July 28.1986. pp. 73-74

Yankee Diva Arteen Auger scores her
biggest gig, a solo at the british royal
wedding (Song)

Dame Janet Baker

72

NO

Time Sept. 21.1970, pp. 68,73

Passion and Purity

Salvatori Baccaloni

44

40

Time Jan. 6,1941, p. 34

Basso Buffo

Rose Bampton

40

32;37

Time Dec. 5,1932, p. 20

Deputs

Kathleen Battle

84

80

People, March 7.1983, pp. 88, 93

Hildegard Behrens
Teresa Berganza

85
79

76
67

Time Dec. 19,1983, p. 78
Newsweek Dec. 24.1962, pp. 65-66

A Cincinatti Songbird...Trilling from her
Perch at the Met
Climbing the Valkyrie Rock
Light and Dark

Jussi Bjoeriing

48

38

Time April 10,1950, pp. 77-78

Career No. 2

Judith Blegen

77

70

Esquire July 1974, pp. 36,38,58

Recordings: Martin Mayer

Grace Bumbry

64

65

Newsweek Aug. 7,1961, p. 36

Germany: Black Venus (International)

Montserrat Caballe

67

65

Time Dec. 24.1965, p. 47

Opera: Big Find

Maria Callas

56

56

Time April 21.1952. p. 79

Sensation at La Scala

Jose Carreras

79

74

Newsweek May 1.1989. p. 74

A Little Bit of Wonder*
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Franco Corelli

64

61

Time Feb. 3.1961, p. 45

Music: Skylark & Golden Calves

lleana Cotrubas

81

77

Newsweek April 6.1981, p. 105

A New Champoin Violetta

Regina Crespin
Phyllis Curtin

79
64

62

Newsweek Dec. 3,1962, p. 64

French Lioness

61

Life April 12,1954, pp. 81-84

Clamma Dale

79

Passionate* Salome: American Soprano is
unveiled as a talented operatic wiggler
Welcome to the great Black Wayl

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau

67

no

Time Dec. 15,1958, p. 38

Busy Baritone

Mattiwilda Dobbs

55

56

Time March 16,1953, pp. 54-55

Atlanta to La Scala

Placido Domingo

72

68

Time, Oct. 26.1970, p. 86

Making Love to the Public

Todd Duncan

no

Time, Oct. 8.1945, p. 60

Porgy to Pagliacd

Rosalind Elias

42
67

54;58

Time Feb. 3,1958, p. 45

New Voices at the Met

Simon Estes

86

82

Saturday Review, Jan. 1982, pp. 22-28

Simon Estes Comes Home

Eileen Farrell

61

60

Newsweek June 3,1946, pp. 57-58

Singer Eileen

Kathleen Ferrier

51

no

Time March 14.1949, pp. 77-78

English Orfeo

Kirsten Flagstad

47

35

Time, February 1935, passim

Nervous Knitter

Maureen Forrester

62

75

Horizon March 1962, p. 87

On Stage: Maureen Forrester

Mirella Freni
Jan De Gaitanei

77

65

Newsweek Nov. 22,1965, p. 96

The Last Debuts

77

no

Newsweek Feb. 14,1977, p. 92

Queen of New Music

Nicolai Gedda

65

57

Time April 6,1962, p. 57

The Golden Tenors

Hilde Gueden

55

51

Time Jan. 14.1952, p. 48

Visitor from Vienna

Thomas Hampson

91

85

Newsweek March 16,1992, p. 70

Donl Doubt This Thomas

Roland Hayes

42

no

Time Oct. 8.1923, p. 13

A Tenor
Basso's Problem

[mini73] Time Nov. 1,1976, p. 72-75

Jerome Hines

63

46

Time March 1.1954, p. 57

Marilyn Home

67

70

Newsweek April 27,1964, p. 103

Take the Low Road

Edward Johnson

43

22

Time March 7.1927, p. 21

"Perfect Tenor*

Jan Kiepura

43

38

Time Feb. 21,1938, p. 32

Slim Rodolfo

Alexander Kipnis

43

40

Time Jan. 15,1940, p. 37

Noble Gumemanz
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CO

48

45

Newsweek May 25.1942, p. 68

A Star Is Bom

73

67

Senior Scholastic Oct. 27.1967. pp. 27-28

Marjorie Lawrence

40

Time. Feb. 1935

Lottee Lehmann

41

35
34

The Lively Arts: Keeping the Duets within
the Family
Wagnerian Debut

Time, November 1934

Debut

George London

53

51

Time Jan. 9,1950, p. 58.61

"Very Remarkable"

Giuseppi de Luca

55

15

Time March 25.1946, pp. 62,64

How Do You Do

Christa Ludwig

71

59

Time Feb. 10.1967, pp. 72-73

The Happy Scrappers

James McCracken

63

63

Time Nov. 14,1960, p. 52, 55

The Singing Expatriates

Cornell MacNeH

76

59

Time March 16.1959, p. 54

Baritone in the Pea Patch

Jean Madeira

63

48

Time March 26.1956, p. 76

New Carmen at the Met

Giovanni Martinelli

45

13

Time March 28,1938, p. 40

Perennial Tenor

Eva Marton

85

76

Newsweek, Dec. 19.1983, p. 87

An Ice Princess of Opera

Dorothy Maynor

40

no

Newsweek Aug. 21.1939, pp. 26-27

Salt at Stockbridge

Laurence Melchior

41

26

Time, March 1,1926, p. 18

New Tenor

Robert Merrill

52

45

Newsweek July 3,1950, p. 65

Rise of Merrill

Zlnka Milanov

44

37

Newsweek Jan. 10,1938, p. 30

Sherrill Milnes

70

69

Time May 11.1970, pp. 57

Soprano Loses Weight and Name; Wins
Prestige for Herself and ’Met*
The Malboro Man as Macbeth

Anna Moffo

61

59

Time Nov. 23.1959, p. 70

The Girt from Radnor High

Mario del Moneco

57

50

Time, Nov. 3.1958, p. 60

The Mefs Big Men

Grace Moore

44

28

Time, Feb. 2, 1928, p. 20

"God-Given Talent"

James Morris

86

71;75

Newsweek Dec. 2,1985, pp. 90-92

Patrice Munsel

45

43

Time Nov. 22.1943, p. 49

Going for the Gold: Today’s young
American opera singers are world-class
champions
$ 120,000 Voice

Birgit Nilsson

60

59

Time July 22. 1957, p. 46 /45-46)/

Jessye Norman

76

83

Newsweek Dec. 6,1982, p. 128

Europe’s New Divas
A Modem Norman Conquest
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Dorothy Kirsten
Evelyn Lear

40

40

Time Feb. 19.1940, p. 60

New Violetta

Luciano Pavarotti

73

68

Time Jan. 31.1972. p.?

King of the C

Peter Pears

75

74

Newsweek Nov. 21,1949. p. 84,86

Rule Brittenia

JanPeerce

42

41

Collier's March 23,1940, p. 18.49

The Dramatic Story of "Pinky” Perelmuth,
from Orchard Street, who became Jan
Peerce, tenor at Radio City's Music Hall

Roberta Peters

54

50

Newsweek Nov. 27.1950, p. 78

Cinderella Story

Ezio Pinza

41

26

Time March 20.1939, p. 38

New Boris

LMy Pons

44

31

Time Jan. 19.1931, p. 22

Excitement at the Met

Leontyne Price

61

61

Time Jan. 31,1955. p. 68

TVTosca

Ashley Putnam

82

no

Saturday Review, May 1981. p. 85

Musgrave's Progress

Samuel Ramey

81

84

Time 129, June 8,1987, p. 76

Giving the Devil his Due

Judith Raskin

64

62

Esquire April 1967, pp. 79,82,89

Recordings: Martin Mayer

John Reardon

74

65

Time August 22.1969.

The Devils and Reardon

Regina Resnik

56

44

Time August 25,1947, p. 42

For Distress Cases

Leonie Rysanek

66

59

Newsweek Feb. 16.1959, p. 63

They cheered at the Met

Bidu Sayao

42

37

Time March 15,1937, pp.?

Flagstad's Week

Aksel Schiotz

49

48

Newsweek Nov. 1,1948, pp. 76-67

The Singing Schoolmaster

Friedrich Schorr

42

24

Time March 15,1943, p. 48

Wotan's Farewell

Elisabeth Schwarzkopf

55

64

Time November 9,1953

Marshallin

Renata Scotto

78

65

Newsweek Nov. 22,1965, p. 96

The Last Debuts

Irmgard Seefried
Cesare Siepi

56

53

Time Nov. 30.1953, pp. 71-72

New Soprano at the Met

55

50

Time March 19.1951, pp. 92-93

Hello at the Met

Beverly Sills

69

66

Time Feb. 13.1956, p. 39 /40?/

Singer to Watch

Giuletta Simionato

60

59

Time Nov. 9.1959, pp. 43-44

Debut at the Met

Elisabeth Sodestrom

85

59

Time Nov. 9.1959, pp. 43-44

Debut at the Met
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JarmHa Novotna

66

65 Newsweek Dec. 4,1950. pp. 80-81

French Find

Frederica von Stade

77

71 Time Dec. 13.1076, pp. 101-102

Von Stade: Forget the Magic

Eleanor Steber

43

40 Newsweek April 1,1940, p. 41

Audition Fruition

Antonietta Stella

59

56 Newsweek Nov. 26,1956, p. 73

Debut

Rise Stevens

41

38 Time Dec. 26,1938, p. 28

Debs

Thomas Stewart

74

63 Sr. Schoi. Oct. 26,1967, pp. 27-28

Ebe Stignani

49

no Time Dec. 27.1948, p.?

The Lively Arts: Keeping the Duets within
the Family
A Familiar Voice

Teresa Stratas

80

59 Time April 9,1965, pp. 73-74

Small Body. Big Voice

Brian Sullivan

57

48 Newsweek March 8.1948, p. 76-77

Reunion at the Met

Joan Sutherland

60

60 Time June 13,1960, p. 48

Bel Canto Booster

Set Svanholm

56

46 Newsweek Nov. 2 5 ,1946+D122

Opera: Dragon Killer

Gladys Swarthout

44

29 Time. Nov. 25.1929, p. 40

Ins & Outs

Ferrudo Tagliavinl

47

47 Time Jan. 20,1947, p. 86

Poor Opera, Good Singer

Maarti Tatvela

83

68 Newsweek Dec. 30.1974, p. 58

A Tsar is Bom

Renata Tebaldi

55

55 Newsweek Feb. 14,1955, p. 56

The 'Feud' That Isn't

Kiri Te Kanawa

78

74 Newsweek Jan. 3,72, p. 47

Maori Mozart

Maggie Teyte

45

no Newsweek Sept. 3.1945, pp. 70-71

To Mike, With Love

Blanche Thebom

48

48 Time Feb. 12.1945, p. 90

Mezzo from Ohio

Jess Thomas

64

62 Time Dec. 21,1962, p. 34

No Comment

John Charles Thomas

43

34 Time. Feb. 12.1934, p. 45

Debut and Homecoming

Lawrence Tibbett

45

25 Time, June 12, 1925, p. 14

Tibbettl Tibbett!"

Jenni Tourel

47

Giorgio Tozzi

61

Helen Traubel

40;52

Tatiana Troyanos

79

37;44 Time Jan. 27,1947, pp.?

Versatile Jennie

55 Time April 7.1961, p. 84,86

The Basso's Lot

37 Time Jan. 8.1940, p. 36

Debutantes

76 Newsweek March 22,1976, p. 78

Mezzo Power
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Gerard Souzay

c?

Richard Tucker

56

45 Life Nov. 3.1952, pp. 127+

Pagliacci from Brooklyn: Met's Top Italian
Tenor is a Jewish Cantor Named Richard
Tucker

Dawn Upshaw

90

85 Newsweek April 16,1990, pp. 82-83

Here Come the Divine Divas: Versatile and
well trained. American sopranos are taking
bows in opera houses around the world

Carol Vaness

86

89 Newsweek Dec. 2.1985, pp. 90-92

Astrid Vamay

51

41 Time Dec. 22,1941, p. 56

Going for the Gold: Today's young
American opera singers are world-class
champions
Pinch Hitter

Shirley Verrett

67

68 Time Oct. 4.1968, p. 49

New Go-Go Girt in Town

Jon Vickers

61

60 Time Feb. 22,1960, p. 79

The Reluctant Wefoenfenor

Galina Vishnevskaya

66

61 Newsweek Nov. 1,1965, p. 89

Flying High

Camilla Williams

52

no Time Sept. 30.1946, p. 68

New Butterfly

Leonard Warren

53

38 Time Aug. 30.1943, p. 40

Yankee Invasion

Robert Weede

57

41 Saturday Review May 267.1956, pp. 30-31

Ljuba Welitsch

49

49 Newsweek Feb. 14,1949

From Tonio to Tony (In Twenty Hard
Years)
Super Salome

Roberto Alagna

97

94 Newsweek April 8,1996, p. 78

The New Tenor in Town

Cecilia Bartoli

92

96 Time, Dec. 14.1992. p. 63

Opera's Roman Candle

Carlo Bergonzi

92

65 Newsweek, Nov. 22,1965, p. 96

The Last Debuts

Renee Fleming

97

97 Vogue, March 19+D15197, p. 312

The Devil and Ms. Fleming

Barbara Hendricks

89

86 Jet. Dec. 2.1991 p. 17

Ben Heppner
Sylvia McNair

98
97

98 Time, Dec. 28,1998, p. 180
92 Jet, April 1990, p. 29

Black Soprano's Singing Awes White
House Audience
Tuning Up New Tenors

Cheryl Studer

92

93 Vogue, Nov. 1993. pp. 196-97

First Marian Anderson Award
The Big Trill
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Appendix 2: Alphabetical Listing of Optra Singars
In Cum nt Biography Yearbook Wot Appearing in Readers' Go/de
Singer

CBY

Met

Kerstin Thorberg

40

36

Martial Singher

47

43

Nadine Conner

55

41

Kurt Baum

56

41

Lisa Della Casa

56

53

Tito Gobbi

57

56

Fedora Barbieri

57

50

Maria Stader

58

no

Donald Gramm

75

64

Magda Olivero

80

75

Elena Obratztsova

83

75

Margaret Price

86

85

Alfredo Kraus

87

66

Aprile Millo

84

Benita Valente

88
88

Maria Ewing

90

76

Jerry Hadley

91

90

Siegfried Jerusalem

92

90

Brigitte Fassbaender

94

76

Anne Sophie von Otter

95

91

84
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Appendix 3: Chronological Listing of Opera Singers on Newsmagazine Covers
Singer
Marian Talley
Geraldine Farrar
Maria Jeritza
Rosa Ponselle
Lily Pons
Lawrence Tibbett
Lotte Lehmann
Kristen Flagstad
Lawrence Tibbett (with
Charles Laughton)
Lauritz Melchior

Lily Pons
Helen Traubel
Marian Anderson

Eleanor Steber and
Dorothy Kirsten

Magazine

Date

Cover Text

March 1,1926, Marian Nevada Talley.. 367,481 boosters,
10,000 rioters
pp. 17-18
Time
Dec. 5,1927,
Geraldine Farrar: Henceforth she works in
miniature (see Music)
pp. 26-28
Time
Nov. 12,1928, Maria Jeritza... brewed a cup of quietude. (See
pp. 40-43
Music)
Time
Nov. 9, 1931,
Rosa Ponselle...from a nickelodeon in Merry Oen
(see Music)
pp. 26-29
Oct. 17.1932, Lily Pons: Her high F is not for Lotta's Fountain
Time
(See Music)
pp. 37-38
Time
Jan. 16,1933, Lawrence Mervil Tibbett: "Well, I guess I a'most
holds my lead, anyhow." (See Music)
pp. 20-21
Time
Feb. 18.1935, Lotte Lehmann: Her marschallin loses love but
saved a season (See Music.).
pp. 48-50.
Time
Dec. 23.1935, Norway's Flagstad. Suddenly, like a clear norther
light
(See Music)
pp. 19-22
Newsweek Dec. 26,1938, Lawrence Tibbett, Met's first American Falstaff
p. 24-25.
Time
Jan. 22,1940, Heldentenor Melchior. 188 Siegfrieds, 163
Tristans, 138 Siegmunds, 104 Tannhausers, 68
pp. 51-54
Lohengrins, 54 Parsifals (Music)
Time
Dec. 30,1940, Lily Pons: The Daughter of the Regiment. A
coloratura has a chance for fun. (Music)
pp. 30-31
Nov. 11,1946, The Metropolitan's Helen Traubel: A St. Louis
Time
soprano with a Wagnerian ring
pp. 61-67.
December 30, The Big Wheel moved by faith. (Religion)
Time
1946, pp. 5964.
Time

Newsweek Feb. 24,1947,
pp. 90-91

Opera: A New Era for Americans

Story Title
Debut
Again, Farrar
Egyptian Helen
Metropolitan's 47th
San Francisco Memorial
O'Neill into Opera
Prima Donna from Perieberg
New Era
Tibbett as Falstaff
Great Dane

Triller in Uniform
Happy Heroine
In Egypt Land

A New Kind of Opera
o>
N

at
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[Mario Lanza)

Time

Patrice Munsel

Time

August 6.1951. Mario Lanza, Would Caruso fracture 'em in
pp. 60-67
Scranton?

Million Dollar Voice

Dec. 3,1951, p. Metropolitan Opera's Patrice Munsel
50-56
.pucker to Puccini, and Mozart, too."
Newsweek January 10,
cover photo inside
1955, pp. 58-62

Soprano from Spokane

Newsweek October 31.
Baritone George London: Rebirth of Vienna State
1955. pp. 57- Opera-(The Arts)
60.
Time
October 29.
Soprano Callas
1956. pp. 60-64

American Baritone

Renata Tebaldi

Time

Diva Serena

Eileen Farrell

Newsweek Feb. 13,1961, Eileen Farrell of the Met. What Makes a Prima
pp. 63-64
Donna
Time
March 10,1961, Soprano Leontyne Price
pp. 58-64.

Through the Back Door: Meet
Eileen Farrell
A Voice Like a Banner Flying

Newsweek April 21,1969, New High for an American Singer
pp. 69-75.
Time
Nov. 22,1971, America's Queen of Opera: Beverly Sills
pp. 74-82.
Newsweek March 15,1976, Prince of Tenors: Luciano Pavarotti
pp. 56-63.

La Sills at the Summit

Maria Callas

George London

Maria Callas

Leontyne Price

Beverly Sills
Beverly Sills
Luciano Pavarotti

Luciano Pavarotti
Placido Domingo

Time

November 2,
1958. pp. 5862.

Soprano Tebaldi

Sept 24,1979, Bravo Pavarotti!
pp. 60-67.
Newsweek March 8,1982, King Of The Opera: Tenor Placido Domingo
pp. 56-63.

At La Scala, the Triumph of
U.S.-Born Maria Callas

The Prima Donna

Beverly Sills: The Fastest
Voice Alive
The Great Pavarotti

Opera's Golden Tenor
Bravissimo, Domingo!
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